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PEEFACE.

Of late years the study of Physical Geography has made

rapid advances ; it forms part of the course of study in

higher schools, and has its lectureships and professorships

in various universities of the United States and Eui'ope.

It is recognized not only as an important study in itself,

cultivating the habit of observation and of associating

cause and effect, but also as an introduction, or rather an

incitement, to the study of various sciences.

Physical Geography, "a description of Nature in what

pertains to the Earth," is eclectic in character. Resting

mainly on Geology, and only to a less degree upon Meteor-

ology, it reaches out to Astronomy, to Mineralogy, to

Chemistry, to Biology, and even to History and Political

Economy.

The present book, while giving numerous facts, en-

deavors, in all the subjects dealt with, to keep principles

steadily in view, to refer effects to causes, to follow causes

to effects ; to give theory as theory, and fact as fact. But

a book alone is not enough ; field work is a necessity

;

facts from the out-door experience of both teacher and

taught are the very life of the subject. The features of the
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surrouiHliiif; oonnfi-y, the phenonu'iia of air and sky that all

know ;iii(l si)eak of, experiments in the chemical and the

physical laboratory along with its necessary adjunct, the

stereopti(!on, must all be employ<;d in the effective treat-

ment of this highly important study.

The latest and best sources of information,—books,

government reports, geographical magazines, publications

of various scientific societies, &c.,—have all been con-

sulted in the preparation of the following pages. The

engravings, excepting a very few which have been taken

from drawings, have been made directly from photographs,

or from authentic reproductions of photographs, and where

the subject permits, are Canadian.

Books and publications dealing with the separate

features of Physical Geography are very numerous. The

Ontario Education Department publishes a comprehensive

list of the latest and best.

The chapters on Life and The Heavens have been

written by Mr. G. A. Smith, B.A., of the Jameson

Avenue Collegiate Institute, Toronto ; the chapter on

Commercial Geography is by Mr. Wm. Scott, B.A.,

Principal of the Toronto Normal School. Both gentlemen,

within a necessarily confined space, have done their work

in a manner worthy of all praise.

G. A. C.
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PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

CHAPTER I.

BUILDING UP OF THE EARTH.

ROCK.

STRATA.

Everywhere we see the land surface of the earth

covered with a fiue loose material called soil, from
which vegetation springs, and which consists of mineral,

or inorganic matter, together with a varying but small

percentage of organic
matter—the latter com-
ing from the decay and
waste of plants and
animals, the former from
the decay of the rock

beneath. For every-
where below the soil,

and at varying depths,

is found the firm, hard
mass that we call the

solid rock.* It comes
into view along the
course of rivers and on
the shores of lakes and seas, while in mountain regions it

forms peaks often thousands of feet in height.

Where the rocks are thus exposed
they are seen to occur in two
different forms—in layers or beds,

hence called stratified t rocks, and in irregular shapeless

masses, or unstratified rocks. The layers, or strata, of

the former by no means always lie horizontally ; they are

often tilted up, standing on edge, curved, twisted and
bent in a most remarkable manner, though the surface of

the soil may be level. Thus, while in all the south-western

•Geologists apply the term " rock " to all mineral matter,—soil, sand, coal.
fFrom the Latin stratum (pi. strata) a bed.

Fig. 1. Bed-rock changing into soil.

STRATIFIED AND
UNSTRATIFIED ROCKS
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portion of Ontario the strata are horizontal, or nearly so,

in the north-eastern and northern portions they are quite

different, being curved, twisted, and bent to a very great

degree. On the other hand
the unstratified rocks have
the appearance of forcing

their way up from below
through the stratified rocks,

from which they also differ

in internal structure and
composition. Of these the

most familiar is granite in

its different varieties,
which, though plentiful in

the mountain regions of

Canada, occurs only spar-

northern shores of Lake

Fig. 1. Unstratified rock pierciiie up
stratified. Also Figs. C, 11, 25.

the

HOW STRATIFIED
ROCKS WERE FORMED

ingly in Ontario,—along
Huron and Lake Superior.

During a rainstorm little pools of

water are formed here and there

which, on drying up, leave behind
thin sheets or layers of mud, that often curl up and split

into still thinner sheets as they lose their moisture; little

streams, too, rush down the hillside scoring channels in

it and spreading out their load of gravel, sand and mud
at its base, layer upon layer, or carrying it to some
larger stream, which bears it away only to drop it in

the quieter waters of some pond or lake or shallow along
its course, or in the sea itself. And thus in the course

of time this ever recurring dropping of sediment must fill

up pond and lake and shallow, and what was once a level

expanse of water Avill become a level expanse of land, with

only a stream running through it; and should this stream

be wanted for navigation it has to be kept deep by con-

tinual dredging to remove the sediment that will gather at

the l)ottom.

Every river and every brook in our Province shows this

work going on before our eyes. Now, if we should dig into

this alluvial ground, as it is called, it will be found to lie in

layers just as we should expect. For we see that after a

heavy rain, or when the snow melts rapidly in the spring,
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the water in the streams is verj- muddy and has a great deal

of coarse material of different kinds in it; and so what falls

to the bottom from sneh water will be greater in amount and
somewhat different in character from what falls out after a

moderate rain, or during a time when there is no rain, and
these differences will be seen in the different layers.

If again, we look at the beaches along our lakes, or

still better, along the sea shore, we see how the waves as

they dash upon them, spread out fine sand here, coarse

sand there, gravel in one place and pebbles or large stones

in another, and mingle all together in still another; and
when we dig down and find layers of these materials follow-

ing each other as far as we go, we know the waves have
done it all.

Down by the sea, too, in quiet bays and nooks where
the shore around is of soft material, the retreating tide leaves

great expanses of mud bare for hours; crows, snipe, cranes

and other birds come thither hunting for marine worms,
mussels or stranded fish, and
the mud hardening in the

sun, retains their foot-prints

;

successive high-waters will

gradually fill the tracks up
till all trace of them disap-

pears. But they are not
lost; for if some of this

mud should be removed
and dried it will split into

very thin layers, each being
the .sediment that one high-

water has left behind; then
the bird tracks will again
be seen.

The stratified rocks, wherever we see them, present
the very same appearances as do these beds of sediment or
the beaches along the shore:—Sandstone looks like beaches
turned solid, its finer varieties, as we often see in the flag-

stones of our cities, showing the very same curious wavy
markings, and curves, and bedding-lines, as are being
made by the water on our beaches to-day; slate-stone and
shale split into thin leaves just as does the dried mud of

Flu i-racks ;ind trael

in sandstone.
of reptiles
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Fig. 4.

pools, or of the tide-swept flats of the sea-side; and both

saudstone and shale contain shells, and show foot-prints of

birds or other animals, or

the pittings made by rain

as do our modern sand
and mud.

From these considera-

tions and many others, it

is felt to be quite certain

that stratified rocks were
formed from the sand that

Avater heaped up and
spread out along sea-
beaches, or from finer

Pittiugs of niiu iu sandstone. material that was borne
from the shores far and Avide into sea and lake, and that

sloAvly sinking to the bottom, gradually built up there these

vast beds AVhich are met Avith all OA^er the Avorld, the loose

sand and the soft mud alike, partly through pressure,

partly through chemical action, finally hardening into

stone.

Not all of the rock, however, that was
formed in AA'ater, is of earthy material

such as mud or sand. Soundings in

many parts of the sea l)riug up a grayish kind of mud, or

ooze, that the microscope shoAvs to be composed almost
wholly of the calcareous, or limy, shells of minute little

animals called Rliizopods, that live at the surface of the sea

Avhere their food is, and on djang sink to the bottom.
Chalk, Avhich is a kind of limestone, and forms so many
of the doAvns and cliffs of England, is shown by the
microscope to consist almost Avliolly of the minute shells

of the same kind of little marine creature that gives rise

to the ooze at the bottom of the sea to-day.

In our Avarm shalloAV seas the coral animal, or polyp,

is forming from the lime it gathers from the Avater, a stony
house around itself,—a house that on the death of the

polyp becomes the foundation for another to build on, till

at length such huge masses of coral as the Great Australian
Barrier Reef are fm-med. But only the outer part is rough
and full of tubes and pores; for the salt water gradually

LIMESTOINES, OR
CALCAREOUS ROCKS
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Fig. 5. A fossil coral
Favositei,, Xiagaia.

softens the old coral and melts it together into a very firm

mass of stone. Coral sand and coral nnid build up great
masses of limestone in the deeper water to which thej^ are

borne, or around the coral reefs tliemselves. Other sand
and mud, not of coral, sometimes mingle with these and
then the limestone is impure. Or the coral sand and dust
may be blown inland into great ridges, and there becoming
solid through the action of rain, form line limestone,—just

such as the people of Bermuda cut out of quarries with
saws, so soft is it when not exposed to the air, in order

^,^,^__^ to form building stone for theu* gleaming
'c.t^f -> pgr^^ white houses.

^orth of our Lake Erie limestone largely

lade up of coral exists in abundance;
in many other places, Niagara, for

instance, and Guelph, the limestone is full

of the limy co^'er-

ings of other sea

creatures, while
other limestone

shows little or
no trace of remains of sea crea-

tures, but was doubtless formed
by chemical action which caused
the lime in the water to settle to

the bottom.
Still other kinds of rock, such

as salt and gypsum, both the

result of chemical action in the

water, are found quite abund-
antly, even in Ontario, but far

more abundantly in some other
countries.

As has been said,

unstratilied rocks
are quite different

from the stratified rocks; they are
composed of different matter;
they all have a glassy or vitreous

^92^^^^ i^ they had been melted; fig e i)>keot lo.iKi.mn. i.uning

in mines or quariies or hillsides K'ay Ki^uuie. ^.i johu, n. b.
* Also Figs. 2, 11.

UINSTRATIFIED
ROCKS.
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Vj^hej^ are seen ponetrating in ainonp: other rocks and look-

ing like l)ran('.lies of trees or little streams or veins^^)—just

Vjas if some molten matter had gushed up from below
filling up any cracks it could find in the rocks and then
hardening into stone;\on the bare upper surface of the
rock these look like gmit seams, sometimes even standing
out above the other rock on account of being harder and
so not easily cruniblpd away by frost or other destroy ing
means. Then, too, ^Wiey are seen in great solid masses,
not beds, rising high into mountains \and, where bare of

trees, white and glistening as the weather-worn granite

that gives the name to the White Mountains, or forming
great rounded ridges as in Nova Scotia; or again standing
out from a surrounding level country in single black
masses such as the Montreal or Beloeil Mountain in Quebec,
or in long dark narrow ridges such as the North Mountain
by the Bay of Fundy in Nova Scotia.

Now^-ience tells us that only great heat can produce
the glassy, or vitreous, ajjpearance in these rocks^ and bnly
molten matter could be rolled together in these shapeless
masses, or well up into the cracks or openings where we
find it. )-~^yu^-oXf^ Si^(^.'\r<y-.

THF HFAT OF ^^^^ ^^ "^^'^ ^^ askcd "Where could the

THE EARTH. ^^^'^t that thus melted the rocks, come from ?
"

( We know that great heat must in some way
exist in the e_Jn;thj for volcanoes show it, and hot springs

such as the Geysers in Iceland and elsewhere; Qnd the

deepei' that mines are dug the greater the heat in them
becomes.

)

I Sj}^ v^i^i^Pls, scientific men think that the enormous pressure
'^^^'^ '*4f the rocks above ^n those below causes the heatr~for

pressure does produce~heat^^ But tliis"makes uS ask •^•here

tlie rocks came from,—wJuit caused them ?

r- .,^„.,. .„ ^\'e know that some substances verv readily
THE NEBULAR I r .-, . • . • ,

=- —n

—

~
THEORY. ' t'vap,Qrat(;, that is, turn into A.-iitor,—ether,

_ for instance, or water; indeed : i1most -iiiy

substance Avheii inten sely heated gives ofT' ^apor4 tlie

different iiiclais v<'ry ivadn.N~d<) so. Now, if the r.'_>s of

light that are given off from intensely lieated things, are

allowed to pass f lirough a i)rism, or spectroscope, they Avill

show different colors and markings, the spectrum of each
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substance being in color or in markings, or in sonic other

way, different from that of all others. In this, way,jt^has^

been found out that the sun and those planets ;ind stars

that shine by their own light, are composed of the same
materials^ as the^ earth.

Astronomers have long known that in the heavens

there exist immense masses of thin fiery v.' nor, " glowing

gas," that the}- call nehulce, and the spectjoscope shows
that this vapor is the vapor of the very same materials as

those that compose the earth. So it is thought that the

sun itself, with the earth and ali the other planets that

revolve around the sun, was once a great nel)ula which in

the course of countless ages sei)arated into smaller masses,

and that each of these on cooling down became a planet,

some, such as our moon, having now lost all of their heat,

others being in different stages of cooling.

In the case of our earih the cooling vapor gradually

became a fiery liquid, and further cooling covered this with

a crust,—the first rock, while above it was the atmosphere,

far deeper than it is now and filled with gases that it

would be impossible for us to breathe;, i>ut from this

atmosphere came in later and cooler ages t!." rains which,

falling on that early rock and dissolving some of it, made the

first mud that formed the first stratified rock. Such is the

Nehular Theory of the origin of the earth aw- ding to our
astronomers.

But we may be sure that the first crust of the earth

was broken through again and again and flooded by the

fiery mass below it, and that the cooling process still con-

tinued, and still continues to the present day. Many
scientific men believe that the interior of the eartlj is still

a liquid mass; r!iat the granite rocks, which in some
mountainous regions are known to be slowly rising, are

only this liquid ma^s still pusliing its way in places toward
the surface of the earth, but l)ecoming cold liefore reaching
it; ind that the lava * of volcanoes is the fiery mass itself

po'iied out on the surface of the earth and there cooled.

•Both granite and tr.ip are failed igneous rc^ks because both h.ive fooled from the
molten state; but to distinguish one from tlie other the former is called plutonic, the
latter volcanic; both are erystalline but the crystals of the plutoiiic rbeks are vei-y

much coarser than those of the volcanic rocks, and the latter are the more glassy.
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Others sny the eartli is solid and very ripfid; otherwise it

conld iu)t kee]) its shape under tlie great strain of the at-

tra(!tion of the sun and moon. Still othci-s think the outer

crust rests on a molten layer, beneath wliieh all (the greater

part of the earth) is solid. Pressure eauses the solid core;

cooling, the crust; the liquid being transitional.

METAIMORPHIC OR
CHANGED ROCKS.

While the sti-atified roeks are all alike,

lying in layers, they differ very nuich

in color, in fineness of 'grain, in hard-

ness, in the material of which they are composed, and
in nniny other ways. But [there is one kind of such

rocks that in some respects resembles the unstratified rocks,

especially in their crystalline appearance. They are never

found ou top of other stratified rocks ,\ but always under
them; and in mountain regions they^ burst up through

them to form some of the wildest of mountain scenery.

Fig. Neiu'ly horizont;iI strata resting on disturbed nietamorphic rock, both
showing faults. (See "Archseau Period, page 17, and Fig. 17.)

Then when they are found along with granite or other
igneous rocks in mountains or other hilly districts,(they
lie just on top of the igneous rocks; in the more level

regions they are seen almost everywhere to have veins or
seams of igneous rocks ])ranching through or ])iercing

them in all directions. > This latter is the case in Muskoka
and indeed in almost all the eastern half of Canada,

—

the region bounded on the west and south by that great

chain of lake and river stretching from the Gulf of

St. Lawrence to the Arctic Ocean.
Now we know that in the laboratory the character of

stone can be changed by exposing it to J?reat heat along
with moisture; and we see that these erystalline rocks are

always found where great heat has been, and moisture too,

—

for their stratification shows they must have been formed
from the sediment of water. Therefore it is believed that

after these rocks had been laid down by the water in layers

of vast extent and great d('i)tli.—sea-animals living in them
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and on dying leaving- their sliells to be buried ever deeper
in the mud,—the molten mass welled up again from below,

and forcing its way up into and often through the half-

hardened and moist mass above-, changed its character

almost completeh', at the same time disturbing the layers,

twisting them and throwing them iuto every possible shape.

Thus sandstone has been changed into the dull-white,

very hard glassj^ stone called quartz; shale, a stone formed
from fine mud in thin layers, is turned into slate; and
limestone has become marhle, which sometimes shows
remains of the shell-fish that lived in it when it was onlj/;

mud. And so it would seem that these metamorphic rocks
were probabl3' the first formed stratified rocks in the history

of the world; though, as heat still exists in the earth, and
molten matter is still forcing its way upward, it is probable
that metamorphic rocks are still being formed where the

molten mass comes in contact with other rocks.

r. r-w.-r.^,., «^ 111 ^ former paragraph it has been stated that
ELEVATION OF , ., .

^
\ .^ , . i •

STRATA. while ni some places tiie strata are hori-

zontal, in others they are tilted up in vari-

ous degrees, even standing on edge, or forming great
arches, or crumpled up in folds large and small. \ What

Fig. 8. Folded and arched strata. Also Fig. 18.

has caused all this? We have seen that \the strata must
have been originally laid down practically flat on the

bottom of the sea, or at most somewhat gently sloping, for

the sea-floor alwaj^s does slope away from the land.
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\yhv <,fr()Uiul seems to l)e in a stale of iriovemeiit evei-y-

wliere, tlious'li tJie mot ion in most plaees is imi>ereeptible.

The sp(tt where the first missionaries to Greenland Jmilt

their houses, is now many feet under water^ near Fcyt
Lawrence, at the head of Cumberhind Basin, oflp the Bay
of Fundy, the remains of a forest are seen just above
h)w-water mark;lat various ])hiees alont? the l)asin of the

St. Lawrenee aiul tlie Great Lakes, old l»eaches occur in

such positions as seem to pi-ove that the land in this ])art

of Canada is rising. Such changes of surface cannot take

place unless the rock upon which the surface rests changes
too.

VolcMnic regions are known to be very unsteady ; —i)arts

of Tt.'dy have risen and sunk again more than one within

histoi-icnl times; the coasts of Peru and Chili are subject

to great clinngcs of level; and some scientifie men think

that the very numerous volcanoes in the Indian Archipelago
])oin-ed out so great a quantity of lava from beneath, tliat

the land that once connected these islands witli Asia was
undermined and settled down, and thus let in the ocean,

forming the shallow sea that now exists there.

Then too, it is known that vast beds of sediment are

forming on the slo]ung soa-flocn- in the neighboihood of

the continents, and it is thought tlu; Aveight of these and of

the sea above acting on the inclined strata beneath, exerts

an eiu)rmous i)ressiu-e sidewise, and the soft and yielding

strata giving way to it are forced upward, and in tlie

movement ])ecome bent and deformed.

But whatever part volcanic action or pressure from
beds of sediment may play in producing movement in the

strata of the earth, they cannot account for the movements
everywhere :—The valley of the St. LaAvrence is far

removed from the region of volcanoes, and it has in most
l)laces no great l)eds of sediment beneath its waters. There
nnist be other causes.

Now, whether the nebular theory of the earth is correct

or not, certiiin it is that great heat exists within the earth,

and that this lieat is slowly passing off into space: the

earth is gradually getting cooler. And all bodies grow
smaller as they cool. If tlie cool outside of our earth is

now resting down on the hot inside, when this hot inside
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gets cool it must y-ct snijiller tliiui it is, jnid so eitlier it

must shrink away from tlie outside or the outside must
keep settling down upon il . If the oiitside shell were com-
posed of rocks all of the same intense hardness and were
everywhere thick enough, then the mighty arch that it

would form might he al)le to stand the awful strain of the
attraction of gravity, and remain a great shell around other
shells further within.

But the strata are not all intensely hard; many indeed
"are verj- soft, and so c<»uld not stand the strain of gravity
were the}' ever so thick. They must, therefore,- as the
inner part of the earth cools keep settling down on the

cooling mass; but in doing so, the shell must in some way
get smaller, otherwise it could not settle down. If we press
the two ends of a thin, narrow piece of wood toward one
another, the piece of wood will l>end, or form a fold, or
more than one fold if we prevent the first one from getting
large; and if the pressure is continued too long or is too
violent, the wood will break, more especiallj' if some part
of it is thinner than another.

Strata will act in just the same way. The weight of
the strata, i.e., the attraction of gravity, causes so gi-eat

a pressure everywhere that the strata cannot stand it. and
so, like the thin piece of wood, they will rise in a great

fold or a suecession of folds, some large, some small.

Some folds will have a span of many miles, as is often seen
in mountainous regions, some of only a few yards. In this

way the shell becomes smaller, and so can readily settle

down upon the shrinking mass below.

Sometimes, as we see in the case of the piece of

wood, the strata in being thus pressed will break, not all

parts l)eing equally strong. Then one part will settle down
and leave the other high in the air, or even by its greater

weight force the other to rise higher still. These breaks,
where sinking down or sliding up occurs, are called

'^ faults,
^^ and are very common. So, too, we maj^

readily see that though no faults may occur, the strata may
be broken and shattered bj^ the pressure, and thrown into

every imaginable position, as is so often revealed in the
rocky walls of deep chasnis.

And though both ^^icanic action and the pressure
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of gjreat beds of sediment on the sloping bottom of off

shore waters undoubtedly do disturb the strata in their
neighborhood, yet this cause, the contraetion of the earth,
will account for all the

movements of the earth's

crust everywhere^ It tells

us how strata that were
laid down horizontally or

nearly so, are seldom found
in the same position now

;

it tells us what is the origin

of mountains, and how tht .\

can still grow, as we know
the Rocky Mountains, the

Alps, the Himalayas and
others are growing; it may
even explain, as man.\
think, volcanoes and earth-

quakes. It is the theory
held by all scientific men.

And so it has ever been
since the first crust over
the molten mass was
formed, and the first stra-

tum laid down from the

waste of tha^t primitive

igneous rock.
( The shrink-

ing earth gradually forced

some of the new formed
strata out of the water,

when they in their turn
supplied the material for

still newer strata; these again in whole or in part, were
forced upward, while the former ones sank once more
beneath the sea to receive new beds of sediment upon them Ji

And thus the process went on,—alternate rising and falling
as the earth got smaller through cooling, till at last after the
lapse of countless ages the earth as it now is was built up.

LfFE ON THE EARTH.
But the study of the rocks has an interest for us beyond

their mere origin, their formation and their use—a deeper

Fl(i. '.). F;iiilt .-IS seen in n.ntnre: met.iitiorphic
rock (gneiss) on the left, Camltrian str.nta
on right niiieh broken by the " do^vn-

tlirow." Qnehee. See i(le.-«l fault,
P^ig. 7. ( Reduced from " fteo-
logical Survey of Canad.-i.")
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and more important intere.st—for itU'eveals to as tlie story

of life on the earth from its lowly beginnings in huml)le

sea-weeds or in a mass of gelatinous matter that wove for

itself a lim3" covering from the waters of ^the sea,(^to its

crowning development in 3fan i who claims kindred with
still higher beings.

FOSSILS ^^^ ^^^^" Po^i^s and lakes we see pieces of wood,
large and small, becoming " water-logged " and

sinking; land animals getting drowned, and fishes dying;
land-shells washed down the hill-sides into the water, and
river-shells hurried along b}^ the swift currents of the

streams—all finally buried beneath the accumulating sedi-

ment. And such, we may be sure, has alwaj^s been the

case wherever and whenever there was water to run, sedi-

ment to deposit, or plants and animals to bury. No wonder
then that in the stratified rocks we come across the remains
of plants and animals, /o,s'si7s we call them, now only stone,

or only impressions or casts made when the enclosing rock
was soft sediment, countless ages ago.

If the clinuite of Iceland and Norway and Great

OF LIFE. Britain were to become many degrees warmer
than now, it would not be long before plants

that grow only in the West Indies, and fishes that swim
only in the West Indian waters, would be found without
man's aid living and thriving in and around these countries

whose coldness 'alone now keeps them away. For we all

know that the Gulf Stream and other oceanic currents that

set northward from the warm regions of the south, carry
with them fragments of southern plants and fruits and
seeds, and throw them ashore on northern lands where they
can only perish; and we know, too, that the young of very
many kinds of shell-fish and other low forms of marine life,

swim about freely before they become fastened to a par-

ticular spot; and these little swimming creatures are carried

by the ocean currents far and wide in regions suited to

their existe'nce.

If the currents thus spread life now when there is so

much land on the earth to interfere with or check their

course, wdiat must they have done when the land was far

less than now, and when they could move with so little

obstruction ! And then, too, on the land. How is it that
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the maple Iree is fouml in tlic Iciii^th ami hreadtli of

America wherever it can possibly grow ? We have only to

look for an answci- to a maple tree when it is sheddijig its

nniUitudi! o\' riixMicd seeds on a windy day. Tlins these

two canses alone, even were there no others, would spread

the same types of lifi^ over widely extended regions.

More important to ns still is the fact that the

OF LIFE fossils reveal to ns the progress of life, both

animal and vegetable, on our earth. ^ They
cannot, indeed, tell how life began, but they show uf3 its first

and lowly 1)eginnings in water and on land, and its gradual

development into the highest fcn-ms. But yet this history

of life is not perfect or complete; for there have been so

many and such irregular ui)heavals and depressions, with

altering of strata, so much destruction by wind and rain,

by heat and frost, and by running streams and beating

waves and other agents, that great gaps occur in the recoi-d

of life as enclosed in the rocks—gaps that probably will

never be filled up. We sliould like very much to know if

there were really any land i)lants or land animals in late

Archaean times; or Avhat kind of creatures inhal)ited the

great ])elt of land that once united the British Islands with

North America and that sank again leaving the high I'idge

at the l)ottom of the Atlantic of which the ''Banks of New-
foundland" form a part; or if that great .expanse of land

which, as many geologists hold, once united Southern

Africa with the East India Islands and Australia, had an}'

of those queer animals that are uoav found only in Aus-

tralia; or how it liapi>ened that Australia has no native

laud animals of the highest kind, the inammals, except the

lowest of that kind

—

))iars}ipials.^

Yet with all the gaps, and with so jnauy questions left

unanswered,Uhe rocks ])y their fossils shoAv a steady advance

of life toward the liighei- forms of to-day For each suc-

cessive stratum, along with low or the lowest kinds of

aninnils or plants, reveals the existence of types of higher

life than the stratum below possessed.^

Animals that, after the young are Imrn, carry theiu in a pmich or iaree fold of

the skin.

For a fuller treatment of the " Progress of Life," see Cliapter VIII.
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DISAPPEARANCE OF
FORMS OF LIFE.

But tlie rocks show, too, that types of

life that were so marked a feature of-

oue age, more or less suddenly dis-

appeared, uot, however, before the type that was to be so

important in the next age had come in. The strange fossil

that looks like a closely coiled, wrinkled ram's horn (hence

called Ammonite), is met with only in the Cretaceous Era,

and the Trilobite (Figs. 16, 19), in various forms, is found
throughout the rocks of the longest of the periods of

earth's history, and nowhere
else, -/-for when a species of

plant or animal onc«^ disap-

liears it never returns.' Those
hideous reptiles, the Deino-

saurs (Fig. 27), monsters of

appalling size, have all gone,

and in our swamps and peat-

bogs to-day we dig up the

bones of those more peaceful,

but still huge beasts, the

Mammoth, so lateh* perished

that even its flesh has been
found preserved in the frozen

river-gravel of Siberia.
Nature seems to have been

prodigal in kinds of life, of which the still living ones form
only a very, very small portion.

What caused this disappearance it is hard to say. We
know that new mountain ridges were always rising some-
where, which would change the winds and so bring a

different kind of climate and tem])erature on land and sea

in which the old creatures could not well live; and the new
land must have changed the course of currents, as we have
seen above, and so brought water not suited to the old life;

the great volcanic outljursts by pouring their lava and
ashes into the sea and filling the air with their deadly

gases, as they have done and are doing even in our days,

must have caused destruction far and wide in sea and on
land, as they do still. These, Avithout doubt, are some of

the causes that must have had effect on the life of other

days, however many more there may have been.

Fig. 10- Au Ammonite.
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SUCCESSION ^" ^^^ ^^''^'^^ <»f the prorge of the Niagara

OF STRATA. Rivcr w(> caii plainly soo that the strata coin-

l)Osinf:j tlioin are not all of one kind; and so,

too, tlie strata around (Juelph and Gait differ from those in

the region of Kingston. Now, it fe evident that the strata
of the walls of the Niagara 'gorge Ij'ing lowest down were
formed before those above them; and where in traversing
the eountry Ave see the strata change character, and one
stratum passing under the other, we know that the latter

was formed last, however mucli higher the former may be
in places. But when the strata lie in regions remote from
one another, such as British Columbia and Nova Scotia,
or where in mountain regions they are broken up or con-
torted or in part worn away, it is much more difficult to

say which were formed first. The character of the fossils

will, however, to a great extent determine this. If the fossils

of one region shoAv a higher type of life than those of the
other, the strata of the latter will have been formed first.

PERIODS IN THE HISTORY OF THE EARTH.

The occurrence and disappearance of fossils as just

stated, has led geologists to recognize four, or even five,

great periods in the history of life on the earth, though
other circumstances, notably the great distur])ances of the

position of strata, have lent their aid to the same end.

The first period is usually called the Eozoic, Dawn of
Life, or Archaean, Begin niiu/, Period;* the second is called

the Palaeozoic or Old Life Period; the third, the Mesozoic
or Middle Life Period; the fourth, the Cainozoic or New
Life Period. But the great number of different kinds of

strata, each with some ]iarticular fossil all its own, has
made still other names necessary. The next smaller divi-

sions are commonly called Ents, such as the Cambrian Era,
or often ^'//.s7rw^s•, while still smaller divisions are named
Series, as the Niagara Series. See Plate II.

There is no agreement among scientific men as

GEOLOGY. ^** ^^'*' lapse of time since the first strata were
laid down. Sir Charles Lyell, by estinuiting

the cubic contents of the Mississippi delta and the amount

There is no nniforniity amotig Reologists in the use of these n.imes: Period,
era. system, series, iiroup. etc. Tho nieiiuing here given is that of Sir J. W. Dawson in
his Handbook of Canadian Geology.
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of sediment brought down by the river in twentj'-four

hours, thought that at least forty-five thousand years

would be required to build up such a delta. Others make
a lower estimate, l)ut all agree that time in the history of

the earth cannot be reckoned by years, or centuries, or

millenniums, but by ages.

The rocks of this " Dawn of Life," or
"Beginning Period," underlie all other
stratified rocks ;\ they are the foundation

strata upon which all other strata of later times are built,

V;^'hile they themselves must rest upon the prima?val crust

of the earth, from which the sediment came to form them.
They are all crystalline, and often, especially in the lowest,

EOZOIC PERIOD
OR ARCHAEAN.

Fig. 11. Aiclia?au gneiss in foregrouml, rui iiom liKht to left by a broad vein of white
mineral, both being cut liy a broad dyke of igneous rock which sends off a
narrower dyke in the right foreground. (Geological Survey of Canada.)

or Laurentian, beds so much altered in their character by
the heat that it is impossible to distinguish them from
igneous rocks.

They are never found lying horizontally, but are crumpled
and bent and folded to an extraordinary degree, while veins*

* Veins are fissures in the rock filled up with mineral matter dissolved from the
rocks by water; while dykes are fissures filled by igneous matter from below.
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of differont minerals ])i('r('p Mhmm in all direftions, and dykes
of igneous rock traverse thein tVoni bottom to top, and often

stand out like a wall al)ov^e the sni-faee, their hard material
being not so easily eruml)led away ]>y frost and rain and
sun as are the rocks through which they have i)ierced.

These Archaean rocks—the underlying ones being called

by Canadian geologists, Laurentian, and the upper ones,
Hnronian^—form the surface rocks over a vast area in

Canada (see Plate I. and Fig. 14) , while in other parts of the
world they occur only in strips or ))atches, as it were. But

fwherever they are found they al)ound^ especially the
iIuroniau,vin useful minerals,^as if in compensation for the
rugged, uninviting (character of the country they form. The
iron, copi)er, and silver mines of Ontario are all in the

Archaean rocks, which form our roughest districts.

The most characteristic of Archaean rocks is called

Gneiss—a crystalline rock, usually i)inkish in color, with
bands of dark
mica running
through it.

Another rock
very like Gneiss,

andcallediSc'A/s^,

contains much
more mica and

Fiii. iii. A bit of ij;uided tjutiss. spllts readily
into thin leaves, thus showing more clearly its stratified

character.

The Life in Eozoi'c times was very scanty. No fossils

at all have been found in the lowest 1)eds; either the heat
of both land and sea was t.oo great in those remote ages to
permit of any kind of life, or if life did exist all traces of it

were destroyed by the changes the priman^il strata under-
went. But the middle beds give what many geologists
believe to be the fossil remains of the earliest form of life

on earth-V-a coralline creature, whose soft i)arts are replaced
in the fossil by a mineral dissolved from the limy covering.

Perliai)s there may have been other life beside this

Eozoim, for the beds of graphite,! which are common in

From beinp; found most char.iptoristii'ally, the first in the Lanrentidc mountains,
and the second on the north of Lake Huron.

tXbd " lead " of lead pencils. Eozoiin, " Dawn Animal."
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Archaean rocks, may be only beds of seaweed transformed
by the great heat into their present state; and the beds of
crystalline limestone, which are also common, may be only
old coral reefs.

Fig. 13. The Eozoon. The white parts were the cavities occupied by the soft
portions of the living auimal, now filled with a white mineral.

These Archaean rocks mnst have been laid down nnder
water and therefore mnst have been in horizontal or nearly

horizontal beds; but their crumpled ai)pearaii('e and the fact

that the newer strata, for which they furnished the material,

do not lie confonnab 1 1/^ upon them, shows that there must
have been a great disturl)aiice of the earth's crust before

the Arch^an strata rose from the water, a disturbance that

not only crumpled the soft strata, but forced out of the

water so vast an area as we have here in Canada. Nor,
although this area may have been larger than it is now, did

it ever wholly sink again, for all the later rocks only skirt

its edges, never lie in patches gi-eat or small on top of it.

And so the Muskoka region and " New Ontario " have
an interest for us all their own, not arising from their

ruggedness or their peculiar scenery, Imt from the con-

sideration that here
'

' dry land '

' had its birth

.

.. The period of "Old Life" followed on the

PERIOD. close of the " Dawn of Life." \^It was an incon-

ceivalily long period, during which the dry
land was greatly imn-eased on the enrth and new forms of

life, and ever higher ones, on land now as well as in the sea,

arose and disapi»eared, leaving the record of their existence)

*That is, their beds do not lie in the same position. Figs. 7, 17.
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soiiu'liiiH's only a iiipacjre one, buried in tlie rocks. In
Ontario no rocks of the suececdinp: periods exist, and of
this period only those of the tirst three divisions are found

—

the ('aiiibrian, the Silui-iaii, and the Devonian or Erian.
Like the Ariduean ro(;ks when once these rose above water
they never sank again. Indeed, excepting in the Maritime
Provinces, the prairie region of the West, and in districts

on the Pacific (;oast, no other rocks l>ut tliese and the
Arcluean are met with in Canada. \ Thus we live in the
oldest region of the earth.

Fi(i. 14. The Arolia'ivn t'outiiieiit. North Anierioa in outline, the white portions
showiiiK tho rosioiis of Archa-jui rocks, viz.: Canada north of the T^akes and

the St. Lawrciico, and tlic mountain chains east and west. (After Dana.)

The region of old Archaean rocks in North America,
as the map shows us, already in those ancient days marked
out the continent. How high that laud rose above the
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sea we cannot tell, l)ut wherever it existed it supplied

the material from its waste for the formation of new strata

in the shallow waters 1)eueath which it dipped. These first

new strata, the Cambrian, skirt the Ar('lia?an rocks like a

beach or shore; and when they in their turn rose above
water tliej' helped to supply material for still newer strata,

the Silurian, farther away from the Archaean rocks, and
skirting the Cambrian as the Cambrian do the Archtean.
Then, following the rising of the Silurian strata, came the

Devonian or Erian—which were still farther removed from
the Archaean, and still farther built up the land-area of the

earth. Above these last lie the great and important series

of rocks known as the Carhoniferous rocks—the rocks that

furnish nearly all the great coal fields of the world except

those of Western Canada; and the period closes with the

Permian rocks. See Plate I.

Ijt must not, however, be thought that all the

IN STRATA. I'ocks of eacli of these great eras are now out
of water or were ever all out of water .j For

only a part of the new-formed strata rose; the rest was still

left beneath the water to receive new beds of sediment
from the new and old land alike—beds that, from the new
conditions under which they were foriued, had features all

their own, differing very much from the beds below them.
Nor must it be thought that all the rocks of each era, or

of each sub-division of an era, are of the same character.

A little knowledge of the shores of our lakes and seas shows
us that Avhile in one place there is a long stretch of fine sand
extending far out beneath the water, an inviting place for

l)athers, a few hundred feet or yards away the beach is a
mass of loose cobble-stones or mingled sand and stones, and
farther off in a little shallow cove there is onlj' a deposit of

mud with its growth of weeds and water grass, where
bathers will not go. Now if these should sink beneath the

water, and, after receiving deposits of new material upon
them, in some future age should rise again, there would be
sandstone and conglomerate* and shale, all lying close

together and all formed at the same time.

Moreover, each of these would have some fossil found in

itself alone, in addition to a fossil found in all tliroe. For

Rock composed of pebbles, cobble-stones and sand cemented into a mass. Fig. 33.
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if oil a beach of our Maritiin(3 Provinces we turn up one of

the cobl)h;-.stones, we shall be almost sure to see some insect

or other small marine creature hurryiiifj; in alarm to hide

itself away from i)ossible daiij^er: it is a little creature that

we may search for in vain in the sand or in the mud; but
in the sand we shall find the clam (the mi/d) buried just at

the bottom of the litth; round hole throuj^h Avhich it thrusts

its long siplion to suck in its food when the tide flows over
it. Nor will the clam be found in the muddy bottom ; still

this latter will have its own animals which feed on its weeds
and grasses, and which could not live in the other places.

But the hard, strong-shelled little periwinkle is everywhere,
clinging to the rocks and col)ble-stones, trailing over the

sand, or blackening the dead l)ody of some fish, whicli,

coming to seek its food among the weeds and grasses of the

little cove, got entangled and was left by the retreating tide

to die and be devoured by those voracious little gastropods.

We need not wonder, then, if the varied rock formed in

future ages from these beaches will tell the story of the

varied life that lielongs to them to-day.

So in those old Pahfozon; days, and in every age since,

wherever sea existed and i)lants and animals lived and died,

the conditions must have been the same as now. For in

Cambrian and Silurian

and Devonian rocks
there are sandstones
and conglomerates and
shales with their own
fossils and fossils be-

longing to all. From
one of the bridges that

si^an the Grand Kiver

at (ialt the bed rock of

the stream is seen to be

l)itted with holes, some
large enough to take in

holes fi-om which the

Fia. 15. The " Mejialonms Ciiuadensis,

i iiutiirul sue.
(ialt;

tliethe clenched fist. They are

fiowing vvattir or rusliing ice has foi-ced the fossil casts of a

shell-fish* that is found oidy in the ix-cnliar cream-colored

*The " Alcgalomus Canadensis;" a Imlky fossil not unlike the clenched fist in

form and having its liviujj counterpart in tlje shell fish, often called in Nova Scotia
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limestone rook of this reg-ion. But
the frilobifc, n small rri(sfac)'(nt,'\ is

met with thronj^'hout the whole
range of the Pahvozoic rocks.

The progress

of the earth

was rather
low (Inring- the early ages of Palteo-

tinu

CRUST MOVEMENTS
IN PALAEOZOIC TIMES

Fig. IB. A Cambrian
Trilobite.

Fig. 17. Silun"i-('aiu1iriaii strata, nearly
horizontal, resting unconformably
on gneiss. Qnebec, (Geologi-

cal Siu'vey of Cajiada.)

ZOIC

but more
rapid i n
the later
ones. Ge-
ologists
have re-
in a r k e d
that the
Palaeozoic strata everywhere,
t^eeiJt in mountain regions,

on the whole lie conformably
one on another and preserve

to a large extent their original

horizontal positions^ a state

of things well illusti*ated in
< 'anada, especially in Ontario.

The movements of the earth's

crust must, therefore, have
l)een fairly uniform and quite

slow, both in sinking and in

rising!)

But there w^ere two great

disturbances and uplifts in

onr North America. One gave
the mountains running from
the Hudson River up into

Gaspe, New Brunswick, Nova

by its Indian name, the Kivahatig (the first a=a in "call"), in New York the
" hard elam." It belonged undoubtedly to shallow water, or even to a bottom left

bare by the tide. When the creature died, its soft parts and then its shell decayed,
their place being taken by material from its surrounding bed, and thus a cast alone
remains, not the shell itself.

tTliat is, an animal that has a crust or soft shelly covering, like a lobster. The
trilobite has three " lobes " or divisions of its shell.
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Scotia aud Newfoundland. Here the old Archaean ridges

are mingled with Ciinibriiin and Lower Silurian ones; the

latter are .so thick—20, (KM) feet—that the floor of the sea

where they were formed—a very shallow sea—nnist have
been slowly sinking through long ages, while the ever

accumulating sediment kei)t the sea about at the same
depth, till finally an (tpposile movement set in and the strata

that were thus formed on the sinking bottom of the Silurian

seas, were forced out of the water aud high in the air in

great folds, crushing, dislocating, contorting the strata,

wliile the great heat attending it gave crystalline rocks in

abundance, the nuiny and varied marbles making this region

particularly famous.
The other great disturbance brought the Pahvozoic

])eri(»d to a close— it was the great cai-th niovement that,

Flii in. Contoilcd L'aiubi-iuii strata; ;v cutting ia a street, St. John, N.B.

lifting Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian and Carboniferous

strata alike, resulted in the upheaval of the Appalachian

mountains, a set of ranges tliat extend for a thousand miles

to the south, from tlie TImlson to Alabama. Here, too.

though tliere was much alti'i-nate rising and sinking of strata,

there, must liave ))een on the whole, a great subsidence,

beginning away back in early Silnrian times, for Palreozoic

rocks are here over six niilrs thick. What made the bottom
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LIFE IN

PALAEOZOIC TIMES

of the inshore sea thus sink to so great a depth and then
heave itself aloft again, it is hard to say. But whatever
caused the sinking, the rise, many geologists are assured,

was caused by the enormous pressure of the vast beds of

sedimeut gathered farther off-shore—their weight, in these

deeper waters of the ocean, pushing sidewise against the

sloping beds farther in-shore, forced them to rise.

But the rest of the world was also the scene of dis-

turbances. These were particularly violent in Western
Europe, though at a little earlier date than in America, and
with the usual results of distorted strata and elevation into

mountains.
(^Naturally during the inconceivably

long Paleozoic period life made great

advances. Beginning with lowly cor-

alline creatures, sea-worms and sea-weeds, it passed upwards
through ever varying and higher forms, till the rocks of

the closing ages show reniains of the highest kind of land
animals, the verfehrafe.s, ^^'J^liou^h in the lowest, or reptilian,

form, (and of such land vegetation as tree-ferns, club-

mosses and horse-tails—but
all of gigantic size—and
such cone-bearing trees as

spruces and firsj

The early ages of the

period abounded in marine
life. The Cambrian rocks

show the remains of

sponges, of shell fish, of

sea worms, and of crusta-

ceans. Here we find tliat

peculiar crustacean, the

frilohife, met with in vari-

ous forms all through the

palaBozoic rocks but no-

where else, showing endless

abundance in the Lower
Silurian strata, and disappearing with the Permian.
There was no land-life, no fish, no other vertebrate.

Fig. 19. P.tlaeozoi'c fossils: star-fish, Upper
Siluriau ; trilobite and spirifer, Devonian.

*That is, those having a backbone.
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But the Lowci- Siliii-i;ni sn])i)lios llio first laud-plant, a

kind of f'cni, ;iim1 flic liist Jand-aninial, an insect like the

cockroaciics. In the seas now api)eared the fishes—a veite

brate, Lnt only the scales liave as yet been found; while

jelly-fish and their kindi-ed, the frhhio((ert)is (star-fishes, sea

eggs and the erinoids or stone-lilies) , l>esides many and
varied kinds of shell-fish and corals, and the ever i)resent

trilohifr, were swarming in the waters. Invertebrates char-

acterized the seas of this and the Devonian period.

In the Upi)er Silnrian the life both on the land and in

the sea differed little from that of the Lower Silurian; but
in the Devonian the ferns, horse-tails and club-mosses,
which had merely appeared before, became trees and grew
in thick jungles in the swampj^ grounds, Mhile on drier

reaches grew the conifers, the cone-bearing trees, such as

spruce, fir and others of the i)ine family. New varieties of

shell-fish came in together with the earliest of the lobsters

and crabs. The
fishes increased

greatly in vari-

ety, size and
numbers,show-
ing what they

would come to

be in futurf^

ages. There
w ere g r o a t

sharks, some
as large as
now, but only their teeth and spines are found,
for sharks have no bony skeleton; still others
existed, and of a formidable character. This,

the Upper Silnrian, was the great age of fishes.

To the rocks of the Devonian i)eriod

PRODUCTS. ^^'^ ^^'^ *^^"' cofil-oil and natm-al

gas, though the particular beds
from which they come are not the same in the United
States as in Canada. Some scientific men think that the
oil is really an animal product for the most part, coming
from the decayed l)odics of the swarming life in these e,irly

seas, increased, i)erhaps, from the abundant vegetation of

Fig. 20. Ejicriiiite (stone li'.ji). !"i<l frag-

ments of stem in crinoidal limestone.
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tlie Devonian swamps and upland; others think it came
from a i)e('nliar shale rock as the result of lieing- exposed
to heat or great pressure. The j?as is a "by-product"
of the oil.

Fig. 21. Two Devonian fishes,-Osteolepis Cbouy-scaled). and Ceph.-daspis (shield-headed).

CARBONIFEROUS J}'\ ^^\f
"^^ ^''^'^^ ^^'' Devonian to the

^Q£^ Larboniierous Avas very quiet and gradual,
for almost everywhere the rocks of the

latter lie conformably on those of the former. Nor was the

upheaval very great, for the fossils of the preceding rocks
show shallow water, and the great and strongly marked
feature of the Carboniferous was low, swampy, almost
steaming ground with a dense forest or jungle growth. This
last feature, with its resulting coal-beds, gives the Age its

name. We have none of these rocks in Ontario nor in any
other part of Canada except the Maritime Provinces, Nova
Scotia especially. But they exist in Europe widely, though
the "Coal Measures" are almost limitecl to the western
part, Great Britain having nearly as much as all the other
countries together.

The geological map (Plate I.) shows the position in

North America of these most important rocks.

It is well known that (jioal consists of vegetable
matter^) In the coal lieds erect trunks of trees are

found with the lower part changed to coal, while the upper
part above the coal is stone; roots extend from the bottom
of the trunk—and even where there is no tree trunk—down
iuto the shale, conglomerate or sandstone that usually
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underlies the coal. \ Plant remains of various kinds—leaves,

branches, fruit,—are met with in the coal,\and in the rocks

above the coal-seams ;(^:)eat-bogs at the pi-eseut day in their

lower parts seem to be turning into coal ;\ and the micro-

scope shows that coal, even the hardest auxhracite, has the

structure of vegetable tissue or wood.

pK^yiOilWiliiil^ililiri/ f

'

' r.'' jpil \\J
f^^^W^ffffrfj

Fig. 22. Seam of co.-il will, upright stem of fossil trci

throuKh beds of sandstone, et«., the bods below am!
coal showing fossil rootlets. Nova Scotia. (From Dau:i.)

But the coal l)cds are not all in one seam; in some
places in England the coal-bearing strata show nearly a

hundred seams of varying thickness,, separated by beds of

shale, sandstone or conglomerate. It must have been,

therefore, tliat'ythe low, swampy regions and sliallow lakes,

after accmnulatiug masses of decayed vegetable matter, as

our swamps and peat-bogs are doing now, sank below the

water, and having received deposits of mud, sand, etc., rose

again, and in the course of time bore another growth and
accumulated another mass of vegetable matter, only to sink

again and receive another deposit of mud or sand.j And
thus the process went on, the same conditions recurring

again and again, till at last after the sea had covered all

once niore,(a; succeeding \ convulsion threw the strata high

in air where they now rest, and where the great breaks, or

faults^ occasioned by the crushing upward movement, or

the wasting away of the rocks through long ages of

exposure to wind and storm ,l^have brought to sight at the

surface of the ground those priceless stores laid up for us

in that distant age.)

The form in which coal appears is not due alone to the

decay of vegetable tissue and its burial beneath repeated
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loads of sand or other material, i Heat is needful in addition

to pressure.) The imperfect eoiu which we call lignite, so

common in Western Canada, belongs to the later geological

periods and has not been buried deeply, still less subjected

to heat. Where the real coal is found, the rocks all show
the action of heat, and [the greater the heat the greater the

hardness of the coal.\ The anthracite coal is the product
of much greater heat than is the bituminous coal; and still

greater lieat was needed to form the intenselj' hard coal of

Rhode Island.

The vegetation of the Carboniferous was

CARBONIFEROUS. extraordinarily luxuriant as the coal beds
show; but it was very like that of the

preceding periods, consisting, along with conifers, mainly

Mill . 4',^!-^^ 'infi

\\\\
u a. iJLjl iiL M u.

.

ni^'T-.

Pig. 23. Oavbonifevows Vegetation, restored. A ami B are two kinds of Lyco-
pods, club 7tiosses, stems showing leaf-scars: O, the leaf of B, one-fourth natural size;

D, part of stem, greatly reduced, of a kind of Cycad, reseniV)ling A, showing leaf-

scar.s; E, leaf of same, one-tifth natural size:— this tree, called Sigillaria, had the
most to do in forming coal; F, G, Equisetums (horse-tails): I, thought to be a Cycad,
leaves very alnmdant in coal; H, K, ferns, another being figured in part, between I

and B; K resembles a maiden-hair feru; J, a nut.
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of floworlcss plants,—ferns, lioi-so-tails, a fjigantic rnsh
and a lin^o kind of <;i-onnd-i»iii(', oi- cliih-nioss, \vlios<! curi-

onsly marked stems .-iic s(» common in carhonifci-ous slialcs.

Shell- lisli of many kinds abonnded with corals, e(diino-

derms and the ever present triloltites. On land, insects

greatly mnltiplied, inclnding spiders and scorpions. The
vertel)rates Ix'came numerous and impoi'tant; in tlie sea,

hijjher types of fishes npjx'ared. and on land, reptiles—

a

great advance in terresti'ial life.

^. ....^. ^ ^._ The vegetation of the period could exist
CLIMATE OF THE , • • ^ r 4. n

CARBOiNiFEROUS. "^''•^' '" wami, inoist cliinates, tor our
modern tree ferns are met with only iu

sueh climates, nota1)ly in Australia; the remains of tree-

ferns are found in (^arl)oniferous rocks the world over, iu

Spitzhergen and Texas
alike; corals live only
in warm seas, and fossil

corals are found every-

where. So it is quite

certain that a warm,
moist climate,!—the
atmosphere being laden with
carbon dioxide, many think,

-

(existed in the troi)ical and the

polar regions alike.

J

( The great Pala'ozoie period

was brought to a close, as has
already been said, by some great

earth movement, resulting iu

mouutain making all over tlie

world, and the extinction of a

great number of varieties of >/'^,i^:Si^^'^^^^^^^^i'^^*^^Mt^

life, animal and vegetable. fig.lm. Ainodi'intree-fem, thest^m

.. Tiie i)eriod of
'

' Middle •^""'''"^ ^"""'^ ^•*'"'"^ "•''^•' ''^"•

MESOZOIC T -n ,1 e 11 1 II ii i.

PERIOD. ^^'^^' lolloAvs— hardly more than a quarter as

long as the Pahrozoic—aud at its close North
America was nearly complete, the south-eastern and the

Gulf of Mexico regions alone having to receive some
narrow additions in the next period. The strata of the first

two divisions, very (;omnionly red or brown sandstone,

occur iu America only as long, narrow strips, as if they
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had been laid down in lonj?, narrow inlets of the sea, and
in Europe as beds, more or less separated from one

another, as if the whole continent was then a collection

of islands. And the}' often contain great beds of salt, as

in England, or of gypsum, as in Nova Scotia, which seems

to show that the bodies of water in Avhich these were
formed were almost cut off from the ocean and had become
very salt through evaporation, just as is the case to-day

with very many of the bays around the Caspian Sea.

These strata form all of iPrince Edward Island and the

long, I narrow valley in Xova ScotiaJ called the Cornwallis

Fig. 25 Cai'H Blmiuiloii, N. E. extreiniry .:.t' Xofth :Mouiit;iiii, Miiia>; i^.asui, Nova
Scotia. Basaltic trap piercing through Triassic Red Sandstone.

and Annai)olis valley, extending between the North and
South Mountains from Miuas Basin to St. Mary's Bay, both
of which are su]di:en portions of the same valley. J^owh6re
else in Canada, excepting a Ifcw limited areas near the

Pacific coast.Y'ire these str;ila tnuml. But the strata of the

otlitM' divisioii of' lliis pci'iod. tlic ( 'ict;ici<(iis. form all the

(central portion of the wt-stci-ii part.jincludiiig the>Rocky
Mountains,) not only of ^X^'aiiada but of the United States
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and on into Mexico. And these strata contain all the coal-

fields of the West, some of which, in British Cohini])ia,

from tlic fffcnt heat and pi-essure accompanying the upheaval
of the mountains, are of anthracite.

A very peculiar feature of the first two divisions is that

the strata, wherever they occur, are almost always associated

with long ridges jof irap^ an igneous rock, as if great fissures

had sudclenly been formed by the strata giving way, and
volcanic ashes and lava had poured out, piling themselves

up steeply, often like great colunms, on one side, and
sloping off gently for miles, sometimes, on the other. Such
is tlie North Mountain, referred to above, a ridge four or

five hundred feet high and over a hundred miles long; and
such is the origin of the famous " palisades " on the Hudson
River. But there were great outflows of lava from fissures

in the Cretaceous as well, in the Rocky Mountain region,

and notably in India.

To the Mesozoic times we owe the great western moun-
tain mass of North America: its western chains belong to

the early divisions, the Rocky Mountains, except some
Laurentian islands, to the last one. With the rise of these

latter came the rise of all the part to the east not yet out of

water, and then all that renuiined of what w^as once ocean

here was a long chain of great

lakes that speedily became
fresh. Thus closed the
Mesozoic Period.

In Plant Life,

along with
the spruces,

pines and cedars of^ the last

divisions of the [PalaBOzoic,

oaks, beeches, poplars and
palmslcame in toward the close

of the 'i)eriod, but the character-

istic trpe was what is called a

cymd, like a palm in appear-

ance but not really such, of

which the only ones that now
remain are what we call aago

palms. ^'

LIFE IIN

MESOZOIC TIMES.

KiB. '26. A nimlern cyciui.
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But the characteristic Animal Life was most extra-

ordinary; it'wastheAGE of reptiles ]\ Some of the reptiles

were so large as to be over ninety feet in length, the

Deinosaurs {dreadful lizards) being the largest. Some lived

on the dry land; others, the largest, in swamps and along

muddy shores ; some lived on herbage, some on flesh

;

some walked on all four legs, others only on the two hind

ones—monsters whose fossil skeletons are found in many
places in the Old and the New World but are partic-

ularly abundant in Colorado and Wyoming, while their

tracks are very common in the red sandstone of the Con-
necticut Valley.

A Deinosjuir; the buck protected by bony plates; length of living
animal about forty feet. (After Dana).

The sea had its monsters too, reptilian as well,—the

Ichthyosaur {fish lizard) , forty feet long, with long, crocodile

head and huge jaws set full of great teeth, monstrous eyes,

short neck, bulky body, and tail and fins like a fish; the

Plesiosaur with long snake-like neck and big body. In the
air flew the Pterosaur {winged lizard), a bat-like reptile

with membranous wings and great jaws. The birds, for

birds are now first met with, had teeth, and long reptilian

tails but covered with feathers, and claws on their wingsN^s
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well as oil their fcet;(\vliil(' tlie iiiaiinnals, the highest class
of animals, appeai)kLi,' t<»war(ls the close of this i)eriod for
the first time in tlie world's history, Init in their lowest
forms, had reptilian features too. liut with the close of the
period these all passed away.

t fhe climate of Mesozoic times was still warm) for fossil

tropical i)lants are found in the strata far up iii the high
latitudes, though we must suppose that the great increase
of land and the elevation of the great western mountain
ranges had a very marked effect on currents of water and
of air and therefore on the climate also.

Fiii. Jt<. A Pterosaur. (After Dana.)

CAINOZOIC
(TERTIARY) PERIOD

The period of the
'

' New Life
'

' lirings

the story of the earth as written in

the rocks, down to our own day. In
the earlier divisions of the period North America received

its latest deposits of sediment along the south-eastern coast
from New Jersey to Mexico, iwhile the chain of great lakes,

left from the Mesozoi'c times in the I'astern i)art of the

plateau i-egioii and its approaches, in Canada as well as in

the United States, accumulated sediment from the new
land round about them, till an elevation took place in east

and west, forming a low, flat, verdant border along with
Florida in the east, and in the west either wholly destroy-
ing the lakes whose sites are now too often only wide
stretches of scorched, barren plains covered with alkali,

or slirinkiiig tlieni up to far smaller dimensions, such as

the (iiviit Sail I.akr.

In Taiiada the 'i'crliaiy strata are found only in Alberta
and As^iniboia,— tlie region of lignite, where neither heat
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nor pressure was sufficient to turn the beds of peat into

true coal,—and(in British Columbia around the shores of the
Gulf of Georgia^ But they are abundant all over the

other parts of the world. All over the world, too, they
have been subject to great upheavals; they are high in the
Rock}'' Mountains and in the Alps, while in the Himalayas
they rise 20,000 feet in air ; one vast area extending
through Central Europe to India and including Egypt, sank
beneath the sea and having received its new deposit and
characteristic marine life, rose again, and we now find

similar fossils all over that region, threat outpourings of

Fig. 29. A Mastoiloii, ;i niamiual; skeletons liave been found over
17 feet long and 11 feet higli.

lava also took place, )notably in the Rocky Mountains,
which filled valleys, destroyed lakes, and blocked up rivers,

compelling them to change their courses and cut new
channels. But on the other hand many men of science

think that a great area of land connecting Madagascar with
India and the intervening islands and even with Australia,

sank permanently during this age, for nothing but a former
connection can account for the great similarity of animal
life in these regions.
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LIFE IIN

CAIfNOZOIC TIMES.

Life was now becoming quite modern;
the forests had most, if not all, of the

modern trees ^— palms, maples, hick-

ories, etc., and the seas the'sahnou and the whale.

But the feature of the apfe is the great development in

animal life of the mammals—animals that suckle their

young—l)eginning with the humblest class, the marsupials

or pouclied animals, such as the kangaroo and opossum, and
passing upward into the very highest type of brute crea-

tures, some, as the nuimmoMi, being gigantic in size. ^It

is the AGE OF MAMMALS. Unsect life, too, became^ for the

first time^abundant, jaud thousands
of species have been found em-
bedded in amber, the fossil gum
of cone-bearing trees, met with
so plentifully on the shores of

the Baltic Sea.
.

'^'he climate throughout the

first three periods of this age

\ must have been still generally

'w^arm,\for palms grew in Britain,

while t)aks and beeches and mag-
nolias—the last now found only

in warm climates—were abundant fig. 30. fossh skuii of Deinothe-

in Greenland and other arctic

regions.

THE GLACIAL
EPOCH
(PLEISTOCENE).

riiim. Like the mastodon and,
later, the elephant, it had a
trunk; tusks on lower jaw.

But a gi'cat change in climate was at hand,
with its result, in the Great Ice Age. Spread
(over the northern i)art of the continent,/

except the extreme north, (and resting on all other roc^
formations wherever found,[is a loose mass of clay, sand, or

gravel, mixed with bouldei's sometimes thousands of tons
in weight. T Usually all are of the same material as the

underlying rock, l)uti(^tlie boulders are frequently of a
material found only hundreds of miles away, and are often

rubbed and i-onndcd. and sometimes scratched and grooved.

'

•ii The rocks lliat underlie this " Di-ift,"'; as it is usually

<'alled,^ue found^ where exposed to vieA^J to be worn and

Reiriniiing at 0;ii>e Tod in the east the sontliern boundary of the Drift runs S.W.
into New Jorsej', '.ticni'i^ N'.W. tlnousli Pennsylvania to the Ohio River, whose Keneml
course it follows S.W. to the Mississippi where it turns N.W. following up the Missouri
to tlie Mountains.
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ORIGIN OF
THE DRIFT.

grooved also, and where of

a hard nature, scratched and
polished as well, and rounded)
if at all rising alcove the

su rro unding level. See
Frontispiece.

>X Then at varying distances

from its southern limit this

drift, besides being spread

out over the country, runs in

several irregular lines of long,

low hills or mounds from
Cape Cod, where it passes

beneath the sea, almost to

the mountains in the west.)

;\The rocks over

which glaciers

have passed,
are seen tK> be polished and
grooved and scoredj the work
of the stones, gravel, etc.,

buried in and beneath the ice

and crushed against the rock

by the enormous weight of

the glacier as it moves down the valley! then at the end
of the glacier, where the ice melts, the boulders, gravel,

etc., buried in the mass or carried on its surface, are

piled up in huge heaps often hundreds of feet high^^

but if from any cause the glacier should retreat its load

is spread out over the ground. From this last circum-

stance it is known that the Swiss glaciers once extended

very many miles west of where they now end. Then, too,

Greenland, except a small portion, is covered with an ice

cap of great but unknown thickness, only a few mountain
peaks near the east coast protruding a score or so of feet

above the universal ice. This ice cap is not at rest; it is

moving sea-ward, for from its edges that are pushed out

into the sea, break off the icel)ergs that are so numerous
and so dangerous in the noi'th-western Atlantic.

These facts undoubtedly prove that the drift- strewn

area in North America,—and in the north-w^estern part of

Fig il ( lUfuiH lu (t1 111 il Drift.
New BruuswK k
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Europe, which has its drift area as well,—was once covered

by a hii*,^' ghicier or (^ap of ice, and that all the scratchings

and groovinf^'S, and all the polislied and ronnded f(>rnis of

tlie bed-rock are due to tlie flowing of the ice outward from

its gathering ground, which from carefully tracing backward
the boulders to the sources whence they came, and noticing

the genercd dii'ection of tlie scratches, or strue, on the

rocks, is seen to have been the Laureiitian area around
Hudson Bay.*

We must, then, imagine this ghicier gathering ren-
THE GLACIER. tiuy after century in the Laurentian ground, Mhich

probably, though not necessarily, was much higher than at present,

advancing slowly U[)on the country, sliding over or pusliing lM?fore it the

_overing of the rocks of otlier ages, tearing uj) huge fragments and
grinding them into mud upon tlie rock beneath

j
whicli thus Ijecanie

scored and grooved,/<)r carrying them forward to lie dropi^ed hundi-eds of

miles from tiieir native l)e(l; rounding off hills of liarder rock here and
scoojn'ng out witle hollows in the
softer rock] there; overtoi)ping the
mountains of tlie Atlantic borderand
rounding them into great white cones
rxce})t where, ji« Avitb Mt. Wa.sh-
ington, over (J,000 feet high, their

rugged summits rose above the en-

\elo]>inj>vice; filling and, as it passed
(inward^deejteniug and widening
the mountain valleys till, on the
Atlantic coast, southward to Long
Island, it pushed out into the sea,

broke ii]t and floated away in ice-

licrgs; -while inland to the west it

at length, after how long a time we
know not, came to wheiethe warmer
temperature melted the ice as fast

as it came forward,»—and the great
ice-sheet sto]>{)ed.

'

Then, during the long pause,

there grew u])at the base of its front

across the whole comitry, an irregu-

lar line of mounds of mingli'd clay

and sand and gravel with boulders

of all sizes and shapes,—smooth and
lough, scratched and ])olislicd,-\^its

mornivi) the load it had l)orne along
with it from regions far and near.

Again a change came over tlie

climate. It grew warmer.! The
PlO. 32. Bed-rofk polished ami stri.-itod

by ice. Baio Vcrte, N.15.

*In the eastorii part of tlip glaciated area the general direction of the strue is S.E.,
in the southern part S., iu the western S.W.
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glacier slowlj' got thinner and its front began to break up and recede/'

for tlie ice that still advanced from beliind, could no long-tr make up
for the waste through nxelting; and )io\v as it retreated it spreafl out
its load of loose material over the whole country, sometimes, especially
in valleys, to a great flcpth.

But this was not the end; the ice had^ply retreated, perhaps as far

as the old gathering ground; if it had been' tlie end the glacier would
have left only one long irregular line of mounds, where it paused ; but
there are sevei-al of these and often at considerable distances apart. And
so we must think of the cold again liecoming greater, and the snow
increasing in depth century after century on the Laurentian gathering
ground, till its accumulated Meight forced the ice to How outward once
more,,—for ice has all the movements of ^vater,—and again an ice-cap
was over the land.

If we can trust to the number of lines or jiartial lines of moraines
that exist, there must have been several of these advances and retreats

each leaving its long line of rulil lish where it finally sto[)ped. ', So we see
the Swiss glaciers after i-etreating for j'ears advancing agam and again
retreating.

Some geologists, however, believe that there were more than one
glacial epoch ; that the first ice-cap whoUj^ disappeared and that after a
long interval, during ^hich the climate was waim, e\'en tropical, tlie

cold returned and a new glacier was formed which advanced almost as
far as the first, and its jiause there caused a new moraine almost as long
as the other. The discoveries made at and near Toronto furnish strong
proof of tlie existence of this "Interglaeial Epoch," for between underlying
and overlaying beds of glacial material containing i-emains of jilants and
animals belonging to a cool or cold climate, other and thick beds are met
with that yield trunks and leaves of trees, of a kind now found only in

the southern United States, and shells of a clam—the Unio—now living

only in the lower Mississippi.

^..,^^^ ^^ -.-^.- Several theories have been ptit forth to
CAUSES OF THE . n , i • . £ t rm
GLACIAL EPOCH, '"icfouiit tor this Age of lee. Tlie one

most generally received supposes that there

was a great and general upheaval of the land in the north-

ern part of the northern hemisphere during the latter half

of Tertiary* times, which, by shutting off from the Arctic
seas the warm oceanic currents, and by forcing to the
higher regions of the air the warm moisture-laden winds
from the south, gradually brought about a state of things
that could not fail to produce great cold and a heavy snow-
fall. Another theory says that at the time of the Glacial

Epoch the earth in its yearly revolution round the sun went
to its greatest distance from the sun, and that when it was
at this greatest distance,— in aphelion,—the northern hemi-

*This part of the Tertiary is called by diflfereut geologists Post Tertiary, Quater-
nary, aud Pleioeene. Plate II.
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sphere was tiii'iied away fi'oiu the sun and so had its winter

there, vvliidi was loiit^ci- tliiui il is at present V)y tort v-toiir

days, and tlin-ctorf the snow and iec; had time t(t {jjaliici- in'

such (juantilics tlinl the short suniiners, tlioufjli v<'ry liot,

eouhl not melt all a\vai||Rj,'ain. And so tiie accumulation

eontinmid century after century till the whole land was
buried, and continued in this state for thousands of years

till the earth's orbit was shortened again, when shorter and
less severe winters returned.

But the iee at length was gone, all but the

THE GLACIER, patclies that still cling to the hollows high

up among our western mountains, which

Tic. '». (a;i''i;il lioiilder. innuloineriUe, inobaMy from conglomerate bed-rock in

uoiahborhood. St. John, N.B.

had foi-med a glacier of their own that flowed away east-

ward till at the head-waters of the Saskatchewan it met the

Laurentian {(^e-ilood and the two became one.j

The retreating ice must have left the country very much changed

from what it once had 1)een. The long exi^sure to the terrible mill
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of the glacier must have ground down the country to a verj' great
extent in order to furnish tlie drift that we see spread out everywliere.

In some places, doubtless old valleys, it is known to he o\er a thousand
feet thick ; but in the Laurentian land, tlie gathering grountl, it was
thin and collected in hollows, wliile tlie hills stood out. ro»uided and liare,

as they do to-day where the rains have washed away the soil since the
trees were cut down, or where fire has burnt up trees and soil ahke.
Loose boulders were sown broadcast over the country, in jilain and
valley and on mountain, even to the top, almost, of Mt. Washington, a
proof of how thick was the ice in that region.

Innumerable little lakes,]—and nowhere are they so abundant as in

Canada,-tilled the hollows stdojjed out in tlie rock or lying betM'een

hills of drift
;

^arger ones occui)ied valleys whose outlets were dammed
up by the same material, while here and there little cii-cular pontls with

Fiu. 34. ReniUciiits (If \\ m 1 woi 11 ^ ui l^toii lhU^ c ih 1 i 1 i ii 1 ol
Lake \g.iS!>i/ Maintoba ((tooIoku al '^uiNej ot C.in.nUi )

drift piled high all around them, " kettle holes," marked the spot where
perished huge fragments of ice that had broken away from the glacier

and were left to melt away alone. See Frontispiece.

River-valleys were filled up so that the w-ater, which w^as more
abundant than before by reason of the melting ice, had either to seek

new channels as did the St. John through the gorge below the Grand
Falls, and the Mississippi that now flows from a glacial lake, or again to

cut out the old channels, leaving, as their beds got lower and lower, wide
terraces of stratified drift along their banks.
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According to mar y oreologisfcs other and very remarkable occurrences

attended tlie retreat of the ice. Jn Manitolui and extending down into

Minnesota t lie sliores of an old lake of great size can he readily traced

on all sides, while the country lie! ween has all the aj^iwarance of having

been long nnder water. Through this Hows the Red iiiver, whose lower

course was, perhaps for thousands of years, blocked up by the glacier,

while the accumulated water having no outlet northward sjnead out over

the whole country along the iee-front, forming a gieat lake, Lake

AijaKsiz, which discharged its overflowing water into the Mississippi

through the Minnesota. The lake disapjjeared when the ice had at last

left Nelson River free, and there remained the line rich soil of the Ked
River basin in Manitoba, which gives its magnificent wheat crops to the

world to-day.

Others think, however, that Lake Agassiz was a lake lying at the

base of the high Laurentian hind to the north and having its natural

outlet as statetl above; but that when the Laurentian land subsided the

noitheru rim of the lake sank lower than the rim at the south, and so

the hike drained otf through the Nelson, the Red River changing its

course.

So, too, the existence

of similar beaches shows,

doubtless from the same
cause, \iz. , their ice-barrier,

that the four njjper (Jreat

Lakes once formed one,
Jjuke Warren, having its

outlet into the Mississip]>i

l)ast Chicago, where a re-

cently dug canal has o]jened

the old (ihannel. The fui-

tiiei' retreat ( )f the ice o]jenefl

a lower level across the

Niagara peninsula, and then
the Niagara River began its

cai-eer whih; the passage a t

Chicago was abandoned.
But the ice still blocked the
St. Lawrence; and. now
there was another great lake
comprising Lake Ontario and
a great deal of what is now
lanil on all sides of the
lake, the outlet being }iast

Rome, New York State,

into the Mohawk and thence
into the Hudson. The old
beach, very distinctl3' trace-

able in most places, comes
down to the present Lake at Scarboro Heights, and includes the Daven-
port Ridge just north of Toronto. This is Lake Iroquois and the Iroquois

Beach. When the ice left the St. Lawrence the lake drained otf through

FlO. X^. Oravel pit. Iroquois Be.ioli, .it Eiist Vork,
sliowiiifi eross-bedding in beach-sand and eravel.
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its lower opening, the .surface fell, the passage at Rome was no longer

of use, and an area of level land, often ipiite m ide, Mas left beneath the

cliffs that formed in many places the old shores, an area upon which
now stand many cities and towns,—Toronto, Hamilton, St. Catharines,

Oakville, and many others ea.st, west and south,—or which yields from
its fertile soil rich crops of grain and fruit.

*

We have seen that diirino- the earlier
LIFE DURING THE , ^ .. ., • • tj • i^i ii.. ^
PLEISTOCENE. parts ot the Cainozoic feriod the lire or

northern latitndes was largeh^ such as

belongs to a nineh warmer climate than now prevails in the

same regions; but the cold of the Glacial Epoch not only
destroyed all lite where the ice was, bnt greatly changed
the character of the life farther south. For the plant-life

being that of a warm climate, either perished from the cold

or slowly drew back to the south, while Arctic vegetation
or that of a cold-temperate climate, took its place. So
when warmer times again came in, only the hardier of the

Fig. 36. Fossil skeleton of the Meg.-ttherium, a South American sloth:

over 20 feet long.

surviving plants slowly came back, the Arctic ones retreat-

ing to the north or to mountain-tops where we now find

them.

)

V

\ The remains of animals^—real bone and real shell, not

petrified or only casts,—iare)no longer l^'onnd embedded in

the rocks, but buried in oogs, in the bottoms of dried up
lakes and ponds, along rivers and around lakes and seas,

*0f course, if one of these lakes was an interglacial lake, its existence was due to

an elevation of the land eastward, not to an ice-barrier, for no such barrier could
exist there with a tropical climate at Toronto.
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and in cfives where heasts of j^rey used to drag tlieir vMetims

to devour them.) Tlie aiiiinals wei-e. still, many of them, of

a very large typeXextinct in our dayj—the Recent ^ra of

geologists,—A)r existing only, in warmer countries.) This
hist fact seeihs to sliow that \ve have now a cooler cJimate

than that following the glacial times)—a clinuite not suited

to the elei)liant, lion, rhinoceros, hippopotanuis, the remains
of all of which are found in caves in England. We know
the bones of the mammoth are found in Ontario and even
in the Yukon region, while the i)erfect animal, hair, flesh

and all has lieen found in the frozen gravel and ice of

northern Siberia, wliere it could not now exist. South
America had its huge sloths, heavj' in body and dull in

movement, ami Australia its great marsupials, the charac-

teristic of that continent still.

' Since the ice-age there must have been in
CHANGES SINCE .

,

,, i^ x; ^.i x- 4^1 u
THE ICE-AGE ^''*' I'^i'^bcrn i)nrt of the JNorthern Hemis-

phere a consideraltle subsidence of the land,!

—a state of things called the Champlain Period bj- American
geologists ,

—
ifoliowed by a partial rise again.\ For all along

the Atlantic shore, in Europe as well as iti America, and
along the Gulf of St. Lawrence, occur old sea-beaches lying

far above the present ones, and containing the shells of the

very same species of marine animals as now inhabit

the neighboring waters. The be;tches are three hundred
and seventy-five feet above iha St. Lawrence at the

Saguemxy, five hundred and twenty feet at Montreal, and
six hundred near Lake Ontario. From this we can see

that the St. Lawrence River was then a very deep gulf with

Lake Champlain as an arm of it.

Fnrfhennore, the beaches of the old Lake Iroquois, and
of Lake Warren as well, are seldom fouiul on a level with

themselv(»s, but vary very greatly in height al)ove the sur-

face of the pi'esent lakes,— all, however, showing a higher

position toward the north and east than toward the south

and W(^st. This fact seems to show that i^the ground is

being gradually, but irregularly elevated to the north and
east. If such continues, the result on the Great Lakes
will be to send their waters once more into the Mississippi

past Chicago and destroy Niagara ."^

One further gi-eat change mav be mentioned. The
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waters for over a linndred miles west of the British Islands

and all to the east, aiv very shallow and the shores facing

the eontiueiit are very similar in eharaeter; the animals

and vegetation are the same as on the continent, and the

remains of the Recent Period are the same. The British

Islands of the present day are only the highest portions of

a region whose low-lying plains have snnk beneath the sea

in Pleistocene times. That Africa was in these times

connected with sonthern Europe, and that a broad belt of

Fig. M. Some implemeuts of the " Stone Age."

land stretched across the Atlantic from Great Britain to

Newfoundland and Greenland, has already been refei-red to.

But the Pleistocene has a greater interest for us than
has any other age or period in the earth's history,

fori immediately after the Glacial Epoch, or perhaps during
it, Man comes on the scene

.\|
His presence is made known

by rudely shaped arrow heads, hatchets and other imple-

ments chipped from stone, found along with the remains of

MAIN.
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animals in cavos; tracos of fin* aro mot aloufjf witli eviflences

of cookiiij^- and eating', in the sliapeof cliMired l»onesj often

split and broken <>])en;( Imman l)ones and a few hnman
skeletons have bet^n found in such association as to show
tliat they belonged to those early tinies^ (carvings in ivory

of animals,—mammoth- reindeer, etc., have been alsofound^

Some think that the old race of man was swept away by the

same causes as destroyed so many species of animals after

t'he Glacial Epoch, and that the carvings, and other

evidences of advaiu'cment, l)elong to a newer race—a race

such as the Indians of America when tii'st discovered.

Such is the record of the earth's history as stamped
upon the rocks,—upon its mountains and rivers and plains;

it is a record whose leading statements are clear and dis-

Fia. 38. Diuwinjj if ;i hairy Mimunotli on .1 piece of tusk, fouiul in Southern France.
The artist must have seen the lixnng animal.

tinct, about which there can be no doubt. Not all of the

minuter features of the record have yet been read, perhaps
some are missing—have been destroyed by catastrophies.

But what we have I'cad tells us how our earth came into

being, how it gradually grew and grew through changes
small and great as untold ages came and wentiC^'hat plant
life and animal life came into being, one slowly succeeding
the other, and each age bringing forth new forms of a
higher type than any that had preceded, though still

retaining some of the lower, till at last Man api)ears, the

most highly endowed of all earth's inhabitants,—and it can
be said that the earth is finished),
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CHAPTER II.

CHANGES IN THE LAND SURFACE OF THE EARTH.

THE LAND MASSES.

^^ „_ Were the earth really "finished," were there
EFFECT AND .

"
^J 4. 4. ^^

CAUSE. ^^^ changes going on now, we could not tell

that the earth ever had changed ; we might
suppose that as things are now, so they ahvaj^s were; that
the fossils and every remnant of olden life came into exis-

tence just as we find them to-day, as did also rocks and
streams, hills and valleys and all else that we call nature,

—

for our knowledge of what took place in the past depends
wholly upon our knowledge of what takes place in the

present. We see around us certain effects being produced
and along with them the causes at work producing them;
we see our hill-sides being furrowed with little channels,
and the little streams, the result of a rainstorm, doing it;

and we see, too, that similar effects are everywhere pro-

duced by similar causes under similar conditions.

So in our study of the earth,-—itself one great effect,

—

we see individual effects everywhere and we seek to know
their causes. If the causes are quite clear we need not
seek farther, but if the cause in any instance is not clear,

then we are led to look about us till we find a like effect

being produced by a cause at work, and then we infer that
the unknown cause was the same as this known one. The
drift, the surface material that vre find spread out over all

Canada and more, and the worn and scarred condition of

the rocks beneath it, are effects without any cause that we
can see; nothing existing here could now produce them;
but in Switzerland the glaciers are seen to be spreading out
just such material, and " rubbing and scarring the rocks
likewise; therefore it is inferred that glaciers too did these

things in Canada altliough no glaciers exist except among
the mountains of the west. This principle has been fully

illustrated throughout the preceding chapter.
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Affaiii, nature often seems to work so
SLOWNESS OF i i i.i i i.i, i. li.*.!

NATURE'S WORK, ^lowlv, eveii unpereeptihly , that little or
no change is noticeal)le dnring one's life,

however long. But we must remember that to our short-

lived race a few years are of the greatest imiK)rtan(!e, while

to nature, time, so to speak, is of no importance. Nature
takes as long as she pleases to do her work. Yet slow as

her movements are, when we look l)ack no farther than
through historical times, we are startled to see what changes
have taken place. Ravenna, a sca-jjort in the days of

Caesar, is now three miles inland; hoats that bore Canute
and his Danes to the shores of " The Wash," have been
dug from the fen many miles inland; and the cliff along
whose face ran the famous Pass of Thermopyla?, and whose
foot, in the daj's of Xerxes and Leonidas, was l)caten by
the waves of the Malic Gulf, now rises from a Ijroad plain

stretching far away to east and north,—the work of the

Spcrcheios River.

Frightful, too, is the rapidity with which nature at

times may work; Mount Krakatoa, a few years ago, was in

an instant hurled into the sea or flashed into impalpable

dust that filled the whole atmosphere and spread over the

length and breadth of the earth. Still, however gi-eat

these changes, whether brought about in an instant or

through long centuries, we must saj' that nature works
slowly and that these are but local effects,, important to

the neighborhood Avhere they occur, l)ut having no apparent
result upon the region as a whole, still less upon a continent.

It is ver.v clear, then, that if the work of nature is done
so slowly; if a thousand or two thousand years or more,
even with the addition of periods of terrible energy, are

needed to i)roduce only mere local changes, the time neces-

sary to bring about an important change in the form and
appearance of a whole continent, must be exceedingly

great, in comparison with which all historical time is but

as yesterday.

If, moreovei-, the •|)resent thus looks l>ack

into the past, it also looks forward into the

future. vTIk' outflow of heat from the earth will still con-

tinue, and contraction and folding of the earth's crust into

elevations and depressions will still go on; volcanoes will
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still pour out lava, rain fall, rivers run, waves beat, and
sediment be spread out over the bottom of sea and lake,

while winds will still drive the cutting sand, and frost

shatter, and heat bake and crack the rocks.
)

In the world of life, too, change will take place as it has

taken place. Every farmer knows how one variety of

potato or one kind of apple
'

' runs out '

' and new ones

take their place ; how a new variety of strawberry is often

found in some corner of the field, and "sports" in fruit

and flower alike are always taking place. And what sur-

prising results come from carefully selected seed and wise

cultivation ! What a pride the florist takes in producing,

through cross-fertilization and propagation, those endless

forms of l.)eauty in the flowers he loves ! / In aninuil life,

too, "running out" and "improvement both occur*, as

the stock-farmer knows full well. Added to this is the

melancholy fact that the Pacific Islander and the North
American Indian are passing away along with the buffalo

and the dodo. " The old order changeth yielding place to

new."
What in some future "Period" the earth will be in form, in distri-

bution of land and water, in climate, in its varied life, we cannot tell.

Our knowledge of the present and our knowledge of the past in all their

workings and causes, is far too slight for us to foresee what will be.

Only, if everything on our earth is under the control of "the blind
forces of nature," then the final "Period"' will be utter and absolute
desolation,—the forces will have ceased to act ; the earth will be
"finished:" "Death lies dead." But we believe tliat the world is not
under such control.

( Nature's work in the past has left by far the

EARTH-FOLD. gi'^J^ter part of the dry land dra^n together
in the northern half of the earth ,^—not quite

continuous everywhere, for Bering Strait and the North
Atlantic separate it into two parts, called the Eastern and
the Western Hemisphere. But the former of these pieces of

water is only forty miles wide and two hundred feet deep;
and though the latter seems a much more important break,
being 800 miles wide (from Greenland to Scotland) and
2,500 feet deej), yet when we consider that the rest of the
Atlantic ranges from 6,000 to nearly 20,000 feet in depth,
we see that this body of water, too, is quite shallow.

Soundings have been made in the coast waters every-
where in the world and it has thus been found that the
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bottom of these waters alwaj'S slopes off gradually from the

land, never rapidly, so much so that, especially on the

Atlantic coast of the Americas and Europe, a depth of 600
feet of water is not reached for very many miles off shore.

Off New York this deptli is eighty miles out to sea; off

Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, where the famous "Banks"
lie, it is far greater than this; while off Denmark the
bottom seems almost level, and stretches awa}' for over a
lumdred miles outside of Ireland l)efore it lies 6fK) feet

below the surface of the water. Eastern Asia, too, has
this same peculiarity of shallow water far out to sea. In
other regions, however, notably on the west of the Americas,
the widMi of tlie sliallow water is not nearly so great.

Wherever the land comes down to the shore with a
gentle slope, the coast waters are shallow far out to sea,

but where they are steep or al)rui)t, the shallow water is

much less in extent. After this dej^th of GOO feet is

reached, the water rapidly deepens, often to the extent of

many thousand feet within a few miles,—becomes oceanic

in character, as is markedly the case south-west of England.
^The great gaps that lie in the southward projections of

the earth-fold—the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea, the

Mediterranean, the Malay Archipelago,—are not separa-

tions\houg]i they all contain large areas of water of oceanic

deptlis, IS.OOO feet or moi'e. One of these is in the centre

of the Gulf of Mexico, another to the south of Hayti, and
third midway between these two; ])ut all along the east<^rn

boundary chain of islands from Florida to Trinidad, and
extending east from Yucatan and Centi-al America almost
to Cuba, are gn^at areas where the depth of water does not
exceed 2,000 feet. The Mediterranean is crossed by at

least two ridges, one at the Strait of Gibraltar, and the

other from Sicily, over which the water is about 1,000 feet

deep, oceanic deptlis being elsewhere; while in the Malay
Archipelago, though very deep water occurs immediately
west of the Philippines especially, yet elsewhere the greater

part of the sea is not over oOO feet deep. ^These gaps are

either the result of an upheaval not great enough to lift the

folds above water, or the; i-(\sult, as many geologists think,

of ui>heaval followed by subsidt'ii(*c,)as is almost certain to

have been the case with the Mediterranean and the Malay
Archipelago.
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Thus the soundings show us that the dry htnd is but the
highest part of the flattened top * of a huge irregular fold,

or wrinkle, on the solid body of the earth,! with some gaps
or breaks in it of small but varying depth and breadth,
which the water fills.

But the extent of the dry land is far surpassed by the

extent of the water, for, while there are about 148,000,000
square miles of the latter, there are only about 55,000,000
square miles of the former,—a little over a quarter as

much. Then the average'" depth of the ocean is far

greater than the average height of the land; for while
the highest point of land, Mt. Everest, in the Himalayas,
is 29,002 f^et above the sea level, and the greatest known
depth of the ocean, in the south-west Pacific, is 30,930 feet,

the general height of the land above the sea is calculated

to be onl}^ about 2,300 feet, but the general depth of the

ocean about 12,000 feet. So that if all the elevations on
the lithosphere were evened off till all the hollows were
filled up to a common level, the water would lie somewhere
near 9,000 feet deep over all.

THE CONTINENTS
'^^^^ inequalities, or depressions, on the

top of the earth-fold that let in the sea,

mai*k off, as it were, the land surface of the world into

divisions. The shape of these will, of course, depend upon
the shape of the fold itself almost wholly, but everything
else, the mountains, valleys and plains—will depend upon
the forces at work wnthin or without the folds, the forces

that build up or destroy. These divisions, or continents,

—

the two Americas, Europe-Asia, Africa, Australia, while
having their own peculiarities, have each, one or more of

their most marked features alike.

We have seen (page 20) that in old Archaean times the

continent of North America already existed in outline; the

Archaean continent, itself triangular, was attended, on the

east and west, by two long strings of Archaean islands that

* When sncli an elevation on the land rises 2,000 feet above the level of the sea.

and its strata, except in mountains, are horizontal, it is called a Plateau, and the
same term is used in reference to similar snbmarine elevations of any height. Conti-

nental Plateau is sometimes used to designate the great earth-fold itself: while

Continental Shelf is applied to the top of this plateau between the 600 feet line and
the shore.

tThe solid part of the eai-th is termed Lithosphere (stone sphere) and the water

the Hydrosphere (wnter sphere), just as the air or vapory mass around all is termed
the Atmosphere (dust, or vapor sphere).
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strctctiod away soutliward converging toward, hnt not

reacliiiig, a point, and were thus triangular as well. These
lines of islands have become since then the plateau and
mountain regions of to-day,—that on the east, separated

from the Archaean region by the gap of the St. Lawrence
River and Gulf, being the lower and narrower, but dating

back to different ages of the Palaeozoic; that on the west
uiibi'okcii, l)eing by far the greater, undoubtedly from
belonging to the younger Tertiary days;( while between
them, i)artly the result of sediment from the older land,

partly the result of the gradual uplift on both sides, is

the great plain of almost horizontal strata stretching from
the warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico to the ice-covered

seas of the Arctic, rising from each so gently that at its

greatest height, in the region of the lakes, it is only about

1,800 feet above the sea^
\^Soutli America has the same simple structure:—The

Archa'an block in the north, but smaller than in North
America; the gap in the east, followed by a plateau and
mountain region; the unbroken gigantic mass of plateau

and mountain in the west; the triangular shape^ the

eastern side being broken, as in North America, by the

dying cmt of the high lands; and finally,' the gi-eat plain,)

\which has a far gentler rise backward from the sea and to

the right and left than has the other great plain, andilwhich

sediment from the surrounding high ground has formed
wit^h l)ut little aid apparently from uplifting,

(Africa, triangular in shape like the Americas, has, like

them too, its own peculiarities as well as its features in

common:—A central elevated hollow i)lain, or basin,

i^iennned in\)n all sides T)y girdling plateaus, or rather a*^^

rim of rugged country rising nowhere to any great height

above the basin, excepting in the east where are the two
lofty i)eaks Kenia and Kilimanjaro, and the massive plateau

of Abyssinia. , Through this rim the great rivers Zambesi,
Congo, and, to some extent, the Nile have cut their way
to the sea l)y a series of falls and rai)ids often in deep
gorges. Tjike the two Americas, also, Africa ends to the

south in a mountainous plateau region; but to the north of

the Soudan the central ]»asin drops into a i)lain, the Sahara
Desert, With some strips of plateau iu the east-central
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portion, but low-lying for the most part, some spots in the

north-east being below the sea level. Like the Americas,
too, I it has a block of Archaean plateau in the north/ but
elsewhere the desert plain runs to the sea.

JEurope-Asia, properlj^ one continent, no natural division

between them existing, seems markedly different from the

others. Its great plain, the greatest in the world, is at

the north, stretching from the Bay of Biscay- to Bering
Strait, while its great plateau region ^beginning with the

Spanish Peninsula, where it rises almost abruptly from the

Atlantic, extends along the southern border, with but one
-~j break, at the Dardenelles and Bosporus, to eastern Asia,

where it spreads out and occupies the whole country before

o ^ it falls to the luirrow eastern coast- plain and sea. In

^^ many places this great plateau, though somewhat rough,
has no mountains at all or only low ones; but in other
places ranges run along its flanks, part off to north or
south in more or less abrupt angles, rise from its top or
start up to immense heights from its edges as do the gigantic

Himalayas, whose great Mt. Everest rises 29,002 feet in

air,—but all markedly tending toward the general trend of

th^ plateau. <

'•Australia is not triangular,; though the submarine
extension of the continental i)la,teau through Tasmania
does taper off to a point; but it \lias its central plain—

a

depression surrounded on all sides b"y elevated ground, from
which the rivers that run inland, where there are any, form
shallow lakes oi,' are lost in the marshes, for not one
reaches the sea. On the south there are no mountains,

\j^^ only a SAvell of the land to the height of 500 or 700 feet;

::, -on the west some low ranges, never more than 3,700 feet

high, run for several hundred miles parallel to the coast
and back some distance from it; jto the north are low
rounded ridges that serve as a Avatershed; butl^^o the east

the country assumes a plateau character,\ with several

mountain ra'..ges, one peak being 7,000 feet high, among
which the Murray and Darling River,—the only great river

of Australia, finds its way to the sea at the south.
Thus in the midi^t of much divei-sity there is much in

the grander features of the continents strikingly alike,

giving rise to the thought that so much uniformity is the
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result of the operation of one and the same cause. The
differences between the Europe- Asia continent and the

others may ])e more ai)i)arent than real, for its southern
extensions—Italy, the lialkan Peninsula, Arabia, Hindu-
stan, Farther India, are all in form similar to the conti-

nents themselves. Then, too, while the land of the world
has its great mass in the north sending great extensions
into the south, the water has its great mass in the south,

sending its great extensions into the north in corresponding
forms; and still further, the great bodies of land on one
side of tlie earth are opposite to great bodies of water
on the other:—"Land and watei- are antipodal."

THEORIES »^"f''i fi^cts have led to many theories to account for them.
One theory* is that while the earth was still in its liquid

state, and befoi-e the new formed crust got thick and hard, two great
fiery waves of the molten, or half-molten, mass followed the moon in her
revolutions round the earth, just as two tidal waves of cold salt water
are doing now, till at last Itecoming too thick and stiff to move farther

they remained fixed as huge ridges on the earth's surface.

Another theory t says that a hollow ball Mith elastic aides will

gradually flatten as the air is slcwh' drawn out of it till it has four

faces, each a jjcrfect triangle, one, sa}', forming the top and the other
three the sides, their apex beiirg the same point. Thus, there will be
four corners and six edges. Sucli a figure is called a tetrahedron, and it

gives the greatest amount of surface for the least amount of matter,

Avhile a ball gives tlie least surface for the most matter. Now, the
earth, a ball, in ])econiing cooler became smaller; l)ut the outside could
not shrink more than the inside, ;is it would have to do in order to keep
the ball shape, and so tlie surface gi-ew larger and lai'ger in propor-

tion to the rest. A perfect tetrahedron would have Ijeen formed if the
cooling process had not been interfered with. For the revolution of the
earth on its axis tended strongly to kee|) it round, and the attraction

of sun and moon disturbed it, as did tht; upheavals and subsidences of

strata and the uneipial cooling of the outside and inside.

But in spite of all these hiiulrances there is still somewhat of the
tetrahedrai shape:—The edges of the to]) triangle form the watershed
that runs round the earth near the fiftieth jjarallel oi north latitude;

the four corners are the Archiean regions of Canada, of Norway (with

Sweden and Fiidand), and of north-eastern Siberia, from which run
southward the great land lines that end in the Antarctic Continent,

—

the fourth coiner, while of the flat sides the Arctic Ocean occujiies the
top one, the Atlantic and Pacific, eac-h one of the others, but the
reniaining one has only its sontlu^rn j)art occupied by water—the Indian
()('c:iii— its noi't.hcrn ])art, to the east of Ihc I'rals, though containing
the Caspian Sea and Persian (iulf, having been elevated into a low-lying

*By G. H. D.-jrwin.

t Lowtliiiiii Ort'eii:—See " Plan of the Earth" in Geographical Joitmal, vol. 13
(laaU). by J. W. Gregory.
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plain excepting^ where the mountains of west-central Asia cross it. The
water occuines the flat sides Ijecanse they ai-e nesvrer the centre of the

eartli than are the edges or corners, and watei- naturally gathers on

the lowest surfaces.

Besides the great and connected laud masses
ISLANDS,

^jjgj.g ^Ye other and isolated portions of land

rising above the surface of the sea everywhere, and varj'iug

in size from a mere resting place for sea-birds to such

great regions as Borneo and New Guinea.

These islands (or " sea-lands") are of dififerent kinds:—
Coniinfntal Ishnuh, which rise from the shallow water

uear the outer edge of the continental plateau, and are like

the continents in being formed of stratified and igneous

rocks, in the general direction of their mountain chains,

and iu the character of their plant and animal life, though
nearly all possess both plants and animals peculiar to

themselves. Probably most were once connected with the

continents that lie nearest them j and were formed by tl)«

same earth-movement as they." Such islands are found
stretching along the continents iu great chains; they almost

fill the gaps between North and South America, and between
Asia and Australia, and run iu a great line down the east

coast of Asia, and along Western Europe, while Western
America, except iu the North and South Pacific, has none;

nor has Eastern America, except Newfoundland; Africa has

none either except Madagascar. This latter island and New
Zealand rise from water from 3,000 to 6,000 feet deep; but
both are formed iu part of stratified rock, and the sea-floor

from which they rise is a ridge with very deep water to the

immediate east and west. The ridge extends, in the

case of Madagascar, through the Comoro Islands to Africa,

and of New Zealand to Northern Australia through Norfolk
Island. But so very greatly does the animal life on these

islands differ from that on the continents near them
(Australia, however, is 1,200 miles away from New Zea-

land) , that the islands must be supposed to have kept their

old forms of life practically unchanged, while the continents,

after the islands were separated from them by the sinking

of the land between, graduallj" changed theirs.

These continental islands, as is readily seen, embrace by
far the greater part of the island surface of the world.
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Anotlior kind of island, existing; in vast numbers, especi-

all.y in Mio Pacific, is the' Ontniir Ishnid. These are not
connected with any continent,' and if tliey are near one,

very deep watei- always intervc^nes; they occur anywhere in

the ocean(jind often rise from great depths. They have an
abundant vegetation, numerous birds and insects, some
reptiles, but no native animals of the higher kinds

—

mammals and ami)hibia.*

Very many of these i.slands are voleanio, either contain-

ing active volcanoes or l)eing the result of volcanic action

in past ages; they sometimes rise high in the air, like the

Peak of Teneriffe, a huge cone over ]2,0(X) feet above sea-

level, or are flat topped and low like St. Helena. Sound-
ings around many of these islands show that they rise

from the top of ridges

on the bed of the

ocean, so that, as on
dry land, we must
suppose the volcanic

matter to have burst

tlii'ough the rocks of

the ocean floor as they

gave way and broke
beneath the strain of

the contracting eartli

beneath, and to have-

gradually built up
what, on rising above
the sea, has become
dry land and the home
of'life.

Still other oceanic islands are the work of the coral

polyp, and consist wholly of limestone. They are found
only in warm seas and where the wat«r is clear. It is

strange that some of these islands rise from great depths,

for the coral poly]) cannot live in wat«r over 120 feet deep.

It is supposed that these islands rest upon a foundation of

volcanic rock whicli was once near the surface of the water,

and that as the polyp built up its masses of limestone the

rock beneath gradually sank, but not faster than the polyp

Island Life, by A. R. Wallace.

Fig. 39. A v'if'<-<' f'f " lir.iiii for;il " from the West
Indies, tlu- work of suc-ecssive colonies of
polyps; tlie surfiic.e shows the eorniga-

tions and the openings once occupied
by the soft parts of the polyps.

The mass below is solid,

Ijut porous.
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worked. And tlius, in time, these coral islands were
formed. Sometimes these islands consist of a ring of coral

enclosing a body of qnite deep water,—atolls. One tlieory

regarding these says* that such islands were once a reef

around a volcanic island, and when the island sank the

coral polyp kept on building, and thus, finally, only the

circular reef was left. Another theory says that the coral

polyp always builds out from a centre toward the purest
water, where there is most material for them; and so,

when a colony of corals starts building in some shallow
spot, they build ever outwards, till at last a circular island

is formed.
The polyp can

build only up to the
surface of the water
at its lowest. The
structures are not
solid masses at first,

but clinging, loosely

together in all

shapes and forms, a

branching fOrni re-

s e m b 1 i n g deer's

horns being^; most
common, while the

material itself is full

of pores and tubes
which contain the
soft parts of the

creature. As one
colony or individual

dies another builds

on its stony remains;
the waves break off

fragments, toss

them on the reef or

grind them to sand
that fills up the vacant spaces, while the salt water is slowly melting all

together into a firm, hard, but somewhat porous mass. Thus the islands
grow above the water, till wind and waves and birds bring seeds and
germs of life, and these, too, like the liard volcanic rock, become the
home of living things.

\ ^OA\<J^ DESTRUCTIVE AGENTS.

•• But whatever may have been the causes that produced
and gave shape to the great earth-fold, and though np-

* Darwin's.

Fig. 40. Au Atoll; i'iiciiiL- Ocean.
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Iioaval may have ^•ivcii us broad plains rest iiij>: on liorizontal

strata, or a succession of iiiounlaiu and valley, su<'li as the

Jura, (where tlu^ elevations si)rin«>: from the jthun like },n-eat

arches, so rej^ular is the folding-), or sheer clitt" and deep

valley through faulting and subsiding of the rocks beneath;

yet it is(simi)ler agents) than these thatfcarve into beauty

and endless variety the landscape around us,—agents that,

if we will I we may see at work everywhereWthe rain, the

streams, tTie waves, the frost, the ice, the neat, the wind.

U. I'.unt i>r iiiuu.stoiio Quaro , „. . . i . i .;. i
nit iit ,

Ilauiilton, showing
disiiitegrution of rork liy ^ve!^lllel•illg; rock almost

wholly disintegrated at top.

The stones and the boulders that we see lying
WEATHERING.

.^^^^^^^ ^j^^ fields,jind the bed-rock that stands

out above the soil, have all a bleached, discolored, worn

and roughened appearance, their real color and texture

l)eing seen only in a freshly broken surface. We say that

exposure to the air causes this appearance. But how does

it do so ?

The rocks are composed of many different minerals, amongr which

lime, soda, potash, magnesia, (puutz in many forms, together with iron
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and other metals are very common. Lim<' is in very many other kinds

of rock than those called limestone, inchuling S{)ar and those minerals

so valuable to the farmer as fertilizers—g3'psum and ajxitite ; sodium is in

salt and elsewhere ; lyiaynesia is present in our cream-colored limestone

of Guelph and neighborhood ; quartz or ailica is almost everywhere in

crystalline rocks—it is beautifully pure, transparent, and colorless in

rock crystal, it is milky-white and mauj' other colors ; it forms
amethysts of all shades and agates and many other stones esteemed as

jewels, including garnets and bloodstones ; it forms flint, sandstone and
nearly all our sand, and it is present with the important agricultural

fertilizer, potash, in felspar, that mineral that makes up so large a
part of the granites and gneisses of our Archanm rocks. Irmi, too,

forms jmrt of many other minerals than those called '

' iron-ore ; " it is

the coloring matter of very many of the minerals just mentioned;-
along with silica, soda, ix)tash, lime and otliers it forms tnica, and with
silica, lime and magnesia it makes up an important part of volcanic

rocks.*
*

Now, the air contains^ several gase.s, of wliioli two of

the most important, [oxygen and carbon dioxide, readily

unite with one or more of these minerals on eoming in con-

tact with them and thus form new snl)stances. The heat

of the sun by opening the pores of the rocks and thus

letting in these gases into closer contact with the rocks

greatly assists their work j as does also^the rain which has
gathered up a little of these gases in its fall and filters

them into the rock, and then washes away the new sub-

stance that both it and the sun have helped to form. And
ias these gases do not unite with some of the materials of

the rock as readily as they do with others, the more readily

formed compounds will be carried away more quicklj' than
the others and thus the surface of the rock will be made
rough and bleached and worn^

I The "decayed rock" mayj of course, remain where it

is J then the air will penetrate into the loose, softened mass,
plants will spring up on it, insects, birds and other animals
will come there, and ^.the rain that sinks into it will carry

down vastly moi-e carbon-dioxide than it did before^ because
leaves and wood and vegetable and animal matter generally,

in decaying produce large quantities of this gas. (^o deep
may the decay go down that the bed-rock, with top broken
and crumbled, often lies many feet below the surface of the

ground.

* Adequate representations of the minerals mentioned cannot be given in black
and white, except as to the form their crystals assume. Specimens must be procured.
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RAIN.

Of iill llie rock-destroyiiij^ processes Miis wcttthering is,

p('i-li!i|»s, tlir most iinporlaiil to lis, foi- it makes the soil,

vvliicii ji'ivcs us so iiiu(;h ot oui' food, and even of our
clotliinj;'. And tliouj>'li in Canada the c.overiug of our rocks

is not due to their dt'(!ay, but to the <j:hu'ial drift, yet this

drift, as we have seen, is but the rock <jround down by the

ice, and must itself be made far finer by decay than the ice

made it, before it

can become soil

and bear plants.

See Fig. 35.

But besides

its chemical

work, as we may \:,

call it, in weather- V
i n g , rain h a a

"^

another, a me-
chanical one. To
the eye the rain

that falls upon a

grassy slope runs
off pure and
l>right; but if we
catch a little of it

in a glass and
allow it to dry up,

we find the bottom
of the glass dim-

med by a thin
film—fine particles

of earth that the

water has gathered

up and carried
along with it. For however firmly the roots of grass may
clasp the particles of earth, j^ie force with which the rain

splashes down Avill teai- some of the particles awayj and
carry them down hill; but whei-e no i)rotecting grass is,

wher^ the hillside is newly plowed, or a bank lies bare, so

great will be the quantity carried away by even a single

smart shower that the sloping sides will be deeply scored

with numerous channels dug by the little streams rushing

Fig. 42. Soft str;it;i wast inj; .-uv.i.v liy wr.i i :,- . ;!i„ i

than the enclosint; Ucds oi liiuder strai.i. Laki
St. Johu, Ont. Karl liPlunann, B.A.,

Toroulo, Photo.
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down them,—streams that in color are like the soil itself

v

so filled is the water with the earthy particles that it has
torn away. Even on the grassy slope, shonld the rain be
heavy and lonu' continued, gullies will be dug despite the

protecting grass.

The driving rain makes sad work of the lettering on the

tombstones of soft marble and sandstone in our old burying
grounds; equally blurred or obliterated, though on far

harder rock, are the pictures and characters sculptured by

Pig. 43. A row of rain-eut cliffs of till, Searboro Heights. There are no brooks
in the hollows, only little rills during prolonged rain.

the old Hittite kings among the hills of Asia Minor, though
three thousand years have been needed to do it in that dry
climate. Most extraordinary is the work of the rain on the

Scar]:)oro Heights five or six miles to the east of Toronto.
The lofty shores of the lake are here composed of till, a

glacial product consisting of firm greyish cla}- and stone or

shale ground fine, with some small ice-scratched stones

intermixed, while beds of cla}^ and of sand are found at

different heights up the face of the cliffs.
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The rain lias ont this sliorc most, fantastically:—Here it

is a row of gables with shai"|) iiollows Ix-twcon facin}^ the

lake; there it is a minaret or a spire standinf^ out by itself,

or again it is the side of a massive })nilding, while rising

perpendicularly from the very water itself stands a striking

piece of natural
architectural carv-

ing, the " Dutch
Cathedral."

The ordinary
summer rains have
but a slight etfeet

on these clay cliffs,

])nt when the alter-

nate freezing and
thawing of winter
and early spring

has softened the

clay, then the rain

washes down the

mud in torrents
from the peaks, and
digs the hollows
between deeper and
deeper and ever
farther back at the

top.

The same place

shows us, too,

another effect of

rain, fortunately
not here attended

with any disaster,

though far other-

wise in other parts of the world. Great cracks come in

the till cliffs, the result of freezing, and into these the rain

runs, so that when the rain has been heavy and long con-

tinued the lower part of the mass gets water-soaked ami

thereby softened, and the slippery clay can no longer

support the weight above, and the whole face of the cWii

slips from its foundation aud falls to the -beach.

Pig. 44. The " Dutch Cathedral," a rain-carved cliff

of till risiiiji ilircctly from tlie water of

the lake, Scarboro Heights.
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" In the year 1839, after a season of wet weather, a mass of chalk

on the coast of Dorsetshire slipped over a bed of clay into the sea,

bearing with it houses, roads and fields, and leaving a rent three-

quarters of a mile long, 150 feet deep, and 240 feet wide," (Geikie). In

1806 the whole of one side of the Rossberg, a Swiss mountain, over

5,000 feet high, gave way and slid into the valley below, destroying

four villao-es and burying 457 people in the ruin. For the mountain

was formed of highly inclined strata, hard sandstone and conglomerate

on top with soft°sandv beds farther down. A rainy summer had so

filled the soft lower strata that, as in the cases mentioned above, they

became slippery, gave way and the mountain fell. (^Such land-slides

have been very" numerous in Switzerland.

J

Fig. 45. Fallen cliflE of till,—a land-slide, Scarboro Heights.

Nor are these unknown in Canada on a large scale. In May, 1898,

one occurred in Portneuf Co., Quebec, which destroyed three farms and
their buildings and filled the valley of the Blanche River to the depth

of twenty-five feet for the distance of nearly two miles ; anfl in April,

1894, near St. Albans, on the banks of the St. Anne de la Perade,

another occurred extending over an area of three and one-half miles in

length by a mile in breadth ; so great a mass of earth was thrown into

the river that its course has been changed.

We sav that streams are onlv the rain,

—

RUNNING WATER.
_

^^^^^ ;,^. j,^ _^|,^t has fallen on higher

gi-ouiul and, (•ollectiug- in a depression, is seeking its way to

lower ground. But in seeking this lower ground streams do
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much more. If we put our hand into a .stream of water as

it runs by, we feel the water pushing against it, and if we
try to wade across the stream we have to set our feet very
carefully and brace ourselves against the water lest it

should push us down, " carry us off our feet," as we say.

When after a heavy rain or a sudden melting of snow, the

streams are full and are rushing down their .steep beds/on
hill or mountain side,\so great is their strength that they*

push helplessly

forward not only
the smaller
stones of their

channels, but
even large boul-

ders; that have
fallen from the

l)anks above, or

l)een torn from
the bed or sides

of the stream.*
While stones

;iiid boulders are

])eing pushed
along, theJ' are

iu})bing and
grinding against

each other aiid

againstthe rocky
bed, and the
sides of the
stream) whether

of earth or rock. In the process both stones and boulders

are ever growing smaller and smaller, while their place is

taken by others which are torn from the rock beneath or

from the sides, or which roll down from the higher ground
above as the banks are worn away, or as the frost or the

i-ain loosens them from their resting places."^ The bed of the

stieam, too, through tearing up or wearing away of the rock+

*It must be reinenibpred tli.at in water a stone weighs less than it does out of
w.ilei- by as much as a quantity of water the sl/.e of tlie stone will weigh.

tTbis i)r<)epss of weariiis away l)y rubbing is called "erosion," though some
United St.ates geographers use tlie term " corrosion" instead, reserving "erosion" to
tho general lowering of the surface.

Fig. 46. A canon-like ravine in till, Searboro Heights.
A small brook (not shown in tigure) has cut its

way almost down to the level of the lake.
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I is slowly, though surely, becoming lower aud lower, while
at the same time the raiu is washing- down earth from each
side into the stream, and thus while the bed is deepening
the banks are continually growing more and more flaring.

In summer when only " seasoniilile showers" occur, and the ground
can drink in all the rain that falls, so that tliere is none to spare to turn
the brooks into torrents of muddy water, but each stream is clear and
bright, there is very little of this wearing away, or erosion, at either

bottom or sides. For somehow the stones, and even the sand, have all

got settled down into little beds or are bracing themselves one against

Fig. 47. Bed of brook at Grinisby: limestone Imuldevs in bed and at siile

from escarpment wliieli the stream has ehaniielled; bed rock of
red sandstone in miildle, much worn by erosion.

fallen

another so that the water does not move them. And' a slippery cover-

ing comes over the stones,—a thin layer of mud or of a lowly
,
vegetable

growth,—that protects them from the scour of the sediment^ which, as

we have seen, is still in the water however clear. Only," wliere the

shalloM- water is gurgling around the corner of a quietly sleeping

stone or is falling over it in a little cascade, and close to the bottom
the sand is whirling and dancing in the miniature eddy,—only here is

there no slime on the stones, and the wearing away is still going on.

But when the rush of tlie swollen stream comes, whose waters are

dark with the waste of soil and rock, the slippery stones are scoured
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FROST.

clean^ for stran(:fe us it may seem,\this waste, or sediment, though soft

to the touch, the micioscope shows to be sliar|) and angiilary It is no
wonder, then, that water filled with sediment will cut so rapidly into

the rock whether at bottom or side.

Some yeais ago an English steam launch, while exploring the mouth
of a Chinese river, was caught in the furious bore that the rising tide

brought iu. The anchor was tlu-own out which fortunately held the
little vessel fast ; but when it

was drawn in again, the chain
and all the anchor that had
not been buried beneath the
mud at the bottom, were
found to be jxilished white
and bright. A rush of less

than half an hour of the
muddy water had done this

singular and unexpected act.

Our farmers
know well how

a stiff clay soil bakes
under the hot summer
sun till it becomes almost
as hard as a stone, and
how great is the labor

to prepare for fall sow-
ing a field with such a

soil. Yet if the plowing
is done in the fall, the

moisture in the upturned
earth will freeze and the

soil will thus expand,
and wlien in the spring

it thaws again and dries,

it will 1)0 found open
and crumbling.

Water soaks into all

rocks more or less, and
finds its way into all

cracks large and small,

and the frost of winter

How it aiHJ freeze it, as it does the moisture in the

Fragint'uts (tf rock will thus be forced off and will

oosc, if on llic l)cd-ro('k, or, if on a hill-side, will be

thrown to the valley beneath forming that slope of waste

Pig. 48. Mass of rook t'.-illon from faco of rliff

to beaeU: cliff is of hasnltic trap, aliout 150
feet hifjli, B;iy of l''iiiiil,v. Hall's llarl>or,

KiiiK's Co , Nova Scotia.

Wll

soi

lie

I f
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called the falus, which we see at tlie base of every cliff

where ruuning water does not take it away. Dwellers
near the edge of the basaltic cliffs that fringe the coast
of the Bay of Fimdy, are often startled in early spring-
time by a roar coming up to them from the shore, and they
know that a mass of rock has been hurled to the beach
from its place in the face of the cliff. And seekers after
mineral treasures are early at the base of Cape Blomidon in
the spring to search among the masses of rubbish that,

along with great boulders, have slipped from their place
above, pushed outward by the expanding force of the
freezing water.

Among mountains the most fantastic peaks and the
wildest scenery are found where the frost has done its work
on the hardest crystalline rocks; )and basaltic trap, a rock
so hard that thin fragments of it ring like metal, will split

up, under the action of frost, into scales with edges as

sharp as a knife. Sir Walter Scott is a better poet than
geologist when he calls the frost-shattered tops of the cliffs

in the Trosachs " thunder splintered pinnacles."

The terribly destructive character of moving ice, or
'".) glaciers,, has been referred to in dealing with the

Glacial Era,—liow itUears up the rocks beneath, and while
grinding the fragments into mud against the bed-rock,

wears down that bed-rock itself) and how(^it carries in long
loose lines on the surface, or buried in the blue mass itself,

great quantities of stone and rubbish that, loosened by the

frost from their places, have fallen from the mountain side,

to deposit them in heaps, sometimes hundreds of feet high,

far down at the mouth of the mountain valleysi

In the form of icebergs, — greatmasses of ice that break
off from the ends of glaciers whose valleys open into the

sea,—ice may carry considerable quantities of stone buried

in them, far away from their original home and drop them
in the deep sea. The banks of Newfoundland must be

made considerably shallower from the abundance of ice-

borne material that the melting bergs liere drop into the

Awater. ^The common floating cake-ice of our rivers, lakea

and sea^s, is often driven ashore by wind or currents, and
there freezing to the boulders of the beach, carries some of

cthem away when the next tide or the next change of wind
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sets all afloat again. Among the trap-boulders of the

beach along the Bay of Fundy, red granite boulders, large

and small, are everywhere met with. These can come only

from the New Brunswick coast of the l>ay near the Maine
border, or from the Cobeciuid Mountains far up at the head

of the bay, and floating ice can be the only means of trans-

port. Seldom does a mass of rock that has fallen from a

cliff to a beach Avhere ice-cakes pile up in winter, remain
long where it has fallen unless the fragments are of great

size, too large for cake-ice to carry away.

In favorable situations ice will form at the bottom of

shallow running water, and from becoming quite thick, or

from other causes, will rise to the surface, bringing with

it quantities of mud, sand or stone, and will carry them
wherever it may drift. The shores of the lower 8t. Law-
rence show this work of ground-ice to a very marked
extent.

Not all countries have frost to shatter the rocks, or
rain to wear down the hills and carry acids down into

the ground to help destroy tlie bed-rock. Northern Africa

and Arabia are both hot and drj', and here the range of

temperature is so great that during the day the heat is

almost unbearable—from 120° to 130°—while during the

night the heat passes off so rapidly under the cloudless sky
that the thermometer falls to the freezing point. Rocks
cannot stand this change of temperature; they split in the

sudden contraction just as a piece of heated glass splits

when a drop of water falls upon it, or they scale off in

thin chips, large and small,—a fruitful source of the desert

sand. The same effects are seen in rocks in elevated

regions, especially in dry climates, for in the direct sunshine
the heat is very great, but the cold comes on almost instan-

taneously when the sun disappears. Where along wuth the
heat there is moisture too, there is not only a destruction in

rocks caused by their cooling through a sudden fall of rain,

but the heat makes the effect of the acid# in the rain nnich
greater.

WIND
^^'^ '^^^ know, through uni)leasant experience, how
the wind raises great clouds of dust and drives

it with stinging force into our faces. The microscope
shows that the dust of our city streets an^ country roads,
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and fields, though composed of many materials, consists for

the most part of minute grains of sand with very sharp
points. It is these that sting so when they strike our
faces. A little stream of sand falling from Oiur hand upon
a piece of glass or any other polished sm-face, will soon
make it dim; the sand scratches the glass, |—cuts out
minute particles of it, thus destroying the polish. If such
a little stream of sand be di'iven with great force against

one spot, the glass will speedily be pierced,—a pi-ocess

actually employed in factories.

An obelisk that had for many centuries lain half buried
on the sand in Egypt was transferred to a park in New
York; the hieroglyphics on the parts that had lain buried
are seen to be quite sharp and distinct, while those on the

exposed parts are blurred or even whollj- obliterated. The
driving sand had done its work on this hardest of rock.

In dry, wind swept regions such as the deserts of Africa
and Asia, and the plains of the western United States, the

driving dust and sand cut away the base of exposed rocks,

and if such are loose boulders or isolated masses they
eventually topple over, only to be again attacked.

What are called "sand blows" in some parts of the

United States, but found the Avorld over, literally strip the

soil from newly cultivated land and leave the j'oung crop,

if any is left, clinging to the ground by a few long under-

roots.

But the wind does not cut down merely ; it carries far

and wide the dust that it has made or that the other

destroying agents have made. Indeed, dust is everywhere
present in the air, for the winds circulate everywhere over

the earth; nothing can shut it out. The coarser parts that

are swept from streets and fields are not carried far, but
are soon dropped in other places, slowly raising their level;

but the finer particles are spread over immense areas. The
vast amount of dust hurled high into the air by the distrac-

tion of Mt. Krakatoa, in the year 1883, was carried by the

winds around the earth, giving us for weeks here in

Canada, on the opposite side of the earth, strangely beau-
tiful evening skies.

During the eruption of Tomboro, in the Island of Sumbawa, in

1815, dust was carried by the winds over 800 miles, and houses for^y
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miles distant wuic crushed in by the weiglit of matter falling on them.
The dust covered an area of 1 ,()(H),()(M) S(iuare miles, and amounted to fifty

cubic miles of material. In 1873, dust from Skajjtdr Jokiil, in Iceland,
fell in such quantities on the North of Scotland, GW miles distant, that
it covered the ground and destroyed the crops. The fine red dust
swept from Sahara is carried far out to sea by the winds, where it often
falls on shii)board and sometimes is brought down in the rain,

—

the
" Ijlood-rain" we occasionally hear of in the newspapers as a very
wonderful phenomenon. Nor is it any wonder that among the dust
blown from more favored regions than the Sahara, the microscope
.shows that germs of vegetal)lo life exist. What a provision is here
made for diii'using life over tlie earth I

I'lii. I'J. S:iii(l dune partly burying trees, Point aux Pins, Kent Co.
Norton, Ridgetowu, Piioto.

Anotlier peculiar phenomenon due to the wind is the
l)nihli)i^ np of sand-dunes .—great ridges of sand .alQug_th.e

shores of onr bodies of water, lake or sea, blown by the
wind landward from the* beach. A long, gradual slope
fa(!es the windward side, Init the lea side is steep. The
sand drifts up tlie windward slope and on reaching the top
falls over on the other side; so that a spectator looking
along the ridge will see a mist, or thin cloud, rising a little

above it and suddenly disappearing, while on one who is

passing along under shidter of the dune a storm of sand is

continually falling.

Thus, it can bo readily .^een how a dune may advance inland to a
considerable distunce from tiie shore. It does so to some extent in

Canada,—in Piiuce Edwarrl and Kent Counties, for instance, where
trees are buried and fields and houses covered up. Dunes fringe the
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New Brunswick shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence ; in England they
have buried and then passed over whole villages ; in Holland they are
in places five miles wide, forming a barrier to the Nortli Sea, the sea
following close, however, as the dune passes on ; the jieople of the
Baltic coast of Germany keep up a continual, almost vain, fight with
them; but in south-west France, in the "Landes," along the Biscay
coast, they have been in some places overcome. For, more than a
hundred years ago, the French government set out a vast number of

trees on these endless sand hills, cared well for them, and now the
trees not only check the sand, but afford a lai'ge supply of timber.

It will be readily inferred that the dry sandy deserts are

the especial home of _diiiies|. There they are like great waves
of the sea in shape and distribution, and in movement,

—

for they move over the desert, though more slowly, as the

waves move over the sea. Unfortunately the resemblance
goes farther, for the immense masses of sand that are

borne onward in a storm, sometimes fall on and overwhelm
the caravan, just as a mountain wave may fall on and
overwhelm a vessel.

Thus, like running water, the winds tear down the land
and transport it to other places; but with this difference,

the burden of the wind may drop upon any surface, high
or low, land or water, while that of the running stream
falls only on a lower region, and only rarelj' falls upon land.

THE WAVFS While running water wears the rocks down by
ceaseless rubbing, the waves as they fall upon

the beach or dash against the wall of the confining cliffs,

almost literally pound or crush the rocks to pieces. During
the storms of winter the force with which the breakers dash
on the beach or against the cliffs is calculated to be three

tons or more to a square foot. It is no Avonder then that

we hear of mt'eat masses of rock weiring hundreds or even
thousarids OT^tons being burst from their position on the
face of the cliff, or rolled about upon the beach as if they
were trifles. Such a tremendous force crushing the grains
of sand and the stones and boulders of a beach against
one another must speedily reduce them to fine ,mud, while
the bed-rock is ground down to a smooth floor beneath.
Very instructive is a sight of the beach at Oakville when
a strong wind is on shore. The narrow, steep face of
the beach, composed wholly of loose disk-like stones, is

in wild commotion; the in-rushing waves while crushing
the stones against one another, drive them up the steep
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slope of the beneli and tlien with even a louder rattle than
Itef'ort! the retiiniiii}4' Hood drags IIm'Iii down a<^ain as it

pours back into ihv. lake, while all the water for many
yards out is ])la('k with the waste, an evidencre of the
rapidity with which the stones are ))eing destroyed.

Fig. 50. Island dostroyeil by w.aves; north of Scotland.

But while a rock-l)ound sliore retreats only slowly, at

best, before the waves, a sliore of loose material,—drift,

elay, etc/—yields rai)idly, as the dw(dlei's on onr lake-fi-onts

know full well; (many feet are washed away each year in

spite of all the etforts of timber, or brush, or stone to

prevent it.

(I/.(he
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CHAPTER 111.

MOUNTAINS.

The term "mountain" has no verj' precise meaning; in low-h'ing

Ontario an}' elevation rising two or three hundred feet above the sur-

rounding country is locally called a "mountain," the Blue Mountains,
for instance ; and to those who live along the western shore of Lake
Ontario, the escarpment of the old Lake Iroquois, though the top is

only the general level of the countr}- back of it, is a "mountain;"
in flat Denmark one elevation five hundred and fifty feet high is

named " Heaven's Mountain." In western, or even in eastern

Canada, such would be called at best only hills ; some of the foot-

hills of the Rocky Mountains are 1600 feet high, approaching in

height the lower peaks of the mountains themselves.

Fi2. 52. Mt. Ross, Canadian Rocky Mountains. A typical mountain 'graileil to a
peak, forest clad for the most part. Thonip.sou, phot., New Westminster, B.C.

Mountains occur in nature in different forms :—as single elevations

arising from a low plain as do Montreal Mountain, the mountains
of Bekeil, Mt. Johnson, &c., in Quebec, and Mt. Katahdin in

Maine, or from a high plain, or plateau, such as the western plateau
of America ; such mountains are either of volcanic origin or are
remnants of what was once far higher ground:—as ridges, elevations
whose top may stretch away for many miles in an unbroken line, or
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be broken into numerous jjeaks wliose base does not go flown to tlie

]»iise of the ridge, sucli as the Nortli Mountain, a tra[) ridge of over

a hundred miles in lengtli along tiie south shore of the Bay of

Fund\', and the numerous ridges of the Sawback Mountains :—as

ranges, successions of peaks or ridges of no very great length,

following one general direction, one ridge often beginning before

another ends, thus overlapping or jogging into one another, such as

the Fairholme and Fishei- ranges where tlie Canadian Pacific Railway
enters the Rocky Mountains, the Sawback Range antl manj' others

in the line of the same railway :—as systems, either two or more
I'anges, or, with geologists, all the ranges found in the same region

that have been formed in the same geologic age but Vjy difierent

earth-mo\emcnts ; thus in the western mountain region of Canada is

the Rocky Mountain system (some fifty miles wide), followed west-

ward in succession by the systems of the Gold Ranges, the Coast
Ranges, and the system, largely submerged, of which Vancouver

Fig. 53. Pinnacles in the till at Seavhoro Heichts, in a recess between two much
larger cliffs.

Island and Queen Charlotte Islands are a part :—as chains, with

geologists, an assemblj' of parallel or nearly ])arallel ranges or

systems of different geologic ages; but ordinarily, "chain" means
the same as range:—as cordiUerai^,—a term not in common use,

—

two or more chains associated together forming one mountain mass,

such as the mountain mass of western America.

Fip:. 43 shows how the lofty shores of Lake

IV10U^TAINS. ^"^'ii"i<^ iit Scarboro Heights look to one

wlio gazes up at them from the beach below

—a miniature mountain ridge which the rain has carved in

the till that here forms tlie edge of the general level of

ORIGIN OF
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the country where it drops suddenly down to the lake

below. From the top of the lianks, however, no such
ridge appears, only some little knife-like peninsulas, as

it were, stretch outward from the main edge toward
the lake. Here and there, as seen in Fig, 53, the inner

part of the knife-edge peninsula has been worn away by
the rains and fantastic little peaks or pinnacles are the

result; or again, a stream has cut its way down through
the till almost to the level of the Lake (Fig. 46), and
now a cliff rises sheer from the beach, and where the

inner part of the peninsula has been worn away too, as

seen in a measure in Fig. 44, a little mountain stands
out from its surroundings.

Fig. 54. Mountains on the edge of a ravine in the Rocky Monntaius, western
United States.

Now if this little Scarboro district could be stretched

out some hundred miles or more, and raised five or ten

thousand feet in air, and if the soft till could be turned
into hard rock with all its present faces and peaks and
hollows proportionately enlarged, we should have a

plateau flanked by a ridge of mountains, — liere, a
regular succession of peaks connected upwards for half

their height, there separate peaks or a huge mountain
standing out from others, while every now and then a

deep gorge or "gap" or "pass," with its rushing
stream, would lead far inward from the front.
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The mountains outlined in Fi}?. 54—tlie result of

erosion—in their piniuieles, their fantastic; cliffs, their

l)old ti'iangular fronts with sliarp i-id^jes running into

the haekground, strikingly resemble wluit the Scarboro
Heights show us; but the material is rock not till, and
it rises thousands of feet in the air, not merelj' two
hundred. And thus it is seen wherever a plateau rises

from the surrounding country, whether it l)e the Hima-
layas on the flank of the gi-eat i)lateau of Thibet in Asia,

tlie Sierra Morenas and others skirting the plateau of

Spain, or tlie Roc^ky Mountains in America, where in

places "cliffs of limestone fifteen hundred feet high face

the plain to the east," and where travellers by rail have
crossed the mountains bj^ the Bow River "gap" and the

Kicking Horse " paf^s."

The manifold and often marvellous forms into

EROSION, which the rocks are carved, are due to various

causes. The rocks vary greatly in hardness,

or rather they yield with diffeivnt degrees of readiness

to the weathering agents. Thus the Cretaceous rocks

among the Rocky Mountains, though much younger than
the others, are softer and so are worn away far more
deeply; the 'foot-hills," a belt of hilly country fifteen

miles wide in Canada at the eastern foot of the Rocky
Mountains, and formed at the same time as they, are very

much lower, for they are of Cretaceous rock, while the

others are of hard Devono- Carboniferous limestone.

The different joints* of the rocks greatly influence the

character of erosion. Not all rocks have the same kinds

of joints, and hence the eroding and weathering will be
very different; while some rocks, as limestone, will

weather into blocks, others will become rounded, angular,

or splinter into many forms. Again volcanic rocks

weather differently from stratified rocks ; some beds are

massive, others thin ; some rocks are in horizontal beds,

others curved or thrown on edge, even overturned, or

*Rocks split in different ways:—alone the planes of bedding, the beds being
due to irregularity or interruptions when the sedin\ent was being deposited, each
tide, for instance, forming a new bed; -at any angle to the plane of bedding, due
to great side pressure seen well in slate rocks; this is called cleai^aoe : — along
joints, as seen in Fig. 41, forming cubical blocks, the cause not being well under-
stood. Some rocks liave few if any joints, such as granite, which often forms
unbroken mountain masses, the boulders weathering to a roiyided shape.
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contorted and twisted to a surprising degree, and lie in

all possible positions ; they are faulted or lie unbroken

;

they are exposed in various degrees to the action of

water, to the winds and the storms;—these and others

all contribute to the wonderful variety in mountain
.forms and mountain scenery everywhere witnessed.

On the tops of plateaus the cutting down

MOUNTAINS ^^^^ carving go on as well as along the

edges, but more slowly, for the slopes are

not so steep. The great length and breadth of these

folds or wrinkles of the earth, whose upheaval has been
so uniform that the strata remain almost, if not quite,

as level as when tliey Avere laid down beneath the water,

allows them to have streams of all sizes running along
natural depressions in all directions—lengthwise, across,

and diagonally; so that if these streams alone were at

work, the}' would in the course of ages cut the plateau

into huge blocks separated by chasms the width of the

streams and of dizzying depth, such as are really found
in dry regions, notably along the course of the Snake
and the Columbia Rivers in the dry western plateau of

the United States.*

But we know that the streams alone are not the only

forces at work. Every brook and stream shows us the

rain and frost and wind busy widening out and sloping

down the cut that the water has made, till at last the

brook is only a narrow band flowing at the bottom of a

broad hollow, so broad sometimes that we wonder if the

brook had ever been large enough to fill the hollow from
lip to lip. So while the streams are doing the down-
ward work on the plateau, the other agents are extending
that work sidewise, so that, after untold years, ranges

or masses of mountains will stand where once the

plateau stood, and the streams that did the work may
still be tlowing at their base, rapidly if their work is

not yet complete, but slowly and through a wide, level-

floored valley if complete— if they have cut down as far

as running water can go, to "the base level of erosion;"

*See further under "Rivers."
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in citlxT case the strenins will look ;ill too small, too
insi^Miific.aiit, to produce the i-esult tliat tln'\ , nevertheless,

have certainly produc^ed.

Gi'onps or lines ot mountains thus formed

—

niowntains

of circumdenudafion as they are called—stand out against

Fig. 55. Mo\nit Steplien, on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, fifty miles
west of Banff; .showing the nearly horizontal strata, the dome shape, the cliffs

and shelves of rock, with glaciers. (Cf. Fig. 50).

Thompson, phot., New Westminster, B C.

the sky with their tops on the same level; their various
strata appearing in corresponding places in each, and
where massive, " the level bars looking like gigantic

courses of masonry." 'In the Canadian Rocky Moun-
tains, wherever such as these are found,

'

' the four or
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five thousand feet of rock rising above the base-level of

erosion in the valleys, is cut into irregular-shaped,

steep-sided blocks, terminating in blunt or flat summits,

or covered with broken cliffs."* For here the beds are

horizontal, and will readily split apart and become
shattered (Fig. il) ;

or the softer beds yielding more
readily to the weathering influences, will drop away in

a slope from the harder ones above, till the latter, often

left as a rocky ledge or shelf on the mountain-side,

being undermined and thus deprived of support, will

break off and fall, leaving a sheer cliff behind them,
which in the course of time will meet the same fate

(Fig. 67). Many of the mountains of New England have
been thus formed, and all the Laurentides of Canada,
though the latter do not have the blocked structure as do
those referred to above.

.-^.,i.,x-...,^ «.- ^ But the great mountain svstems of the
MOUNTAINS OF

i i i j. i i ai • •'
i i •

i.

DISTURBANCE. ^^'^^i"hl have not had this simple histoiy

—

a plateau of horizontal strata of varying
degrees of hardness carved into shape by running water
and atmosi)heric influences. 5 For their strata, beside

being upheaved, have been subject to distortion often of

a most violent kind, so that the forces of erosion and
denudation have been greatly hindered or greatly helped
in their work upon the rock by the manifold positions

into which distortion has thrown them. The carving
and cutting here take the most fantastic or confused
shapes; — great angular, rugged masses piled indis-

criminately together, knife-edge ridges towering over
deep narrow valleys, folds with vallejs dug into their

tops, the broken edges of the strata sloping away in

rough terraced walls, or the vallej'S dug so deep that the

trough of the fold has become a mountain with the

strata on both sides curving inwardl}'; or faults occur
giving sheer cliffs hundreds or thousands of feet high,

bending the strata in on one another or on themselves,

overturning them and pushing them, in "thrust"
faults, sometimes for miles, one over another, so that

strata of widely different ages are brought'into contact,

Geological Survey of Canada, 1886, Vol. II.
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or, where the denudation has been very great besides

and has exposed the interior crystalline core of the

ni>lit't, tall slender spires and "splintered pinnacles"

rise hi<;'h in the air, giving the "needles" and the

"horns" so common in the Alps, or huge masses or

shoulders of granite will stand out as if defying the

agents of destruction

.

Nor have these mountains been upheaved,

o. REPEATED fi'Hctured and contorted by one single con

^
vulsion of the earth however long continued.

In almost if not quite all, geologists find evidence of

repeated upliftings and repeated fracturing, some even

now in ])rogress. For where in its contraction the crust

of the earth has given way and crumplings have arisen

^ on it, it would, naturally, again break along the same
"^ lines when it once more settled down on the mass below;

for it was the weakest spot, "the line of tlie least

resistance," that gave way in the first place, and such

breaking would only make an original Aveakness still

.weaker. The manifold i)ositions that rocks are thrown
into by compression and upheaval, and the forms they

assume in consequence through erosion and denudation

will be best seen from a sketch of a section of the

Canadian Rocky Mountains.

The Rockv Mountains are mountains of dis-

MOUINTAIINS * turbance. They form, the eastern system of

the great American cordillera, Avith a l)readth

in Canada, in the southern j^ortion where they are best

known, of about fifty miles, from the foot-hills on the east

to the Columbia River on the west. The whole region

here seems to have received a mighty thrust from the west

throughout the entire depth of its strata, which has

manifested itself in many Avays in its effects upon the

rocks towards the east.

At the western end of a line following on the whole the

course of the Canadian Pacific Railway eastward across

the Rocky Mountains through the Kicking Horse and Bow

'Tlie juattpr of tliis dpspi-iplion, tocothoi- with tlie (liaernitimatioal fit:nrpR .% to

fi.'!, is drawn iii;iiiily from an exooPiliiit:l.v interesting report in tlie " Goolofical Survey
of Can.ida, Vol. 2, 1886," by R. G. M((.'i>nnell, B.A. The scale of the diagrams both

horizontal and vertical is two miles to an inch.
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River valleys, are the Beaverfoot range and Mount Hunter
(Fig. 56). In the former the ridge is composed of beds

of hard Silurian limestone that have been broken and
thrown up at a steep angle, some of them being crumpled
and bent in on one another greatly increasing their thick-

ness; under these on the left is a bed of Cambro- Silurian

Fig. 56 Beaverfoot Range, 5000 ft. high, on left. Jit. Hunter, abont 6000 ft. high, on
right, Kicking Horse (or Wapta) Valley between.

rock in its natural order of formation, while on the right

the very same rock lies on top of the Silurian; so that

during the commotion in these strata the last, and older

bed, has been overthrown and piled upon a younger bed.

In Mt. Hunter the crest is formed of beds (Cambrian) that

have not only been steeply tilted but also bent almost at

right angles. The valley between has been deeply excav-

ated in older and softer Cambrian strata that rise high

on the flanks of both mountains.
Some fifteen miles further east rises an immense fold,

like a mighty wave, broken near the middle by a great

Fig. 57. Mt. Stephen on the left, Cathedral Mts. on the right, a fault, F, between
them; strata all Cambrian but of different formations. See Fig. 55.

fault, the part to the left, forming Mt. Stephen, having

a "downthrow," as it is named, of over 3000 feet, while

the part to the right forms the rough-topped Cathedral

Mountains. On top the strata are parallel, or nearly so,

and hence, as has been said, these mountains may in a

measure represent "mountains of circumdenudation ; " but

the sides curve downward and away from each other
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towards what would be a trough, thus forming an "anti-

cline." A deep valley has been eroded along the fault,

the fault helping in this very greatly, while another valley

is ])eing dug along the Cathedral Mts.; the mountain on
the left of this latter valley will be a real "mountain of

circunulenudation " with its flat-lying strata, while the one
on the right will be an "anticline" mountain.

Pig. 58. Slate Mt., Oambri<in resting on still older Cambrian l)ed8; other strata,
Devoiio-Carboniferous, the upper layer being Devonian;

F, a " thrust fault."

Farther east, a little to the north, is Slate Mt., a
gigantic block of Cambrian strata resting on still older

Cambrian beds; the great thrust from the west caused a
fault (F, Fig. 58), overturned on the right the strata of

a much later age, and pushed the older strata for more than
a mile over them, so that, as in the Beaverfoot Range,
newer strata lie below older. Beside this the strata of the

mountain are not Hat; they curve inward toward the

middle, making a "syncliue" mountain. Thus, strangely,

this mountain was once the bottom of a trough between
two folds, or ridges ; the ridges are gone and what is a

mountain now was once a valley. The strata in the valley

may have been the hardest, or they were covered up by the

Fig. 59. The valley of the Bow near Mt. Stephen.

waste washed down into the valley from the ridges, and
were thus protected from erosion ; oi" the strata on the top

of the ridges were l)roken or shattered by the strain of

bending over, and so were in a state to be more quickly

eroded than the strata in the trough, which were com-
pressed and so made harder by the upward bend.
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The valley of the Bow River a little east of Mt.
Stephen, shows what appears at first sight to be a strange
phenomenon, but what is nevertheless very common in

mountain regions — a valley, through which a stream is

flowing, where once rose a great rounded fold;—the whole
of the fold has been denuded and carried away; it is the

converse of what is seen in the case of Slate Mt.
Immediately to the east of this valley is Pilot Mountain,

rising on the side' of a syncline, or rather a compound
syncline, its upper strata lying almost horizontally, but
the range to which it belongs, the Castle Mountain range,
is a great mass of limestone blocks gently bending inward— a syncline range. The strata of Pilot Mountain di])

down under the Bow River valley, but when they reappear
they are no longer curved but stand up almost on end at a

Fig. 60. Pilot Mt. ou the left, Sawback Range on the right. Bow River valley
between. Lower beds (blookeilj Cambrian; shaded and crossed next

above, Devonian; rest l)evono-Carboniferous.

very high angle, just as if they had been broken short off

beneath the valley, the western ends falling deep down
and the eastern ends tossed high in the air. It is the

Sawback Range,— a "monocline," beds tilting but not
curving to or from a centre,— " a range between two and
three miles wide composed of about 11.000 feet of strata

varying in hardness from quartzite and crystalline lime-

stone down to soft shale. All the different degrees of

hardness in the beds are now seen very plainly in the

unequal denudation. The softer bands have sunk into

deep iiTCgular furrows, while the more resisting beds
thrust themselves up in long lines of sharp-pointed
peaks." The massive character of some of the l3eds is in

marked contrast with the "thin Avedge-like summits " of

others, and " aerial peaks " bounding a valley on one side

stand over against gigantic walls of rock that bound the

valley on the other. "When viewed from some higher
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summit the appearance of these crested ranges with their

lines of jagged peaks united by thin zigzag knife-edges on

wliich it is often difficult to find a footing, is wild in the

extreme."
So violent here was the eastward crush that tilted up the

.Sawback Range, that not only were the faulted strata of the

valleys alongside to the east (Fig. 61) caught and doubled

in on themselves, but the whole series of beds w'as reduced

to one third of their original thickness. The strata of

the Cascade Mountain seem to form an anticline curving

down undei- the valley of Forty-mile Creek on the west,

but in their ui)wai-d curve from this valley they have

been broken and faulted and their broken ends lie under

strata of a later date, while to the east these latter beds

have been faulted over upon Cretaceous rocks, of a very

Fig. 61. Vermilion Lake Range on left 4000 ft. high, Cascade Mts. on right .'>200

ft. high. Forty-mile Creek between. Blocked ami shaded beds, except the shaded one
on right, which is Cretaceous, Devono-Uarboniferous; others, Devonian: two faults,

not marked, but evident.

much later date still. The soft beds that lie in the valley

of Forty-mile Creek, once extended over the harder beds to

the top of the mountain to the east, but they have all

wasted away; the same l)eds form the valley on the left,

while another l)ed, softer than the limestone l)eds around

it, l)y wearing away faster has made a notch in the top of

the Vermilion Lake Range, and tlius given rise to two hard

ridges where once there was Itut one.

Stretching eastward for many miles from this is a series

of mountains, monoclines, formed of broken blocks of tilted

strata, the eastern end of each resting upon the depressed

western end of the one in front, a valley lying along the

base of the upturned ends. The eastern face of these

ridges is steep and rugged, the western is a long gentle

slope. This appearance in nal ure is seen to .•<ome e.vteut

in Fiir. G2.
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Mountaius similar to these occur in Oregon and else-

where, but the valleys at the base of the uptilted ends are

not eroded valleys such as these are, but are due just to

Fig. 62. Smithern fac,- "f the Fairliolme Mountains along Lake Minuewon'ka, CDevil's
Lake) to the uorth-east of Banff, sliowing lirokeu ;iud tilted strata.

Thompson, phot.. New Westminster.

the tilting; the rocks show very little evidence of erosion,

and hence it is inferred that such mountains are of very-

recent origin, though the cause of the breaking of the

strata is unknown.
The Fairholme Range rises steep over the foot-hills,

and faces the plains to the east with bold escarpments fi'om

Fig. 63. The Fairholme Range along south fork of Ghost River ; on top to the right
and where similarly marked near centre, Devonian; below this, blocked, Cambrian;
above to left, shaded and blocked, Pevono-Carboniferons ; extreme left, Cretaceous;
the mass has been faulted and pushed over Cretaceous at bottom on right, wavy
marked.

2000 to 4000 feet high. It repeats the Sawback Range in

the wild scenery of its sharp peaks and knife-ridges with
deep valleys between; but its most extraordinary feature

is a great thrust-fault along which a ruined fold of old
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Cambrian and Devonian strata has been pushed out toward

the plain over the newer Cretaceous beds for a distance of

seven miles. This was the last effort of the great thrust

from the west.

Mountains that have burst open,- as it were, or where
the denudation has been so great as to uncover the crystal-

line rocks Ijencatli, do not ai>i)ear in the part of the Rocky
Mountains described above; but in the Alps they appear iu

a vei-y striking way, and crystalline rocks whose tendency

is to split and splinter in the frost form all or nearly all of

the famous peaks of those mountains, so many of which

bear the name of " horn " or " needle."

The forms and positions that we have just seen are only

a few out of the infinite variety that rocks take under the

Fiir 64 pias;"!" "f Mt. Blanc, Switzerl;ind, showing fan-like stnicture. A, crystal-

line core: B. C, D. folded and overturned strata once continuous over the crjsulline,

now removed by denudation.

influence of the mighty side pressure that sinking strata

exert; every rod, almost every foot, .shows some new shape

into which they have been bent and contorted; but wiien

through decay and removal thousands of feet of rock have

disai)i>eared, all connection between what were once

continuous beds may be wholly lost.

EROSlO^ ^^ '""^t '"^^'^ ^'*-* ^"PP*»t'C^ that the erosion

AND UPLIFT, and denudation l>egin only after a plateau

or a mountain has reached a standstill in

its upward progress ; both begin as soon as the land

shows itself above water ; so that no i>lateau or mountain

of stratified rock ever existed unsearred and uncarved

by "the powers of the air.' While elevation was

going on the erosion was going on too, and it is only

because the former went on at a more rapid rate than
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the latter that any high ground exists at all. Had the two
forces been equal the newly risen ground would have been

swept away into the sea again as fast as it rose, to fill up
the hollows on the ocean-lioor. But in their rise plateaus

and mountains carried up with them alike the clitfs and
channels that were being cut in them and tlie streams that

were doing the cutting.

QLD It may well be imagined, then, that those

MOUNTAINS, mountains whose rise Avas earliest in the

world's history, must have a very diiferent

look from those of a later age, — that the Alps, and
Himalayas, and Rocky Mountains, those youthful yet

Fig. 65. Old worn-down monntain ridge (Cambrian), with vaHey of the Gaspereau
River, King's County, Nova Scotia. River at base-level, floor of valley an
alluvial flood-plain. Slope in foreground is bottom of ridge similar to other

;

course of river shown chiefly by bordering trees. Note the dilferenee in appearance
between this ridge and the various illustrations from the Kocky Mountains, especially
in Fig. 62.

deeply furrowed elevations, must be different from the
mountains of eastern America whose date goes back, as we
have seen (page 23), to Silurian days. It is in the former
that we find the "aerial peaks," the wild crags, the mas-
sive walls, the gorges, the canons of dizzying depth, and
everything awe-inspiring and grand that we associate with
mountain scenery ; while the older ones, whose strata are

all those of early Paleozoic days, have a subdued look

;

they are never lofty, their forms are rounded, their sides

have no walls of rock, for these have been all worn off or
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have been covered up by tlie waste ; their valleys have
brond level bottoms and wide Hariii}^ sides; the rivers in

tlunr lower c.onrses are sliij^^isli, as they ai-e down as far

as they can well go, to their base level, thon<^h in their

upper courses they still are rapid and have steep but not

high rocky sides and little waterfalls ; forest-growth covers

them; human industries and human dwellings luive crept

far up their sides and even to their very tops; lumbering,

mining, farming, are there for the slopes are not so steep

but that soil will accumulate and bear trees, and tliese give

l)lace to the fields of grain, while the long-continued

denudation and erosion l)ring to light the stores of mineral

wealth,—coal, iron and otiicrs,—that wonld otherwise have
remained hidden beneath thousands of feet of rock.

All the mountains of eastern Canada, as we have seen,

are old mountains. Nova Scotia is almost wholly the worn-
down extremity of the old eastern mountain system of

America ; though here, as everywhere in Canada, the

ice has had a great deal to do with the general ai)i)earance

of tlie country. The surface is rolling witli a gentle rise

from the sea on all sides, its highest part swelling \\\) into

a granite ridge tliat ti-avei-ses the country almost from end
to end, while another similar ridge foi-ms the central nuuss

of the Cobequid Hills. Broad river-valleys are numerous,
tliough now from gradual sinking many of them are "arms
of the sea." Sucli is Halifax Harbor, and doubtless also

Minas Basin with its extension, Cobequid Bay, and its

numerous wide open side valleys, all of which ai'e down to

tlie base-level of erosion. One of the finest of these old

eroded, sea-filled river-valleys is in New Brunswick, the

Bale des Chaleurs, with its bi-oad-valleyed backward exten-

sion, the Restigouche. (See Fig. 93).

^Sometimes a worn down region gets a
DEPRESSION AND I. ,.„. -i ^.^ i t • .^. . ,..

RE-ELEVATION. ^^^^^^ Uplift
;
then the sluggish rivers re-

gain a swifter current and begi': to dig

down deeper into their channels, \ which now get steeper/

and higher sides, and the former valley floor that was
almost on a level with the water of the river, is now high
above it. forming what is called " terraces" or "benches."
(See Fig. 91.) Along the Restigouche and the Bale des

Chaleurs, as along other rivers of this New Brunswick
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region, these terraces are numerous, so that we must think
this region has liad, perhaps is luiving, an uplift again.

And naturally, as the sea is in this bay now, we look in

these old benches, or terraces, for shells of shell fish that

belong to the sea; and such are found there ; while farther

up the Restigouche the shells are river-shells. But more
than this : the old channel of the river that dug out the

Bale des Chaleurs can be traced by the sounding-line far

out into the Gulf of St. Lawrence, so that we know this

region has to rise many hundred feet yet before it comes
up to the old level it once occupied. By facts such as these,

therefore, it can be told what changes of elevation a

region has suffered.

In Ontario we have no such worn down mountains
unless it be the Muskoka District and the rest of the

Archaean region, and this has rather been a plateau than a
mountain region.* Worn and polished and dug into by
ice, with many of its water courses now long lines of lakes,

some of them 400 feet deep (see frontispiece) , blocked by the

glacial drift, it still keeps, on the Avliole, the appearance that

it bore before the ice covered it, and that was the result of

untold ages of exposure to all the influences of the weather
under very varied conditions of climate from tropical to

frigid, and from moist to diy. For as we have seen (pages
17-19) this region, so far as is known, after having risen

from the primeval sea, never wholly sank below it again.

The surface is rolling, its hills numerous and rounded,
and fi-om the top of the loftiest of them a tolerably even
sky-line is seen, with a slight slope toward distant and
lower country. What the appearance would be were all the

Archa3an rocks laid bare that are now covered by Palaeo-

zoic strata to the south, it is hard to say; but along the edges
where two kinds of rock meet, and where denudation has
stripped off the far softer later ones, hills of the hard
gneissic material standing above and out of the limestone

around them, are quite cominon, and differ little in appear-

ance from those that have never been covered at all.

The rivers of to-day, however, are all "young," for the

blocking up or filling up of the old channels by the drift

*The Laurentides bordering the Ottawa on the north present exactly the
same appearance as does the " South Mountain " as seen in Fig. 65.
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iiiaterial, and tlie gradual rise of tlic region again after

its depression under its gi-eat burden of i(!e, have made the

streams seek out new hoHows tliut h.'ad down to the sea or

Great Lakes, and now thej' flow in narrow steep-sided rocky

channels that sometimes may deserve the name of gorge,

and their numerous little falls and rapids form those

"portages" that test the endurance of the "canoeists" on
the Moon and many another stream in this tourist's sum-
mer paradise,

t

L the Archajan region is as old as has been

DENUDATION. ^^^^^ ^^^^ Still remains so high, in man}-

j)laces over 1500 feet above the sea, the

quantity of material that it has lost must have been very

great, but how great is not known, perliaps can never be
known. In j'ounger mountain regions, all of whose strata

can be traced, the extent of the loss by denudation may be

l)retty closely calculated. For when on a mountain side

the worn off ends of the strata of which the mountain is

composed are seen, and the thickness of each separate l)ed

can be measured, the quantity of strata that has been
removed can quite readily be told. Thus in the case of

Pilot Mountain (Pig. 60) we can see by comparing its

l)eds with the corresponding beds of tlie Fairholme Range
(Pig. 03), that it has lost not only part of its present top-

most l)ed but also one other whole bed, and i»erhaps two,

for the Cretaceous to the left (Fig. 63) lies in its natural

position on the older beds below it. In this way it has

been calculated that the Uinta Mountains in the Gi-eat Salt

Lake region have lost fully three miles and a half in

l)erpendicular lieight; in the case of the Alps, Fig. 64, the

loss nnist have l)een enormous also. Mt. Everest in the

Himalayas is 29,000 feet high: liow high would it be if

all the material it has lost since it began to rise, could be
restored to it again ?

At Monti'eal and in its neighbourhood there

MOUNTAINS.* ^"'^® from the midst of the flat Quebec plain

strangely isolated hills, or low mountains,

—

t See .in itistniptive paper by Alfred W. G Wilson, Ph.D., of McGill Universitj-, in
the "Transiictioiis of theCanadian In.stitute," Aug. 1901, entitled "Physical Geoloey
of Central Ontario."

* Maiiy I'nited States geographers pall the larger of these "monadnocks," and
the sni:illpr ones " Imttes : " when volcanic these latter are termed " volcanic necks,"
aud the tlat-topped ones " mesas."
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Mount Royal, Mt. Jolinsou, the Belceil Mountains,— and
others elsewhere; from a Canadian Pacific Railway train

as it passes through the State of Maine, can be seen Mt.
Katahdin rising in the dim distance solitary and alone

;

while in the Rocky Mountains "the Crow's Nest," (Fig. 67)

standing alone amid lower hills, with bluntly conical top

and bordered by almost vertical cliffs, is in its isolation a

prominent object from the plains far out to the south-east."

Mt. Johnson, and the other Quebec mountains men-
tioned, though they have stratified rocks up their sides to

some extent, are composed of hard volcanic trap which
often shows itself in perpendicular precipices like those of

Cape Blomidon (Fig. 26) . And if they were once

Fig. 66, Mt. Johnson, near Montreal, a remnant volcanic nionntain, or neek.

Courtesy of Prof. F. Adams, McGill University.

volcanoes they must have poured out lava, ashes, and
other volcanic matter not only on their sides and top,

where the mass would be thickest, but over the whole
surrounding country; yet no trace of these now exists, all

has been removed from plain and flank and top alike, onl}-

the central part remains, the vent, from which the volcanic

matter had poured forth, but now filled with the hardest
of rock, the lava that had solidified in it. How much
volcanic matter there was to remove, and how much of the
stratified rock went with it. we do not know, perhaps
never can know. Mt. Katahdin and Crow's Nest are not
volcanic; their harder strata have kept them from wearing
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away as fast as tlie other mountains around tliem, and now
only a i)lain or "lower hills" remain wliere mountains
on(!e stood, for such mountains as these, whatever mif^ht

have been the case with volcanic mountains, could never
have risen from a i)lain leaving the plain still such, or

broken only by low hills. Erosion and denudation have
carried off the companion elevations, and these remain to

tell what once was around them.

Pig. 67. Crow's Nest Motintain, about 4500 ft. high (7830 above sea level): 4H miles
novtli of U.S. boundary line in sontliern (\"m;i(H;ui Hocky Mountains. Top of moun-
tain hard Devono-Carbouiferous limestone; worn "chiumej-like cliffs " of same iu

hill in background. Geological Survey of Canada.

But these remnants of higher ground are manifold in

shape, from the sharp needle-like forms as seen in

Figs. 63, 64, to the flat- topped table-mountain often acres

or even miles in area, a liuge level platform of lava-rock

that has protected from erosion the softer strata over

which the lava flowed. .

VOLCANOES.

The terriV)le occurrences accompanying the outbreak of

the volcanoes Mt. Pelee in Martinique, and Mt. Souffriere

in St. Vincent, especially the former (in May, 1902) have
made us all familiar with the nature of a volcanic erap-

tion :—First the clouds of steam and other gases rising

from the top of the mountain, the trembling of the earth,

the loud noises like the discharge of artillery deep in the

earth, the drying up of wells and streams, the vapor laden

air ; then the ajipalling explosion and rush, from the top

and openings in the sides, of a vast column of steam often
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miles into the air, mingled with a discharge of fragments
of rock large and small and a cloud of finest dust,—rock
literally blown to atoms,—producing total darkness, while
torrents of water and mud, followed by streams of melted
rock or lava, roll down the sides destroying everything in
their path; and to complete the dreadful scene, if the
volcano is near the sea, the water draAvs back from the
shore for a few moments and then returns in a huge wave
carrying destruction with it. The most terrible wave of
this kind on record occurred at the eruption of Mt.
Krakatoa in 1883, when a wall of water a hundred feet
high rushed on the shore and miles inland in a populous
region. Of the 30,000 or more people who perished during
this great catastrophe, all excei)t a few hundreds were the
victims i>f the wave.

On Sept. 29, 1538, after two years of frequent

VOLCANO. earthquakes the old volcanic plain bordering
on the Bay of Baite in the Bay of Naples, was

suddenly Inirst open, and so great a quantity' of mud and
stones and pumice-stone w^as poured out that, in less than
twenty-four hours, a_o;reat cone 440 feet high and over a
mile and a half in circumference at the base was built _iip.

around the opening by the falling material. No lava
flowed out but onlj' large lumps of it were hurled high into

the air. This was an entirely new, an infant, volcano,
and now bears the name of Monte Nuovo (New Mountain).
The opening or vent,—the crater as it is named, from its

resemblance to the flaring sides of a cup,—though choked
up by the stones, etc., that fell back into it, is still 421
feet deep. (Fig. 70). y

All volcanoes were undoubtedly formed in the same
way, but unlike Monte Nuovo, not all remained quiet after

they were formed ;Vtirey have burst out again and again,

and the cone-shaped mass has become bigger and bigger
through the repeated flows of lava and the showers of

stones, ashes and dust, till it towers, as does Cotapaxi,
thousands of feet above the sea.

But the regular cone-shape is seldom preserved ; for the

lava commonlj^ staj^s in the crater partly filling it, and so

becomes, on cooling, very hard rock ; and when a new
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enii»(i()ii coiiir's it caniioi easily l)low oiif tliis old ])lu{^ and
the feai'ful exi»losioii that tVjIlows a successful eti'ort will

often ))reak one side of the ci-alei' and the mud or lava will

ponrdown tlie mountain thiH)ugh tlie Ijreach so made; or a
new vent or j^-reat cracks, or fissni-es, will open on the

sides of the mountain and the lava and other matter will

l)onr throngh these; and thus the oone-shape of the volcano
will often be almost lost and a huge mass, such as Mt.
^tna in Sicily, will l)e the result.

THE CRATER ^^^^ Crater, Avhi<;h may be of any width from
a few hundred feet to two or three miles,

remains filled with lava to a greater or less extent after the-

eruption is over, unless, as in the case of Monte 2s novo,

Fig. OH, Mt. Pel<^e, Tslaiid of Mtirtinique, sliowing tlie erater-wjills Vireaclied and old
luvii-llow to the sea. In eniption in May and September, lUU'J; crater reported to be
much altered by explosions. Prom a drawing.

there is no lava. The lava in the course of time hai-dens

over into a stony floor for the crater, but one or more vents
remain through wliich steam, gases, and other matter,
escape, and around which little cones are ])uilt u]), often very
fantastic in form, from the jets or spurts of lava tlirown
out ])y the esca])ing gases. So, too, when during an
erui^tiou new vents are opened either in the sides of the
mountain or in the flooi* of the old crater, new cones will

be built up around them, ^tna has two hundred of the.se

on its sides, some l)eing four hundred feet high. The
present Mount Vesuvius is a new cone built up inside of
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the old crater that was blown out in the fearfnl erup-
tion of A.D. 79 when Pompeii and Herculaneuni were
buried beneath mud and ashes.

Curiously enough the floor of a crater whose sides have
not been blown out, quite frequently becomes the bed of

a lake the water of which in some is cold and in others

hot, the latter being the ease with the lake in the crater of

Souffriere. Of course when the water is hot either it

comes from far down in the earth, or the rocks remain hot
not far below it. In the latter case the volcano is only
dormant, or sleeping, and a new eruption may come at any
time.

Pig. 69. Crater, with lake, of the Souffriere, Island of St. Vincent, one of the
most remarkal)le in the world ; three miles in circumference, over one mile
across, minimum height of crater walls, 1000 feet. Lake reported to lie de-
stroyed and crater greatly enlarged by eruptions in May and September, 1902.

From a drawing.

ACTIVITY OF Volcanoes are said to be exfinct when the}- do

VOLCANOES. ^^^^ send out, and never have been known to

send out, smoke or steam, though gases, espe-

cially car])on dioxide, may still flow from them in large

quantities as is the case in south-central France; they are

dormanf when, though they send out smoke and steam and
gases, they do so without any violent eruption

;
yet the

fact that steam, smoke, &c., escape and that the water
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which at times occupies the crater floor is hot, shows that

there may be an outbreak at anytime. But it is hard to

say wlien a v()l(*ano is extinct or only dormant. Vesuvius,

before the frightful outbreak of A.D. 79, might have been

called extinct, no eruption ever having been known there
;

its crater-floor was covered with trees, and an army of

escaped slaves on one occasion had made it their camping
ground. It has had long periods of quiet since, the longest

one, from A.D. 1500 to 1691, again covered the crater floor

with trees ; but since the outburst in the last mentioned
year, the worst ))y far since A.D. 79, Vesuvius nuiy be called

an active volcano. An almost similar story might be told of

many other mountains, Krakatoa, for instance, or even Mt.

Pelee. Souffriere contained the hot crater-lake, which
gave warning of what might be expected at any moment.

Continuously active volcanoes are rare; Stromboli in one

of the Lii)ari Islands near Italy is one of the best examples.

At night the clouds above it are always aglow, and steam

and smoke with jets of lava are continually being thrown

out. But Manna Loa in Hawaii, one of the Sandwich
Islands, is the most remarkable of all the active volca-

noes. The mountain in reality forms the island,—nearly a

hundred miles in breath and rising to a height of nearly

14,000 feet, out of a sea of still greater depth:—an enor-

mous volcano. On its top, which is nearly level, is th€

crater of Mauna Loa, a gulf a thousand feet deep and
l)et\veen two and three miles across, in whose floor is a

lake of lava in continual connnotion through the uprush

of escaping gases, the lava darting up in jets and columns

and often cooling into most fantastic foi-nis; but what is

remarkable, with no steam accompanying it. On the side

of Mauna Loa, but 10,000 feet lower down, and twenty

miles away, is Kilauea, a similar and even larger gulf. Its

floor is most treacherous. Its great boiling lava-cauldron

seems to be surrounded by firm though hot ground, over

which i)eople tread to see the wonders of the awful place,

but which is liable at any moment to break and sink, nearly

the wli<»le rtooi- becoming a sea of fii-c with sni-ging waves

that dash against the walls of the cratei- and send the fiery

spray hundreds of feet in aii-.'"' ^^^
See Mrs. (Lmly) Brassey's " Voyage of the Sunbeam " for a vivid picture of a

descent into the crater of Kilauea.
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At times the crater of Maiiua Loa fills nearly to the top

and then the molten mass fi-om some unknown cause sinks

again; sometimes, however, it overflows, but with no explo-

sions as is usual in other volcanoes. In 1868 a vast stream

poured over the crater's lip, and rolling slowlj- down the

mountain side, sometimes plunging out of sight as it found
great caverns or subterranean passages left by the shrinking

lava of other days, then bursting up again and dividing

for a time into two or more streams that enclosed stretches

of ground like islands, it flowed for over forty miles till it

reached the sea, where with a deafening roar and amid a

dense cloud of glassy lava-scales, it poured over the cliffs,

a cataract of fire, killing the fish for many miles along the

coast and extending the shore for over half a mile seaward.

vol CANir Vast quantities of steam ai-e present at every volcanic

eruption; it forms the great white column that shoots

upwai'd with deafening roar from the crater, often

miles iiito the air, to return in torrents of black rain, and at night it

reflects the glow of the lava-fiUed crater or the burning gases and seems
itself a mass of fire. It issues in clouds from rents in the mountain and
from lava streams, and continues to come from the cracks long after the

surface of the lava has become hard. The terrible explosions that shake
and rend the mountain are mainly its work as it forces its way up from
beneath into the crater and the air. It is by far the most abundant of

all the numerous vapors or gases that volcanoes throw out.

Of these gases the hydrochloric and sulphurous acid gases, which
are among the first to issue forth, are most deadly in their effects on
animal life. At the eruption of Mt. Pelee in the island of Martinique
in May, 1902, the whole of the poi>ulation of the town of St. Pierre,

about 36,000, jjerished, not one escaping. The appearance of very

many of the bodies showed that death had come suddenly and by
suffocation, the hand in many instances still covering the mouth and
nostrils ; and the few survivors on board the only vessel that escaped

from the har])or, had fled for breath to the most enclosed parts of the

vessel where the deadly gases had penetrated least. Hydrogen, oxygen
and nitrogen with many of their compounds, some of them highly

inflammable, are also present in large quantities ; it is especially the

burning hydrogen which causes the flames that form so grand a sight

as they rise above the convulsed crater. Carbon dioxide, another deadly

gas, issues from the crater after the eruption is over, and in many
volcanic regions, ancient and modern, it continues to issue in large

quantities from cracks and vents, although, as is the case with the

mountains of Auvergne in France, no eruption lias taken place in

historical times.* The Valley of Death in Java, in which no animal

* So great quantities of gases are poured out in some volcanic regions that they
form thick Ueposits on rocks, in Assures, and even on the open ground. It has lately

been reported that the island of Volcano, one of the Lipari Islands north of Sicily,
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can live, owes its character to the deadly carbon dioxide that issues

from a volcanic rift in the rocks and fills the valley, and not to the

Upas tree as was once believed. Enclosed valleys filled with this gas

are not uncommon in volcanic regions the world over.

We have seen above and on pages 69, 70, that dii.'it, or ashes, is

poured forth in enormous quantities from every volcano whose eruptions

are accompanied bj' explosions. The steam and other gases as they

explode at the mouth of the funnel—the "pipe" that leads from the

crater down into the earth,—blow the lava and even the sides of the

crater and funnel into the finest of powder, und send it so high that the

upper currents of the air catch it and carry it hundreds or thousands

of miles away and even around the whole earth. The dust from

Krakatoa rose seventeen miles in air, and pioduced total darkness for

a hundred and fifty miles around, while in 183.") an eruption of Coseguina

covered the whole region for thirty-five miles round with dust ten feet

deep.

The ex])losions tear off from the sides of the crater and deep down
in the funnel./rflf//«e?iAs' of rock large and small and hurl them sometimes

to great distances ; Cotapaxi in South America is known to have hurled

a distance of nine miles a block of stone weighing two hundred tons.

Pumice stone, which is fragments of glassy lava blown into a mass of

fine pores, as it were, is often thrown out in large quantities ; one

volcano in Japan over a hundred years ago threw out so much that it

covered the sea for a distance of twenty-three miles and so deep that

people could walk on it.

The mud that rolls down the sides of volcanoes is in part poured

from the crater itself and in pirt consists of the dust that is gathered

up by the water which comes from the sudden- melting of ice and snow
on the mountain side, or from the torrents of rain that fall from the cloud

of steam over the mountain. It was this mud together with the sand
and ashes, and not the lava, that overwhelmed Pompeii and Hercul-

aneum in the fearful eruption of Vesuvius in A.D. 79, and that flowed

down Mt. Pelee burying a large part of the town of St. Pierre in

Martini(jue. So that it is no wonder that the remains of plants and
animals bui'ied by the torrent are often found wherever the mud, now
hardened into a ver}' soft crumbling kind of rock called "tufa," has

been dug into.*

The water to form the mud that issues from the crater, must come
in part from untlerground sources,—lakes, or streams, or reservoirs,

—

and in ])art from surface springs and streams that in some way are

drained off into the funnel of the volcano, for it is not an uncommon
thing to find large numbers of fish in the mud, some of them of a kind

has been purchased by a commercial firm on account of the great deposits of pure
sulphur, borax and other substances that are on it.

Masses of this hardened mud at Pompeii and Herculaneum, known to contain
human remains, have been cai-efully pierced and liquid plaster of paris or similar
material poured into tlie cavit.v left by the decayed body: then when the liquid has
hardened the stony case has been broken away and a " phister cut" of the individual
who had perished, often showing tlie very expression of the face, has been thus
obtained.
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belonging to the ordinary streams and lakes, but others withont eyes and
other peculiarities which show that the\' belong to underground Maters.

The lara, Avhicli is so grand and terrible a feature in an eruption,
though far less widely destructive than some of the other discharges, is

to some extent melted rock, but mainly the uncooled liquid mass from
the interior of the earth. Sometimes it swells up and fills the crater

and then pours over its lip, sometimes it bursts the crater Malls and
rushes out through the breach, and sometimes it gushes out through
so many fissures in the mountain side that tlie mountain seems " to

SAveat fire." Only at first, when it is most liquid and where the ground
is steep, does it iiow fast ; on a moderate slope and befoie the top
cools, it does not move faster than four or five miles an hour, thougli it

has been known to go tM'ice as fast. But the top soon cools into

roughh' square cakes or lumps and then it moves ver}' sloM'h^ and with a
harsh, grinding, clinking sound. It may continue to move for weeks and
even months, and often so slowly that the eye cannot detect any motion.

Strangely enough the seams or lines of separation (or union)
between the iloating cakes of lava are continued downward into the
mass as it cools, and when the rocks are afterwards weathered or

eroded, it is along these seams that the weathering and erosion cut
deepest. Many of them, as the lava cools, draw apart, and in course
of time are filled with various kinds of mineral matter dissolved from
the rock by water, or deposited, especially if in the shape of crystals,

by the mineral laden vapors that rise tlirougli them while the lava is

cooling. It is these varied seams that give the peculiar and often
fantastic shapes and markings to trap and other lava rocks along the

sea shore. (See under Co.'iST Features.)

Heat often continues a very long time in a thick lava stream, and
steam rises from it as long as the heat remains.* Yet, strange to say,

thick laj'ers of ice and snow are occasionalh- seen lying beneath cold

beds of lava, the heat not having been able to melt them. A lava field,

ere time has clothed it with vegetation,—which with some lavas may
be only a comparatively few years but with others not for centuries,

—

is a scene of the most utter and terrible desolation.

The amount of lava discharged is often jn-odigious, and was even
greater in former ages than in modern times. The t\\ o gi'eatest ancient
(Tertiary) lava fields known are in Idaho and the surrounding regions,

where the depth of the lava reaches in places 3700 feet, and in the
Deccan in India, where, though the area covered, about 200,000 square
miles, is much smaller than the one in the United States, the dejith is

greater, being fully 0000 feet. " The greatest outflow on record took
place in 1783 in Iceland, when Skaptar JokuU discharged from fissures,

some of them twelve miles long, lava that filled up ri\'er gorges 600 feet

deep and 200 broad, forming lakes from twelve to fifteen miles long and
a hundred feet deep, and then stretching out into two great streams
one forty-five and tlie other fifty miles long and a hundred feet deep."
— (Geikie).

*",Tonillo in Mexico sent out l;tv;i in 1759; twenty-one years later a cigar could lie

lighted at its fissures, . . . and after eighty-seven years of cooling two vapor
columns were still rising from it."—Geikie,
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PRn<sinN OF ' ''*^ ^"^^ material tliat forms by far the greater bulk of a
volcanic mountain,—the Hand, and ashes, and mud (or

* tufa),— i.s very readily acted on by the rain and streams,
so that the sides of the volcano are strongly marked with deep ravines
separated by steep sharp-edged ridges, " looking like an umbrella half

closed."

Volcanoes liave occurred all over the earth
VOLCANIC 1 • • 1 * -^ 1

•
.. * 1 •

REGIONS. aui-nij? soiiKi period ot its Jiistory, tor volcanic
matter and volcanic mountains are met with

everywhere. At present some three hundred active vol-

canoes are said to exist: fully half of these occur in the

continental islands forming the East Indian Archij)elago

and the long line stretching up the western side of thfi

Paciiic from New Zealand to Bering Strait and indeed to

Alaska; the most of the others occur in the western moun-
tain region of America, the newer mountains of the world.
There are many also in the West.Indies and the Mediter-
ranean, and some in the islands on the African side of the

Atlantic and many in the oceanic islands of the tropical

regions of the Pacific. Some few are found inland, as

Mounts Kilimanjaro and Kenia in eastern Africa, Ararat in

western Asia, and in central Asia, while the Arctic Ocean
has Hecla, Skaptar, Jokull and others in Iceland, and
the Antarctic has Mounts Erebus and Terror in its conti-

nent.

Ajiart from shoals and temporary elevations

VOLCANOES. formed in the sea hy submarine erujitions

very few volcanoes have been recorded as

arising in historical times. In some parts of the western
mountain region of the United States there are volcanic

cones that have evidently l)een formed since Europeans came
to America. One in northern California is a mile in circum-
ference at its base and is over 600 feet high with a very
deep crater ; no trees grow on its sides or upon the rough
field of lava that flowed from it; l)ut the near lying
I'cgion, which is covered with volcanic ashes, has trees upon
it showing a growth of about two hundred years. There
are sevei-al of such cones, evidently of late origin, in and
near the Phlagra^in Fields."'' a highly volcanic region

around the liay of Naples; l)ut although in writings both

*It w;is in .inotlicr " Plil!icr<T»nn Fields " in sontliern Thracp that the e.-jrth-born
giants fought witli Jupitor for mastery ere niankiuil had appeared on the earth.
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before and after the Christian era tliere are frequent allu-

sions to earthquakes and volcanic outbursts, there is no
statement made about the forming of new mountains.

In 1759 a new mountain, Jurullo. much larger than
Monte Nuovo (whose birth is referred to on a previous page),

WHS formed on the plateau of Mexico through a sudden
outburst from amidst cultivated fields. Great cpiantities of

lava, })eside other material, were poured out which kept
their heat for over forty years. These two, Monte Nuovo
and.Jurullo, are almost the only volcanoes that are recorded

to have been formed in historic times.

sag

^1

Fig. 70. Monte Nuovo, showing moutli of crater.

The very numerous volcanic islands with extinct, dor-

V II rANOFS mant, or active volcanoes rising from oceanic waters
far awaj- from other land,* must have had their origin

beneath the sea, the volcanoes having burst through the ocean floor and
gradually, tlirough repeated eruptions, built themselves up above the

water, for on all sides of the islands the water rapidly deepens to an
oceanic character. Many sub-marine eruptions have been recorded as

occurring around Hawaii, Iceland, in the Mediterranean and elsewhere,

jets of inky water, columns of steam, stones and pumice being thrown
out, a shoal remaining after the eruption Mas over. In 1821 a new
island was di.scovered by an English man-of-war between Sicily and
Africa and taken possession of ; but when a few weeks later a governor
and other officials arrived on the spot, no i.sland could be found, but
the .sea was widely covered with pumice and other volcanic products.

The sea in the meantime had wa.slied away the supjwsed island, which
had consi.sted only of these light volcanic materials and could not resist

the force of the waves. But tlie water is now only a few fathoms deep
over the sjxit.

*St. Paul's Islaml in the South Pacific is 2000 miles from land. It rises just
above the sea, one side of the crater is broken down, letting in the sea, and so the
crater forms a little bay.
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Straiijre as it inav seem it is the volcanoes of

VOLCANOES, ioi'^it^'i' g<'ol<»gi(' a{?es and periods.—for vol-

canoes have existed from primipval times

—

that reveal to ns Avhat we know of the internal structure

of these mountains. The ground on which volcanoes rose

sometimes sank again ])eneath the sea carrying the volca-

noes with it, and new strata were formed over all, all

to be once again lifted to the air ; and some volcanoes

have l)een completely huried and lost to sight beneath the

mass of matter discharged from others. Both of these

have been brought to light again by the same cause that

shows us the interior of a plateau,—running water. The
streams in the course of time have, some of them, cut their

downward way through these old hidden fossil volcanoes

and have thus given us a "section" of them, showing that

Fig. 71. Pi.-igr.im of fossil volcano fScotlamlt. C. the str.ita pierced hy the funnels

A lejKiiiiK down into tlie e;irlh one of wliich shows dykes parting from it: B. the cone
of volcanic material : the dotted lines show the original height of volcanoes, the

flattened tops of the fvuinels, or pipes, being the lava floor of the craters.

the hole, or vent, at the bottom of the crater in our

modern volcanoes, which we can see, is only the top of a

])ipe. or funnel, that leads downward to an unknown depth

into the earth ; that the dykes which appear at the surface

are cracks or rents far down into the heart of the moun-
tain, through which the molten lava had been poured

out and which like the funnel had remained lilled with lava

after the ernplion ; and how the mountain has been built up
layer over layer of dust, sand, mud, r(»ek fragments, and
lava, the layers of dust and tufa still holding in them
erect fossil trees whose rot>ts are still seen buried in the

fossil soil—which shows that in olden times as now volca-
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noes had lor » periods of repose durino; wliicli tlie surface of

tlieir l)arreii rocky sides has decayed into soil aiulsiii»pni-t('d

a luxuriant forest growth. Sueli fossil volcanoes are found
in many regions, one of the most striking l)eing seen in the

walls of the deep eafion of the Snake River in Idaho, U.S.
In Canada there are no volcanoes, active or

REMAINS, dormant, unless some of the latter may exist

undiscovered in the western mountain region

;

some extinct ones are known to exist there, but the region
is not yet fully explored. We have only remnants of the

volcanic action of by-gone geological periods and ages.

The dykes that are so common ever^'where in the Arch-
aean region, are volcanic in some form (Figs. 6, 11) , and the

great masses of granite that ociiur in the same region and
especially near Lake Superior, and in Nova Scotia are

volcanic too. Possibly these dykes, especially the larger

ones, as seen in Fig. 11, are the filled-up fissures through
w^hicli in remote geologic ages the molten matter was i)oured

out over ground that now has been denuded thousands of

feet, leaving the dykes and the worn-down rocks to tell the

story of what once was. Then there are the beds of real

lava, the trap rock, which are found in the western moun-
tain region, near Crow's Nest for instance, and spread out
many square miles in area, and deei)ly trenched by old

river beds, on the central plateau of British Columbia: the

same rock stands out boldly in Thunder Cape on Lake
Superior, and forms the long ridge that bounds the whole
of the southern shore of the Bay of Fuudy in Nova Scotia,

a ridge a hundred miles long and four broad, rising in its

eastern end in the lofty bluff of Cape Blomidon (Fig. 26)

and sinking into low, sheer sea-cliffs in Briar Island at

its western extremity. Beneath the Avater of the Bay at

varying distances from the shore soundings reveal three

other ridges, trap too, for at each end of the Bay rises

from them a volcanic trap island, Grand Menan, thirty

miles long at the mouth, and Isle au Haut, only a few acres

in size, near the head, both bordered with sheer and loftv

cliffs.

Finally there are the worn remnants of individual

volcanoes,
—

"volcanic necks," the lava that when liquid

filled the funnel of the volcano and hardened there into
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firm rock. Denudation lias rcMMovcd .-ill tlio cjci'tfd

iiiatcriHl !ind left stjm(lin<>: aliovc llic siirroiindiii<j <'oiiiiii\

tliose masses of luu'dcst rock. Montreal Mountain. Ml.
Johnson, Beloeil Mountains and others rising fi-om the
Qnel)ec phiin (referred to elsewhere) are necks, others in

the Avestern inountan region are so like columns that they
are sometimes called "plugs"—as if they were the vei-y

stoppers of the old volcanic funnels.

Fig. 72. Skoatl Point, Kupwaus Platean north of Kamloops, British Columbia: a
volcanic plug ; lava removeil by denudation, showing old surface of plateau.

(Geological Survey of Canada.)

CAUSES OF
"^^^^ cause of volcanic action is not fully

VOLCANOES, ii'it^crstood. Some men of science think from
the fact that there is so much steam present

in an eruption, and tliat voltianoes are situated ch)se to the
sea, that steam, or vapor of water, is the cause. Tlie
water i)euetrates tlie crust of the earth till it reaches tlie

heated interior where it becomes converted into liighly

heated steam, and when the quantity becomes so great that
the rock above cannot resist its expansive power, tlie rock
bnrsts open, and steam, gases, sliattered rock, and lava
from tlie interior, rush forth. But it is ol)jected that
water, which might work its way very slowly downward,
would be all turned to steam long before it reached the
molten interior of the earth ; and that thongh the greater
l)art of volcanoes are near the sea, others are far from it.

Another theory connects volcanoes with the settling

down of the earth's crust upon the molten mass beneath it.
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V (See Elevation of Strata, page 9 &e.) Tlie crust in set-

tling down, b3^ its pressure upon the molten mass, forces

some of it up to the surface of the earth through the

breaks in the rocks made b^' the settling ; and though the

great lines of breakage are naturally near the sea, (since

it is the vast beds of sediment wliich gather in the coast

waters that cause the settling and breaking and so produce
the mountains), yet the breaking may occur anywhere, and
so volcanoes ma.v occur away from the sea as well as near
it, the greater number by far naturally l)eiug where the

breakage usually takes place. According to this theory
the lava poured out on the surface of the earth or forced

into fissures and cavities beneath the surface, would tell us

how much the earth contracts from time to time,—

a

statement not accepted by all.

A third theory is a modification of this one. It says
^ that though some of the lava may come from the cause

given above, yet most, if not all, is the result of the

melting of the rocks, caused by the intense heat produced
by the friction of the rocks as they settle down, or by the

sudden giving away of the rocks during enormous pressu-re.

For pressure, whether only for an instant as when a maul
strikes a wedge, or long continued, produces heat, but the

heat is not evident till^ the pi-essure is relie.ved. The
pressure exerted by the rocks of the earth's crust against

one another sidewise, caused 1)3^ gravity, is inconceivably

gi-eat; when the strain becomes too great for the rock to

stand, a break occurs, the pressure is relieved, intense heat

is developed, and the rock instantly melts, while steam and
other vapors and gases, which are at the same time formed,
force their way up through the fissure by their power of

expansion, shattering the rock in tlieir progress, and carry-

ing along with them both the molten matter of the interior

and the molten rock, saturating them at the same time,

and finally exploding (or expanding instantaneously) in

the upper air.

GEYSERS Greysers (i.e. gnsliers) are springs that from time
to time throw up columns of hot water and

steam, and are found only in regions of volcanic action.

Like volcanoes, they have a crater or l>asin on the top of

a little conical hill, from which a pipe or funnel leads down
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into tlic ('jirtli. l)()tli pipe find basin ,'ir(^ filled witli l)eanti-

fiilly flcar hoilinj? \vat(U'. At rcf^nlar int(o-vals, usually,

loud noises come from Uk; ^i-onnd, tJic water boils

violently, and then a column of water and steam spouts

up, sometimes over a hundred feet high, followed by a

rush of steam alone e(|iially high : then all. is quiet again.

Geysers are caused by water filtering down tlirough tlje

ground and eoming in contaet with heated matter, when it

is turned into steam, and after aeeumulating till its

pressure becomes too great to be overcome b}- the weight
of th(! column of water in the pipe al)ove it, forces the

Avater out of the pipe and thus makes a free passage ui) for

itself.

pig. ?:!. Crater of the Oroat Geyser in It-eland.

The crater is lined with a beautiful deposit of silica,

coming from the waters, commonly of a pinkish hue but
intermingled with rainbow colors. When several geysei^s

occur on a hill-side, tlie whole hill becomes terraced with
this l)eautiful dejjosit. The most famous of such terraces

were in New Zealand, but they Avere destroyed some years
ago by a volcanic eruption. Tn Yellowstone Park,
Wyoming, where geysers are the most numerous, and
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whore ]>erhai»s the hirofest ones are, the crater is often a

round vent in tlie top of a little mound shaped ninch like

the old conieal straw 'oeehive, and are hence called
""

bee-

hive geysers." Till the geysers of New Zealand and of

Yellowstone Park were discovered, those of Iceland in the

neighl)orhood of Mt. Heela were by far the most famous,
especially the Great Gej'ser and the Strokkr.

EARTHQUAKES "^^^^ causB of earthquakes is regarded by

V
' most men of science to be the same as that

^ of volcanoes-—the breaking and settling down of the earth's

crust. For though earthquakes may occur and do occur
everywhere on the earth without volcanic eruptions, yet i it

is in volcanic regions that they occur most frequently, and
great volcanic outbursts are often preceded for months, or,

in one known case, at least, for two years, by severe earth-

quake shocks. The West Indies, the Mediterranean, the

East Indian Archipelago, the continental islands of Asia,
all have frequent earthquakes, Japan seldom having a daj'

without one, and the western side of America has very
many more than the eastern : especially is this true of

South America w^here so many disastrous earthquakes have
occurred ; and all these places are more or less volcanic.

\ Earthquakes are of all degrees of violence, from a scarcely

noticed tremor such alone as, fortunately, we have in Canada,
to shocks that throw down the most solidly built structures.

The slighter movements are thought to be due to local dis-

placements of rock usually not far from the surface, aris-

ing from various causes, such as the falling in of large

caverns that underground streams have worn out, the

settling of large masses into positions they had not quite

reached on some preceding occasion, or the falling of near
lying masses of rock into the hollows formed by volcanic

explosions or the melting of the rocks by the lava in its

upward progress.

Although the shocks of an earthquake do
EFFECTS OF
EARTHQUAKES ^^^^ ^''^^^ more than a few seconds, the effects

are manifold. Loose objects are suddenly
tossed up into the air, and trees, roots and all are hurled
upwards : sometimes the ground seems to be thrown into a

multitude of waves, or convulsions, that jar and shake
objects back and forth, shift the blocks of stone in pillars
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;iii(l inoiiiniH'iifs, break trees uikI t<»j)itle down even fhe

stronji'est of l»iiil(lin<is,—Mi(^ last a cireninstaiK-e tliat lias

laiij^lit peoitle in eai'tlKjuake-aniicted regions to Ituild llieir

lionses low and of wood, which will stand nnhanned a
shakin<>' that would destroy tall, stiff structures of stone or
brick. Springs and lakes are destroyed bj' rents that open
new underg-round channels for their water, and new lakes

and springs are formed by the closing up of old channels
;

great masses of eartii or rock are loosened b}^ the shaking
from their places on hill or mountain-side, and fissures,

even in the solid rock, suddenly open, sometimes I'einain-

iiig so but usually closing again.—as was the case in the

awful earthquake at Lisbon in 1755, when as a multitude

of peojile, surrounded on all sides l)y falling ])uildings,

w'ci-e ])raying in the public scjuare, the ground suddenly

gai)ed beneath them, closing again almost instantly upon
fully G0,()00 victims.

The ground, too, suddenly sinks in some places and
rises in others. The coast of Chili was permanently raised

in "1822, and again in 1835, while a large district in India,

near the (Julf of Cufcli. comi)rising 2000 square miles

was permanently sunk dui-ing an eartlKiuake in 1819, carry-

ing down with it a fort of llie East India Company, the

top of whose ruined walls still rises above the Avater. Even
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in Canada we have had tonches of effects like these. A
few years aj^'o at St. John after a slight shock of an earth-

quake, it was found that in one place the bottom of the

harbour had sunk luany feet, and a large hollow had been
formed on some high ground two or three miles away.

This latter is a common effect of volcano earthquakes.
In the harbour of St. Pierre in Martinique, where before

the eruption of Mt. Pelee anchorage was everywhere found,
now, it is reported, there is no anchorage ; the bottom
seems to have dropped out of the harbour.

When the shock of an earthquake occurs under the

water but not far from shore, a great wave is raised which
rushes on shore with frightfully destructive rapidity, so

that often the wave does infinitely more damage than the

shaking or sul:>siding of the land. Such a wave accom-
panied the earthquake at Lisbon, and the eruption of Mt.
Krakatoa in 1883. Japan has such earthquake waves
with terrible frequency, for, strange to say, Japan's earth-

quakes all come from under the sea.

It has been ascertained that however much

ACTION. buildings and trees and even hills may shake
during an earthciuake, the mass of the ground

moves only slightly ; it is the suddenness of the jar, or

rather of the succession of jars, caused by the settling-

down of the earth's breaking strata, together with their

enormous weight, that causes such dire effects' at the sur-

face, for the distance that the great body of the crust

falls at any one time is only very slight, even imper-
ceptible, although in places here and there it may be many
feet.

Examples of the effects of sudden action are very common. A
slight blow of a hammer will drive- a nail, while an equal amount of

force exerted in pressure will have no effect on it ; a stroke of a hand
on a tree will jar it to the top, when a push with all one's strength
will not stir it. A train of cars jjassing along a track (which may
be regarded as a succession of sudden blows) over somewhat spongy
ground, will cause buildings many hundred feet away to rock very
unpleasantly.

Then, too, if we stand a few small objects, say pieces of lead
pencil two or three inches long, some distance apart upon a table with a
solid hard-wood top, and with a hammer tap the under side of tlie

table beneath one of the pieces, the piece will s]jring into the air and
drop back into the same place, while the others will also spring
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up but not so liij^li and will move away a little farther from the spot
where the stnUe was "(iveii ; should the first peneil just tojijile over
as it eoiiies down, the others will not do so hut will only rock to

and fro; hut if the stroke is stdHeiently strong to cause all to topple

over, the ones awa^- from the stroke will all fall in wards,—asifthes' were
suddenly pushed out at the bottom. If now a somewhat thick cloth

be put on the table and the same experiments repeated, the stroke

that caused all the ])eneils to topple over before would just shake
them a little,—for the change from one substance to another, especially

of a softer character, destroys much of the force of the blow.

These tacts, especially the hist, iHii.strate eartliquake

action. The ])hxces where the rock breaks, from which tlie

jar or motion starts,—or the " focus " of the eartliquake,

—

is doAvii deep in the earth. The motion will reach the

surface first right over the focus and then later and later

the places farther and farther away from this spot; and in

going these longer distances more and inore of the force

will be lost till at last it will l)e all spent.

Now it is plain from the illustration that if during an
earthquake objects on the ground in a certain region are

seen to spring straight up into the air, and in other regions

far away to fall over rather than spring up into the air,

the centre of the earthquake must lie right below where
the objects spring up. But it is by no means always easy

to see just how things happen in an earth(|uake; the

shocks come suddenly and are almost instantly over, while

people are too much alarmed, or terrified, to notice any-

thing accurately; so that there is always some uncertainty

in fixing the exact place beneath which the shock started.

But although this place may be with a good deal of

certainty determined, it will not tell us hoAV far down in

the earth the focus is. Other facts are needed for this.

Walls, for instance, are very commonly found to be cracked,

the main cracks running par.-dlel to each other; now, cracks

of this kind always run at right angles to the direction of

the force, or motion, that makes them.
In the diagram. Fig. 75, let ((b and cd represent cracks

made in walls twenty miles apart; now if lines be di-awn

perpendicular to these cracks to i-epresent the forces that

made them, they will meet at the point (/ below the surface

of the earth ef. It will be an easy little i)r<)l)lem in

mathematics, the distance between e and/l)eing known, to

find the perpendicular distance of the point g below the
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surface of tlie earth at li. But here again, as before, it

is uot at all easy to get facts to make these ealculations.

And besides, the crust of the eartli is not equally hard or

solid all through; we know that the upper strata are of

very many kinds ; some hard, some soft ; some coarse

grained, some fine; there are beds of sand, and lakes and
streams enclosed in the earth; and there are caves and
faults, and contorted and broken strata—in short all kinds
of things that will hinder or turn aside the direction of

motion, or like the tal)le-cover in the experiment with the

hannner and pencils, greatly weaken the motion. And so

all that can be done is to determine ahout how far down in

the earth the rocks gave way.
Thus the focus of the earthquake in southern Italy in

1857 was about five miles deep ; that of another in central

Fig. 75.

Europe in 1877 was about fourteen miles deep, while that

of the earthquake at Charleston, South Carolina, in 1886,

was nearly twelve miles deep. It is thought no earthquake
centre is more than thirty miles deep.

FXTFNT OF ^^® rapidity with which a shock travels varies very

siHnrK' much : it seems to depend upon the distance from the

centre and the force of the shock at first. With some
earthquakes the rate of motion has been only about 300 feet a second,

while with others it has been over 9000.

The size of tlie region affected by a single earthquake varies very
much also ; sometimes it is only small as in the case of volcanic earth-

quakes, or wliere the sliock is feeble at first, or when the centre is near
the suiface ; for in this last the loose or disordered strata througli which
alone the jar has to pass, soon destro^y both force and motion, thougli

the shock may be very violent directly over the centre. But when the

centre is deep-seated and the original force great, the effect is felt over
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a wide area. The earthcjuake oi Lisbon in 1~'m was felt from Norway
to Africa anrl across the Atlantic to America, and that of Charleston

in 1880 was felt from some distance west of the Mississippi out to the

Bermudas, and from the (ireat Lakes and the St. Lawrence to the (UiU

of Mexico and Ciil)a.

Of course a shock from a very deep-lying centre will do less harm
on the surface of the ground than one of ecjual force from a centre

higher up.

PLAINS AIND PLATEAUS.

The terms "plain" and "plateau" refer in part to the

charaeter of the surface of the land and in ])art to elevation

above the sea. In both plains and plateaus the ground may
be flat or somewhat sloping and uneven; mountains, too, inaN'

lise from them. Generally, expanses of land whose ui)ward

slope does not reach an elevation of more than a thousand
feet are regarded as plains ; beyond that height they are

usually called plateaus. But it is quite evident that no dis-

tinct line of separation can be made between the two;—one
passes gradually into the other. In the great plains of

the Canadian West the slope in many places is not per-

ceived ])y the traveller, though the rise from the Red River

to the Rocky Mountains, 17){) miles, is over three thousand
feet.

PLAINS
I^l'^iii'^ form a large portion of the land surface

of the world. One itnmense plain stretches along
the northern part of the Europe-Asia continent from Bering
Strait to the Atlantic, including in Asia all north of the

Altai Mountains, in Enr()i)e all Russia from the Arctic
Ocean to the Black Sea,—sinking to eighty-five feet below
sea-level at the surface of the Casi)ian,—all northern Ger-
many and western Europe, with northern France and parts

of the British Islands; in Australia, all except the low
eastern mountain region is a plain; in North America, all

from the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic Ocean, between the

mountains east and west, together with a narrow fringe

along the south-east Atlantic coast; and in South America,
all the east and central part except the mountain l)lock of

south-eastern Brazil. Africa, strange to say, lias none
except in tht^ north-east, and here there are sojue sitots

below sea- level ; the continent is one great, though not
high, plateau.
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Existing plains owe their many differences in

\^ PLAINS. form and character to their origin and age,
^ ' IWhen after a long period of rest dnring which

the rivers and cnrrents have been busy carrying down and
spreading ont beneath the coast-waters sediment from the

existing land, npheaval again begins, the resnlt will be a
level, flat expanse extending from the older and higher
ground out to the sea, and covered with the loose material

of the sea-floor,— sand, fine and coarse, and clay;/ there

will be no rock within many feet of the surface. The
rivers crossing it from the old land will have a slow cur-

rent, for the slope will be only slight, and they will tend
to wind very much and to become wide but not very deep

;

the slowness of the current, of course, permitting them to

be navigated. New streams will of necessity be formed,
for the slight slope of the new land will be as yet only sea-

ward ; but these will be sluggish , and there will be much low
swampy ground that has no drainage. Such a plain as this

—a Coastal Plain—extends from New York Bay down the

Atlantic coast and around the whole border of the Gulf of

Mexico. Such a plain, too, but of far greater extent, is the

northern part of the great Europe-Asiatic plain,—that

dreary region of moss, willow and alder, and soil perpetually

frozen except for the few inches at the top that the sun
of the short summer can thaw—the Tundras. In Ontario
the flat low-lying strip of land that extends back from the

edge of Lake Ontario to the escarpment, a mile or more
away, is a real Jake-coastal plain ; and in old Devonian days
the Cambrian and Silurian strata that now form so much of

the Province, lay as a coastal plain to the old Archa?an
shore behind, while the Devonian strata were being laid

down beneath the sea in front.

Along the western coast of North and South America,
especially of the latter, where the mountains skirt the sea,

narrow coastal plains exist, but they are rather the waste
from the mountains than a newly elevated sea-floor, except
where in very many cases volcanic action or earthquakes
have prodviced them,
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The low-lying i)laiii skirting the St. Law-

SUBSIDENCE I'djco in Que])ec and Eastern Ontario, and
extending as a border several miles wide up

the southern side of the Ottawa nearly to Ottawa, has many
of the eharaeteristics of a coastal plain,—aflat monotonous
surface, sluggish shallow winding streams and numerous
bogs and dei)ressious. The streams, however, of any size

show rock, often indeed flow over a rocky bed, and nowhere
is the rock very far from the surface. The beds are nearly

horizontal and show great denudation. The great glacier

moved over it, and the material now on the old ice-rubbed

floor is glacial in i)art and in part a sea deposit. For a

depression came after the glacier had gone and the whole

Fig. 76- Plain in north-west of Prescott Co., eastern Ontario ; Lanrctitide liills about
ten miles distant. View looking uorlh from top of hotel at Caledonia Springs.

region was again an arm of the sea, to be raised to land

once more when this, the Champlain era, had passed away.

Still other plains have other characteristic

marks. They may come down to the sea as

they do in the Maritime Provinces and the New
England States, or they may be far inland. These are not
fiat but are roughened by high, sometimes rocky, hills and
(let'p hollows. The rivers do not meander in curves and loops,

and their sides and beds often show rock, while the current

PLAINS OF
EKOSIGN.'

*Some writers in the United States suggest the name " peuephiu " (almost a plain)
for these plains.
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is strong, and if they enter a low flat plain rapids or water-

falls mark the place of change. These are all mncli older

than the coastal plains, and owe their peculiarities to long
exposure to the agents of denudation. Such plains as these,

some of them, were once mountain regions, for the under-
lying rocks, where they are exposed in river-banks or in

excavations, show foldings and contortions (Fig. 18) which
do not exist where the strata have been only slightly elevated.

Some low tracts of the Appalachian region both in the United
States and in Canada are plains of this kind. But the

Carboniferous region of eastern New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, and the red-sandstone (Triassic) Prince Edward
Island, where the strata are not disturbed, were probably
never very high although their present low-lying conditiou

. Pabineau. Falls, near Bathiirst, N.B. Strata horizontal ; fall, low ; eleva-
tion of country very moderate.

(Official).

is due, as we have seen, to subsidence as well as to denuda-
tion by weathering and glacial action.

The part of Ontario lying outside the Areh«an region,
although its roughnesses are due mainly to the glacial drift,

imiy be regarded as such a plain also. It is higher than
either eastern New Brunswitrk or Prince Edward Island,

and is older than either. The rapids of the St. Lawrence
and the Falls of Niagara show plainly, too, that it is higher
above the sea than Quel)ee is. But the most remarkable
featui'e of the Ontario plain is that its central part is much
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lower tliaii the parts cast and west. On the west there is

a line of limestone escarpment that, crossing from New
York into Ontario at Qneenston, rnns west to Hamilton at

a little distance from the Lake, and then sweeping round
i-uus nortli to Collingwood and beyond, while on the east

a similar line, starting fi-om a little east of Kingston, runs
almost dircN'tly west to the Severn, north of Orillia. Streams
from the liigher ground enter the lowland through gaps that

they have cut in the escarpment (Fig. H.')) ; some of the gaps,

especially in the west, are narrow short gorges with almost
peri)endicular sides, the streams not being graded down to

the bottom of the escarpment (see Fig. 47) ; while others

have a width of many miles and run back for nearly twenty

Fig. 78. "The Teak" Xiutiara I'scaipiiient at Cirimsby; trend of main escarpment, to
I'ijllit ; trend to left is the top edgo t>f tlie ravine cut by stream (Fig. 17).

Phot, taken from lahis slope of escarpment across ravine. See also Fig. 41 and 85.

miles. So wide and deeply excavated are these that they

are thought to be, in a large degree, the work of rivers that

existed before the glacial times, the Dundas valley being
specially remarkable. (See page 143).

The drift of the glacial era lies everywhere over the

Ontario id.-iiii ; it is lliiii in the south east wIumv foi- miles

along lli(> railway routes the bare liuiestoiH- rock is \i.sil»lc ;

while to the west it is everywhere spread out deeply though
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irregularly. A broad line of old moraines* extends from
Trenton directly west to the Niagara escarpment, and beyond
into Wellington and Waterloo counties markedly roughening
the surface, and often standing out as high hills such as

those along the Grand River near Gait.

The flattest part of the Ontario plain is in the western
counties,— it is almost absolutely flat, so flat that the

natural streams cannot carry off the water, but artificial

channels have to be dug at public expense to assist them.
Here the Thames pursues a very winding course in a

channel dilg deep in the clayey soil but with such a slight

fall, and such a sluggish current, that in sioring time the

79. Moraiuie groxind, B.ithursf, New Brunswick.

Ueological Siu'vey of Canada.

channel is full to the brim and the neighboring districts

are often lying deep in water. The river is down to its

base level with reference to Lake St. Clair into whiijh it

flows. There are some interruptions here to the general

clayey and often swampy flatness, such as the fine rich agri-

cultural ridge of drift in Kent county,—a ridge with a width
of three miles or more lying a short distance back from
Lake Erie and shutting off the Thames from its natural

course from the high ground of Stratford and its neighbor-

hood southward to the Lake.
The great plains of western Canada, except the

I," g-j- eastern division, are usuallyregarded as plateaus.

PLAiPss. The whole region rises with a gentle slope from
the Red River, where it is about seven hundred

feet above sea- level, to the Rocky Mountains, a distance

'These are to be seen along the line of the Canadian Pacific railway east of
Toronto.
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of seven hundred and fifty miles, wliere it is four thousand
feet high,—an average of about four feet three inelies in a
mile. But the sloi)e is not uniform ; there are three suc-

cessive stages in the rise,— "prairie steppes," as they have
been called. The one on the east, the first and lowest, "the
most absolutely level prairie region in America," extends,
(with the width of about fifty miles at the international

b(mndary), from Lake Winnipeg directly south across the

]>order two .hundred miles into the state of Minnesota,—

a

total length of three hundred and fifteen miles. The Red
River runs sluggishly along the lowest level to Luke Wiuui-

niost alistiliiuly Uvil luiiirie resion in America."

(Official.)

l)eg ])uthas not cut a de(!p channel, for it is down practically

to its base-level of erosion, the hard ridge in its bed at

Selkirk, Avhich gives rise to a rapid, having checked its

further downward progress; when therefore a sudden thaw
in si)ring comes, the banks of the river cannot contain all

the water, and so large sections of the country are flooded.

Drainage in both country and city is a matter of difficulty.

'I'lici-c are no stones in \ho region except a few lonely worn
Ixtiilders liei-e and tliere. The soil is of a very fine niatei-ial

and very deep, such as is known to be deposited in lakes and

large ponds. The eastern lunindary is iu part the old
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Archfpan highland near Lake Winnipeg, and in part liigh

hills of drift west and north of the Lake of the Woods.
On the west the honndary is an escarpment, rising into the

Pembina Mountain in sonthern Manitoba and appearing
with terraces and Ioav rocky cliffs at different points farther

north, though in the most northerly part the escarpment
can hardly be traced. The roc^ks of the escarpment are

all waterworn (Fig. 34) ; this with the presence of terraces,

the fine material of the soil, like the " silt" of lake bottoms,
the gradual even slope from the head of the plain in Minne-
sota, 960 feet high, to Lake Winnipeg less that 260 feet

loAver, or about ten inches in a mile, and the gentle, and
to the eye imperceptible, rise towards the sides,—all show

Fig. SI. On the Little Sotiiis, S. Mauitoba.

(Official.)

that this region, one of great fertility, was once the floor

of a great lake. (See page 42)

.

The level, or " steppe," to the west, with an average
height above the sea of about 1,600 feet, and with a breadth
of 250 miles at the border, is very different from the one
to the east. The surface is quite uneven and deeply
covered with drift ; in such quantities is the drift that

Turtle Mountain, a broken hilly region about twenty miles

square rising 500 feet above the plain, and others near
it, are thought to be wholly of di'ift ; boulders, chiefly of

Laurentian rock, are plentifullj- scattered over the surface
;

the slope, though slight, is perceptible ; the rivers have
more current and lie in broad flat-bottomed valleys between
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l)aiiks somntinies three liniidrod feet high. The river.s are

not hirge, l)ut they wind acM'oss the valley from one side to

th(! other in a truly serpent shai)e. All appearances show
that this region has been much longer exi)osed to the action

of denuding and eroding agents than the oue to the east.

The third level, or "steppe," is about 450 miles wide

at the l)0]-der, and slopes upwards within this distance from

a height of about 2000 feet above the sea at its eastern

side to 4200 feet at the foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains.

But it is quit« a different region from the last one. Drift

covers it, l)ut to a far less extent than it does the second

level, and rocks are seen along the river banks not far

below the surface. Unlike the drift of the second level,

which is mainly from the underlying rock, the drift here is

for the most part, and wholly so near the mountains, a form

of quartz, and has undoulitedly come from the Rocky
Mountains region. The boulders are mainly the Laurentian

gneiss and granite, and have travelled at least 700 miles

liitlier. The rivers are numerous and of considerable size,

and though lying in even deeper vallej-s and "coulees" than

those of the second level, they are still at work digging llirm

deeper. The central part is an almost fiat-topped plateau,

which forms the divide between the rivers flowing north-

east, and those flowing southerly to the Missouri. But the

most remarkable feature is the boundary region, called

the "Missouri Coteau," between this and the second level.

It is a region of abruptlj- rounded and " tumultucms hills'-

from thirty to forty miles wide. "The hills are entirely

of drift material, many of them seem to be formed almost

altogether of boulders and gravel." There are no river

coui-ses among the hills, but the rain, after washing down
the finer material to the hollows, settles there to form lakes;

these dry uj) during the summer and leave the ground
covered Avith sulphate of soda, magnesia and other salts.

The great mass of drift has destroyed the river courses of

pre-glacial times. This "Coteau" has a length of fully

800 miles in the United States and Canada, and is regarded

by geologists of the United' States as a huge terminal

moraine of the great ic<^ sheet, but by leading Canadian
geologists as the work of floating ice which broke off from
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PLATEAUS.

tlie outer edge of the glacier tliat eovered the Laurentian

land in the east, and floated as huge iceliergs laden with

waste across the depressed sea -covered interior, and
grounded here, melting and depositing their burden.*

Ideally, a plateau is an extensive elevation of

land over ltX)0 feet above sea-level, with sides

rising somewhat steeply from a plain below, and with a flat

or nearly flat top
;
practically no such elevation exists or

can exist, except in very limited area, for the upraising of

a great mass of land would require very many thousands

or even millions of year^;, and during all that time, from
its very beginning, as we have seen, the denuding and

Fig. 82. Plateau in British Columbia, forest-elad, 4000 to 5000 feet high. View from
Choo-Whels Mountain.

Geological Survey of Canada.

eroding forces of nature would be at work carving it into

blocks of various sizes and shapes, and reducing the height
of the blocks with various degrees of rapiditj-. Only in a
climate where moisture is very deficient can there be an
approach to this ideal plateau,—such as the Colorado River
plateau of the south-west mountain region of the United
States. Here the strata are hard and nearly horizontal,

and as the district is almost rainless, any denudation by
wind or chemical action must be horizontal too, so that the

rivers, which have their starting point in distant suow-

* For pictorial illustrations of the second and third " steppe "see under " Economic
Geography."
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covered or rain-washed mountains, in flowing over this dry
region on tlieir way to lower gronnd, liave cnt only nai-i-ow

ehannels in the rocks. In one place the bed of the Colorado
lies over 6000 feet deep, and its walls are apparently, though
not in reality, perpendicular. (Pig. 99.)

The interior of British Columbia is a plat<^au, but so

roughened by long exposure to the unequal action of streams
and weather that its real plateau character is to be per-

ceived only by the fact that the tops of its highest elevations

are on one general level. Here and there, however, are

some comparatively level stretches of open grassy country.
As in other places, notably in Oregon and in southern

Fig. 83. On a British Columbia piiiUau, Stump Lake ; oijcu tirass ct'untry of lower
valleys.

Geological Survey of Cauada.

central India, many of the old roughnesses were filled up
by vast outflows of lava in Tertiary days (Fig. 72) ; but
the lava in its turn has been cut into so much and so deeply

by the energetic action of the rivers that, though the glacial

drift (w^iich is found here too) has filled many of the old

river channels and blocked up others, yet if the region

should sink 3000 feet below its present level it would be
only a mass of islands.

As has been said above, the western side of the great

American plain, in the United States as well as in Canada,
is a plateau in reality; so too is much of the western
Cordillera or mountain region though very greatly higher.

Mexico, except a narrow strip along the Gulf, is wholly a
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plateau, nndnlatiiif? for the most part. Soirie plateau

regions rise t'roiii ten to twenty thousand fe(>t in air, such
as Thibet and Peru aud Bolivia. In Europe many of the

countries are plateaus in whole, as Spain, or in part, as

France, Austria and Germany; while in Asia nearly the
Avliole of the southern half, stretching- from Arabia to

Bering Strait, is plateau; Africa is almost wholly plateau.

Muskoka, together with the Archaean regions bordering
Hudson Bay (see "Old Mountains*'), is a i)lateau, but
a very old one whose Avorn surface, never more than 1500
or 2000 feet above the sea even in Labrador, Avhere it is

highest, is the result of the work not alone of the great
glacier, but also of the denuding agents of untold ages
before the glacier appeared. For where along the outer
rim of the Archaean area the old limestone rock (the Cam-
brian and Silurian) that was formed on it after it had sunk
in ]>art beneath the sea, has been worn away by weathering
or otherwise, the old surface thus exposed, which had never
been subjected to the action of ice, presents much the same
appearance as does the ice-worn part that never sank.

Furthermore, borings have shown that at Toronto the
old Archaean rock lies eleven hundred feet below the surface,

though not so far at otlrer points to the east, and it is found
that the slo])e upward vai'ies in different places from twenty
feet to over fort;y in a mile. But the Muskoka region has
little slope in comparison with this ; we must therefore

think that the old Archaean continent has been lowered,

—

not only by subsidence but also by a great denudation.
So, though it has been re-elevated and exposed to the
grinding of the glacier, and its old water courses have been
filled by the drift waste, and new streams have been
formed, and denudation has been going on since the glacier

left, yet the story told by these borings and the old
uncovered rocks, makes us certain that the flattened though
rugged appearance of this old region to-day, is not unlike
what it was ere the glacier came upon it,— what the w^ork
of the countless centuries of the Palteozoic and Mesozoic
periods, and of the earlier ages of the Cainozoic had made
it. (See frontispiece.)
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CHAPTER IV.

RIVERS AND RIVER VALLEYS.

Very varied are the .sights tliat meet us as we pass up one of our
rivers. VVe enter the St. Lawrence from the sea, 'and the river is so

broad that one bank cannot he seen from the other ; but as we go
onward both Ijanks appear, and two mountain ridges seem to be closing

in on the river, one on each side. These disap{)ear and above Quebec
the river, broad but with very moderate current, flows between banks
but little higher than the surface of the water and stretching away
almost as far as the eye can reach, and nowhere along its whole length
are anything but little unevennesses again seen ; we ])a.ss through a
broad ex])ansion of the river. Lake St. Peter, and though there seems to

be an abundance of water, the vessel takes a strangely crooked course

Fig. 84. Lookiug up Loug Reach, St. John River; a sUaiyht iUxich 18 miles long.

(Official.;

through it, and we pass a dredge, more than one, at work digging up
mud out of tlie bottom. At Montreal we enter a canal, for the Lachine
Rapids prevent a vessel from sailing on the river here ; we enter the river

again into another lake-like expansion, and soon again 'nto a canal, for

there are more rapids; and tJiis continues, —alternate rapids and
reaches of smooth water but j^et with a strong current,—till near Prescott,

when the rapids disappear though the current remains ; then passing

through multitudinous islands we find ourselves, at Kingston, in Lake
Ontario,—the first of a series of inland seas, connected with Lake Erie,

the next one, by a short but strong stream that in its mid course
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plunges over a precipice more than a hundred and fifty feet high, whence
it rushes in one long ra[)id for lialf the distance to Lake Ontario
through a gorge with perpendicular sides. Everywhere in the river

the water is clear, except in Lake St. Louis ; for there the Ottawa joins

it, whose water is somewhat discolored.

Again, if we take a steamer at St. John and sail up the St. John
River, features not met with on the St. La%vrence will be observed.
The river is seen to lie in a deep valley from its ver\^ mouth, a valley

that resembles a flaring U, approaching to flat for a short distance on
each side of the stream in most places, notablj' between St. John and
Fredericton, and then flaring upward into high somewliat rounded hills,

with intervening but shallow valle\s. The current is not very strong
unless when the river is in flood ; where side streams enter, such as

the Jemseg, there are low flat islands just above the water, and
similar islands occur along the course of the river from a few miles
above St. John up to Fredericton ; they are not rocky islands as are

those in the St. Lawrence, but wholly of soft soil—river silt, or

alluvium. The city of Fredericton stands on ground that is just like

these islands, and back of it is a steep rocky water-worn bank,
while beneath the surface-soil is sand such as is on the river-beach.

Above this cit\' hills still border the stream, which is now much smaller,

till we suddenly find it issuing as a rapid from a long, deep, narrow
gorge, at the upper end of which the river pours over a clift"—the Grand
Falls.

In the North-West the Saskatchewan, Assiniboine, and scores of

others flowing through an almost level region, lie anywhere in a flat-

bottomed valle\' often over two miles wide, and bordered with steep

banks sometimes nearly four hundred feet high, or wind in them in

long lingering curves or loops from one side to the other. The
Saguenay enters the St. Lawrence between rock-cliffs over a thousand feet

high where the water is almost equally as deep. The Restigouche and
many another in some part of their course spi-ead out over a wide bed,

become very shallow, and divide into several channels that reunite

again ; while round our Lower Lakes the numerous little streams
discharge their water, for the most part, with a scarcely noticeable

current, and wind lazily from side to side of a little flat-bottomed

valle}' lying between steep banks that open broadlj' lakewards.

These and many other phenomena, some seemingly strange, are met
with not only along rivers of Canada but along rivers throughout the

world. What is the cause of them ?

We have seen in former pages liow the beating- of

WATER ^'^^^^ ^^ ^^^® ^^^^ ^^' ^^^® I'ocks tears off particles from
them so numerons that the water of the rills which

form on the hillsides during a storm, is dark and thick with

the waste, and these muddy rills find their way into larger

streams pouring into them not only their water but their

load of waste, and thereby' giving to these larger streams

the means of wearing away, or eroding, the rock at the

sides and bottom of the channel through which they flow.
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But tliis land- waste, or sodiuuiiit, is not the only nicans

that the water possesses I'oi- ci'odinj;- ils roeky clianncl. The
rain, we have seen' too, jjathers f^ases out of the air, and
from decaying vegetable and animal matter, and these

also pass into the rivers. So that the running water of

rivers has three means by wliieli it can wear away its bed
and sides,—its own onward motion witli which it strikes

against and forces off particles of rock ; the waste, fine

and gritty, or coarse, which rubs away or grinds down the

rock; and the various cliemical elements which dissolve the

material of the rocks and carry it off in various chemical

compouuds, the water remaining clear and pure to the eye.

It is quite plain that there can be no mountains

OF RIVERS without valleys ; and valleys are for tlic most
part the work of sti-eanis, while streams them-

selves are but so much of the rain that tlie ground does

not soak uj) and retain, or tbat the sun's lieat does not

evaporate,—no matter whether we say the stream comes
"fi-bm a lake, a spring on hillside or in meadow, a bog or'

swamp" orobzy 'ground, or the melting ice of the glacier.

We cannot tell how long the streams that we see about

us have actuall}' been in existence, except where, here and
there, earthquakes, or some other cause, have interfered

wdth the underground water-courses and caused new sjjrings

to burst forth. But the rocks beneath the streams will tell

lis something about their age. The SaskatchcAvan and the

Red River run over rocks of a far later period than do the

Grand, the St. Lawrence, or fhe St. John; yet in view of

the great changes of the earth which a study of the rocks

and of the earth's surface reveals, it would be unwise to

say that these three last mentioned rivers are therefore

older than the Red or the Saskatchewan ; still we are

w'arranted in saying that in all ])robability they are older,

for while these two pass over Mesozoi'c rocks, except in their

extreme lower courses, and could not therefore have been
in existence in Palaiozoic times, the others may have
existed in PaliBozoic days, for they pass over Palaeozoic

rocks which show no signs of having sunk again after

having been once raised above water, or Avhich, as is the

case with the Lower St. Lawrence, after having sunk rose
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once more, the river re-oecupjing its old channel; and the

St. John undoubtedly had its origin tar back in Palaeozoic

days.

How rivers began on ground new- risen from the sea we
can readily Imagine from what we see taking place during
a rain-storm on every freshly cut bank or newly ploughed
field. We see the water that does not sink into the ground,
gather into multitudes of little rills, some larger than,

others, which take their way directly down whatever slope

there' may be ; and if the storm be violent and long-

continued, and the field a large one, deep trenches may be
dug and a stream continue to flow in them for some time
after the storm is over.

The new-risen ground got its first streams from the first

rain that fell on it ; the little rills ran directly back to the

vSea and left behind them, when the storm was over, the

channels they had made. Then as ages passed on and more
land continued to rise from the sea, and what had formerl}'-

risen grew higher and higher, the streams would no longer

dr}' up after a storm but continue to flow ; foi" the rain that

sank into the loose soil or the softer rocks, would come in

contact with a bed of clay or of hard rock and reappear
here and there at the surface of lower ground as springs

;

orlittle lakelets would gather in hollows and bogs, and
swamps would grow up and store away the water,—to be
^Iven out again slowly and steadily ; till at last with the

increased extent of land and the multiplied natural reser-

voirs the streauis would have a continuous flow however
long the time between the storms.

^„„..,^„ ^r- I^i^t while these primeval streams were becom-uROWTH OF J, • XT • ^ 1

snvEWsT ^^^" permanent in their flow, much more was
going on. They were becoming longer. For

the land as it grew higher and higher carried their starting

points, or "sources," ever farther away from the shore;
some of them at least would still oceupy the channels,
however much changed, that the earliest ones had dug in the
little depressions along which they first I'an to the sea, and
would continually eat backward as the land rose higher,
and exteud their cliauiiels across the new la.nd as it rose
fronf fEe seaTii Hieir frbiit. Thus at both ends the streams
would grow.
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But pfi-owtli is not alone in length, but in size, or

volume, as well.

The little map, Fig. 85, shows us how strangely piu-ailcl

are the ninnerous streams whieh in that disti-iet tiow from

the Niagara escarpment to the Lake,—so evenly must the

Pic 8"). Sliowing almost par.tllcl course of streanis from Niagara esnarpnient, B, to

Lake Ontario; C, valleys cut in psraipnieilt l.y Twelve Mile Creek. D, and Sixteen

Mile Creek. K,—the Caii.-ulian Paeifie Railway p.assing to the higher ground by the
1. ...... ( .. i:..!.. . I... ...V t' ^...... ...........* l.tr L-t .-..'ilii.;

Pig. 8"). Showing
La
iMin- Vi<rt:i\. Vi, IIH-" V illl.'lll 111 II I .n 111.- IV.kll.lt^.f |r.».n.-ii .In •" ''
lalliT; .\, a null- plate.ui cut otT from escarpment l>y streams.

Courte-^y iil' Dr. .\. W. O. Wilson, .McGill I'niversity.

glacial ilril't hf strewn there. It would almost seem as if

each little stream ran directly to the Lake from its own
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spring at the foot of the escarpment and in its own channel
withont others helping to swell its waters. But we know
that no brook runs very far witliout some other one joining
it. For with each stream-course there are three slopes,

one directly down and the other two more or less diagonally
towards this. These side streams help to swell the volume
of water in the main one, and we always see the main
stream larger below where the side stream enters it. And,
of course, the more side streams there are the larger will

the main one be.

But these side streams grow in length and size as well

as the main stream, and moreover they come fi"om the

ground that lies between the main streams, and thus as the

side streams of two neighboring main streams extend
backwards, they may interfere with each other. The little

map shows this danger. A side stream of D (Twelve-Mile
Creek) has probably in its headward growth reached
Thirteen-Mile Creek (to the east of the former) which
undoubtedly ran like the others from the escarpment to the

Lake, and drawn off its water into D. Thirteen-Mile
Creek has been left with its lower course deprived of head-
waters and greatly shortened. The same tendency to inter-

ference with others is seen in the upper streams of D to the

west. Such interference of streams with one another in the

process of extending and deei)ening their beds is very
common among mountains, — and such in miniature the
attentive observer will notice in freshly ploughed fields or
newly cut banks during a rainstorm.

And so on the newly risen land that we have imagined,
the same process of growth in volume would go on in all

the streams. The increasing size of the land as new areas

were ever rising from the sea and the older ones becoming
ever more elevated, gave room for the streams to grow on
all sides in length and volume, some at least of those that

started in the deepest depressions at first keeping the lead

as nuiin streams, while the side ones poured into them their

water gathered from the intervening areas often to the

destruction of what were once main streams themselves.

We cannot say positively whether rivers existed in the

primeval land,— the crust that first hardened over the
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molten mass as the earth was cooliiij? down to take its

present appearance, for prpbaljly none of that okl hind now
remains on tlio surface of the earth ; if tliey did exist,—and
we must suppose that a cooling eartli had a (tooling atmos-

phere, which means rain of somt; kind,—tliey bore little

resemblance to the cool clear liquid we now associate with

the word river ; they must have consisted very lai-gely of

acids washed hot from a foul atmosphere which could

nourish no life till after long ages had cleansed it. But the

Archaean land had its rivers, how numy we cannot tell, for

the immense length of time to which that land has been
exposed to all the operations of wind and weather, to say

notliing of the destructive force of the glacier, must have
destroyed most of them. But we can say almost with
certainty that the Hamilton Inlet in Labrador and the

Saguenay are two old Archaean rivers ; both lie deep down
between high cliffs, capes Triuity and Eternity at the mouth
of the Saguenay rising a thousand feet in air while at their

base the salt water lies a thousand feet deep.

One other feature with regard to the streams
O RIVER BASINS, , ,,

, \ c u • \^ -VALLEYS whose gi-owth we have been following :—As
^ they be(rani(' longer and broader and deeper

they Avore away, or eroded, both their beds and their

banks, so that where ground had once been there would be

only hollows that extended themselves as the streams ex-

tended themselves, and broadened out and became deeper

as the land rose higher; till at last there would ivsult a few
central hollows in each of which ended other though smaller

hollows" trom eacli side, these in their turn having others

ending m tnem; mn]_so^pu down to the tiniest^rill, the wTToTe

forming an apparently, but not really, perplexing net-work
of hollows,—llm.'_Lbiiiibi " of the main hollow or stream,

—

while each separate hollow, large or small, would be the
" valley'' of the stream that_had furrowed it. Thus while

eacfi stream or riTl~wouldlnive"irs"own valLey, each would
have also its own particular basin,—the area of landj_from

a few square feet to hundreds of thousands or even millions

of s(piare inil<'S iu si/e, whose surplus water drained off

into it.
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And as we follow in imagination the ceaseless working
of these " many waters " we see how the whole of this basin
(an ideal one here), must to its outmost rim—the " water-

shed" or "divide" from other hasins—get lower and lower
after the upward motion has ceased ; the region about the

lower river-courses where the water, gathered from a vast
area inland, comes together into one strong full stream,
being lowest of all ; while the valleys there are wider
and with more gently sloping sides, and the country is more
even, the ruggedness having been smoothed away. Let us
look at two great old rivers and their basins—the St.

Lawrence and the Mississippi.

The streams that now flow from the old ArchaBan
continent (Fig. 14) empty their waters for the most part
either into Hudson Bay, as they did from the very first, or

into the St. Lawrence directly or indirectly. But unlike
Hudson Bay, the St. Lawrence did not exist in those early

days, and the streams that flowed outward ran at once to

tlie sea, not gathering into a great trunk stream as now.
There were just two l)asins then, the Hudson Bay basin and
the ocean basin ; but beneath the waters of bay and ocean
was quietly falling the sediment, brought into them by the

streams, that in later days was to be raised into land again
"(Plate L and pages 23, 24) , and over this land, of Cambrian
and Silurian strata, when its southern rim grew high enough
to form a hollow between it and its northern rim, the St.

Lawrence began to flow. For the streams could now no
longer reach, each one, the sea directly, but uniting their

waters, from the south as well as the north, they flowed

as one trunk stream down the general slope to the ocean.

Thus with the St. Lawre-nce the side streams existed before

the main stream ; and though the river has had a very varied

history, yet there is reason to believe that the St. Lawrence
of to-day is, in its chief features, the St. Lawrence of

Palaeozoic days.

Very different is . the story of the Mississippi, that

greatest river and river basin of the world. We say it

rises in a little lake in Minnesota and flows south to the

({ulf of Mexico. But a glance at Plate I, the geological

map, will show how long it has been in growing to its

present size and' reaching its present destination. Unlike
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the St. Lawrence it was an Archaeau river, though where it

started it is impossible to say, for, except in one or two
places, the glacial drift has blotted out all its old valley, and
the little lake that now feeds it owes its own existence to

the drift as well; it is a glacial lake. If it is true that the

Red River's natural course was southward (page 42), in all

probability the Mississippi started at the topmost rim of

the old Archa3an land. At any rate, its growth in length,

as we see by the geological map, has been by pushing its

channel across the new lands as they gradually rose in

period after period and age after age in front of it, and it

is still doing the same to-day. For all, or very nearly all,

the geologic periods and ages have raised their strata to the

surface in this great valley, and the vast amount of

sediment that the river drops into the Gulf is ever rising

into new land.

But not till late geologic times did it get any side

streams from the west; that region was still a sea or

almost covered Avith vast fresh-water lakes. At length the

great upheaval that raised the Cretaceous and the Tertiary

rocks into mountain and i)lateau to the west, drained the

lakes and sent the streams— the Missouri, Ai-kansas, Red
and others—into the trunk stream that was waiting for

them. Pages 32, 34.

Thus while upheaval in the one case gave to the many
single streams a trunk stream that did not exist before,

upheaval in the other case also gave to an existing trunk

stream side streams that it did not have before.

Like the St. Lawrence, the Mississii)pi has had some
varied experiences, but that it is an exceedingly old river is

beyond all doubt, for it winds back and forth in a fiat-

bottomed valley whose steep sides or
'

' bluffs
'

' are in places

seventy miles apart. (See "Meanderings of Rivers.")

As has just been said, uniformity of material

river'^^
"^

in the ground over which rivers run, and
uniformity of slope or elevation cannot be

looked for ; varintions are innumerable. And though, also,

the great tnink-i-ivci-s nuiy have entrenched themselves so

deeply and firmly in their courses thai even great calamities,

—great depression or great elevation, or even burial l)eneath

an ice-cai),—may not be able to dislodge them, yet in their
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upper courses amoug tlie mouutaius, where the volume of

water is small aud where elevation with crumpling and
folding may be actively going on, changes continually

occur. In many places in the third level, or steppe, of the

Canadian North-West are found the valleys of old rivers,

commonly called
'

' coulees,' ' some of them fully two hundred
feet deep, and a mile or more broad, but without water
excepting at times a narrow stream that never leaves its

own little channel, or a succession of long narrow lakes,

which are often alkaline.

Where the Battle River joins the North Saskatchewan a

T>^

Fig- 86. Devil's Gap, eastern Rocky Mountains. (Geol. Survey of Canada.)

deep wide-bottomed coulee runs eastward for over fifty

miles. At the place mentioned the Saskatchewan bends
sharply to the north and runs in that direction many miles

before tui-ning eastwardly again, aud everything indicates

that this coulee is the abandoned channel of the river.

The Ghost River runs out of the Rocky Mountains and after

a south-easterly course joins the Bow River some distance

to the east of the foot-hills ; on its way it passes by the

"Devil's Gap," the eastward opening of a deep, flat-

bottomed Ijut narrow valley that extends across the

southern foot of the Fairholm Range into the mountains
toward Banff; toward the east it is occupied by long narrow
lakes, but toward the west l)y a small stream that joins the

Bow near Banff. This cut is the old valley of a river

;
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either, as some think, the Bow River once rnn thronj^b

this to join the Saskatchewan, or as otliers suppose, the

(xhost River, after leaving the mountains further north,

turned and ran back into them through this channel to join

tlie Bow. But the whole south-western region in this part

of Canada has undergone, perhaps is undergoing still, an
uplift, wliich has materially changed its sloi)e and thereby
altered its old water-courses, even though many of these

had entrenched themselves from a hundred to three

hundred or more feet deep and had formed brojxd valleys.

These valleys, where there are no lakes or marshes,—for

such would naturally occur in them,—are covered with
gi/ass or at times with forest growth, but when the soil

is removed the old river sand and gravel are seen under-

lying it ;—the winds l)lowing the fine material of the plains

into tliem, the slow but certain surface wash, the natural

destruction of the coarse material through the chemical

action of the acids in the air, together with the decay of

vegetation, have all helped to form the deep rich soil of

these old river beds.

The thoughtful passenger on a St. Lawrence steamer
will note with surprise that from the upper deck he can
oftoi see far over the country on both banks,—an impossi-

bility on most large rivers, and many small ones too. The
Mississippi lies in places over four hundred feet below the

level of its enclosing banks, and as we have seen on a
])receding page, the Mississippi in the gi'eater part of its

course is a far younger river than the St. Lawrence, so

that if only age is to be considered the channel of the St.

Lawrence should be far deeper than that of the Mississippi,

seeing that the St. Lawrence is not down to base-level,

(xorges usually occur where there are rapids along a stream,

an indication that the stream has cut its way down from
higher ground, but has not yet got to the bottom. There
aiv no gorges on the St. Lawrence between Kingston and
Montreal, where the rapids o<^cur. Either, then, the

denudation of the St. Lawrence valley has kept pace with

the erosion of the river channel, which is hardly possible

in any case, or else some other cause has been at work.

It is thought by many that the old St. Lawrence, long

before glacial days, had dug out a deep valley, even down
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to base level, and that afterwards the ground rose in terraee

form across the path of the river between Kingston and
Montreal, creating rapids on the edge of the terraces and
forming beyond the western boundary of the last elevation

what is now Lake Ontario ; so that this lake at least was
formerly part of the bed of the St. Lawrence. Had the

river been able to cut down the rocks as fast as they rose

across its path, there would have been no lake or rapids,

but there would have been cliffs one hundred or two
hundred feet high bordering the quieth' flowing stream.

As the old river-bed expanded more and more into a

lake, and the depth increased with the continual rise of the

rocky dam to the east, the water came at last to enter

the lower courses of whatever streams had flowed into

the old river in that region, and finally "drowned"
them,—buried their valleys more or less deeply Ijelow the

surface. In this way, if the theory is true, was formed the

Bay of Quinte, which is the " drowned valley '' of the lower
Trent; and thus it came about, too, that the old courses of

many streams that flow into the eastern end of the lake

from the old Archaean region of New York State, the

Adirondacks, can be traced beneath the waters of the lake

for many miles towards the west.

But this is not all. The bottom of Lake Ontario is nearly

five hundred feet below the level of the ocean. Now, the

old St. Lawrence emptied into the ocean, and a river

cannot dig its bed below the level of the ocean into which
it enters. So if the lake is really the old bed of the river,

then there must have been a great subsidence of the land, in

which the bed of the river must have sunk five hundred
feet below its old level. And this idea quite agrees with
what we know of the old bed of the loAver St. La^vi-ence :

—
that it can be traced through the Gulf out past the south-

ern part of Newfoundland into the Atlantic.

Beside all this we know that there are old sea-beaches,

containing modern sea shells, along the lower St. Lawrence
and elsewhere, high above the present river, some of them
along the North Shore l)eing nearly a thousand feet above
the water. This region must, therefore, have been much
lower than it is now. So, too, must have been the valley of
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the St. Lawrence farther up ami along the lower courses of

the side streams, where now the land lies as flat as a floor

and consists very largely of clay,—a state of things which

can be the result only of long sulunergeiice beneath water,

just as has been shown is the case with the valley of the

Red River in Manitoba.

From these facts, together with others, as the finding of

the bones of a whale near Lake Champlain, it seems certain

that the region through wliicli the St. Lawrence had dug its

"Jiannel, sank, and that afterwards a new rise set in which

Pia. t<7. Lower course of the Cacoiina River, showing flat elevated valley and
iucideutally tlie loug narrow farms.

Notman, phot., Montreal.

has re-elevated the region to some extent but not uniformly,

oil e of'~fTTe"~resnlts of tli«r"wanT "of"iiuiTorimfy being Lake
Ontario. It is also quite certain that this elev^atiou is still

going on, for the old glacial terraces (Fig. IW) and beaches

tluitrwere formed around the old Lake Iro^quois (see page

42) are no longer on the same level, but show much
difference in height above the present lake, those to the

north-east being genorally higher than those else\yhere.

This, with the fact that there are shores on the no<rth-east
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of the lake whieh have apparently been abandouod very
lately, and that the water seems to be eiieroachiug on the

land along the sonth-west sliore. is taken to prove thattlie

whole Ai-cha^au region is tipping towards the south-west.

"Dife oT fhe very evTdeiiF^'^ sunken rivers
'

' is the Rhine.
Its coiu'se was along what is now the bed of the North Sea,

and the Thames and other rivers from England and Scot-

land flowed into it ; while another stream flowing along the

the bed of the Baltic with branches from the Gulf of

Finland and the Gulf of Bothnia, entered it around the

north of Denmark or flowed into the same sea not far

away. The English Channel did not then exist, but
England and France were united, for chalk cliffs in both
countries face the Channel and thus show that they are

parts of the same plateau, though now so widely separated.

Holland and Belgium were much higher ground. The need
of dykes along the lower Rhine and part of the coast of

Holland, and the forming of the Zuyder Zee in historic

times, show plainly that this region is sinking still. On
the other hand the most remarkable instance of the l)odily

raising up of rivers,—valley, and bed, and water, and all,

—

occui*s in the Himalaya Mountains. The face of this

gigantic elevation is scored with steep- bottomed, steep-

flaring valleys of immense depth. The intervening

elevations, sharp-peaked or sharp-ridged, are lofty moun-
tains many thousand feet high, composed wholly of river

.sediment and containing an abundance of river shells and
land shells.

Thus the rivei*s of these regions in remote ages had cut

their valleys deep down into the plateau and carried their

enonnous load of waste out to the sea that washed the base
of the plateau, and there deposited it upon a steeply sloping

bottom on which we must think was deep water ; and when
in later times the great upheaval began that has made this

plateau the highest by far in the world, it lifted at once
river- valleys and river- channels and the gi-eat mass of

river deposit beneath the shore waters ; then the rivers,

becoming " young " again by this new elevation, not only
began to cut deeper down into their old rocky beds but
ploughed their way outward and downward tlu-ough the
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softer mass outside till they carved it iiilo tin; lofty flaiikiii<r

mountains of the gi'eut Himalayas.

In tlie Rocky Mountains rivers are often seen tx) pass

right across a range of monntalus, a tiling that

might be deemed impossible; these commonly haveavalle}'

with a roughly level though narrow Imttom and with sides

somewhat steeply retreating that often rise into mountain
peaks. The rocks of the opposing cliffs are of the same
character, and their varying beds are upon the same level,

so that it is quite plain that no deep fault has occurred

1 .„ . ..,! of the Bow River ueai Biuiii. looking east. Cf. Fig- 8C.

Thompson, phot.. New Westminster.

that formed the channels along which the streams might
run. It can only be that these streams existed here before

the ranges began to rise across their path, and that as fast

as the mountains rose the streams, through their strong

current and abundance of sediment, were able to keep their

path clear. Such a stream is the Bow. It crosses the

Sawback and the Castle Mountain Ranges near Banff, and
then passing down a valley (the "Cascade Trough") for

some twenty miles, turns sharply and cuts across the Grotto

and Pigeon Mountains at "The Gap" before entering the

plain to the east.
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In all mountain regions the same phenomenon is met
with ; in the Appalachians, the gaji on the Delaware and on
the Potomac are among the most remarkable.

ANTICLINE
Sometimes, too, we find rivers in other places

VALLEYS. than across ranges, where we might deem their

presence impossible. Naturally in a region of

folded strata we expect to find the rivers flowing along the

valleys formed by the downward curve of the folds, with
their side streams coming down into them from the domes
on either hand. And such long valleys with their streams
are common in our western mountains, though, strange to

say, the same valley may have different streams occupying
it at the same time in different parts of its course. The
Bow is in one part of the "Cascade Trough" for twenty
miles only, while other streams occupy it elsewhere. The
valley, over 800 miles long, that lies between the Rocky
Mountains and the ranges to the west, was not eroded Ijj'

the Columbia and the Fraser that occupy its southern and
middle portions respectively, nor by the Peace, whose
head-waters are in the northern portion. It is a vallej'

due to elevation, and its streams found it a valley ready
made for them.

But sometimes the two banks of rivers show by the

rough projecting ends of their rocks, or by the clefts that

side streams have cut in them, that the dip of the beds is

away from and not toward the stream ; so we must infer that

the river valley now occupies the place where the dome of

a fold once stood. (Fig. 59 and page 82.) We saw
(Figs. 60, 61) how the upturning of the broken ends of

strata has led to the forming of deep valleys in the softer

beds, while the harder stand out as lofty, sharp mountain
ridges ; but in the ones we are considering there was only
folding not breaking. So we are to suppose that the tops of

the ancient folds got shattered in some way by being more
exposed to frost than the sides were, or by the gi-eater strain

at the top as the folds bent over to take the downward dip,

and so were more subject to weathering influences. What-
ever may have been the cause, hollows were eroded along
the folds, and streams occupied them till at last a river-

valley in the top of a fold i-esulted.
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(^

Sucli river- valleyi^ as lliese, where not too old—for old

age levels all distiucfions,—have steep rugged sides, the

result of weathering as well as water erosion, whieh are

quite in eontrast with the more regular and sloping sides

of the valleys due to elevatiou.

Frequent reference has been made in preced-
RIVERS AND '

i. 4.1 ce k. c ^\ «- i^ •^.

THE GLACIER ^^^o pages to the eiiect or the great glacier

upon the land surface of the country over

which it passed,

—

interrupting by its presence the natu ral

flow of the water in_rts_accustomed channels, destroying

these channels by wearing them altogether away, by filling

Fig. 89. Gorge (nen channel) of the Grand River at Elora ; eliflfs over 80 ft. high.

tUfim- with waste, or by blocking them up into lakes;

the_water, therefore, which, through the melting of the ice,

must have been far more abundant than now, had to form

ne,w channels as the ice passed away, and sometimes,

where the original slope had not been great, it took

directions quite different from the flow of former days.

These new courses are always known by their "un-

finished '
' character ; they are

'

' young rivers.' ' Thesides,

where of rock, are steep, often^Jorge^ike, as is'the^case

Avith the Grand River near Elora^vh^reTKe walls are fully

eighty feet in perpendicular height. The Avildness of the

sceneVy along so many of the streams of the Laurentian

region',— the French River, the Moon, the Muskoka, the

Gatineau.— with their numerous little falls and raimls^

compared with the tamer prettiness of flTe'TJas'pereati, with

its flat-bottomed valley and flaring sides (Fig. 65), is due
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to the activity of the rivers , foi- tliey an- busy siiildiig their

new Deds clown into the hard rock, whic'li lias not yet had

time to mouhTer away beneath the iutlueucos of 1 lie weather

'into gently sloping sides. Their bottoms are rough and
uneven, for the beds of rock that the streams must cut

through, are of very varying degrees of hardness, so that

they cannot all wear away at a uniform rate. Softer

rocks down-stream will wear away faster than harder ones

above ; these will remain sometimes as a series of ledges

over Avhich the water will pass as a rapid, and sometimes,

where one mass is larger and much liarder thanthe rest, it

will remain holding out against the efforts of the water till

Fig 90. Posi-fihiciiil (uew) chiiuuel of Trent below i'euelou Falls ; showing rapids.

Courtesy of Prof. A. W. G. Wilson, McGill University.

all below it has been worn many feet downward and the

stream pours over the obstruction as a fall.

And often above this fall there will be a long stretch of

quiet water with gently sloping banks ; for here the

obstructing mass below has delayed the cutting downward,
for a stream above an obstruction cannot cut down lower

than the obstruction; and thus the stream here is given time

to take away all smaller roughnesses in its bed, and the

weathering process has been able to slope off its banks.
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DRIFI-FILLEI)
RIVEK BEDS.

Til tlio Avfli.Tan region tlio jiresont forms of

llie land snrface an; due in ])art, as we liave

seen, to general denudation l)efore the glacial

times; the glacier did not succeed in destroying all trace

of the old Avork of rivers on the hard crystalline gneissic

rock there ; the strings of lakes so often met with are the

old river-conrses dammed up with the drift that the glacier

left behind. But in tlie country outside this region, in the

low-lying i)lain of Ontario and elsewhere, where the rock

Fig. 91. Drift terr.'ice on the Fraser River, B.C. ; the river has cut down through tho
drift to the rock of its ancient bed.

Geological Survey of Canada.

is soft limestone, sandstone, and still softer shale, the old

river courses Avere eitlier rubbed out of existence or Avere

filled up. An old river channel filled Avith till and other

glacial matter is seen in cross section along the face of the

glacial cliffs at Scarboro ; Avhile another old river bed has

been traced from Ncav York State across the Niagara River

at the foot of the rapids aboA^e the falls, and then in a

curA^ed course around the toAvn of Niagara Falls to the

river again and across it ])etween Queenston and Niagara-on-

the-Lake, Avhere the old hollow occupied by this pre-glacial
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stream is recoguised by the clay that now fills it, the

material of the river-banks elsewhere being sliale.*

In the western mountain region, which in glacial days
had an ice-field of its own, the great abundance of the

drift is everywhere seen. As elsewhere, it has filled up
and destroyed river courses, created lakes, and where the

streams have washed it out, has helped form the long,

narrow, flat plains between bounding mountains so common
in British Columbia. Some of the old rivers, however, the

Fraser among others, have not been driven from their

courses, but are now cutting down into and clearing out
the immense masses of waste that once choked them. The
Fraser River, it is thought, has again reached its old rocky
bed, and the terraces that in places fringe the bordering
mountains far above the present stream, show how deeply
the valley had been filled, and what an innnense mass of

material the river has had to remove. (Fig. 91.)
The Grand River of west central Ontario is an old river

AN OLD whose life goes back to long before the days of the Ice Age.
RIVER. t Its upper course of those days is lost to us,—the drift has

blotted it out ; but the new stream has been vigorously at

work since the ice left, forming a new course for itself through drift and
rock in a very flat country (Fig. 89), till in the neighborhood of Gait it re-

enters its old valley. But it does not occup}- it fully, for the drift,

which here is ver}' deep and quite morainic in character, with an
abundance of gneissic boulders, rises into high hills, especially on the
right bank, and still fills the vallsy in part, though where it has
been washed away the river has sunk itself several feet into the lime-

stone rock of its bed. About four miles below the town it leaves its

old valley again, (whicli, however, can still be seen running onward with
a little stream wandering in it,) and flows to Lake Erie through a
depression sometimes four or more miles wide, excepting for the last six

or seven miles of its course, when it leaves the depression for another
channel.

But a careful investigation has shown that this depression is

deeply filled with drift, and that the top of the bed I'ock beneath the

drift, lies at a much lower level than the surface of Lake Erie. More-
over this depression has been traced from Lake Erie, from a point a few
miles west of the mouth of the (rrand River, till it has been found to pass
through the great gap in the Niagara escarpment, the Dundas Valley,

and to enter Lake Ont.ario through Burlington Bay. From these facts

it seems therefore certain that this old depression was the course
of a great river wliich occupied the bed of the present Lake Erie, and

*See paper by P. W. Carrie in Transactions of the Canadian Institute, Vol. VII.
Pt. I.

tSee "Spencer—Preglacial outlet of Lake Erie." Canadian Naturalist and
Geologist. Vol. 10.
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whicli on becoming ])locked up with drift resulted in the forminj:f of

Lake Erie. The hike rose till it reached the level where it flowed off

over the escarpment at Queenston to form the "young" Niagara River
and Falls.

The Grand River was a tributary of this "Erie" river, entering it

a little distance below Harrisburg ; but after the ice had fwssed away it

was turned from its former course by the drift, and followed the
abaiuloned valley of the old "Erie" river, which, now that it was so
full of drift, had a slope, though not a steep one, in the opposite
direction, to the new-formed lake.

This "Erie" river, that is, the old St. Lawrence, it is thought,
flowed along the deepest part of what is now Lake Ontario,—near its

southern side, and gave rise, as has been said in a previous paragraph,
to Lake Ontario, when the rocky barrier grew up across its course

Pig. 92. The Ll-h- I;^ ;,!i l;,,y uf Quiute; a . ,.11. y.'

Cuiutesy of Prof. A. W. O. Wusuu, .Mct-iill Univ.

below Kingston, or, as others hold, when it was blocked up here also by
drift at some as yet undiscovered point. The western course extended
back into what is now Lake Huron, crossing south-western Ontario
from near the River au Sable to somewhere between Port Stanley and
Vienna.

Another theory makes the old St. Lawrence to ri.se in Michigan,
flow around the Bruce Peninsula into Georgian Bay, and thence across
Ontario by the Trent River and Bay of Quinte into its present channel,
and regards the "Erie" river as a large and important tributary of

it, while all the Great Lakes, e.xcept Superior, are the result of the block-
ing up of this old river, or its tributaries, at different points in its

course, the present points of overflow of the lakes being the lowest part
of their respective rims which would lead their waters oceanward.

^^„„^^^ ^ ^ Tn all parts of tlie worljl there are found long
DEPRESSION X

^ ^

-*^ ^
OF RIVERS. narrow inlets;,, arms of the sea/' penetrating

deeply into the land and having rivers running
into their upi)cr eud^ . Such inlets cannot, as we shall see
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later on, be the result of wave action, nor yet the result" of

upheaval, for, at its first upheaval, new land takes the form
of low flat plains, and the carving of the land is done

by the action of the streams. Then these inlets often

extend into or across ridges of high ground, as do
Baie des Chaleurs, Halifax Harbor, the fiords .of Norway,
the Hudson River, etc., or follow up valleys between

parallel ridges, asido some of the sea-lochs of Ireland, and
firthrf of Seotland7\Soundings, too, along the course of these

inlets and into the sea, often reveal a, distinct channel like

that of a river, jas is the case with the St. La^Tcnce, the

Restigouche, the Hudson, etc. ; besides, most of the/se are

in old regions that have been long subjected to the agents

of denudation.

Hence it cannot but be inferred that these inlets are the

lower courses of rivers that had reached, or nearly reached,

their base level when the whole region again sank, letting

in the sea to a greater or less depth. We owe to these

causes the numerous
'

' channels '

' and
'

' sounds '

' of

British Columbia and the Georgian Bay, the " Bays " and
"Harbors" and "Basins" in the Maritime Provinces, and
perhaps the strange Bay of Quinte, as some think.

The natural unrest of the earth's crust would make us

suppose that these sunken or
'

' droAvned
'

' river-courses

may rise again, and, as has been said elsewhere, ( t]3£_

existence .along the lower St. Lawrence and the Baie des

Chaleurs, of old sea-beaches high above the present water,

and containing shells of shell-fish now inhabiting the waters

ofjthat region, shows that reelevation is even now going on,

but that the land has not yet reached the height that it had
before the depression took place. Moreover the beaches

tmvards the mouth of these inlets are higher than those

towards their head, so that it would seem that the land

is rising fastest to the east. And Ji so^ then the water

of the rivers would tend to a more sluggish flow, to

broaden out, become more shallow, and be divided into two
or more channels by long bars of sand and gravel dropped

from the slackened curi-ent of the water. Tli'is tendency is

decidedly seen in theRestigoiiclir and is noticcalilr in places

in the St. Lawrence. (See also pages lo-t-lSS.)
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Should the elevation continue in this way the water of

the river will l)e thrown back and (lood the whole valley,

which will then l)e a long narrow lake, and will so continue

till the reekivated river has cut down its lowest course

sufficiently deep to di'ain it, or till a new course is found.

SEDIMENT APSD ITS TRANSPORTATION.

/JThe task that the destructive agents of nature, working
in harmony, have before them^ is nothing less than the

undoing of what the creative or uplifting agents have
done,—to carry back to the sea what originally came out

Fig. 93. The Restigouche, neiir CampboUtown, X.B., sliowing old country iind

broadened river with more than one cliannel, and sand bars.

Permission of W. Notman & Sous, Montreal.

of the sea. Rocks may be shattered by frost and heat, or

worn down by ice and wind ; but these agents, excepting

to some extent the blind action of the wind, leave the

])ulverized rock almost in its place ; running water alone

removes the loosened material with a certain and fixed

destination,—the sea../

Naturally, it is among mountains that the
LAND-WASTE , , ,. 4. i <- r 11

IN MOUNTAINS. *ie«*iti'"ctive agents work most energetically,

and where waste is i)ro(laced in greatest

abundance. Heat and cold are here most active summer
and winter; the heat of the sun, even in very high elevations,

is great enough at mid-day to melt the snow on the side
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exposed to the rays, and the water so formed, filtering into

crevices of the rock, will freeze when the sun is withdrawn,
and in expanding will shatter the rock, and the fragments
will roll down the sides, be carried down by snow-slides, or

be washed away b}' the rills. The work is nnceasing.^ The
upper partiJjDf mo.untains,.aboye the line of forest, groivfh,

are fonnd to waste away far more rapidly than the parts

lower down, not so much on account of the absence of the

protection afforded to the ground by the trees, as on
account of the dail}' thawing and freezing that goes on
there. It is this process that supplies the avalanches with
the immense quantities of stones and waste which they
bring down with them, and that furnishes the long lines of

moraines for the backs of glaciers—a process tliat so soon
grades mountains to a peak, and covers their sides with
loose stones and earth.

It is not, therefore, to be wondered at that, in moun-
tain regions, where a blind vallej' occurs, or where there is

not enough water to form a large stream, waste should fill

such valleys to a great depth. In the dry regions of the

earth,—the south-western mountain region of the United
States, Central Asia, Northern Africa and elsewhere, these

waste-filled valleys abound,—half burj'ing the mountains
themselves from which the waste came.

-rDA~ci>nDxi^<r
"^^^ transporting power of running water

POWER OF WATER, dcpcuds ou ditterent conditions. If the

slope, or "gradient" as it is usually

called, is steepj_the transporting i)ower is great ; for if the

waste is leoarse it has only a very insecure resting place at

best on the steep slope, and so cannot resist the force of

the water as it plunges down, but goes along with it ; but
as the slope decreases the power of transportation will also

decrease. \ And thus we everywhere see during a rain storm,
the little fiillside torrents washing down not only fine mud
and sand, but large stones; these latter, however, with the

other coarser material, are carried no farther than the

bottom of the hill, whfere they are heaped up, usually as

side rows, the finer material being spread out fartlier away,
the very finest going as far as the water itself goes.

\ Should, however, too mnch waste get into the stream,
uo^matter whether it is coarse or fine, the carrying power
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is much lessened: the coarser matter will be dropped out,

and the water thus relieved of a part of its burden, will

carry the rest onward.
It is this sorting j)ower of water that gives us our

pebbly or stony-bedded brooks and streams. At times of

heavy rains or sudden thaws the wash to the stream from
the hillsides will be very great ; the stream may carry much
of it along for a way and then, when the storm is over, drop
the coarsest in its bed, where it will remain till, worn
away by the continual scouring, it will go farther. Among
the Rocky Mountains the beds of the streams seldom
show the rock beneath, but are usually filled deep with

coarse waste ; and it is a very common occurrence to meet
with a stream where no water is visible, the whole course

being a long string of cobble stones and pebbles, but deep
down below the surface the water is found struggling

onward still.

{ Then in a stream the velocity is not the same throughout:

it is greatest near the middle, and leastjiear the shore and
bottom. whei!£_lhe friction is greatest f) consequently the

quantity of Avaste carried along by the bottom and side

currents is less than by the middle currents, but much more
is deposited by the former on the ])ottom and sides. It

follows from this that the power to transport is greater

where the volume of water is greater, for much more in

proportion will be free from friction than where the water
is shallow.

It has been found that if the velocity of a stream be
doubled, its transporting power will be increased to the

extent of the sixth power of the velocity. In other words,
if with a certain velocity a current can just carry along a

stone weighing two ounces, with double that velocity it will

carry a stone weighing sixty-four ounces, or four pounds.
Pure water, Ijevond what it can do bv itsHOW RIVERS ^ ^ ' i ^u^t-i c

ERODE. onward motion, has little power oi erosion;

apart from the chemical action of the acids of

the Avater, the whole work i^i. performed by the waste that

the currents earry along. Tlie coarse material,—the gravel,

pebl)les, cobl)le-stones, etc.,— which is too heavy for the

\vat(M" to buoy up, is pushed along the boftom by the force

of the flowing water and rubs or grinds down the rock
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beneath it, while it itself is being wasted at the same time;

the finer material, the fine sharp- pointed particles of sand,

is buojed up b}^ the water and dashes against both sides

and bottom, cutting off a minute portion at every touch

however slight. ; ;
-_-,.,, :'.vjl.-Cu./'wj^ -

The more rapidly the waste is carried along, the more
rapid will be the erosion';""'

for sudden contact will pro-'
'

duce more effect than a
more deliberate one, just

as a rapidly revolving
grindstone will sharpen a
tool,—that is, cut away the

particles of the steel,—more
quickly than a slowly re-

volving one. And so, too,

the more waste the water
contains the more rapfd

will be the erosion, pro-

vided the quantity is not

great enough to check the

progress of the water,-t)r

to make the water spend all

its force in carrying the

material onward. When
water becomes so over-

'

loaded it will drop part of

its burden fo the bottom,

where it will act as a pro-

tection and so hinder ero-

sion.

It is the combination of

the two conditions,—rapid-

ity of movement and abundance of waste,—that makes

streams cut down their valleys among mountains so much
more rapidly than across plains where the current, and con-

sequently the carrying power, is so much weaker. Hence in

mountainous regions sti-eams often lie in the bottom of

valleys whose sides seem almost perpendicular, though there

is no lack of rain or of frost to broaden them out. (Fig. 94.

)

On the other hand where there is an absence of sediment

Fig. 94. Canon on the Fraser River, B.C.,

on line of Canailian Pacific Railway.
Water rises here over 150 feet in perpen-
dicular height in time of tiood.

Permission of W. Notman & Son,
Montreal.
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the erosion is very slow, depending wholly upon chemical

action. The quantity of sediment, even of the finest, in

the water of Lake Ontario as it passes out into the St.

Lawrence, must be very slight ; for the Great Lakes act as

so many quiet settling vats where every particle of foreign

matter settles to "tlfe
"

Tjottoni . And so the St. Lawrence
has not been able to cut down its channel deeper, while

other and far younger rivers, but with abundant sediment,

lie down deep in their containing valleys.

^\^lile, however, it is the sediment in the water,

driven against the banks by the currents or by
the waves raised by the wind, that does the

greater part of the erosion, in__Qur northern stretyiisthe-iee

does its part as well. When a " break-up " occurs the full

EROSIO^
BY ICE.

Fig. 05. Au "ice-shove " at Montreal.

streams have a strong current, and the floating cakes ofice,

in ])lunging against the l)anks, will break off from' them
fragments of rock large and small, or with their hardTsharp

beaks will tear them away where only drift or clay or other

loose material form them, and fields of ice moving almost

in-esistibly with the force of the current or "beneath the

tniipcsl's wing," as they dn <»n ;ill our lakes, will rend away
great masses of rock, or, like gigantic steam-shovels, scoop
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out the softer material, often piling boulders, and waste, and
iee in an indiseriniinate mass far upon the l)anks of an
opposing shore. An 3" old roek-faeed bank along our
streams, the Ottawa or the Grand for instance, or the piers

of bridges bevelled though they may be, or the timber
defences of walls that rise from the stream's edge, show by
their deep grooves or by their battered appearance that

floating ice has dealt none too gently with them. The
break-up of the ice in our rivers in the spring is a source

of danger everywhere. It is this that has forced the people
of Montreal to build their wharfs and river-fronts so solidly

as to be the finest by far in America ; and even as it is the
" ice shove " is every year the cause of great expense to

the city. The great mass of loose iee from Lake St. Louis
is borne forward by the rapids with fearful force and over-

whelms everything in its course.

Where the break-up occurs in a sluggish river, a flooded

region invariably folio w's, as the people of the Canadian
West find to their cost. It is then that the streams, which
all the sunnner have been winding in their channels cp^ietl3^

backwards and forwards over the level bottom of their

valleys, spread out and the whole space between valley-

bank and valley-bank becomes a broad sheet of water
sediment-laden. This break-up is particularly dangerous
when the ice of the head waters of a stream gives way
sooner than that of the lower reaches, as is usually the case in

large rivers flowing north. The Red River- in Manitoba,
though the difi'erence in temperature between its source and
its mouth is not great, frequently does this and a flooded
region is the result. Such great rivers as the Mackenzie,
Yukon, and those of Russia and Siberia always flood the
region about their mouths ; the Yukon and the rivers of
Russia and Siberia especially cover the whole region with
vast beds of mud and gravel; these, on freezing, build up to

an immense depth plains of river silt, gravel, boulders
and ice upon which the sun's rays can produce little

appreciable effect. These are the Tundras.

HOW WATER "^^^ sul)stances of greater weight than water

TRANSPORTS, ^ulk for bulk,—that is, of greater specific

gravity,—will sink in water; even organic
substances,—animal or vegetable matter,—will do so when
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tlioi-oiifjhly saturated with water. It will inake no difference

whether the water is at rest oi- in motion;— tlie onward
motion of the water will not interfere with the sinking of

the objeet, any more than it will interfere with the passage

of a boat from one side of a stream to the other; the boat

will be carried further down stream during the time of

crossing, but it Avill take no more time to cross from side

to side than if the water were motionless. It is just the

ease, in another form, of a ball struck ])y two forces acting

at right angles to each other. How then is this stony or

other sediment upborne by the water, and how can it spread
through it from top to bottom 1

In the first place it must be remembered that objects

under water are lighter than when out of water by as much as

the Avater they displace weiglis. Then, when the slope of the

bed of the stream ( its " gradient " ) is steep, some more of the

resisting power of the object, say a boulder, is taken away
from it ; for the down-stream side of its bed is lower than

the up-stream side, and so its support against the rush of

the stream is weakened. It maj^ be, of course, that the

boulder is heavy enough to resist the onward push of the

rushing stream, and so it will hav^e to lie in its bed till the

slow wasting by weathering or the wearing of the sediment-

filled water will make it weak enough to give way to some
flood. Fig. 47 sliows the bed of tlie stream at Grimsl)y just

at the mouth of the gorge that tlie stream has cut in the

Niagara escarpment. At the bottom of the cascade that

exists toward the top of the gorge, heavy ])oulders of the

fallen limestone obstruct the stream; but farther down, the

bed of the stream is almost free from them, for the force

of the water, which here concentrates in a narrow channel,

is great enough in time of flood to carry with it the boulders

that fall from the clifiPs above ; but when the lesser slope at

the mouth of the gorge is reached, the slackened current

of the stream cannot carry them farther, and they are in

part piled up in the channel and in part swept to one side.

With the fine, lighter waste that is through aud through

the water, the case is quite different. No one can stand

by the side of a flowing stream, no matter how slow the

motion Tnay be, without noticing little roughnesses like

slow boiling now aud then breaking the smoothness of the
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water, and iu these often little pieces of grass, leaves,

black specks, pieces of wood, etc., will come to the surface

aud then sink again. In any spot at any moment these

roughnesses may break out. The^^ are just the upper ends
of little currents that have been set in motion by the water
at the bottom, or even in the body of the stream itself,

striking against some object that has checked i-ts regular

onward flow. It may be that a stone w^as being pushed
gently along the bottom and that it suddenly stuck fast in

some little spot softer than elsewhere, and the portion of

the current behind that was pushing it along, being thus
suddenly checked, shot upward carrying with it besides

whatever light objects it was dragging along the bottom.
Then again we must reflect that unsteadiness is created

in water bj^ the slightest inequality of any kind. The
water, as has been said above, that glides over the bottom
or rubs against the sides, cannot move as fast as the water
elsewhere. The layer at the bottom or the side is delayed
by friction against the rock or mud, while the next layer

will have its quicker movement interfered with b}' contact
with this slackened one,—and so on upward and outward,
the layers at the top and middle moving fastest of all.

Thus a state of continual upward movement beside the

onward one exists among the particles of moving water,

sufficient at all times to keep the finer particles of sediment
from falling to the bottom. A rough, uneven bottom
beneath a strong full current will prevent even compara-
tively coarse material from settling.

DISPOSAL OF SEDIMENT.

The journey of the land waste from the place where the

streams first gathered it to its destination along the side of

the continental slope beneath the sea, is a tedious one on
account of the numerous delays to which it is subject.

Were the streams all uniform in their slope, and were there

no windings, or obstructions of any kind, and were the

supply of water always the same, and the material of their

beds and banks unchanged throughout their course ; in

short, were there an absolute sameness everywhere in every

condition that affects the action of a river, there would be
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DO delays, Itut tlie sediniciit, tliat is {jfathoi'ed citlicr l>y

erosion or )>y chemical action tVoni mountuins far dislant

from the sea, or from banks alon<? the stream's course,

A'onld, wlioi once in the stream, 1)0 continuously in motion
downward till it tinally reac^hed its destination. But
uniformity nowhere exists, and the final ari-ival of the

sediment at the sea is the result of a very great complexity

of action.

We have seen that the transporting power of
DELAY AMONG . ^ -,1 , 4^1 v*^ *
MOUNTAINS. water depends largely upon the rapidity of

its currents; and so among mountains Avhere

the slopes are steep the streams bi-ing down great loads of

waste, pushing along the bottonuAvhat they cannot buoy up;

but when the current slackens on less steep ground, some
of the coarser material can go no farther. Hence thejbeds

of streams among mountains are full of gravel, pebbles,

and cobble-stones to a very great depth, and often the

strange sight is met with of a stream being completely

swallowed up by the coarse material it has brought down
from higher ground,—the l)ed of the stream and the water

have changed places, the stones are on top, the water flows

on often many feet below. Here this deposit must stay,

filling up not merely the immediate bed of the small

streams, but in the larger ones that do not sink out of

sight, forming the level but somewhat rough bottom of a

valley, a "pass "among the hills. Indeed, the masses of

waste filling up these low-lying valleys that had been
eroded when the streams running through them were moun-
tain torrents, may go on accumulating, and may stay there

notwithstanding weathering and wearing away by the

sediment-laden water that passes over them, until the whole
mountain region has been reduced to a plain. These
deposits wholly stop erosion in a stream's bed. Deposits

exactly similar occur where streams pass out from mountain
to plain with a strong current, as is so common along the

eastern face of the Rocky Mountains. Here the beds of

many streajus are filling up, causing the water to spread

out in a wide shallow channel often broken by bars, and
sometimes actually above the level of the surrounding
country. The Missouri, among others, is thought to be so

acting. Here, too, in the drier districts is sometimes seen
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a river bursting from the ground, or a torrent of water
suddenly rolling through some long, dry hollow. The
season of sudden thaAVS and short but heavy rains, sends an
unusual rush of water into the upper courses of streams
whose lower courses have disappeared beneath the great
accumulations of waste. This causes the outburst in the one
ease and the flood in the other ;—in the former the under-
ground passages get filled up and the water has to come to

the surface, and in the latter the waste in the dried-up
stream cannot absorb the water fast enough.

Throughout the whole course of the river,

AND BEACHES, accumulations of land waste will be found
in various places, but all resulting from the

same cause as fills the river beds among mountains,—the

dropping of sediment in consequence of the slackening of

the current, or of some other change that interferes with the

progress of the water as it is hurrying along with its load,

thus causing a delay.

Among such accumulations river-side flats are the most
common, and are to be seen in the shelter of a projection,

—

some rock or other hard material breaking the evenness of

the shore-line,—or where the river sweeps around the point

opposite the hollow of some bend in its course. Here it is

plain that the projection will make most of the water that

strikes against it shoot out into the stream ; but some will

"hug the shore," eddying around the point in miniature
whirlpools, or with a sudden drop if the current is strong,

but if only moderate, sweeping around in a slow-moving
circle that brings the drift-wood back again and again to

the starting point, till it chances to be seized by the

onward current and carried off. Here the fish lurk.

Here in this eddy vvath its slackened water some of the

waste carried forward by the stream will drop outj and iii

the course of time the nook behind the^Baiik will be filled

up to the level of the top of the water and bear a growth
of Bulrushes and other water-loving plants ; the bulky
roots and decaying stems of these will catch and hold the

sediment in the spring floods that sweep over them ;
and

thus will be built up an expanse of level ground that will

bear grass and shrubs. Should the stream cut its channel
deeper the little flat will be beyond the reach of floods, and
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remain as a terrace (ill lapse f>t' time waslies it down into

the stream a<;'ain. SikOi little corners of land, it will be

seen, even out the edjjes of river banks.
Should, however, the water contain so little of the finer

sediment that the eddy can buoy it all up, then none Avill

drop out, but oul}^ the coarser kinds—pebbles, etc.,—that

are carried along at the bottom, will be turned aside towards
the eddy, and finally, with the help of the lapping weaves,

will form a sloping pebbly or sandy bottom that may
extend upw'ards into a beach.

Fig. 96. Oakville River (Sixteen-Mile Creek), flowing towarci-s foreground : side-plain
behind projection formed by eddy of stream between steep banks.

ALLUVIAL ISLANDS:
SHALLOWS; BARS.

A slackened current may be cansed by
other means than little i)oints or bends
in a river. A dam is nsually built aci-oss

a stream at some narrow part, if jiossible, just below where
the banks are low and shelving, so that an obstruction a
few feet higli will make tlie water spread out widely,—far

beyond the limits of the I'iver-channel, and thus keep in

check a very great quantity of water. The water that flows
over the top of the dam, or wherever it is drawn off, is, of
course, the same in quantity as enters the dam at the other
end ; but iu its passage through this basin its eiu'reut is
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greatly checked, sediment is freely dropped, and the dam
l)egiu8 to nil np. Not equally, everywhere, however. The
old channel of the stream is still the deepest part and has
still a perceptible current, and where the sediment-laden
water leaves it to spread out over the rest of the basin, the

coarser and heavier sediment will at once fall, while the

finer will be carried farther away and spread out more
evenly. Thus islands w^^ill be gradually built up just as the

river-side flats are built up ; but they will lie along the

channel where the coarser ami more abundant material first

falls. It is only a question of a short time, however, before

these dams fill up completely except the channel, where the

current will be in consequence much quickened in its flow.

In the older ones that still exist, much of the bottom from
the sides outward is bare in summer,—a bottom of rich silt

that shows no signs that bed rock may be only a few feet

below.

Along the courses of rivers just such islands may occur
The river, after passing over a region whose underlying
rock is soft, enters upon another where the rock is hard, as

'the Churchill does on leaving the softer limestone and sand-

stone of the prairies to cross the hard Archtean gneiss on
its way to Hudson Bay. The river cannot cut down the

hard rock so rapidly as it can the softer, and it cannot cut

its channel in the soft rock up-stream deeper than it does
the channel in the hard rock down-stream. So above the

area of hard rock there will come to be a long stretch of the

river whose bed will be practically level, and hence the

. current will be slackened, the water will try to spread out
^ more, partly from gravity,—its own weight,—as we have
already seen, and partly through the sediment falling to the

bottom. Erosion of the banks will in consequence be more
rapid and the stream will broaden ; and, as in the dam. with
the broadening come a slacker current and more dropping
of sediment, till as a result the river will be narrowed again
by the presence of "alluvial" islands,—long, narrow and
low stretches of river silt lying for the most part near the

deepest channel. But in rivers such islands are liable to be
removed again ; for the con.tinnal filling up in one part of

the river, or the work of an unusually heavy flood, may so
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clinii^c Mm' (Mirrciits ;is l(» (iircct tliciii ;iii(l (lie llo.'iliiij^ ice

they iiKiv ill spring' tiiiic contain, full upon llic island whose
soft niaU'riul (^an not lonjj; resist siK^li attacks.

On the St. John, where above its lowia* course the river

is very broad, such islands, or "intervales," as tliey are

coniinonly called, are especially imiuerous, and in places,

particularly where the Jemsej^ River enters it, the steamers
and other craft seem at a little distance to be sailing across

meadows and through forests. The islands are largely

cultivated, and, except where covered with trees, bear
heavy crops of hay and grain, though few, and these the

Fiff. 97. Alluvial islaiuls on tho St. John ; large high island in the foreground ; main
chaiiuol of river ; another island ; inshore channel traced beyond ; liills iu back-
ground. Cf. Pig. 84

highest, have dwellings on them . Shoreward from the islands

the river is shallow and freezes in Avinter, i)ermitting the

hay to be removed across the ice from the l)arns. and large

stones to be drawn from the mainland to line the edges of

the islands where they are exposed to attacks from the

currents and the floating ice.

Bars in the beds of streams are long narrow accumula-
tions of sand or pebbles, seldom if ever rising to the surface,

and running sometimes lengthwise of the stream, sometimes
at different angles athwart it. They are the result of the

meeting of currents running in different directions, the
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contact causing a short slackening, and consequently a

deposition of sediment, before the united waters move on
in one direction. Bars do not form in quick-flowing streams
unless they are overloaded with Avaste ; l)ut where the

course of the stream is through a plain, and the current is

unsteady through the occurrence of disturbing floods, they
are numerous. Naturally, we look for them where one
stream flows into another ; and here they are sometimes seen

to extend across the receiving stream, creating a shalloAv

from one side to the other, often with a current much
stronger than that above or below. They are met with, too,

where irregularities in opposite banks create currents that,

crossing the stream, meet midway. Such bars as these

latter are a source of great danger in river-navigation. So
long as the water maintains a uniform flow, they keep their

position and are well known ; l)ut when a flood comes, the
plunging force of the stream and its eroding power are

greatly increased, and cross currents are indefinitely multi-

plied; then bars will disappear in a night and form
in a night, so that where a few hours before there was deep
water with an open channel, there is now a shallow or a

bar, upon which an inisusi)ecting craft may find itself

suddenly aground. This is the great danger in navigating
the Saskatchewan and other rivers of the Canadian West,
as it is also in an eminent degree with the far greater
Mississippi, along whose course continual watch is kept on
the movements of these shifting deposits that thus loiter

on their way to the sea.

The same in principle as the formation of alluvial

islands is the formation of ridges along the edge of the

river as it takes its course through a flood-plain. When
the channel overflows upon the low-lying land, more
sediment falls on the edge of the stream just where it

begins to spread out over its banks, and so a ridge or
natural eml)ankment to the river is built up, several feet

higher than the ground inside. One result of this is, that

this lower ground is often wet and swampy, a feature quite

connnon at the mouth of our little rivers near the hikes;

for the water, though higher than the river, cannot drain
off' into it; indeed, streams often flow along inside this

embankment till thev get a chance to enter the river.
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When a heavy flood (-omes tliis l)ank is often broken
through and the stream pours over the h)\v-lying region

inside doing innnense damage, as is often tlie ease with the

Mississippi and the Po. Fearful destruction of life and
property occurred a few yeai-s ago when the Hoang-Ho in

Cliina thus burst its embankments. This danger is greatly

increased wliere the river is down to the base-level, and
the great inflow of mud-laden water from the rapid side-

streams brings too much sediment for the slower main
stream to carry off. Then a great deal settles to the

bottom of the river and thus raises tlie water higher,

and so makes a break more possible. In i)laces along the

Po the government has to keep continualh' adding to the

embankments, which are thus growing higher every year,

till at Ferrara the level of the river is actually higher

than the roofs of the houses,—a cause of great anxiety

to the inlia])itants of the city. It is well known that

the Mississipi)i has artificial embankments,
—

"dykes" or

"levees,"—all along its lower coui'se; otherwise the broad
valley-botto]ii, or flood-plain, would l)e so exposed to inunda-

tions that it could not with safety be inhal)ited. Levees
protect St. Louis, New Orleans, and many other cities

along its banks. Man's struggle with these rivers has not
l)een wholly successful.

River-islands are, however, onlv a stage in
FLOOD-PLAINS. ,, .- /.,,• n , i \ . ,,

the entire filling ii]) of the space between the

river-channel, or the islands, and the shore, as we have
seen above in the case of dams. The growth of the alluvial

land is outward from the shore as well as shoreward from
the islands; for the wash from the land uniting with the

sediment in the water builds up more quickly than the

sediment alone does farther out. Thus one of these island-

filled rivers may have more than one navigable channel,

one, however, being the main channel. The Amazon has
many such secondary channels, one of which is over a
thousand miles long, with oi)enings only where the larger

rivers enter the main stream. These cliannels, on account
of their slight cui-rent, Mr<' the jtathwiiy of l)o;ils going up
this I'iver.

But the time at last coiih's when tlie whole of the space

between the main channel and the shore is tilled up ; then
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only when the river is in flood does it spread out again from
bank to bank of its valle.y, still leaving, as it withdraws
once more, a deposit of sediment to enrich and still further

build up its now flat valley-bottom,— its "flood plain."

The sides of the channel to which the stream is now again
confined, rise just a little above its summer fullness, but
they are no longer of rock ; they are wholly of the soft

uniform silt that the river itself has brought and laid down
there, moulding them, as it were, into a shape to its liking,

—

curving downward steeply concave beneath the water and
rapidly flattening to mid-channel where they meet in a

level bed.

Fig. 98. Tidal river in alluvial plain; low tide; showing curves of banks beneath
high-water level. Cf. Fig. 100.

A flood-plain may occur anywhere along a river's course
where an obstruction causes a delay in bed-erosion up-
stream long enough to allow the river to broaden its

channel by eroding its banks, and to deposit the waste
where, through broadening, it has become shallow. The
river in thus doing goes to the banks, so to speak, digs

them away, and carrying the material outward builds up
with it a new groove through which it can glide without
encountering the roughnesses of its old one.

The flood-plain that, beginning with the mouth of a river,

extends backward up-stream, is the only one not in danger
of being left as a terrace, unless, indeed, the whole basin
i-eceives a new uplift, for it is down to sea-level and can go
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no farther. Here the river will direct all its efforts to

widening its vallej^ and inereasinj^ the size of its flood-

plain, so that this lowest valley-tioor will be the largest and
most important of all, and in the course of time, through

repeated floodings and the accumulation of decayed

vegetable matter, with what the wind will bring, it will

rise so high that only a little danger from floods will exist,

and what danger there may be will be largely removed by
the dykes that will be raised by man, who will come to

inhal)it and to till its rich soil, as is the case in very many
other i)laees than in the valley of the Po and the Mississippi,

(See Fig. 101). In Egypt, however, no dykes exist, and
Egypt is nothing more than the long narrow flood-plain of

the Nile, a river that for the last five liundred miles of its

course has been down to its base level from remotest

antiquity. There is no rain in Egypt, and the flood which,

coming every year, spreads out over the valley Avith a

breadth varying from four or five miles to twenty, brings

with it the water needful for vegetation and the sediment

wherewith to enrich the soil. Dykes would destroy the

country. The great dam at Assuan, just completed, will

still further extend the flood-plain by millions of acres,

man here coming in to do what nature cannot do.

Many of the little streams entering our Great Lakes
have little flood-plains at their mouth. The Don at Toronto

is perhai>s the best example of this. For a stretch of over

a mile there is a fine little flood-plain through which the

stream used to wind its once serpentine course, overflowing

"the flats" in times of flood and withdrawing into its

muddy channel when the supply of water fell. The stream

lias now been straightened, a new channel, where needed,

liaving l)een dug for it, and confining dykes faced with

timbers raised along its sides. In others this flood-plain has

either not yet been fully formed, or is being removed by
"dissolution," (the quiet removal of sediment by chemical

aelion, wliieh is the final stage of flood-plains), a swampy
condition in which mud and water are scarcely to be

distinguished one from the other. The stream at Grimsby
has also a Hood-plain inside its bar, but in places it is

like islands, covered witli trees, the stream being shallow

and flowing over a stonv bed.
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The delay in the progi'ess of sediment sea-ward
caused by one of these obstructions is not lost time in the

river's work ; for while the harder rock of the obstruction
is being cut down, the valley, as we have seen, is being
broadened above it ; and this must take place ere the whole
basin can be brought down to base-level. So while the

Nelson is cutting its way down and back through the hard
Archaean gneiss of its lower course, the SaskatehcAvan has
been eroding a wide, deep valley and forming a flood- plain;

thus much of its work is being done awaiting the time
when Lake Winnipeg will be di-ained, and when the flood-

plain, having become a long terrace, will be a series of

farms and their dwellings, with no danger of flood from
the stream that once more is actively engaged in deepening
its channel. The city of Fredericton in New Brunswick
stands on one of these old terraces, which the deepened bed
of the river has left out of reach of floods. The old rocky
erosion-bank of the river, with the marks of erosion still

on it, lies on the side of the city farthest from the water,

while beneath the city is a dark silty soil, scarcely more
than a foot deep, resting upon a bed of coarse but even-

grained river-sand.

Fig. 99. Section across Colorado R'ver; old valley bottom 2.000 feet below general
level : depth of chanuel cut since re-elevation, 3,100 feet ; width of old valley at top,
over four miles.

But a worn-down river vallev, or a river-
RE-ELEVATION , . • , •

.:i i

OF RIVERS. basin, may again be raised as we have seen

is the case even now with the Restigouche
and other eastern Canadian rivers (page 145), and possibly

with the upper St. Lawrence also. Perhaps the most
remarkable example of such re-elevation is that of the

Colorado in Arizona. The present river, almost one
continuous rapid, lies at the bottom of a gorge in places

over four thousand feet deep, with almost perpendicular

sides, the gorge itself dropping from the bottom of an old
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liver-valley sometimes seven miles M^de, between bounding
terraced cliffs two tlionsand feet high. The valley is an
old flood-plniii from which all sediment has been })lown

away in that dry climate, and its level bottom and
great width show that, before re-elevation began, the

river was down to base-level. When re-elevation set in,

the water, as is natural, drew together to one place and (!ut

its way downward, the walls of the chasm weathering
comparatively little. The rocks through which the river

has cut, are of many kinds, but the mai-ble ones are the most
massive, and their strange carvings and often brilliant

colors are very striking.

Fig. 100. Mojuiderinp lirook flo\viTi<; t'roin iniiienil spriiies at Calodonia Sprines,
c-asteni Ontario. Springs about a Imndrod yaids back of foreground; brook discharees
into a larger in front of buildings in background.

MEA^DER,^o
Rjv^'-s act Strangely in flowing through these

OF RIVERS. Wide tiood-plains. It we pour some water
slowly on a perfectly level surface, it will

spread out on all sides; on a surface with a sharp slope it

will at once run straiglit down; but if the slope is very
slight the water, while following the general direction of
the slope, will be turned aside by (he slightest obstruction,

—

a little inequality not perceptible to the eye, a grain of
sand, or even a i)article of dust, so that the miniature
stream will wind from one side to the other in a strangely
serpentine coarse.

Fig. TOO illustrates the last peculiarity. The country
around is perl'ectly level to the eye (Fig.TG) , and its stre^ims,
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of which there are very many, have all the same meander-
ing course, tending towards the Ottawa. They lie deeply
entrenched in the pink clay of which the whole region
consists, and have, especiall}^ near the Ottawa, narrow
bottoms to their little valleys. When this region was
abandoned by the post-glacial sea that covered it for a

time, the spring, if in existence then, was on a level witli

the surrounding land, and the little brook that its over-

flowing waters formed, moved away in its meandering
course along the surface of the ground to join with a larger

brook. And since then it has kept on quietly in the same
channel till it has made a little valley for itself some fifteen

feet deep, with long hollow-curved tongues pointing towards
hollows on the opposite side (Cf. Fig. 98).

Fig. 101. Cornw.allis River, King's Co., Nov.a Sootia ; a tidal stream tiowiiig into
Miuas Basin. Stream flows towards foregi-ouud. Dark bands skirting stream and
crossing tong^ie lowest down are dykes, outside of which the tide covers at spring-
tides. Within a direct distance ot seven miles the length of the river through its

meanderings is not less than twentv-five miles.

But this little stream had its level ground to start with,

while rivers have to build theirs up by their own efforts as

we have seen, and the original crookednesses are no help

in forming these new curves. Nor need the flood-plain be
fully formed before the meanderings begin ; it seems to be
sufficient if the bottom of the valleys is in progress of

flUing up. Fig. 101 shows a river meandering through its

flood- plain which is here about a mile wide. The curve on
the left has reached the side of the river-valle5% but those

on the right have not jet done so ; but it will be seen that

these curves are approaching the bank, as the dyke cros-

sing the lowest tongue, when built, was close to the river.

For some of the sedilnent that the river digs from the
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hollow on the left, drops out in the slackened water in the

eddy around the point where the stream makes a new
curve, and so extends the point; and at the same time the

stream is dif^fginf^ out this latter hollow more deeply and
('arryin<^ the waste down stream to be deposited, some of it,

around the next point l)elow.

It will be noticed that in its meanderings

MEANDtRiNOS. ^^^® rivcr runs diagonally toward the sides

of the valley, and so its power of erosion

is far greater on the spot where it strikes than it could be

if the water glided slowly doAvn parallel to the sides. The
water in plunging against the bank, beside being turned off

to the other side of the flood- plain again, digs the curve

deeiH'r and down-stream as well, so that we must l)elieve

that in the course of time a curve,—the hollow,— will

travel the whole length of the river valley. Thus, while

feebly flowing water would have little eroding effect on the

banks of a straight stream, in these curves the current is

greatly quickened by the pressure of the water above them
as it is t'on-ed to change tlie direction of its flow. Itisby
nieans of this travelling from side to side that rivers, where

down to 1)ase-level, increase the breadth of their flood-

))lains, and the great age of the Mississippi may be judged

from the great ])readth of its valley, which is fully seventy

miles in its broadest part.

Another peculiarity in these meanderings is that the

stream is often, through the depth to which a curve is dug,

actually turned ])ackward on its course, and the next loop

is farther up-stream than its predecessor. In this case the

tongue of land between the arms of the loop is dug into

from ])oth sides near the base, with the result that it is at

last (nit through, and the river, using this ncAV channel,

deserts the loop. Then the ends of the deserted loop are

soon blocked up l)y silt, and what was once a part of a

river is now a crooked, or " ox-bow," lake,—which in time

fills up and disappears. Such lakes are very numerous
along the great flood-plain of the lower jMississippi.

lower end of the up-river flood-plains is where
the rivcr has to pause to cut its way through the

obstructing hard rock; but the last or lowest down flood-

plain has no stopping place of this kind-, it opens out to the
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sea. Here, however, it usually comes in coutaet Avith tlie

ocean currents and can extend no farther, for the sediment
that the j^tream brings down, and that would otherwise be
deposited here where it meets the salt water, is swept away
to be deposited far off along- the slope of the continental
shelf (page 51, note), so that the growth of the flood-plain

seaward is stopped. But when the stream enters the waters
of a bay or an inlet of the sea where only the ebb and flow

of tides produces currents, or the still more quiet waters of

a lake, there the flood-plain still continues to advance. It

has no side-erosion to supply some of the sediment, and no
banks to check its spreading out : all the material is

brought by the river itself, and the spreading out takes its

own course. The sediment has reached its destination.

The sediment, as the river enters the quiet waters of the
inlet or lake, drops to the bottom across the river's course
and eddies off towards the sides, so that an area of new
land is built up^, rapidly where the sediment is a])undant,

slowly where the snpply is more limited; and when it rises

from the water,—in all respects as river-islands and flood-

plains do,—it has the general shape of a fan or of a

triangle with its apex at the point where the river first

entered the sea, its base presenting a general curved out-

line towards the open; hence it is called a "delta."' the

name of the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet, which is

triangular in shape.

Across this delta,—this new flood-plain in the sea,—the

river holds on its way, but not as a single stream. It builds

up, as we have seen (page 159), its immediate banks more
rapidly than it does the' space beyond, so that while the

latter is a mere marsh at the level of the sea, the banks
may be even several feet out of water and covered with
shrubs or trees. Such embankments can offer only a slight

resistance to the river in flood; they are over-topped, burst
through or washed away in places, so that new streams*
are being continually formed, draining off to the sea

diagonally to the right and left in smaller channels from the

*It is proposed to eall these streams "distributaries" as opposed to " triliu-

taries,"—streams which add their water to the main stream, not take water from it

as these do; they might very properly be called "branches," were not this term
already applied, though quite improperly, to tributaries.
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iiijiin Olio, ;ui(l dividiiifij ;iii(l snlxlividiiif;. mid iiitcrpoiinect-

iii<^ in a ma/c <»f canals vvliosc waters crrcp sln<^<^islily in

every diivctioii, ovcrHowinj; to l)uild up their siin-<)unding.s

when the main stream overflows, and as often ehangiiif^

tlieir position. But as the delta grows older and higher

these streams, except the largest, which usually leave the

main stream where the latter first reached the sea, are filled

up and disappear, just as do the (;hannels between the

river islands and the shore.

iii^TVtwmTVrnfn'''*''^'^

and the "ox-bow" lakes

left by a cut-off" in a river's

meanderings. This feature

is noticeable in the cut

(Fig. 102) of the united

deltas of the Ganges and
Brahmaputra; the northern
or older part, which is

thickly inhabited, has few
streams in comparison with
the soutliern or lower part,

which is a flat steaming
swamp, covered with a
dense growth of shrubs
and trees, the great jungle

of the "Sunderbunds."
It would lie naturally

exiKM'ted that where a river

thus discharges into a

body of deep water, the

alluvial beds forming below
its sui'face would slope

away gradually and uni-

formly ; but such is not the case. The immediate front

of the rising delta l)eneath the water is quite steep and
advances in this shape over the layers of the finer sediment

that was carried out farther into the deep water. The
cause of this steep front is mainly that a very large propor-

tion of the waste brought down l»y the river is here, as it

is all through the lowest flood-plain, in the form of liquid

mud which is pushed along the bottom of the river rather

than upborne by the current ; and so it drops down to the

Fig. 102. Tiiitpd dolta of the a.nTigps (G) nr\i\

the Br,ilnii;ii.utr:i l\). P:ivt (l;irk-sli;iaeil,

the Sunderbuiiils; lightest shaded, naked
mud just at level of water. (C), Calcutta.
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bottom just as soon as it reaches deep water. The river is,

as it were, au endless succession of carts loaded with earth,

which, when the carts are dumped, slides down into the
hollow that the workmen are engaged in filling up, making
its own slope as it does so.

The base of the delta can be regarded only in a very
general way as rounded, for the sediment could not be
distributed equally everywhere ; if it could, the form would
necessarily be rounded ; and the various currents of the
receiving bodj' of Avater interfere, too, with regularity in

deposition. Again, though the "distributaries" take so
much water from the main stream, yet the latter remains
th^ejarges^t b}' far, and so tends to advance its part of the
delta more rapidly than elsewhere.

Some of the deltas thus formed on the sea-coast are very large.

That of the Ganges has an area of between 50,000 and 60,000 square
miles, and has been bored into to a depth of 481 feet -without
finding anything but river deposits ; at the mouth of the Danvibe is

another great delta, which in places is advancing seaward between 300
and 400 feet a year ; the delta of the Nile is 180 miles wide along its

face, and extends inland over 90 miles ; the delta of the Po is rapidly
filling up the head of the Adriatic ; towns now 20 miles inland were sea-

ports two thousand 3'ears ago. The delta of the Mississippi has an area
of 12,300 square miles, adds about 262 feet j'earlj' to its front, which is

220 miles from its upper point. A peculiarit}^ in this delta is that the
main stream and the chief "distributaries" first build up long arms
extending into the Gulf of Mexico, and then dividing again, each stream
forms other long narrow pieces of land like outspread fingers. The
front is, therefore, very irregular. Some of the irregularity is probabl}'
due to the fact that there is a current flowing past the front of this

delta, but the amount of sediment in the river is so great, and the
quantity of water so large, that the force of the current cannot stop
the progress of the delta.

The delta district at the mouth of the Fraser River is not
one of the typical deltas referred to in the preceding para-
graph; it is more like that of the St. Clair, a number of

low alluvial flood-plains and islands, so low and flat that in

the case of some, such as Lulu Island, dykes are built

around the shores to protect the island from inundation.
This alluvial district extends far up the river ; in the

Agassiz district, sixty miles from its mouth, the river has
a wide flood-plain on its north bank.

Naturally deltas are readily built up in the quiet waters
of lakes, and here their results are best seen ; for the
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sodiinent is not carried away bj^ currents, but falls where
the streams enter tlu^ lakes. And so it is only a matter of

time, and in many cases not a long time, ere such lakes

with their limited areas become filled up. The Rhone
enters Lake <7('iu\;i a luuddy glacier stream, and liows ou t

at the other end clear and blue ; 13ut it lias Duilt up a large

delta at.itf3.jn.pi}er_eiid which contains a busy population.

Lake St. Cluir must in the not distant future be filled up,

for though the quantity of sediment brought by the St.

Clair River into it is not great, being derived only from the

shores of lower Lake Huron, yet the delta of that river,

though in the form of islands, is surely, if slowly, advanc-
ing southwards. The islands and the marshes at the mouth

Fis;. IUj. The dt.4ta district at mouth of the Fraser; ground as level as a tloor/

Edw.trds Bros., phot., Vancouver, B.C.

of SO many of the small streams emptying into our Great

Lakes,—the Grand, the Don, the Humber, the Trent,—are
all of the nature of deltas, needing only to be more fully

connected one with another to make them really such, for

they are all alluvial. But our great river, the St. Lawrence,

has no delta though its mouth is far removed from oceanic

currents. As has been already explained, the Great Lakes
take all the sediment out of the water that is to form the

St. Lawrence. What little the river may gather in its

l>assag(' seaward,—and it can gather little, for as it takes

inoiit y to make money so it takes sediment to make sedi-

ment,— is again taken from it by the jnany lake-like

expansions on its cour.se, — Lake St. Francis, Lake St.
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Louis, Lake St. Peter, and other.s, so that wlieii the water
finally reaches the (xulf there is practically no visible

sediment in it to deposit ; tlionj^li if the waters of the Gulf
could be drained off, there would be found over its bottom
a deep layer, not indeed of i-iver waste, but of chemical
deposits of various kinds, compounds of lime chiefly.

Wherever one stream enters another there is apt to be a

delta- like deposit built up, sometimes as alluvial islands,

sometimes as shoals of coarse material such as pel)bles nnd
gravel, that force the receiving stream against the farther

bank, making its bed crooked, or again as wide bars that

by extending across the stream, Avill pond it back, delaj--

ing erosion above the dam and creating a shalloAv rapid.

In dry mountain regions where the streams are onlj^

torrents lasting for the most part only during the period of

rains, we see on a large scale what we see at the foot of a

hill after a rainstorm,—a delta-like accumulation with a

steep rounded face at the mouth of a gorge, sometimes
only retaining little ridges to mark Avhere the water spread
out in shallow channels, or flowed almost evenly over the

whole surface, and sometimes carved into chasms where
the stream has cut down deeply into its own previous
deposits, carrying its new load farther out into the plain

below.
RAPIDS.

Rapids are merely a feature in a stream's j-ounger

life ; like lakes and falls they belong to streams whose
work is not yet done. Erosion is very energetic where
they exist, and they disappear as the bed of the stream
sinks nearer and nearer to the base-level. A stream
in eroding its channel downwards may create its own
rapids ; for in passing from a region of hard strata to one
of softer strata, the rocks of the latter will wear away
faster than the harder rocks above, and a rapid will result,

w'hich may indeed turn at last into a waterfall if the

difference in hardness of the rocks is mai-ked, and the hard
ones are tilted. Such rapids as these, interspersed with
low waterfalls, are met with all along the inner and outer

rim of the Archseau area where the streams pass from the

gneiss to the bordering and softer limestone. And within
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the gneissic region itself the different varieties of gneiss

vary much in hanhiess, and, as a consequence, rapids are

met with on many a stream rushing tumultuously over the

rough bottom of rugged-walled gorges sometimes a mile or

more in length. But as these streams are all new ones,

liaving, as it were, sprung into existence on the passing
away of the ice-cap, their rapids are in a great measure due
to the unevennesses in the ground which had been plowed
over by the glacier, and had been eroded by other streams
and weathered into manifold forms during countless

centuries before the glacier appeared.
In mountain regions, especially where upheaval is still

going on, the streams are naturally little more than a series

of torrents, cascades, and waterfalls ; only where a larger

Fig. 104. The Lachine Rapids.—the St. Lawrence leaving Lake St. Louis. A skiff

shooting the rapiils.

Notraan, phot., Montreal.

stream flows along a valley that it itself has dug out, or
that, like the valley of the Columbia and Fraser. lies at the

bottom curve of a fold of strata, are true rapids seen.

For on such streams long stretches of quietly, though
strongly, flowing water alternate with more or less steep

descents in the stream's channel, where are the real rapids.

But old worn-down river beds m.ay lie uprai.sed again,
and then the old work will be renewed : new rapids will be
formed by the upheaval, as among mountains, or by the

river's own work. Such has been the experience of the

St. LaAvrence if the theory regarding its re-elevation is

true (pages 134, 135) ; the unequal character of the eleva-

tion, taking a terraced or staged form, has caused rapids
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wherever the rise is ahrui)f. Tlie famous oataraots of the
Nile, six in luiniber, are only rapids rnsliino- down the
steep drop from one terrace to another in the river's course
to the sea. It was in shooting these that Lord Kitchener
found Canadian '" voyageurs" so useful to him.

Then again, rapids may result from other causes. The
presence of drift in' the streams causes many a little rapid
in the drift-covered area,—a rapid whose })ed is not rock,

but pebbles and cobble-stones. The coarse waste discharged
by one stream into another has often been seen to fill up
the channels of the latter to such an extent that a rapid is

formed by the water from above in passing over it.

WATERFALLS.

Along the course of any little brook we often see the
water making a miniature leap down some sudden descent
in its channel,—a trunk of a tree embedded across it, a
boulder, a little rocky shelf, a bed of hard clay, or any-
thing that will not wash away as fast as the other nuiterial

along the brook's course will do. It is the same with great
rivers : a sudden descent, however formed, occurs along
its course, and the water leaps down it to the level below.

Such suddeu drops in a river's bed may occur anywhere
along a stream except where base level has been reached,
for waterfalls on a stream's course show that the stream
has not yet finished its work. But naturally we look for

them chiefly in the rugged ground where the rivers originate.

Here upheaval has gone on so very much faster than the

streams could cut down their beds, that the streams and
their channels have both been carried upward as well as the

surrounding rocks, and thus steep descents have been
formed down which the water pours, or makes a wild leap

over perpendicular cliffs more than a thousand feet in

height, as does the famous Takakkaw Falls in the Canadian
Rocky Mountains.

But such upheaval alone, unless where a fault takes

place, could hardly produce the perpendicular, or almost
perpendicular, cliffs needful to cause a waterfall. We have
seen in a former chapter that among the Rocky Mountains
the different strata are of very varying degrees of hardness;
that they are folded and broken, often tilted on edge, and
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that (loop valleys are dug in the softer ones. Across these

varied strata streams make theii'way; they cannot erode
the hai'der strata as fast as they can the softer. So when
a, stream, after crossing hard strata, comes npon soft strata

it will erode the latter so mnch more quickly that the hard
strata will be left standing out as a cliif over which the

stream will form a waterfall. This is the way most water-

falls have been formed.
The falls in our Archaean region liave all been thus

formed, the Bala Falls for instance ; for although the

Fig. 10"). "Natui'iil Steps:" tir.st Slaue of Kaii^ ui iinni inoieuci, a short distance
above tlie i)i(!<ni)ice. Walls of young gorge almost periiendicular : upper beds of
horizoutal strata weathered iuto ' steps."

streams flow over hard gneissic rock, yet the gneiss is of
different kinds and varies very much in hardness or in the
readiness with which it yields to the action of water.

Should the strata lie fiat and be of a kind that readily
splits into blocks, a fall in the form of a succession of

stages,—a "cascade,"—will be the result; and along its

sides step-like shelves will often be seen, as shown in the
engraving (Fig.- 105). The Montraorenci, at a little
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distance above the point where it leaps from the edge of

the precipice to the St. Lawrence below, has cut its way
down into the limestone in successive stages leaving, at one
side at least, the thin layers of rock rising above one
another in "natural steps." But it will be noticed that
the sides are on the whole nearly perpendicular notwith-
standing the roughnesses caused by the projecting shelves,

—

a peculiarity everywhere seen along a gorge cut in horizon-

tal strata. The water penetrates the joints of cleavage and,
helped by the frost, loosens the blocks one from another
(see Fig. 41) and they fall, leaving a perpendicular wall.

In our Archfean region, whether it be at rest or in the

course of re-elevation, the streams are all "new" ones,

and the falls are of the streams' own making. Thej' are

not high, for it is an upland region still, though an old

worn-down one, with none of the giddy heights so common
in the West,—except where in Lal)rador the Hamilton River
pours over the great cliff into that old pre-glacial river-

valley, the Hamilton Inlet. When the ice cap passed away
from this Archrean region the streams had to seek out
new courses, and in entrenching themselves in the gneissic

rock encountered beds of very various degrees of hardness,
and, as in the newer mountains of the West, falls resulted

from the unequal erosion thus caused. Doubtless the new
streams found many an old hill that had been carved into

shape in preceding ages, and ran down them as rapids.

Possibly, too, the little falls that lie on the streams which
connect the strings of lakes in this region,—on the Indian
River at Port Carling. for instance, between Lakes Rosseau
and Muskoka,—are the original irregularities in the beds
of the pre-glacial streams that occupied these depressions.

Naturally we meet with falls, though not large ones,

where the streams from the gneissic rocks pass over to the

softer limestone ones lying around both their inner and
their outer border. Falls and cascades characterize the

streams that run from the old Laurentian region as they
enter the newer Red River valley, just as they do the streams
flowing inward to Hudson Bay, or outward toward the low
lying land of the St. Lawrence basin. A like series of falls,

cascades, or rapids is found along the whole length of the

Atlantic border of the United States, where the streams
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pass from the old worn-down region of tlie Appalachians to

the hitely elevated coastal plain: — scarcely a stream is

without its falls.

The streams, however, that seek Lake Ontario over the

Niagara or the eastern escarpment have not had to form
their own cataract- cliffs ; the escarpment was already there

however formed, whether by uplift or by wave-erosion

;

and when the ice passed off the newly formed streams had
a sheer cliff to leap from waiting across their path. The
falls on some of these, as seen in Fig. 106, have not yet

Fij; lOG. Lowor l)e Cew Falls, Twelve Mile Creek, near St. Catharines, flomng over
the NijiK^ra oscirrpiueut. Reti-eat of the falls has left a shelf strewn with boulders
fallen from escarpment.

cut very deeply into the rocks of the escarpment ; others,

as on the stream at Grimsby (Fig. 47) and at Dundas,
have cut back to greater or less distances, but are very
much lower than when they fell at first over the lofty edge
of the precipice. The gorges they have cut in their retreat

have a steep gradient and the water that courses along them
forms rapids or even little cascades ; and without exception
the bordering walls, unless where the talus covers their

base, are porpcndiculnr.
The gn at Niagara Falls is only one of this escarpment

series. We have seen (pages 144, 145) that no river
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flowed here in pre-glacial times ; on the contrary there is

evidence that rivers crossed the conrse of the present stream,

and that wlien the drift had choked np these and closed the

Dundas valley course of the
'

' Erian River, '

' the resulting

lake, Erie, found the lowest depression in its rim at this

point ; the stream that carried off the overflow, after a
journey of about fourteen miles, fell from the edge of the

precipice into the great Lake Ii-oquois, now shrunken to

the much smaller Lake Ontario.

Since the day of its first leap the falls have gone back-

ward some seven miles, leaving behind them a deep gorge
with bordering walls and their talus like those of the other

gorges along the escarpment. But though the cataract has
retreated so far, and the river in the gorge is a rapid, yet

the height of the fall is still over 160 feet,—the Canadian
Fall 158 feet, the American 167. This state of things is

due in part to the great volume of water in the river, and
in part to the nature of the strata beneath the stream.

The enormous mass of water falling from such a height
produces by its very weight an exceedingly gi-eat destruc-

tive effect on rocks with such a ready cleavage as the

limestone of this escarpment. Far greater, however, is the

effect pi-oduced on the bed of the stream by the masses of

rock that have fallen from the cliff, and that, however
great, are rolled hither and thither and dashed against each
other by the fearful strength of the tunniltuous currents in

the cauldron beneath the fall. The furious water, it has
been fully proved, after dashing the boulders about in the

gulf beneath the falls, carries them down stream, till where
the curi'ent is no longer able to move them, they lie spread
out and with sand and gravel and pebbles form the floor of

the stream.*
But this is* not all : this would not keep the cataract-

cliff perpendicular, or make it overhang as it does here.

Limestone forms only the upper and harder beds of the

strata, beneath which, to the base of the falls, is a thick mass
mainly of shale,—the mud-formed rock, that on being
exposed to the air soon falls into little cubes, and then
melts back into mud again. The spray and mist from the

* See the paper of Mr. Cunie referred to in the note on page 143.
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falling water, as those who have been in the " Cave of the

Winds" beneath the "American Falls" well know, are

clashed furiously against the soft shale, and rapidly melt it

away, so that a hollow is formed beneath the limestone

above, and when the strain on the latter becomes too great

it breaks and falls into the gulf below, leaving a perpen-

dicular face behind.

Between 18-i2 and 1890 the Canadian, or Horseshoe,

Falls retreated 220 feet, or at the rate of nearly five feet a

year; the "American Falls," whose volume of water is

small and breaks in foam from the very top, is only a side

fall formed liy the shallow channel to the north of Goat
Island, a low drift-covered island whose presence in the

river alone gives rise to this pretty cataract. This fall has

not been long in existence, and will disappear leaving a

cliff behind, when the greater fall reaches the head of the

rapids above Goat Island, which it is now approaching, for

then all the water will flow in the main channel. Such a

fate overtook a similar fall on the Canadian side some three

miles below this, where the old cataract-cliff still stands

telling of what once Avas. Great masses of rock are piled

up at the foot of the American Falls, for there is not

enough water to move them, and thus the shale beneath is

to a great extent protected from erosion, and consequently

the fall is retreating very slightly.

The rate at which the falls retreat and the distance to

Lake Erie being known, it seems easy to calculate how long

it will be ere this Lake will l)e reached and drained, and
so how long the fall has been in crossing from Queenston
Heights. But we cannot be sure that conditions of flow of

water, and upheaval have always been the same as now,
or that they will continue as now ; and we, do not know
what the state of the strata is beneath the remaining miles

of the fall's course backwards. No certain calculations

can in consequence be made; estimates as to the time

occupied by the falls in cutting its present gorge have

greatly varied, some giving 7,000 years, and others 70,000

or even n)ort^
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A TIDAL The St. .Tolin River enters th'> harhur thrnn^'h a narrow
FALL. gorge witli pfi-pendicular >i(li- ; a im ky U'lgu, half a" mile
or so wide, crosse-- the river just aliuNx- ilit- ;j,"r;j:i-, uml the,B:aJter of the
rivefj when the tide in the liarlior is diit, fMnn- a tierce rapid in passing
over the ledge, and pour.s with a siee'ii deM-eni through the gorge down
to the lower level of the harbor. This outward pouring continues till

the incoTning tide in the harbor readies the level of the water in the
gbi-ge. Then for half an hour, while the level continues, vessels may
pass up or down through the gorge, as seen in the engraving (Fig. 107);
but as the tide cou^tinues to rise ia the liarbor the incoming volume of

water from the Bay of Fundy is so great that it cannotjjass„up-t.hrough

the gorge as fast as it enters the harbor ; the result is that the water
b^w the gorge stands at a great deal higher lev;elthan__the^ water
above it, and now pours inward through the gorge, reversing the fall

and the rapids above as well. This condftlon continues till with the

Fig. 107. Tidal falls near mouth of St. John River, looking up river; tide at half
tlood. \yhen water is level in the gorge permitting passage of boats up and down.

change of tide the water in the harbor gradually drops to the level of

that above the gorge, when again for half an hour vessels may pass
through, till the further dropping off of the water in the harbor again
turns the flow outward.

The upward fall in the gorge is highest and the rapids heaviest
when, during spring-tides, the river happens to be low ; and the out-

ward fall is highest when, during spring-tides, the river is in full flood;

for then there is the greatest quantitj' of water in the river, and the

water in the harbor falls to the lowest level. During the seasons of

flood in the river the inward fall, even at high water, is very slight,

the water in the river backing up almost as fast as the tide in the
harbor rises, thus nearly jireserving the level. Such a fall as this is

seldom seen.

WASTE IN The amount of waste brought dowu by rivers,
RIVERS.* buoyed up and pushed along the bottom, is

enormous; estimates, though based on careful

experiments, vary considerably but not very materially.

*See Russers " Rivers of North America." and Geikie's "Text Book of Geology-"
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Thus the Mississippi, which has been most carefully studied

in this particular, brings down to the (inlf of Mexico every

year over 40G million tons of waste, or one ton for every

1,500 tons of water; the Po, 76 million tons, or one ton for

every 900 tons of water; the Nile, 54 million tons, or one
ton for every 2,050 tons of water. It has been estimated

that if all the waste of the Mississippi brought down in

a year were formed into a column with a base a mile

square, the column would be 241 feet high.

But beside this visible waste, there is also a large

quantit.v carried in solution, which the eye does not see.

Yevy many chemical compounds exist in river water; but
]jy far the greatest is calcium carbonate, (the material that

forms so much of our limestone,) which constitutes nearly

half, the next most important being magnesium carbon-

ate. Of the matter in solution the Mississippi brings down
nearly 113 million tons a year; the Nile 17 millions, the

Danube nearly 23 millions. Thus the total quantity of

material that the Mississippi removes from its basin each
year is 519 million tons.

Now, the area of the Mississippi basin is about 1,244,000
square miles, and it lias been calculated that the above
quantity would cover the whole basin to the depth of about
40-00 of a foot. In other words, this river removes one foot

of rock material from over all its basin in about 4,000
years, and as this basin has a very varied climate and
rainfall, and a great variety of strata, it is thought that

this rate of removal is about the average rate of all the

rivers of the world combined. The Po, however, removes
a foot in 729 years. If then the average height of a

country above the sea be known, the length of time
required to level it down to the sea may be readily

ascertained. Thus if it is true, as has been estimated, that

the average height of the land area of the earth above the

sea is 2,252 feet, it will require over 9,000,000 years to

reduce the land to sea-level. North America is said by
some to average 1,888 feet above the sea ; it will be
reduced to sea-level in something over 7,500,000 years. All

tliis ])r(»c('eds on tlic su])i>(>sitioii that there is no iq)ward or

(lowiiwai'd moveiiitnt of strata iroiiig on too.
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LAKES.

'(^Earthquakes sometimes, by interfering ^vitli the roni-scs

of underground streams, cause springs to l^urst out in new
places. The stream that flows from such a spring, in seek-

ing its way to lower levels will meet little depressions,

—

expanses of laud whose outer limits are everywhere higher
than the space between . The stream will fill these up till

the lowest point in the enclosiiig rim is reacliedj when itjyijl

again pursue its way. The expanse of water now filling

the depression is a lake. In this "way practically all lakes

have beeii^formed. We see the process going on in niinia-

fure during every rain-storm. Lakes are thus closely con-

nected with streams, whether they have outlets or not
;

they owe their origin to streams, except in the case of

delta and oceanic lakes, and it is quite plain that streams
Avill destroy them ; for the erosion that goes on in theTjed

of the outlet, will lower the eonflnittg rim uf the^irrke-at

that spot and gradually draAvoff the water; if without out-

let silt will fill them up. Lakes are therefore not permanent
features of a land area as rivei-s are.

Where new land is being formed,—in marshes,

LAKES, tit'lt'^s. heads of inlets and elsewhere,—spaces are

often seen in which no reeds, water-grasses, etc.,

are growing ; in these the water is deeper than elsewhere
;

not so much sediment has reached these places as others
;

and they remain water, as lakes or ponds, when their

surroundings have become dry land. Su<'h low-banked,
shallow lakes are numerous, especially in the newer parts,

in all great deltas, such as those of the Nile, the Ganges,
and the Mississippi,—and are to be seen in pond size at the

mouth of nearly all our streams where they enter the Lakes.
Shallow at best, these expanses of water are only a feature

ill the Ijuilding up of flood plains, and seldom remain long
without being filled by repeated floodings, or by the inwash
from the surrounding land, or by the growth and decay of

vegetation.

Along many of our streams mill-ponds, which

LAKES. ^^'^ only little artificial lakes, have been made
for the purpose of ol)taining water-poAver. At a

narrow spot, immediately above which the stream has low
banks with a flat piece of ground beyond them, a dam is
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built, and the water, thus checked in its onward flow,

spreads out over its low banks and rises higher and higher,
till it surmounts the obstatde that man has put in its way,
and goes on its road once more. A dam over a mile long,
which has produced a lake, has just been completed at
Assuan at the first cataract of the Nile. It stores up a
vast quantity of the Nile water which would otherwise run
to waste, to be used in ii-rigating millions of acres of land
that the desert sand has hitherto blown over. Such dams
and for the same purpose, the British authorities in India
are Imildiiij:^ in many places.

Fig. 108. Long Lake, Okanaeau, B.C.

Edwards Bros, phot., Vancouver.

What man thus does nature has ever been doing.

The long, narrow, deep lakes that are so frequentl}^ met
witli in mountain regions, especially where elevation is still

going on, and that are such an attractive feature in moun-
tain scenery, are to some extent at least the result of this

blocking up process. A long numntain valley, as we have
seen, may be caused by weathering, by stream erosion, by
the scooiting-ont action of gln<*i<M's, ])y the folding of rising

strata, and even by the breaking and sinking of strata.
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' Such valleys are liable in many ways to l)e blocked up or
• formed into l)asins for lakes. The enormous weight of the

mountains bordering the sides of valleys forces the strata in

the valley-bottom to give way where weak, and to buckle

or bulge upward, producing what is called '" warping";
' ^ the hollow thus formed will often contain a lake. Lakes
- formed in this way are very connnon. They include some
-" of the largest lakes of Europe, Lake Geneva and others in

northern Switzerland. Then, too, a more general, though
uneven, elevation may raise part of a valley so high that

the stream which once ran through it, will seek another
com'se and leave only long lakes behind it. Such is the

origin of the Minnewonka lakes (Fig. 62 and pages 133-4),

and of many others in the old river courses in Alberta.

X Many valleys have been blocked up by glacial drift or

moraines; the valley of the Fraser, as we have seen (Fig.

91) was once so blocked, and the narrow lake thus formed
has left its mark on the terraces that still border it ; but
very many of such lakes exist all through the western
mountain region, in the Kootenay district among others;

;

^ several of such are along the line of the Canadian Pacific

^ Railway, Moraine Lake, near Laggan, being one. Such,
^ too, are found in other countries as well ; they form many

of the "lochs" of Scotland, and the celebrated lakes on
the southern slope of the Alpine region in Italy, Como and
Maggiore among others ; in New Zealand they are met with
on as large a scale as they are in Switzerland. In short,

wherever glaciers have been these lakes may be found.
Glaciers themselves at times give rise to lakes. In the

canton of Valais in Switzerland the strange Maerjelen See
is caused by the Aletsch glacier. This great ice-stream in

passing down its deeply grooved valley blocks up the

^j- mouth of a side valley. The stream in the latter is ponded
back and a small lake is formed, which, after lasting from
three to five years, is suddenly drained off through cracks or
crevices in the obstructing ice, often with disaster to the
lower districts, and only the stream is left in the valley.

Then again the glacier closes its fissures and the lake
gathers once more. This alternate draining and refilling

has been going on, it is known, for more than two hundred
years. There are many lakes of this kind in Alaska and in
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northern British Columbia. "Tn tlic Stifkine vnllny near

tlie Ixmndary of Alaska a lake about thi-ee miles lonjj and
approximately a mile l)road, and reeeivinfj the drainaf^e of

five or six residual glaeiers, is held in a lateral valley by
Toyatte or Dirt glacier, wliieh flows past its entrance. The
outlet of the lake is through a tunnel in this ice which is

sometimes enlarged so as suddenly to empty the l)asin and
cause a flood in the Stickine River."* In the Himalayas
also glaciers are often seen crossing narrow valleys and
ponding back into lakes the streams above them.

Avalanches, too, will thus often block up streams ; and
when the dam gives way from the pressure of the water
behind, great destruction is caused in the lower valleys.

Over fifty years ago in a Swiss valley a lake was thus

formed; it was of such a size that to avoid destruction of

life and ruin of farms and villages, it was determined to

tunnel the ice dam near its base and thus gradually drain

off the water,—a perilous experiment that was successfully

performed.

To former valley-glaciers are due innnmerable little

lakes of beautiful i)eacock-blue or green glacier water that

are found high up in the mountains at the heads of valleys.

These valleys end abrui)tly with what are called "cirques,"

almost perpendicular i)reci pices, l)ut scooped or hollowed

out into ami)hith('atro form, the work, in the first place, of

several streams that converged here, followed by a glacier

that hollowed out the face of the cliffs still more and dug a

basin at their foot. The glacier passed awaj^ except farther

up in the mountains, Avhere it remains only a snow-field

which continues to feed the streams now uniting to supi)ly

the " lakes and tarns'' with their beautiful water. These
little lakes are very numerous in the Kootenay district

of British Columbia.

The lakes formed by the glacial drift outside the

mountains have been often refei-rcd to in the prei^eding

pages. (See pages 141-3). In the Archaean area some lie

in basins formed wholly of the drift, overflowing at the

lowest part of the rim ; others lie in depressions in the

rocks which were old river-courses of pre-ghuual days, but

*Heikio. Seealso Geological Survey of Canada, Vol. 3, Pt. 1, 1887-8.
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now dammed up by the drift, such as the lakes of the Trent
valley, Lake Mnskoka and those connected with it, or in

hollows in the rock dug ont by the eroding power of the

glacier. Away from the Archaaan region the lakes of
Ontario, other than the Great Lakes, are all dne to the
drift, lying either between hills of drift, or in rocky basins
one of whose ends is blocked by di-ift..

In the western prairie region lakes are verj' numerons;
in Alberta and elsewhere where the drift prodnces a rolling

surface, lakes lie among the hills, some of them with no
outlet; nearly all are shallow, often drying up in whole or

in part during summer. The deeper ones have beautifully

clear water and abound in fish. Lake Winnipeg, the fifth

in size of all the Great Lakes, varies from twenty to forty

feet deep. Along its banks in places the striffi of the

glacier are seen entering the water on the east and coming
up out of it on the west ; the same is true of the lakes

along the course of the Albany River,—a circumstance that
seems to prove that these large lakes are the work of the
scooping-out action of the great glacier. Along the
sluggish streams in this region of plain, the rivers are often
seen to expand into lake size ; the drift is so abundant here
that the streams are not strong enough to carry it away.
Hence the lakes, whose outlets are often rapids with light

gradient.

In volcanic regions flows of lava are often seen lying

across streams, thus forming an effectual dam. Lake Yukon
on the Yukon River was thus formed. The lava filled the

valley of the river several hundred feet deep, damming back
the Yukon, and forming the lake. But the river has since

cut a deep channel along one side of the dam and
regained its old bed below it. Along other river courses in

the western mountains the like occurrences took place,

though in some cases the old lava has been entirely cut
through and the lakes drained. In Iceland several lakes

were formed by the fearful outburst of Skaptar Joekul in

1783. The lava rushed across the streams damming them
up, and the water thus checked overflowed the surrounding
regions so quickly that great numbers of the inhabitants
were overtaken and di'owned.
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TREAT LAKES ^^^^ problem of the orij^iii of the great lakes

of the world has not yet been satisfactorily

solved. These lakes lie in two great <'haiiis, and any theory

that accounts for their origin must also account for this

i-emarkable fact. In America the chain Ijeginning with
Lake Ontario extends almost to the Arctic, with nearly

eontinuous water connection. It is noticeable that these all

lie either at or within the edge of the Archa-an area, or just

outside of it, as Lakes Ontario and Erie. This fact has
given rise to the theory that they are due to the scooping-

out action of the -great glacier, more especially when it

plunged down from the much higher Archaean land upon the

soft decayed Palaeozoic rocks below, lifting like an immense
dredge a vast load of waste from its bed and dfcpositiug it

over the drift-strewn regions l>eyond. All theories, however
various, attribute niucli of the present shape and condition

of these lakes to the action of the glacier. This glacier

theory cannot account for the great depth of the great Lower
Lakes; iPiseeras impossible that the glacier, enormously
large as it was, could erode so many hundreds of feet below
sea-level; the theory might apply to the shallow Erie, but not
to the rest. A subsidence of the ground must here have
taken place, or, as some think, those of the lakes the bottom
of which extends Vjelow the level of the ocean, were once
depressions in the sea-floor, like the Ca.spian and Dead Seas,

and the sea-floor, when it was raised, did not go high enough
to lift the hotUnn of the depressions above the level of the

sea. Other theories in regard to the five gi-eat Lower
Lakes have been referred to on pages 134-5, and 143-4.

The other great string of lakes begins with Lake Nyassa
in eastern Afri^ta, and passing northward through Lake
Tanganyika and others to the north, takes in the strangely

formed lied Sea, the Dead Sea and the Caspian, while deep
depressions, often containing the beds of dried-up lakes,

connect the African lakes with the Red Sea, the north-

eastern arm of the Red Sea with the Dead Sea, and the

Caspian with the Arctic. Strangely, too, some of these

lakes lie l)elow the sea-level ; the Casj>ian Sea is at its sur-

face a little over 85 feet ))elow sea-level, while the Dead Sea
is 1308 feet. Some think that there lies a great break or
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fanlt in the earth's crust along this line, and the conse-

quent sinking has given rise to these lakes. The depression

exists with its included bodies of water, whatever the cause.

(See pages 190, 191.)

The water of lakes is most eommonlv fresh, but in
LAKE * ' ^

WATER. *<^J^6 of the largest lakes in the world, and in

multitudes of smaller ones, it is more or less saline

or alkaline. It is fresh where the lake has an outlet, it is

salt or alkaline where there is no such outlet.

As said elsewhere, the, water in passing over ordinary

ground dissolves from it various chemical bodies, especially

sodium, calcium, and magnesium, together with carbon
dioxide, chlorine, and other acids : but it remains, as we
say. '"fresh," unless it may happen, as in the case of some
of the little streams in both the Canadian West and in the

Great Basin region of the Great Salt Lake in the United
States, to run over ground so highly charged with
alkali that it becomes tainted. Indeed, it is the presence

of dissolved mineral matter in water that gives it its

pleasant taste.

.rr..rcu . ii^Tc A lakc parts with water in two wavs,—bvrRtSn LAKta. '.
i i ^

' ^ "

evaporation, and by streams running irom
it. Xow. if the water that runs into it is greater in amount
than what evaporation removes, the lake will find an outlet

somewhere ; but as evaporation removes only the pure
water, leaving behind the chemical compounds,—salt, lime,

gypsum, magnesia, soda, etc.,—lake-water must be more
impure than the water of the streams that run into the

lakes. But the quantity of impurities is very small at best,

and the outlets remove some of the impurities left by
evaporation, while others become solids and sink to the

bottom; then, too, rain falling into the lake, and melted
snow flowing from frozen ground, add water with little or

none of these impurities in it. In our Great Lakes this

evaporation and rainfall nearly balance each other, being
about thirty inches. A ver\' great length of time must
therefore elapse before such lakes perceptibly lose any of

their freshness.

Though this is true yet the total quantity of impurities

in lake water is very great. Lake Ontario has an area of
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al)oiil 7,240 s(|ii;ii'o iiiilcs willi ;m .nvernjjfo (If'i)tli of about
;{()() led. Alx.ul. ;{()(), ()(>() ciihic feet of lliis water per

st'coiul, it lias been calculated, ]>ass('s out hy the St.

Lawrence cari-yiug with it in solution in tlie neigh l)orhoo(l
of 1^ tons of uiineral matter, which will amount to about
50 million tons annually. Of this matter lime is by far in

the greatest quantity.

Of the great fresli water hakes of tlie world Lakes
Superior, Ilui'on (including Georgian Bav) aiul Michigan
are the largest, having an area of 31,200, 23,800, and 22,450
square miles respectively ; next to these stand the Albert
Nyanza in Africa and Lake Baikal in Siberia, with an area,

it is estimated, of about 12,000 square miles each.

SALINE LAKES ^'^ scasons of greater rainfall than usual

low-lying pieces of land are apt to be flooded

and the crop' that ma.v l)e on them destroyed ; for either the

fields are so fiat that there is not enough slope to carry off

the surplus water as fast as the rain brings it, or they are

lying in a hollow from which the water cannot escape ; so

the fields lie under water till the sun dries the water up, or

it "soaks away." In some low places where there is no
grass or other vegetation, repeated flooding and drying
during the summer will leave a white crust or i)owder on
the dried )nud, which on being examined will here in

Ontario prove to be lime for the most part,—an alkali that

has been washed l)y the rains from the soil into these pools.

This is a common sight.

In the comparatively dry regions of the third prairie

steppe in the Canadian West, and also in the corresponding
regions in the United States, the rainy season forms among
the hollows and level places l)etween the hills of drift, lakes

from the size of a ])ond uji to hundreds of acres in extent,

all shallow and with no outlet. When the season of rain

is past and the long, hot, dry season comes, the smaller

lakes vanish almost at once, and only a few of the larger

ones live on till the next rainy season, as shrunken,
unsightly things, half swamp, half mire, and with small

expanses of strongly alkaline water, the dried up bottom of

both large and small lakes reuuiining covered with crystals,

or even a hard crust, of an alkaline mineral.
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These, however, are all small lakes. Others, found for

the most part in elevated regions, are very different. In

the arid region of the United States, tlie " (7i-eat Basin "

as it is called, comprising parts of Utah, Nevada, and
Oregon, are found vevy many and very large saline lakes,

Great Salt Lake being the largest. This lake lies at an
elevation of a little over 4,200 feet above the sea, and its

area, which varies somewhat from year to year, is about
2,000 scpiare miles. Evidence is quite abundant that the

lake was in existence when the whole region was much
lower than at present. Terraces , too, on the hillsides

arounjdthe shores of the lake exist" a^ very different heights,

as they do in other lakes of the region, which shows that

the water in the lake has stood at other and much higher
levels than it does now. Li the highest of these terraces the

shells are those of fresh water shell-tish, so that we must
believe that when this terrace was formed the water was
fresh ; indeed the old outlet leading off toward_the_Pacific,
coast is clearly seen.

But the mountains to the west and south-west gradually
grew higher,—are doing so still, it is said,—and this caused
a drier climate, so that the quantity of water brought into

the lake by the streams gradually became less than what
was carried off by evaporation ; the surface of the lake,

consequently sank below the outlet, remaining stationar}'

for long periods, however, during which new beaches were
formed, and then sinking again as the supply of water
again slackened. The water now averages scarceh' fifty

feet in depth, but it is so full of salt that a bather has no
difficulty in keeping himself afloat in it,—cannot sink if he
wants to:—and where the water runs through the cracks of

the i)latform upon which the dripping leathers stand when
coming from their bath, long "icicles" of salt hang in

white rows beneath. No fish of any kind, except a small
shrimp-like crustacean, inhabit its waters.

There is a pound and a half of mineral matter in solution in every
hundred pounds of its water, and of this about eight}' per cent, is salt;

ordinar\' sea-water has nearly the same proportion of salt in it as com-
pared with other mineral matter, but it has less than a quarter of the
quantity' of salt ; the other mineral matter of the lake water is mainh^
compounds of lime and magnesia, with chlorine and sulphuric acid.

When during the dry season wide flats are laid bare, a thick hard crust
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of salt lies over all, anrl forms layers and beds of crystals among the
mud beneath ; and where the water is shallow this crust is strong
enougli to bear a horse and his rider. In all dry elevated regions such
lakes are found ; they are very common on the steppes of southern
Russia and in the great basin of central Asia.

Some other great salt lakes, the Caspian Sea being the

chief, are thought to be remnants of the ocean still filling

what were once deep depressions of the ocean's bed. On
page 35 reference is made to the sinking and re-elevation of

the great area to which the Caspian Sea belongs. In all

the region betAveen the Caspian and the Black Seas, and
from the Caspian east of the Ural mountains northward to

the Arctic Ocean, shells of species of shell-fish now living

are everj-where met with ; while in the sea itself and the

numerous salt lakes of the region, some, like Lake Elton,

being quite large, oceanic animals such as the seal and
the herring abound, and skeletons of the same are found in

the sand of the beds of the old dried up lakes.

Elevation of neighboring land to the height of over two hundred
feet cut off the communication with the Arctic Ocean and the Black
Sea, and then as the amount of fresh water received from streams and
rain was less than what evaporation removed, the Casjjian shrank to its

present position, eightv-five feet below the ocean-level, where evapora-

tion and inflow about balance each other. The sea (or lake) is of great
size ; its area is 180,000 square miles, or twenty-five times as large as

Lake Ontario and six times as large as Lake Sujierior ; its depth in the
southern portion is fully 3,000 feet, but in its northern part, where the

sediment from the Ural, Volga and other rivers lodges, it is nowhere
more than fifty feet, to be a great plain at some future period.

The water in the northern part is so fresh as to be drinkable, and
in no place in the opensea is It as salt as the water in the ocean ; but
in the numerous shallow bays along the southern half of the sea east and
west the water is intenselj' saline. In some places only a thin, whitish

layer is left on the dried up edges of a pool ; in others the shallow

water rests upon a V)ottom of rose-colored crystals of salt ; still others

have a bottom of thick layers of white salt, and where wholh' dried up
sand covers strata of salt. One bay, about ninety miles across,

called the Karaboghaz, receives its water from the sea through a
channel only loO yards wide and five feet deep. Through this, so great

is the evaporation by wind and sun, a strong current continually

sets inward at the rate of three miles an hour, bringing in sea-water
enough in a day to make 350,000 tons of salt. No animal can live in

the intensely salt water of the ba\', and no vegetation on its shores : layers

of salt intermingled ^vith layers of mud are forming on its bottom, and
wherever dry portions of the bottom are met with masses of real

rock-salt are found.
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Doubtless in Upper Silurian daj's there was just such a shallow
bay where western Ontario now is, in which were formed the salt beds
that now give the brine at Goderich and elsewhere, and the gypsum
(sulphate of lime) that is found in the same region.

In the neighborhood of the Caspian lies the Aral sea (265 miles
long and 145 broad), a shallow lake of brackish water which once was
connected with the Caspian, but which has been carried up over 200
feet above it with the rise of the land. The elevation of the region
has turned into it the old Oxus and Jaxartes rivers which, in centuries
gone by used to find their way to the Caspian along channels clearly

seen still, notwithstanding the desert sand. What life exists in it is

the same as in the Caspian, and the area between contains the remains
of the animal life still found in both.

The Dead Sea (46 miles long and 5 to 9 wide) is one of

the most, if not the most, remarkable of salt lakes in the

world. It lies in a deep cleft 1308 feet below sea-level,

with almost perpendicular rocks on the east averaging
2000 feet high, but on the west strata of limestone and
sandstone slope steeply back from the valle}', while on both
sides the rocks have numerous channels worn in them
which lead to the higher ground. Terraces at different

levels are numerous all along the hills, the highest being
on a level with the waters of the Mediterranean. It is

thought by some geologists that a great break or fault

occurred here, the rocks on the west sinking down and thus
producing the slope on that side. A great basin was thus
formed that filled with water from the Jordan and other
streams, and had an outlet to the Red Sea ; but elevation of

the surrounding regions brought a change of climate ; it

became drier and the lake gradually sank by stages below
its outlet till it reached its present level.

The gradual change from fresh to salt water can be traced in the
terraces. The upper terraces contain shells of lacustrine shell-fish

(those inhabiting fresh-water lakes) ; these wholly disappear in the
lower terraces, no fossils being found there, but in their stead beds of

gypsum and of blue clay,—both the product of mineral-charged water ;

one bed from .30 to 50 feet thick is found in a terrace 600 feet above the
present surface of the lake.

The quantities of minerals in solution in the waters of this lake are
somewhat less than in the Karaboghaz, but greater by two-thirds than
in the Great Salt Lake, and seven times greater than in ocean water;
but the proportion of salt (chloride of sodium) among these dissolved
minerals is three times greater in the water of the ocean and of the
Karaboghaz than in those of the Dead Sea water. The reason of this
is that the waters of the Dead Sea contain a ver^' large quantity of
chloride of magnesium (about 146 parts in 1000), and this will not allow
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much salt to remain in solution in tlie water )jut causes it to fall to the

l)ottoin (precipitates it) where it forms layers of solid salt ; it precipitates

the ffypsum also ; the (ireat Salt Lake lias only about fifteen parts of

the (;hloi'ide of maj^nesiutn in a thousand and so the water is far Salter.

In the same way the ])resen(;e of carbonate of sodium in considerable

quantities causes carbonate of calcium (lime) to be precipitated. When
sea-water has lost thirty-seven per cent, of its water by evajwration

gypsum is precipitated, but not until a much larger per cent, of water

has passed olf is salt precipitated. This is why gypsum is found under-

lying beds of salt.

CRATER LAKES ^*"' ^^ represents ;i kind of lake l)y no
iiieaiis uncommon in volcanic regions, a

lake oeeupying tiie crater of a dormant or an extinct

volcano. The eruption has not broken through the walls

of the crater, and the ])it thus left has been more or less

filled by water percolating into it from the surrounding
higher gfouiid. Sometimes these lakes, sucli as Crater
Lake in Oregon and Lago di Bolsena in Italy, are so large

that it is supposed they ocmipy the site of what was
formerly a mountain ; some fearful eruption has blown
away the upper i)art of the mountain, as was the case with
Krakatoa in 1883, leaving only a huge gulf, or else the

internal heat has been so great as to melt the rocks, and the

whole ui)p('r pai-t of the mountain has thus fallen in and
disappeared. Crjitcr Lake is from five to six miles in

diameter, and 2000 feet deep, the clift's rising from 900 to

2200 feet al)ove the water. Th(i Lago di Bolsena is over
ten miles long and nine miles wide.

Such lakes are found in New Zealand and India, and are

especially abundant in the extinct voh^anic region of south-

central France. Sometimes, as in the Souffriere, the svater is

Avarm, even hot, Imt it is usually cold ; and very commonly,
as might l)e exix'ctcd, it is alkaline, as are the famous Soda
Lakes in the Great Basin.

" Ox-Bow ' lakes have been referred to under " Mean-
dering of Rivers," page 1G6.

Incidentally the means by which lakes may
OF LAKES. ^'^' (k'-^troyed has ali-eady been referred to:

-^^ the obstruction l)y which the water of a

river'lias l)een thrown l)a('k, lias at last l)een cut th i-ough

])y the outHowiug sti'cani, and tlic watei- of tlie lake lias

been_tlieiie]j)^ drawn off ,—just as flood plains have been
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turned into terraces. But a.s the water of such outlets

has very little sediment in it and so cannot erode very^ast,
long before the lake can be thus drained, ^.iJia sedinieyt^ from
the inflowing streams, and what has been worn from the
baiiFs bj-TLe action of the Avaves, will have spread a thick
deposit over the bottom of the lake, which, at the points
where the streams enter, will have risen to the surface as

a delta ; the delta will have steadily advanced, filling the
lake from side to side, till, it ma}- be, that alluvial deposit
alone will have destroyed the lake before its surface has
been perceptibly lowered by draining. Such seems to be
the fate in store for the shallow Lake St. Clair, for Lake
Winnipeg, for Lake Geneva, and many another.

Of Lake Geneva Sir Chas. Lj-ell saj's : "This sheet of watei- is about
thirty-seven miles long and from two to eight broad, varying in depth
from twenty to one hundred and sixty fathoms. The Rhone A\here it

enters at the upper end is turbid, but where it issues at the town of

Geneva, it is beautifullj^ clear. The ancient town of Vallais. once
situate at the water's edge, is now more than a mile and a half inland,
the intervening tract of alluvial land having been acquired within the
last eight centuries. The rest of the delta is an alluvial flat, five or six

miles long, rising a little above the level of the lake and full of

marshes. ... If we could obtain a section of the accumulations
formed in the last eight centuries, we should see a great series of strata
from 600 to 900 feet thick and nearly tM'o miles in length inclined at a
very slight angle. ... A much greater deposit, belonging to times
preceding the historical, would be seon extending from this to the
original head of the lake five or six miles distant."

Should this lake fill up before the outlet is cut down, the
Rhone will have a winding course through the new plain,

and being highly charged with sediment will rapidly cut
down the old outlet, and the channel through the plain

deepening at the same time, the plain will be left as terraces,

to be slowly washed down into the river again, and recom-
mence its journey to the Mediterranean.

Our Great Lakes are not filling up fast; for though
there are very many streams entering them yet they are all

small and for the most part come from the Archaean area
the rock of which is not easy to erode, and therefore the
streams have but little sediment in them. Besides, the St.

Lawrence in trying by deepening its channel to drain Lake
Ontario, has an impossible task l)cfore it,— ihe bed of the
lake lies, as we have seen, below sea-level. So that, even
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if tliorn is no change in the earth's crust here, when the

river gets down to l)ase-level there will still be a lake,

though a much smaller one, where the present great lake

lies. Yet it is quite easy to see that when this stage is

reached, the little lake must soon fill up ; for now it will be

everywhere l)ordered bj' broad deep alluvial terraces in

which the streams will cut deep gashes that the rains will

readily widen into broad flaring valleys, the sediment drop-

ping to the bottom of the lake.

But before the St. Lawrence can do this, the Niagara

Falls, which, as we have seen, is moving towards Lake
Erie seven miles away, at the rate of four or five feet a

Fig. 109. Glacial terraces, Duiulas valley.

year, will have reached that lake and drained off all its

i5hallow water down to the very l)ottom ; and now the old
" Erian" river will flow in its old channel again, but will

pass into its old "Ontario" basin by the new Niagara

channel, not by the old " Dundas valley " channel; and it,

too, will carry a heavy load of sediment from its soft

alluvial bed and deeply trenclied terraced borders into the

sln-unkcn Ontario Lake. The story of the destruction of

one lake will be, with little variation, the story of another,

and the terraces nround the old basin of Lake Erie will tell

how high the water onee stood, where it paused, and how
it dropped <»fT again, jnst as the terraces around Dundas

valley tell how high Lake Iroquois rose, and how its water

dropped off stage by stage.
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^ We see how a lake must write a record of its life upon
the shores that siirronud it. We know that beaches line

our lakes ahnost everywhere, and when the water in the
lake is low, the beaches are broader than at other times.

Some of these beaches, after dropping oif beneath the water
with a very gentle slope, suddenly dip steeply downward

;

should the lake fall these flat reaches above the steep dip
will be the terraces or the benches, and will mark the

height to which the water once reached and where it

lingered a long time.

But these terraces will show much more. Everyone
who has loitered along the beaches of our lakes, has seen
dead fish lying on the shingle, or even seen living ones
coming to the edge of the water and allowing themselves to

be thrown upon the pebbles by the lapping wavelets,

—

fishes, that, if thrown back by a pitying hand into the

water, will soon be seen on the pebbles again, returning to

die. Shells, too, of various kinds will here be seen, often

in abundance, especially where streams enter the lake, some
of them land sh-ells, and other evidences of tlie life in or

around the lake will also have been met with. Some of

these remains get buried beneath the beach material by the

lap of the waves, or get covered up by the sediment
beneath the water ; and in future years, after the lakes

have passed away, the explorers of these benches and
terraces will be able to tell the kind of living creatures that

inhabited the waters of the lake or lived along its shores.

The little lakes that occupy the cirques spoken of on
page 184, are blocked mainlj' by waste l)rouglit down by the

converging torrents ; they, too, are forming little plains

beneath their waters, and they, too, will at no distant date

be drained away, though others may form elsewhere. Such
little abandoned lake-bottoms are common in the western
mountain regions ; they seem to be especially so in Colorado
and on a somewhat large scale, where they go by the name
of " parks."

7^. The drift-covered area is full of swamps
J FILLING OF 1 , a " 1 ;> \ i -t.
' GLACIAL LAKES. ''"'^ bogs and muskegs across which it

is always difficult, and often impossible, to

make one's way : the ground shakes l)eneath the feet, and
when it breaks a black oozv mass bursts forth from an
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unknown depth,—a mass that like the firmer covering will

be found when dried to burn readily, though not with

flame. In most instances, though not in all, these spots

were once occupied by small lakes. Not much sediment
could reach them except Avliat was blown in by the wind;
but they have l)een filled up almost wholly by vegetable

growth. Trees that grew round their borders fell into them
and finally sank ; lilies and grasses and ferns and other

water-loving plants grew around their edges and died there,

slowly accumulating into decayed masses and extending

therebv the shore outwards into the lake.

Fig. 110. A slaoi.il l;>ke almost filled in. In the left background the peat is firm and
is covered with spruoo and fir trees : growth of the peat is itnvard from the fore-
ground. Here it is too soft to bear a man's weight.

But the chief agent in producing the black mass that

finally filled the lake was sphagnum, a kind of moss whose
IM'Culiar ]iroperty is, that while the lower part is decaying
rhe upper is growing and vigorous. The sphagnum grows
from the shore outwards and spreads out over the water,

floating and growing there, while its decaying under partis
continually falling to the bottom". In time the lake becomes
wholly covered with the sphagnum, and the mass beneath
is a black liquid mud : it is a muskeg, the most dangerous
condition for whatever attemi)ts to walk across it.
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111 the meantime near slioi-e the whole mass has become
firmer, the top part is a tough bod}^ of interlaced roots of

the moss and quite spongy ; but below, the material is fine

and black, turning brown when dry, but where taken from
a considerable depth it keeps its black color, is very fine in

grain, and when dry breaks into little hard black cubes ;

—
it is imperfect coal. Trees and shrul)s will creep in on the

Fig. HI. Pe;it pit, Rockwood Park, St. John, N.Ij.
; pit 10 feet deep, the peat e.\tend-

ing over 2U feet deeper.

newly-formed ground and by their decay help to make all

more solid, but leaving leaves and roots and branches
buried in the mass where they may remain for long centuries

perfectly sound. Black walnut has l)een dug up from a

swamp in Kent county and manufactured into furniture
;

pine similarly obtained has been cut iiito boards. Search-

ing bogs for logs is an industry in Delaware and farther
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south. All over our nortlieru regions this peat is found
filling up old lakes ; and in northern Europe, where it is

extensively used as fuel, an abandoned peat basin soon fills

up again. It is abundant in all parts of Canada, though it

has not yet come into use to any extent as a fuel.

With saline lakes the question of disap-
DESTRUCTION OF • j«! 4. A ^ iw
SALINE LAKES. pearance is diiierent

;
they have no outlet

^-^Jif'

*
aiid cannot therefore be drained ; if they

^ disappear they must do so by evaporation, and the old beds
of such are numerous in arid regions. But the sources

from which these got their water must have been cut off by
some earth-movement, or some change of climate, as was
the case with those in the Great Basin in the United States;

otherwise such lakes could not well disappear. The smaller

^nes may indeed be filled up by sediment and saline and
alkaline deposits and thus become marshes, such as exist in

the arid regions of the United States, of Asia, and northern
Africa; but this would be scarcely jjossiblc with the larger

ones. If the evaporation at present is greater than the in-

flow, such lakes are shrinking, as is apparently the case

with the Aral Sea, and will do ^o till the two are equal.

But this is not all. Deposition of river sediment and
of chemical compounds must be filling up the lakes. The
Volga and other rivers bring great quantities of sediment
into the Caspian; this is deposited at the northern end, but
;is time goes on it must extend farther and farther south.

The inflow and evaporation are said to be about equal; if

so the sea at the south must be getting deeper and broader

in proportion as it is getting shallower at the north. But
the sediment must at last invade and fill up the south end
too ; then the rising water will find an outlet westward and
will make a new course for itself and the Caspian will

l)ecorae fresh, to be ultimately drained bj' its new-made
outlet. But what geologic or climatic changes may not

take place before then?

The presence of large bodies of water affects

\ oTlakes.^^ the climate of the neighboring regions, for
•^•^^ ' wat«r cools less rapidly than land, and becomes

heated less rapidly. Lakes thus serv-e to niodify the heat

of summer and the cold of winter. This is a well known
fact in the region of the Great Lakes in Canada.

.
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Lakes, as we have seen too, serve as settling basins for

the water of rivers; the sediment held in suspense (not in

solution) settles to the bottom and gradually fills up the.

lake, where the deposits may be very thick, since some
lakes are very deep. So it is seen that when water entering

a lake is muddy, it passes out again clear and blue.

Then on rivers where lakes exist there are no great

floods ; the great basins receive the surplus water of the

flooded streams and store it up, letting it pass off gradually

and not with a sudden rush. In some streams without

lakes a "break-up" in spring causes a very rapid and
destructive rise in the water ; this never occurs on the St.

Lawrence.

Lakes have an animal and a vegetable life of their own,
differing from those of the sea ; they thus extend the won-
derful variety which Ave see in the world of life around us.

Many of the varieties of fish inhabiting our lakes the

sportsman may seek for in vain in the sea,—the white-fish,

the maskalunge, the black-bass, and othere. The strata

that form in lakes will preserve the fossils not only of tlie

life both animal and vegetable that belongs to its waters,

but also of the life that belongs to the laud around them.
Existing lakes have all had their origin in the later ages

OLD LAKES. of the world, yet we know that former ages had their

lakes too ; some of these were of vast extent, for in them
were formed the strata of Mesozoic days (pages 32-34),which have kept for

us the fossils of the terrible Deinosaurs; other fossils still of plants and
animals show us that these lakes were fresh. And we have seen that a

great lake. Lake Agassiz (page 42), lay where the Red River valley now
is, and that still others, due to the ice sheet, covered a large part of

what is now dry Ontario land, together with our present Great Lakes.

The terraces tell this tale.

LfNDERGROUND WATERS.

We have seen that the rain which falls upoii the

surface of the ground, in part runs off to form
streams, and in part sinks into the soil; some of the latter

is^ evaporated^' some^ ^aken up by roots of plants, and
some continues its progi'ess downward to the beds of rock

or clay lying beneath. If the rock is of a loose, porous
nature, such as sandstone, the water will fill its pores and
saturate it, going down as far as the rock itself goes; but
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if the rock is close- grained and liard, or if a bed of day is

met with, the water will filter slowly along it, following

.whatever slope it takes, and should the )>eds come to the

surface at the bottom or on the side of a hill, springs will

^e foi'med all along tliem. Along Searlmro Heights the

upper beds are of sand or drift, below which is a l)ed of

somewhat stiff clay. Wherever this bed appears along the

face of the cliff springs are fonnd. Some of the summer-
residents near by go
down the cliff sixty or

eighty feet to springs
for their household
water; and, strange to

say, little swamps exist

oji the face of the cliff

almost where the cliffs

are steepest, in which
grow "cat-tails" and
many other water-lov-

ing plants. Gait is sup-

])lied with water from
springs in the limestone
that underlies the deep
masses of drift in that

region

.

Where the bed-rock
is jointed, as is the case

with limestone, and ly-

ing in nearly horizontal

beds, the water will work
its way both horizon-

tally and downwards,
taking advantage of any
faults oi- breaks of any
kind that inay occur;

and should these beds crop out, as they do so com-
monly on mountain sides, springs will be the result.

This is why springs are so numerous on mountain-sides.

The water in wells dug in alluvial plains or porous rock

near rivers, varies in dei)th a(;cording as the depth of the

wafeiHiT the i-ivers varies,—full when the river is full, low

Fig. 112. Fptnvnecl, shattered and weathereil
strata, covered with loose material from weatlier-
ing. Tlie rain will enter tlio fissures and follow
them downward. Tlio low ground in the neigh-
bourhood of this liill is alwa.vs wet. St. Jolin,
N.B. (west side).
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when the rivet' is low. The water of such wells comes
from the river.

When springs burst up in hiw ground, tlie cause is prac-

tically the same as elsewhere. Tlie water must come from
a higher source or else it could not ""

boil " up as we see it

do. But it has followed down to an unknown depth the

rents and l>edding-joints of upturned strata, such as are

shown in Pig. 112, and then, meeting' a fault or fissui*e,

or still followi^ig the l)edding-joints, which may have
received an upward curve, it has reappeared at the surface

of the low-lying valley as a spring. For the water which
fills the pores and crevices of the rock on the higher

ground, exerts great pressure upon that which is in the

rocks far below, and thus forces it n])wards. Of course

the pressure is not nearly so gi'eat as it Avould be, if the

water that fills the rock had larger openings than pores to

pass through; but the pressure is still great. The water
of such springs as these may come from a ver}- distant

region (Fig. 113); and it is water which has thus pene-

trated far into the grouiul that is such a source of danger
in deep mines: at any moment an underground reservoir

of water may lie tapped and the mine flooded.

These facts explain artesian wells. The rain

\ WELLS ^^^^^ falls upon soil whose underlying strata are

cy '

tilted and fi-actured like those represented in

Fig. 112, must penetrate to a very gi*eat depth. If such

rocks as these,—and they cover a wide area in southern

New Brunswick,— should be overlaid by others so hard
and compact that water cannot penetrate them, there will

be no chance of escape upwards for the water, but it will

be confined under very great pressure hundreds or thou-

sands of feet below the surface, and far remote from the

region where it first entered the ground. Now, should a

hole be bored down through the overlying compact rock,

till it reaches this water-filled stratum, it will give a means
of escape to the water, which, though not always reaching

the top, wall usually fill the hole and flow out, sometimes
as a jet rising many feet in air. In southern England and
northern France the borings for artesian wells go down-
ward through strata of different kinds till they reach the
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soft, i)()rons wator-filled clialk, whicli niiderlies the upper
st'iita in l)otli countries and ccMncs to the surface in the

nei<^lil»ourhood of 1h(^ KM<,'lish Channel.
TliL' very great iiiiportaiiuo of sncli wells us these to dry regions is

very readily seen. At the present da}', when the regions witli a

suHieient rainfall arc largely occupied, attention is being turned
to the drier and less desiriU'le regions, and the geological formation of

tiie surrounding districts of abundant lain, often hundreds of miles

away, is carefully examined. The structure of the rocks and the

direction of the dip of the bed.s are observed, and if the}' are found to be
" water-bearing " rocks and dip towards tlie dry region, artesian wells

are sunk in the latter. It was by this careful examination tliat the
French government was led to sink such multitudes of these wells in

southern Algeria and the adjoining desert, which have wrought so great
a change there, creating fertile fields over wide areas where formerly
was only sand or at best a scattered and jjiirched vegetation. Such
wells, too, are now \ cry numerous in the drj' regions of California,

Fie. ll'i. Spvinc .Tiul ."irtosinn woll; an .1 bed of porous rook pxposed on sii>-fAce at
one end niurli iiliovo the otliev eml, ;«nil lying lictweeii two liciis of liiiril rork; e a
fissure le."k(liiie down to porous Ix'd and t'oruiiug a spring; b a boring dowu to the
porous bed I'orniing im .-irtPsi.Tu well.

where whole fruit farms are entirely dependent on tlicm for water. On
the dry eastern approaches to the Rofik}' Mountains in the United
States and in Canada, they are al.so numerous, and must l>e far more so

in the near future.

Artesian wells have become a necessity in our modern world, not
only for the purpose of irrigating hind tliat would otherwise be value-

IfiSS, rilwvTor supplying pure water in thickly .settled countries, where
the surfa(!e water is rapidly becoming tt)o impure" for drinking, and
where aqueducts bringing water from gathering-grounds in mountain
districts, would be too large oi- too expensive to construct or maintjiin.

Winnipeg in Canada and many towns elsewhere are alreaily supplied
with Mater from artesian wells. Some of the artesian wells are very
dee|) ; one at Berlin in Prussia is 4,172 feet deep, one at St. Louis,

Missouri, is 3,843 feet deep, while others have gone beyond .),CRM) feet.

The famous oases of tlie Saliai-a and other deserts are

oidy i)atches of vegettition that sprincf u]) around a
" njitural " artesian Avell, sueli as is represented at (c) iu

Fij;. 11.'}. Unfortunately, the water of some of these oases

wells, though it may sujjport vegetation to some extent,
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is not drinkable, for in its journey to these vents the water
has to pass throngli strata of salt or of some alkali with
which, as we have seen, the dried np bottoms of lakes or

seas abound, ^j/^r^"^^

««T cDoi,^r-c Sometimes the Avater penetrates so far down-HOT SPRINGS.
1 i^i - VL i ii - p .1 .1 ,ward tliat it reaches the part ot the earth s

crust where the temperature is hifj-h. It will tlieu on return-

ing to the surface give rise to hot springs, varying in tem-
perature up to the boiling point. The hot springs of Banff
have a temperature of 114.3"; those of Bath, England,
120°; others in volcanic regions reach the boiling point;

tills last is especially true of a volcanic region in New
Zealand. Here these springs have shaped for themselves
little mineral-lined basins like bath-tubs, in which the

Maoris delight to sit, changing from them to cold ones
which, strange to say, exist here literally side by side with
the hot ones. Indeed, at Banff l)athers might almost enjoy
the same luxury, for here, too, the hot springs, fed. from a

depth of thousands of feet in the earth, exist almost side

by side with cold springs fed by melting ice thousands of

feet overhead. A little knowledge of the earth's crust,

its rocks, their kinds and their bedding, makes this extra-

ordinary fact a veiy simple one.

MINERAL SPRINGS ^^^ springs, and especially hot springs,

do more than bring water to the surface
of the ground. The water dissolves the rock through which
it foi'ces its way, and commonly deposits a portion at least

of what it has dissolved, around the spot where it issues

from the ground. As might be expected, the deposited
matter is very various, but consists for the most part of

sulphates and carbonates of calcium, magnesium and
sodium, chloride of sodium, with silica (which usually
completely- petrifies the wood or plants that the water
flows over), iron, and traces of others.

The beds thus deposited are sometimes very extensive.

The hot baths of San Filippo in Italy have built up a hill 250
feet high, a mile and a quarter long, and a third of a mile
wide. There and elsewhere this material is used as building-
stone. But only a very small proportion of the dissolved
material is redeposited Ijy the water of any spring; the rest
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passes off into the streams. Hot springs that contain sili-

cates, deposit a good deal of tlieir^ilica around the vent as

the water cools, and heuce thick beds of the material called

"sinter," a silicate, are met with in the western mountains
of Canada and the United States, especially in Yellowstone
Park. The "petrifying" springs found in mnnv places,

cover stones, twigs, etc., around t^ni with a limy deposit,

asthe silicate springs do with silica ; the sulphur springs of

Preston, Paris and other places, deposit a thin coat of sul-

phur where their discharge flows away, but those of

Caledonia Springs, even where the sulphur is present in

large quantities, deposit nothing.
The water of sulphur springs is thought by many to

come from a great depth, and to have been warm when
it came in contact with the sulphur-bearing ro<;ks, be-

coming cool in its passage ujnvards. If this is true, the

water of the sulphur-springs of Ontario must come from
deep down in the Ar(;lia;au rocks, which underlie, as we
know, our sulphur-bearing limestones; for thei'e is no
evidence to show that these limestones are anywhere much
over a thousand feet thick,—which does not bring them
down to the heated portion of the earth's crust,

Si)rings whose water contains iron,
—

"chalybeate"
springs,—are very common; and as iron readily unites with
the oxygen of the air, the streams flowing from these

springs deposit large quantities of the browish yellow oxide
of iron along their beds and sides.

Brine springs owe their origin to water passing through
deposits of rock-salt, or porous rocks that contain salt.

Some of these in Cheshire, England, are known to have
been flowing for over a thousand years; and from their

size they must carry great quantities of salt to the rivei-s.

Indeed in very many places in Cheshire so great has been
the removal of the salt from beneath the surface, that

large tracts of land have settled down many feet below the

general level and have thus become lakes. Salt springs
occur in many countries, and as in Western Ontario, are

usually the seat of salt industries.

If the origin of petroleum is the decayed l)odies of

the animals of early geologic periods and eras of the world,
(page 6), then it is not a matter of wonder that petroleum
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springs are found the world over. Sometimes only little

globules of oil rise through the water and float on the

surface of the springs, sometimes the whole surface is oil.

Along the Athabasca River in the Canadian Northwest, the

lofty banks in many places consist of " tar-sands," loose

material from which oozes a dark, thick liquid, that is

evidently partially evaporated petroleum. Asphalt, which is

regarded as the evaporated and hardened remainder of

petroleum, occurs in many places in masses,—in Mesapot-
amia, around the Dead Sea. in Burmah, and elsewliere; but
the most remarkable deposit of asphalt is the famous
" Asphalt Lake " in the island of Trinidad, which covers

an area of ninety square acres. The asphalt is quarried as

material for roads, and for other purposes.

Some springs emit gas ; all contain more or less carbon
dioxide, which often shows itself in bubbles rising through
the water: some give off sulphuretted hydi'ogen, and in

places " natural gas " springs are met with, the gas in

some being in sufficient quantity to burn for a short time

when lighted.

c^ ^. .^ We have seen how hot springs
UNDERGROUND STREAMS; r, -, j ^i i. <li •

i.

CAVERNS. '^^"® foi"iii6d, and that then- waters
are charged with mineral matter

which theyhold in solution. This mineral matter must come
from the ground and be gathered from the rock thr

.

ough
wJiich the water passes. Now, unless the place of this rock
which has been so dissolved away, is taken by other rock,

vacant places,—hollows, channels, caves,—must be thereby
formed inThe rocks ; in other words, watercourse.s.beneatli.

the ground must of necessity jexjjt. And as we have seen

that limestone is more readily dissolved than any other

rock, it is in limestone regions that such passages are most
numerous. Near the upper end of the Miunewonka Lakes
a stream of water. is seen pouring from a hole in the

mountain-side about thirty feet above the level of the lake;

and at a point along the Canadian Pacific Railway at
" Hole in the Wall'' Mountain, a cavern appears in the

face of a high cliff; at the bottom of the cavern is a little

pond whose overflow escapes as a stream farther down the

mountain. Quite peculiar is the Maligne River, a deep and
strong tributary of the Athabasca in All)erta. About two
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miles away from llio Atlial)asca il passes through a gorge
from 50 to 100 feet deep, and from 15 to 20 feet wide.

The walls of the chasm have almost closed ovei* again at

top since the river cut the gorge, only a fewsmnll boidders

caught in the crevice ai)parently preventing it. But just

above this gorge the volume of water is only one eighth of

Avhat it is ])olow, so that part of the water must run througli

an underground clianiud, or more than one, to join the

otliei- ))elow the gorge. "Medicine Lake, drained ))y this

stream, is eleven miles distant, and it is reported that the

greater part of the water flows all the way by an under-

ground passage, only the excess of water in flood-time and
that of the small tributary streams being on the surface."

Often in l)oring artesian wells the drill suddenly
drops down seyeral feet and an uprush of water immedi-
.ately foliciffia. At the city of Tours in France, when the drill

had got thi'ough the chalk at a depth of .304 feet, a rush
of water followed lu'inging up land shells, pieces of wood,
and marsh i)lants with theii- seeds and roots, such as were
found in a valley in the mountains of Auvergne 150 miles

away. SnuiU fishes, too, have been throAvn up b}' the first

outburst of water, as was the case in several instances

where the French were l)oring wells in the Sahara; they

came from a depth of 175 feet and were identical with fish

living in ponds and lakes a very great distance from the

wells. They were perfect in all their parts, not blind as are

the fish in the Mannnoth C-ave and otliei-s. These and
many other facts show that beneath the surfa(;e of the

ground there exist reservoirs and streams of water that

are connected with the surface waters by openings large

enough to take in the objects mentioned.
The caverns through which these streams flow,— and

only those whose floor is not below the level of the bottom
of neighboring valleys, are known,— mustj Avhere rain

and vegetation are al)undant, in time beconu^ very large.

Naturally, too, their course will be very irregular, and
falls and expansions will occur just as along the course of

surface streams. One of the greatest caverns known, which
is at the same time a water-course, is the Mammoth Cave
in Kentucky. It is in limestone, but overhead the roof is

of sandstone, which is far less liable to be dissolved by
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water thau is limestone. Side streams ilow into this cave,

and it has branches rnnning off in different directions, and
miniature hikes and waterfalls. The main stream comes
out in a large spring in the neighboring valley.

The Wyandotte Cave, in Indiana, another famous
cavern, has a lengt;]i of over four miles, and has one
gallery 210 feet long, 90 feet wide, and 65 feet iiigh.

Not all caverns formed by wat^r have streams in them

;

the water passes off otherwise. Commonly the water
trickling through the roof deposits long "icicles," stolac-

tiffs, of mineral matter, the dripping from which forms
beds or conical heaps, sfaJagtuitcs, on the tloor; the two
often till up the cave in part with most fantastic and
beautiful forms; sometimes, in dry regions especially, the

whole cave is filled.

The roofs of the caverns that this constant dissolving

away forms, often fall in, as will doubtless be the case

with the Maligne River caverns; it is then that their

existence is discovered. Sometimes only holes in the roof
are formed, and these serve as passages through which the

surface water falls immediately into the stream below,
carrying with it objects of various kinds,—plants and land
shells especially,—and also the wash of the ground (which
materially helps in eroding the cavern), so that circular

depressions called " sjnk-holes " or "swallows" are soon
formed. Sometimes, too, where the cavern is large, the
falling in of the roof forms a short ravine; in places this

ravine may still be spanned by an unfalien portion, giving
rise to a "natural bridge," — of which the celebrated
Natural Bridge " in Virginia is one of the best knoAvu

examples. But these "bridges" occur all over the world
and are often met with in the limestone mountains of the
Canadian West.

The streams that may continue to pass along these
new-made ravines will, of course, issue from a cavern and
pass into a cavern again, or a swallow. Many of the
rivers of Greece, believed to be rivers of Hades, were
streams that plunged into caverns sometimes to reappear
at a distance, sometimes not. Lake Copaiis in Beeotia was
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drained hy a river that lost itself in a cavern. Tlie poet

Coleridge tells ns in " Kn})la Khan" how

. Alph, the sacred river, ran

Throngh caverns measureless to man,
Down to a sunless sea."

GLACIERS. '

In winter during a heavy snow-storm, the snow is often piled deep
on our roofs so that it slips from its position and falls to the ground.
But it does not ahva^^s fall. Then as days i)ass by, it is seen slowly to

leave the upper part of the roof, and becoming more and more like ice

as it does so, at last clings, a mass of solid ice, around and imder eave-

trotighs, projecting slates, or shingles, tearing the first from their

fastenings and breaking the others, and then, slipping from its place,

brings all to the ground with it.

The mountains,—the roofs of the earth,—are the great gathering
grounds for the snow. Here the peaks and plateaus that rise above the

snow line—a height above the sea of 18,000 or 19,000 feet in the tropics,

but gradually falling to sea-level in the Arctic regions,—are all the year
round covered with snow, and where the moisture in the air is very
abundant, as it is on the southern coast of Alaska, in the Alps, in New
Zealand, in southern Chili, and in many jilaees in the Himalaviis, the

fall is heavy, and tiie snow lies deep. Sonietimes it j)iles up so deep
on steep mountain sides, and overhangs crags in such great treacherous

wreaths, that a step, or a jar in the air caused by the discharge of a gun
or even, it is said, the sound of a voice, will send huge masses of snow
and rock in avalanches far down into the valley below, often with
disastrous results to life and property.

But it is not by avalanclies that the tops of

^1 A/-1COC mountains and i)lateaus above the snow-line areOL/\ClEKS. !• 1 o 1 •

relieved or their snow, nor does snow go on
piling itself up forever deeper there, however much the

poet's " tiiree silent pinnacles of aged snoir^^ may suggest

it. Snow, it must be remembered, is only (countless multi-

tudes of delicate little crystals of ice, whose star-like rays

make them cling together in light, flufify clusters as they

fall to earth. ]^ut when they lie in deep masses on the

ground they "settle,"—their weight forces the crystals

more closely together, and the pressure increases as the

depth of the snow increases. Through this pressure the

snow, especially in the lower layers, is in a measure melted,

l^ccoming th(M-el)y a somewhat loose granular mass resemb-

ling fine hail and snow frozen together, usually called

neve.
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But the weight of the snow in this solidifying work is

helped bj^ the sun, which even up here has considerable
power. The mountain traveller and explorer, Whyniper,
found huge icicles hanging from the cliffs of Chimborazo
far above the snow line ; and we have all seen, even in the
most bitterly cold days of winter, how a thin glaze of ice

will cover over a sheltered spot on the side of a snow-bank
facing the south. The sun, when the frost is off its guard,
suddenly melts the upper layer of snow, which is at once
frozen into ice ; but this thin layer of ice keeps the cold
winds from the snow underneath, and allows the rays of
the sun to pass through and melt the snow into a little

cavity, which, when the sun is gone, is found to be lined

with a layer of granular ice, sometimes two or three inches
thick, or even the whole mass below has become so changed.
The same thing without doubt occurs in the snow on the
mountains and plateaus, thus materially helping to form
the neve.

A iFR
'^^^^^ is ^^^^ ^^1' however. The icy mass is not con-

MOTioiN. fined to the high plateaus and mountain peaks
where it is formed. It stretches from the snow-

fields of the neve in long arms or streams down through
the valleys, and sometimes into the loM-lying ground, where
the climate is as warm as in southern Ontario. The ice could
not have formed in these lower valleys ; all the snow that

falls on the hillsides there melts in the spring as it does with
us. In fact long ago it was suspected that somehow this ice

came from tlie snow-fields far up in the mountains, work-
ing its way down to the plains at their feet where it melted
as fast as it came forward. It was seen that a block of

stone lying on the ice would to-day be directly opposite a
boulder on the side of the mountain near the edge of the

ice, and that to-morrow it would be a little way below the

boulder,—two or three feet farther down the valley. Then
in some years the end, or nose, of the ice would be farther

out of the valley than others. These and many more
things noticed about the ice-stream led to the belief that it

moved.

About 1840 some scientific men carefully examined these

ice-streams, or "glaciers," in Switzerland. In order to
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prove tliat they move, a row of stakes was set up straight

across one of them, the Mer de Glace of Cliamonni, and
hcfore many hours tlie straifjht line of stakes had become a

ref^ular curve, the stakes on the central part of the glacier

being farthest down the ice-stream. This proved not only

that the ice moves l)ut that the central i)art moves faster

than the sides. Since then this experiment has been

repeated in various places and in various ways with the

very same result, only in some cases the downward curve

was much sharper than in others ; in other words that

glaciers differ in the rate at which they move. Similar

experiments have heeu made on the side of a glacier, where
suital)le oj)])ortunity offered, which have showed that the

upper parts of the glacier move faster than those below.
^^Tiat a singular state of things these two facts show us regarding

a glacier ! An infinite number of inconceivably thin sheets of ice stand-

ing on edge, gliding jiast, or falling behind each other, and cut by, or

cutting, an infinite nunilier of like thin sheets lying horizontiilly, these,

too, gliding past or falling Vjehind each other ! How does the ice do it?

That it is done, is certain. Water, too, does it, as we have seen, and
the appearance of the rocks shows that even the hard rocky strata doit.

Moreover we know that glaciers move through winding
valleys just as well as through straight ones, but in doing

so the place of quickest motion is near the hollow of the

curves, as is the case with rivers ; then , a glacier that maybe a

mile or more broad is seen to contract ;ind i)ass through a

gorge only a few hundred yards wide, and si)read out again

when the valley becomes broader. The Great Glacier of

the Stikine in British Columbia, after passing through a

gorge al)out half a mile wide, enters the broad valley of

the river at right angles to it, and there expands, fan-

shaped, to a width of nearly four miles.*

As the compressed glacier passes thi-ougli a gorge the

ice tends to break into a very rough tumultuou.^ nui.><s, just

as the Avater in a river does in ])assing through a similar

narrowed channel. In places the toj) of the glacier curves

downward more or less steeply, and here wide gaps and
chasms, called "crevasses," open in the ice, and the ice

often seems to stand in great pillars or isolated masses.

These crevasses, when a row of them extends across the

Curiously enough, the nose of this E'afifi" appioaches to within a few rods of a

hot spring that bursts up from the bottom of the same valley.
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glacier, form a curve, the hollow looking down the glacier,

but the edges of each crevasse are, on the whole, straight.

The glacier in such places is passing over a sudden dip in

its bed ; —it becomes an
'

' ice-fall " or " ice rapid '

'
; and

the strain, or force, that produces the crevasses, is the
endeavor of the glacier to move faster over these steep
places. The direction of each crevasse is at right angles to

the strain that causes it. (Cf. page 110.)

When the fall or the gorge is past, the broken and
roughened ice l)ecomes smooth again, and the crevasses
usually' close,—in both movements like the water.

Sometimes a point or shoulder of rock will project from
the side of the glacier-filled valley a little way out into the
ice-stream; here in the little cove, or bay, or eddy thus
formed, the ice seems to move just as water does, for a
slab of it shows a beautifully curved and wavy ribbon-like
structure, just as if the whole mass of ice caught behind
the rock had been set in circular, wavy motion by the
pressure or friction of the mass that was freely moving
onward farther out. We can readily see this motion in the
case of the more quickly moving water; the same motion
must take place in rocks too, when they are undergoing
great pressure, for the same appearances are presented in

them as in ice under pressure. Indeed, the behavior of a

field of thick floating ice when it meets with an obstruction
to its free movement, well illustrates the behavior of rockj-

strata when in motion by pressure from behind : the ice

breaks into cakes, some of which are shoved over others,

some pushed below, others standing on end, still others
piled in wild confusion, while here and there is a mass that

keeps its level position. (Cf. Fig. 95 and pages 80-86.)

Scientific men are not yet agreed as to

GLACIER MOTION, what causcs some of the glacier motions,
or as to the manner in which some of the

causes act, especially how stiff ice can go around curves,

divide above an "island" and unite below, or compress into

a gorge and expand below it.

On the high gathering grounds while the snow is being
compressed, and while still in its neve state, its great
weight forces tbe loose granular mass outward, just as a
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heavy weisht placed on a heap of apples will force the

ai)i)l('s to spread out. Now, if the gathei-ing ground is, on

tiu; whole, level, the icy mass will be sent down the sloping

sides all around the i)lateau, and naturally it will take to

the valleys that lead down to lower ground, as is very

evident from a glance at the map of the lllecillewaet snow-

iield (Fig. 116). But if the snow-field is on sloping

ground the neve will, of course, move only down the slope.

Ijut in thus moving off it very soon becomes solid ice.

How c;in this solid ice continue its motion ? We know that it does

move. It was formerly thought that the ice just slid down the

mountain valleys,—that is, that attraction of gravitation is the cause of

the movement. But in very many cases the slope is too slight for this ;

yet where the slope is steep and the bottom and sides of the valley

are worn smooth, some of the motion must be due to sliding. Still, the

glaoiei' does not stop when it comes to a narrow channel or to a mass of

rock in its path, as it would do if this sliding motion were all.

Then, it was observed that the surface of the glacier has many
small cracks in it beside the crevasses, and that the sun, especiall}' in

summer, forms on the ice rills of water which fill these cracks and
crevasses and the pores of the ice too ; at night this water freezes, and
in doing so expands, exerting at the same time an enormous force, or

energy, which di'ives the ice in the direction of least resistance, viz.,

down "the valley ; just as along the shores of our lakes in winter, when
tlie ice lireaks in long cracks, the water rises in the cracks and freezes

tliere, thereby forcing the ice up the beach, a roll of pebbles and sand

before it; till through repeated action of this kind a long mound of beach

material is built up, which is often mistaken for a terrace. But then on

the glaciers this freezing extends at best only a little below the surface,

and, if the theory were true, the ice would move faster in the evening

^\hen the freezing is most active. This is not the fact however. Not-

withstanding these objections many hold to this theory, among others

the celebrated mountain-cxijlorer, "Whymper, alluded to on a previous

page.

Some, too, have thought that the pressure or the friction of the ice

on the bottom and on tlie sides of the valley causes heat, which melts

the ice theie, forming water all around the glacier so that it floats, as it

were, down the valley. But at the sides of the glacier, where there is mo.st

water, which is caused by the direct and the reflected heat of the sun,

and where in consequence the open sjmces are widest, the glacier moves
slowest ; and besides, thougli there are streams of water underneiith the

glacier, they can exist only in channels, for the weight of the glacier

would otherwise force all the water away from under it. Still, it is a

fact that tliese Alpine glaciers move fastest in summer, when the ice is

melting fastest, iliough there is not much difference on the whole

lietweeu the day iuid night motion. It would seem, then, that water

has something to do with this motion.
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These theories did not explain how ice l^ends around curves,
divides, reunites, contracts and spreads out. These peculiarities of
ice-streams were the subject of naany experiments by some scientific

men, who came to the conclusion that ice is a " plastic" or "viscous"
substance,—that is, a substance like clay, asphalt, liquorice or taffy-

candy, which, though it ma} often seem hard and solid, can really be
moulded into any shape by pressure, though it may be with extreme
slowness. Hence the glacier, starting with the neve of the snow-field,
is pushed down the valley by the outward jnessure of the deep mass up
there, and as it moves slowly down, the yielding nature of the ice

enables it to accommodate itself to all the various windings and
inequalities of its valley, letting it pass through gorges, and then, when
free from confining walls, siueading out, as we know asphalt or the
candy does. This "plastic " theory, as it is called, would seem admir-
ably to meet all the requirements of ice-motion.

However, it has been objected* that, although ice seems plastic, it

really is not so, but is rigid. The melting jioint of ice is 32° F. (0° C. ) (See

further under "The Atmosphere ") : but if pressuie be applied, it will

melt at a temperature several degrees below this, but the moment the

pressure is removed the water formed will freeze to ice again. The
pressure exerted on the neve in forcing it outward, pioduces this melt-

ing, which fills the vacant spaces between the particles of granular ice

with water that instantly freezes, thus con\erting all into solid ice.

When the ice in its motion down the vallej' meets with any obstacle at

bottom or sides or middle, the pressure from behind causes melting in

the parts in contact with the obstacle, which thus permits the ice to pass
the obstacle ; but as soon as this is done and the pressure I'emoved, the

water freezes and the ice in consequence spieads back to its former
place. Pressure is exerted in the same waj' at a gorge, or any narrow-
ing in the channel ; at a broadening in the channel or at the end of the

glacier, where the confinement (which is really pressure) is removed, the

weight of the ice itself furni.shes the pressure to make the glacier spread
out, becoming thinner at the same time. The process of freezing again
in this manner is called " regelation."

This "regelation theory" points out how the ice, while appearing
to be ijlastic, or viscous, may really not be so. One of the proofs

offered for this theory is the well known fact that two blocks of ice,

even if their surfaces are melting, will, on being placed one on the

other, or even closely side by side, freeze together, f Another proof

given is, that if a heavy weight be hung by a piece of fine wire round
a block of ice, the pressure thus caused below the wire will gradually
melt the ice till the wire passes entirely through the block, the cut
filling up again by the regelation of the water formetl by the extra

pressure.

Whichever tlieory is correct, or whether all contain truth, (which is

the more probable), the fact that glaciers move in the ways indicated
is undoubted.

*By Lord Kelvin among others.

tThis is the reason why sawdust is put between cakes of ice wlien packed away
iu the ice-house.
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OF ^^ ^*^^ '*'"®'^ found that the rate at which

GLACIER MOTION, gl^cicrs inovc down their valleys, varies

very materially. The Mer de Glace of

western Switzerland moves daily in summer and fall from
20 to 27 inches in the centre, and from 13 to 19 j inches at

tlie sides ; a glacier in western Greenland is said to move
from 48 to 65 feet per day. The Alpine glaciers on the
Avhole move from 100 to 500 feet per year, while the great

glaciers of Greenland and Alaska move, apparently, much
faster. This last fact shows that difference in climate does
not affect the movement of these masses of ice, though the

Alpine glaciers move faster in summer than in winter.

It would seem that glaciers have theii- periods of

advance and retreat, though upon the whole they have been
retreating for very many years past. Some of those in

Switzerland have been advancing for a number of years,

others have long been retreating, while the great Muir
glacier of Alaska retreated, it is said, over half a mile in

four years preceding 1890 ; it seems to be a fact that those

of Greenland are also growing smaller.

SIZE OF Olaciers vary greatly in size, from the hanging; glacier

CLACIERS that just clings to a little valley far up in the mountains
and stays there, to the great Humboldt (ilacier in northern

Greenland, which fronts the sea with a wall of ice 60 miles long and
.300 feet high, or to the Muir CUacier in Alaska, which extends into the

sea, and is said to V)e equally long and to be a thousand feet in height,

200 being out of water. In the Alps the largest is the Aletsch (ilacier,

which is ten miles long and 5000 feet broad, though of the two thousiind

glaciers that the Alps contain the average length is from three to five

miles. These Alpine glaciers, some of them, are thought to be from
800 to 1,200 feet thick. In the Caucasus one glacier was observed to

end in an almost {perpendicular wall of ice 450 feet thick.

The shape of the top of a glacier is that of a low dome

r^xr^FO^^^ with a rough outline, especially in its lower courses, for

MORAINES ^'''^ tendency' of ice, as is well known, is to "honey-
comb ' in melting. On the glacier this tendency is

greatly increased l)y the boulders and the patches and bands of dirt

that accumulate upon it. These prevent the sun's rays from reiiching

the ice below them, and so while all the rest melts away, these protected

spots will stand out as stone-capped or earth-capped cones of ice often

eight or ten feet high. At last tlic cover falls and the pyramid remains

to roughen the surface.

Crevasses do not always close entirely, esj)ecially when formed in

summer ; for then the sun melts their edges rapidly, and the streams of

water, which are always rvmning in summer, plunge into them, (forming
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what are called " moulins,"—mills), thus further enlarging them : the}'

therefore cannot fully close, and when covered by snow-drifts during a
storm, render glacier-travelling dangerous.

Wlieu an avalanche, great or small, falls into a glacier-

valley it brings with it quantities of boulders, stones and
rubbish from the mountain sides, just as the "'house-roof"

avalanches bring down eave-troughs, slating, etc., from
the houses. These, together with others that fall without

the aid of avalanches, collect on the edge of the glacier and
form long lines, called

'

' moraines, '

' almost from end to end;

and when side-glaciers join the main one,—for these are

as common as tributaries are to a river,—only the moraine
on the lower side of these continues on as a side moraine,
the other will form a line at a greater or less distance

out on the surface of the main glacier, a " medial" moraine,
so that there may be several of these medial moraines,
—according to the number of the side glaciers joining

the main one. But long before the end of the glacier is

reached these moraines lose their line shape, and the rubbish
has been spread out all over the glacier by the water and
the movements of the ice.

Thus the glaciers in their own way, and more literally, do what
running water does,—carrj- their loads of rnountain-Maste down to the
plain below, and drop it there. A few miles above the Great Glacier
on the Stikiue River is another glacier, which brings down so great a
burden of waste that it goes among miners by the name of "Dirt
Glacier."

WORK OF
^^^^ carrying burdens of rubbish on its back

GLACIERS. <^^own to the plains below is not the only work
of glaciers. We have seen that the heat, direct

and reflected, of the sun often makes narrow openings
between the glacier and the rocks,—just as, after a thaw,
or a sunny day in winter, we have all seen little openings
around a log that had been frozen fast in the ice of a pond,
but that is now really afloat. Into these openings some of
the moraine material falls, as it also does into the crevasses,
reaching without doubt in this latter case, the bottom of
the glacier. These stones and rubbish so caught between
the ice and the bed rock at bottom and sides, together with
others torn off by the glacier itself, are crushed with fear-

ful force against the rock, cutting and polishing it, while
they themselves ai"e being ground down into the finest of
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"i-oek flour." Thus when a glacier retroats, the })ottom

and sides are found to be all eut and grooved yet without

any sharp projections— all have ])een o-i-oinid aw;iy in the

terrilde mill.
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would make it, in the .sliai)e of a V, hut rather in the shape
of a flaring U, with hollow-curved and regular sides,

without precipices and their talus,—such a valley as the
lUecillewaet valley, familiar to travellers by the Canadian
Pacific Railway across the Rocky Mountains, a typical

glaciated valley from which the glacier has only lately

retired, but still lingering a huge mass of ice in the upper
portion towards its snow-field.

This is the most important part of a glacier's work, and the valle\'

is cut down and ground out far more rapidly than could be done by
running water and weathering ; for the wearing is not onl\' constantly
going on, but it is going on under enormous pressure, and therefore
must be very energetic. But after all, iiow slow the process is ! What
a tedious ride a boulder has, which, being hurled upon the upper end
of a glacier five miles long and moving two feet a day, reaches the place
where it falls off after a journey of seventy years ! But then neither
the boulder nor Nature cares for time, however much men may think
of it.

THE riAciFR
When the glacier in its downward course

FRONT. reaches the i)oint where the ice melts as fast

as it advances, its progress ceases. The
moraine matter drops and a great mound is built up all

around the front, which with some glaciers is fully 400 feet

high. In the years when the glacier retreats, this matter
is spread out over the surface of the ground as a barren
mass ; but in years of advance the glacier overrides it or

pushes it farther ahead. Thus the advance or retreat of a

glacier can be readily traced by this moraine matter. And
it is the presence of this matter far out in the plains of

France and Switzerland, now cultivated and thickl.y

peopled, that shows where the glaciers once extended to;

it shows also that the climate now is warmer than it was
when the ice could go so far from its birth-place before dis-

appearing. Immense blocks of stone, too, perched high
up on the sides of the lower valleys, liut belonging to rocks

of a kind found only many miles farther back in the moun-
tains, tell the story of the vastly greater depth of the

glaciers in days gone by.

When we consider how long it takes the ice to travel from the

gathering ground to the lower end, that all this time it is wasting
beneath the rays of the sun, the warm winds, the rain, and the friction

on sides and bottom, it is not surprising to iind the lower end of the

glacier much thinner than the upper end must be. As in the case of
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the boulder, u mass of ice starting at the upjjer end of a glacier five

miles long and moving two feet a day, will be thus exposed for seventy
years. In summer, measurements on some glaciers have shown a melt-

ing away on top,—called "ablation,"—of nearly four inches a day. But
this cannot take place in winter, and then the glacier must grow
thicker and make up to some extent for the melting. But yet in most
glaciers the ice thins out till its end is usualh' a somewhat steep,

rounded hill of ice, full of great chasms, as in the Asulkan Glacier, (Fig.

II")), and sometimes showing a series of gigantic steps or pyramids of

ice, with a rough, irregular archway where the stream issues forth

from beneath.

The water that thus comes from under the ice is never

Fig. nr>. Tlie great Asulkati Glacier, Selkirk Range. Caiiaiiian Rwky Mouutains.

Notman & Sons, phot., Moutreal.

clear ; sometimes it is only "of a })eaeo('k blue or green
"

color, caused l)y the presence of the " glacier-flour," which,

however, soon disappears ; but usually it is heavily laden with
mud, the result of the grinding on bottom and sides. How
far up the glacier bed streams begin, is not known ;

huge crevasses, very dangerous to explorers, are met with
in the neve, but there can hardly be water so far up ; so

it is thought they begin where surface streams first enter

crevasses, unless, indeed, the friction of the ice on the

bottom develops heat enough to melt the ice and keep it

liquid,—which is not known. It is from beneath the great
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Mer de Glace of Cliauiouiii that the Rhone gets it.s water
and the sedimeut with which it is so rapidly filling np Lake
Geneva.
CANADIAN '^^^ glaciers of the Swiss Alps,—a little bunch of moun-

ri AriERS tains in comparison with the vast mountain region of the
Canadian west, and in the heart of Europe,—have

naturally been more thoi'oughly explored and studied than the glaciers

Piff. 116. Map of the Great Illecillewaet Tfeve with connected and other glaciers, moun-
tains, etc., in vicinity; streams Howiiig from elaciers; Illecillewaet River running
from Illecillewaet Glacier past Glacier House. Glaciers wavy-lined.

Courtesy of C.P.R. Company.

of any other country. Onl}"- of late years have those of north-western
America received any attention, or indeed have they been known, except
in a vague way, to exist at all. The explorations of the Geological Survey
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of Canada, and the constructing^ of tlie railway across the mountains
show that ghiciers are found everjvvhere throughout this mountain
region, though none of them, so far as is known, except in northern
British Columbia and in Alaska, come down to the foot of the moun-
tains on which they are foimed. Even yet those that are best known
have not been scientifically studied.

Along the line of tlie Canadian Pacific Railway glaciei-s

are seen on the snnnnits soon after tlie Ro(;ky Mountains
are entered from the east, and from tlie highest of these, long
jcy arms stretch far down into the vallejs which the streams
and the ice have formed. Some of the snow-fields are very
large; that of the lUecillewaet is said to he forty square
miles in extent. It is near Gla(!ier Station on the railway,

not far to the west of the "Great Divide," l)etween the

eastern and the western slope of this mountain region,
r)29S feet nbove sea-level, and some of its peaks rise fully a

mile al»<)ve this heiglit.

It is a rough little plateau, covered, it might be said,

with a great neve-river from which long branches flow into

the numerous valleys that run down the sides in every
direction. The largest of these branches is the lUecillewaet

or Great Glacier. It comes down its valley fai'ther than
the others, but has evidently extended much lower than
at present, for the moraine material that is spread over the
valley, and the worn and evened and concaved state of the

rocky sides, show the work of ice. All the other glaciers

of this region are likewise retreating.

As everyvv^here else, a stream, the lUecillewaet, issues

here from beneath the glacier ; the water is the light

greenish blue glacier water, which, however, soon loses its

color. The main part ends in an arch of ice, as does also
that of the Great Asulkan Glacier, the next largest arm
of the plateau-glacier (Pig. 115). Great crevasses cleave
the front of both glaciers at the sides, where they spread
out, and above the arch as well.

The glaciers of tlie Stikine come down far lower in the
valley than do the others just mentioned. But little is

known of them accurately beyond where they end on the
flat valley-bottom of the river. The Great Glacier is only
about fourteen miles from the mouth of the river, while the
Dirt Glacier is ten miles farther up the valley.
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CONTINENTAL '^^ ^^^ been said elsewhere, Greenland is almost

GLACIERS. wholly buried beneath an ice-sheet, only the southern
part and a narrow strip along the western coast are

free. How thick the ice is cannot be determined, for there is no means
of ascertaining the height of the underl3-ing land ; only, near the eastern
coast in a few places what are called " nunataks,"' evidently the peaks
of buried mountains, stand out some thirty feet above the ice. The
shape of the ice cap is that of a very low dome. It has been crossed
only three or four times, for the journey is perilous in its length and
desolation.

The Antarctic continent is apparent!}' also covered by an ice-cap ;

but we know very little of a definite character about this region. Its
northern projections,—if they are projections and not islands,—are not
thus buried but contain great glaciers in their valleys (Fig. 117). These
for the most part extend to the sea.

Fig. 117. A glacier enteriiig the sea : Antarctic coiitiiiciit. lidi-chfjreviiik.

ICEBERGS.
It is the continental glaciers and the great

glaciers of arctic or subarctic regions that

supply the icebergs,—great " ice-mountains " that often

bear away loads of waste to deposit it far out to sea. The
great Muir Glacier of Alaska pushes out into the sea until

the ice extends fully a thousand feet below the surface
before it breaks. The force of the waves, together with
the buoyancy of the ice itself, causes immense masses to

break off and float away as icebergs, their bulk underwater
being about ten times as great as the bulk above. Borch-
grevink, who went on an exploring expedition to the

Antarctic in 1899-1900, relates that he went ashore about a
mile away from where a great glacier entered the sea.

Suddenly he was startled by a great roar, and looking
towards the glacier saw an immense mass of ice breaking
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off fi-oni its front. In a few seconds a linge wave, twenty
feet or more high, came rolling on shore where he was, and
it was only by desperately clinging to the rocks in what
chanced to be a sheltered place, that his life wa6 saved.

The icel)ergs from Greenland, Alaska, and elsewhere in

the north, are all of an irregnlar rough character, while

those of the Antarctic are built up of almost horizontal

masses like great tables (Fig. 118). The explorer just

mentioned a(;counts for this by the different ways in*whioh

they have been formed. Those in the north have in the

Fig. 118. An Antarctic Glacier. Borcligrevink.

main been formed in valleys, and the pressure to which

they have been subjected has altered the original stratified

forin of the ice, and when they break off they upset ;

while the icebergs from the Antarctic continent have been

formed on very low flat ground that shelves off very

gradually beneath the water ; and so they are pushed out

far to sea in a horizontal i)Osition till they break off by

their own buoyancy in much longer and broader masses than

at the north, and thus sail away keeping their originai

horizontal position.
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The glaciers of the Arctic regions do not have upon
their surface the great quantities of waste that those in

other regions have; still, icebergs are often seen carrying
rocks on their surface or embedded in their sides. These
are dropped as the ice melts. Many believe that the Banks
of Newfoundland, that great shallow where untold myriads
of fish feed, are in part caused by the quantities of ice-

borne waste deposited there, for there the icebergs meet the
warmer oceanic currents from the south and rapidly melt
away.

But there is other ice than that of the glaciers, which
carries off to sea great quantities of material. "In the

Arctic sounds and bays the littoral waters freeze along the
shores and form a cake of ice which, upborne by the tide

and adhering to the land, is thickened by successive addi-

tions below, as well as bv snow above, until it forms a shelf

of ice 120 to 130 feet broad and 20 to 30 feet high. This
shelf, known as the ice-foot, serves as a platform on which
the abundant debris, loosened by the severe frosts of an
Arctic winter, gathers at the foot of the cliffs. By means
of the ice-foot an enormous quantity of earth and stones is

every year borne away from the shore on the disrupted ice

and strewn over the floor of the sounds, bays and channels."
(Geikie.)

Was there ice before the great Ice Age of Pleistocene

ri AriFR<i
t.imes? Many geologists believe there was; some, indeed,

GLACIERS,
thij^ij t,hat traces of ice-action can be found away back in

Silurian times, when, as is usually held, the earth was warm, even
hot. It seems quite certain that there was ice in Carboniferous times at
least, and from then downwards; for great blocks of stone, embedded in
strata of a different kind, are often met with, and these, it is thought,
coidd be transported only by ice ; and again, beds of material are not
uncommon that "in no way differ in appearance from modern ice-

deposits," and some of them contain striated stones.

Thus the great work of glacier ice in cutting down high
ground is to carry loads of waste to the plains below, to

scoop out and grind down valleys, to fill the streams with
sediment to be carried to the sea, and to form icebergs
whose loads of waste are distriluited far and wide over the
ocean floor. The importance of this work of icebergs is

referred to oti page 120.
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CHAPTER V.

THE COAST.

It is on the coast of tlie sea, and, to a lesser extent, of the greater

lakes, that the restless activity of water in wearing away the land is

seen in its most attractive form. The lapping of the water on the

})each so quiet as scarcely to move a pebble or raise the faintest film of

sand to cloud its clearness, the drifting of the currents, the strange ebb
and (low of the tides now reaching the base of the shore-clitts and a few
hours later far away from and below them, and the di\sh and roar of

the breakers mingled with the loud rattle of the beach-stones, which
may be heard far away—all have a chaim that never fails to attract

even those who are most accustomed to them. And then the almost
endless variety of form that the shore is worn into,—headland and harbor,

j)oint and inlet, cliff and low curving cove, beaches sand-strewn or of

shelving rock and sliingle,—adds still another charm that nothing
inland, not even mountains or waterfalls, can equal. Indeed, the water
here seems almost a living thing, and its ceaseless change of form was
not inaptly represented among the ancient Greeks by the character

of the sea-god, Proteus.

The f^eneral shape of the great land-masses of

r\ ~{ FEATURES ^^^^ eai'tli is due to widely-extended earth-move-
L^y '

nients, to upheaval or subsidence; the leading

minor features, such as deep bays, long narrow inlets and
l)r()j(M',ting masses of land, while the result of upheaval or

subsidence also, belong to hind that, i)revious to these

movements, liad been weatliered or eroded; but the more
mijiute features, those that impart so much of the l)eautiful

or striking to a coast, are the work of the waves. Yet not

])recisely of the waves alone, for the land surface, as in the

case of the leading minor features, has l)een prepai'ed for

their work l)y tlie h)ng and effective Labour of the other

agents of cliangc,— weathering, running water, etc. The
surface of the land has ])een worn into ;ni endless variety of

form,—liill and hollow, i-oundcd elevation and flat plain,

])old hard rock standing out here and deep alluvial deposits

exteiuling there, while rivers have cut deep grooves from
far away inland down into the sea itself.

\ This unevenness of surface always makes unevenness of

shore; for the waves cannot wear away a rocky clif¥ as fast
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as they can a low-lying bank; nor can they wear away
rock as fast as they can sand, or clay, or silt. The lofty

shore will be left behind as a promontory, and the hill as a
" point," or " head," or " cape," while the hollow will be
worn back into a cove, and the alluvial plain into a broad
swee])ing bay. Inequality of surface and inequalitj' of
material will certainly be found out by the waves, and they
will mak« it known by the inequality of their own work.

The rocks, too, on which the waves act, are not all of
i the "same degree of hardness, or do not yield with the same

degree of readiness to the influences of the atmosphere or
of water. This fact, we knoAv, has given us the " knife-

edges " and the "sheer cliffs" that bound the deep and
narrow valleys among the Rocky Mountains. Here, too,

as among the mountains, the strata may lie horizontally,

or they may be tilted or contorted to any degree; they maj'
consist of massive granite, of column-forming or "flaky"
trap, of table-like limestone, of coarse-grained sandstone,
of splintering slate, or of rock of any other characteristic,

all yielding to the waves in different degrees and in different

ways, giving to the shore as endless a variet}' as is seen
among mountains.

. Then, not all parts of a coast are equally exposed to the
-^ action of the waves ; some are sheltered from the most

violent storms, while others stand out against their wildest

fury; and as the destructive power of the waves depends
on the force with which they act. the exj^osed shores must
wear away faster than the sheltered ones. Neither are

^ currents, tidal or other, the same everywhere; in some
places their sweep along the shore or the beach is strong
enough to move not only silt, and sand but even cobble-

stones, while in other places there seems to be no current
at all.

It appears, therefore, impossible that the coast should
anywhere, except for a short distance, be to any degree
regular.

It must not be forgotten, either, that in northern
Europe and in northern America much of the irregularity

of the coast is the work of the Ice Age and its great glaciers.

The great tongues of ice that fliled the old depressions lind
the river valleys and entered the sea from them, dug them
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deeper tlian tlie sea-level and wider and farther back; and

so when the ice was gone, the salt water took the place of

the tongues great and small, and the valleys and the lower

reaches of the rivers remain till now as long deep " inlets"

of the sea with peninsulas or promontories between them.

Finally, to add to the causes of its unevenness, the coast

is in many places not at rest; it is either rising or sinking;

so that the waves, whose tendency is to make the coast

even, have to see the places on which they have made some
impression, sink below their action or rise out of their

reach.

In the streams the motion of the water has

of'vvaves ^"'^^^^ eroding effect, as we have seen; the water

carries along the sediment, and it is the rubbing

of this against tlie bottom and banks that causes the de-

struction, not the force with which the water itself moves.

P>ut on tlie sea-shore it is largely, though certainly not

chiefly, the force with which the water moves.—that is, the

force with which the waves are driven against the shore,

—

that does the work.
Where the shore is exposed to the full sweep of the

wind, the gales of winter hurl waves npon it that strike

with a force of three cons or more to a square foot. In the

Shetland Islands "blocks of rock up to nine and a half

tons in weight had been washed together at a height of

nearly sixty feet above the sea,'' and "blocks weighing
from six to thirteen and a half tons had l)een actually

(luarried out of the original bed at a height of from seventy

to seventy-five feet." In Shetland also l)reakers have
been known to dash 196 feet high with sufficient force to

overthrow a wall and break in doors." (Geikie.) No
work of man, built to check the power of the waves, has

ever effectually done so, as the wrecks of Inige piers and
sea-walls along the coast of Great Britain, where if any-

where such works would he solidly built, al)undantly

testify. Such is the power at work on the edges of the land.

Waves do their work in more ways than one.

woRK^^^^ Rocks are full of joints, cracks^ caves, or
openings of some kind, and when a wave rushes

against them with the great force that it sometimes has,

the air in these cavities is suddenly and violeutly condensed.
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and forced even into the pores of the rock, bursting off

fragments large and small, just as a charge of blasting-
powder or of dynamite would do; and then when the wave
has spent its force and it drops away from the cliff, the
sudden release from pressure causes the confined and com-
pressed air to expand, and this too tears off fragments.
Or, if the air can readily escape from the cracks, the wave
drives long tongues of water far into them, which, like the
hardest of wedges,—for water so confined is more unyield-
ing than iron,—splits off huge fragments that fall and
encumber the beach below.

Fig. llt<. Low ^hoii-.-lift' i.f in:ir-L' ilu >;uiiistiiiie, hollowed into a cove, and dug into
shallow Ciives by waves. .Starr sPuiut, western side of Minas Basin, Nova Scotia.

But this bursting and rending force of the waves,
important and striking as it may be, is after all not the

chief means of shore-erosion that the sea possesses. Any-
one who has stood on the shore and watched the waves
rushing up the beach, has heard amidst the dash and roar

of the water, the sharp rattle of the pebbles that the force

of the waves drives against the rock and often sends
bounding back from the seething wate'r into the air; and
as the water dropped back he has seen it weighted down,
as it were, with sand. No rock, however hard or com-
pact, can withstand this combined cannonade and sand-

blast of the sea. Erosion at such a time is very active,

and shows itself in the hollows and caverns cut low down
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ill the rocks, in the smoothened surface of the rocks, and in

the utter absence of any sharp or angular projections from

them.

We have seen, also, that sea water as well as fresh

water, contains several chemical elements, — chlorine,

sodium, magnesium and others ; these act on the rocks of

the shore and greatly help the waves in their work of

erosion. Where the shore is of igneous rock, especially

trap, as are the shores of the Bay of Fuudy in Nova Scotia,

this chemical help is liighly important. For not only is

trap full of joints (Figs. 121, 123), but it is traversed in all

directions by numerous veins containing minerals readily

acted upon by the salt water. And so the face of the cliffs

often has a strangely gashed look, the gashes, sometimes
only a few inches wide, running deep into the cliff through-

out its whole height. It is in such places that the waves
do their bursting work.

At times a broad vein comes out on the top and extends

far back from the cliff. Here weathering forms a channel

for a stream, which, pouring over the cliff, cuts, with the

help of the waves, so deep and Avide an inlet that a break-

water is often built part way across the entrance so as to

form a miniature harbor, the only kind on this harborless,

cliff-bound coast. Or again these veins maybe worn away
l»y tlie waves so far liack into the cliff, and so far upward
tliat, unless the shore is too high, openings will be made at

the top, so that when a wave dashes into the mouth of the

cavern, there will be a strong uprush of air out of these

holes, or even of salt water and pebbles; "blow holes" is

the common name of these openings; or, as with under-

ground water-courses, the whole top may fall in, and thus

a little inlet will be formed, or rather revealed.

To iilusti-ate the action of waves on a shore, such as

is found the world over, we will take some particular

instances.

Fig. lis shows the central portion, and Figs. 119

EROSION. =^"*^ 1^^^ t''^ southern and the northern wing
respectively, of a low shore-cliff on the western

side of ^liiias l^.asin. It is the end of a narrow tongue

of land, less than a quarter of a mile wide, lying between
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the mouths of two of the short tidal streams that cut

this valley (see pages 30, 31) into several roimded ridges.

The rock is coarse loosely-packed red sandstone, a kind

that both the dash of waves and weathering will wear

away rapidly. Here the waves have set more strongly

against one portion than against the others, and so they

have hollowed out a little cove, although the cliff is some-

what higher than elsewhere. On the left the waves with

their " sand-blast " have dug out many little caves separated

by walls, some of which are pierced, as the rock in Fig. 120

is seen to be. Except in sheltered spots few boulders are

seen on the beach, for although masses of rock fall from
the cliff, their soft material cannot long stand the knocking
about on the beach, or the ice, which here piles upon the

Fig. 110. End nf <outliern (left) wing of shore-cliff shown in Fig. 118. On right
remnant of stack formerly at end of shore-cliff, but cut off by action of waves.
Distance between stack and cliff about 500 feet.

beach under an eastern gale, carries them off during some
high tide when, after the wind has shifted, it floats away
again. The rocky hillocks, seen at the foot of the cliff,

were once the divisions between caves now gone, and their

smoothened rounded appearance shows the scouring work
of the sand-laden waves.

Only fifteen or twenty rods to the left of the part of the

shore seen in Fig. 118, is the southern corner or Aving of

the cliff. Here the waves have broken through the pro-

jecting wing and cut off a mass from its connection with

the shore. The erosion has been very rapid, and while the

severed block has been wearing down, the shore has been
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retreating; and what is in jn-ospect for hotli stack and
sliore is seen in the vista beyond,—a wide mud fiat.

Fig. 120 shows the northern wing of the cliff. It

projects several hundred feet beyond the main body of

the cliff, because the sandstone is finer and firmer than
elsewhere; but as wilii the other wing, its situation

exposes it to attack by tlie waves on both sides, and a holt'

has been bi'oken tlirough it which will ere long enlarge .so

nnich that the "natural bridge" thus formed will fall in,

leaving the end standing aloiu; as a stat^k,—to share the

fate soon to overtake the one on the other wing. (Cf.

Fig. 34, page 41.)

Fig. 120. Northern (right) wing of shoie-eliff .shown in Fig. 118; rock pierced by
action of waves.

Very different from this shore is the shore of the Bny
of Fundy some twelve miles distant. Here for a stretch of

over a hundred miles the shore is of l)asaltic trap, one of

the hardest of rocks (page 32). In Fig. 121, and still

more plainly in Fig. 122, these rocks are seen to be bedded;

indeed this long ridge seems to have l)een built uj) by
different flows of lava followed by <mtbursts of volcanic

ashes, which have formed alternate beds with the lava.

The beds of ashes, or tufa, are now rock. l»ut far .softer

than the basaltic trap, and ci-uml>ling rapidly. The shore

in most places rises in pcrpeiulicular cliffs (Figs. 48 and
123), but at times sinks low as in Fig. 121.
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The range of tides is very great here; they rise and fall

off fully forty, or even forty-live, feet in perpendicular
height; and when heavy gales are blowing direet on this

very exposed shore during a spring tide, the waves dash
far beyond high water mark. In the stretch of shore shown
in Fig. 121. the tides in quiet weather never reach the foot

of the highest terraee; but when a winter's storm is on,

the waves pile diiftwood on its top and far beyond its edge.
And so the waves have swept this upper terrace (which is

of the tufaceous trap, weathered,) far back from off the bed
of hard basaltic trap beneath it. Below this last bed the
layer of the soft rock is tliiu. as they are seen to V)e in the

Fig. 121. Low shore of basaltic trap (ancient lava) falling off in terrace form. Top
of middle terraee is in all respects like a modern lava bed. harsh to the toneh and full
of shrinkage ci'acks that give the surface a plated look. The cracks, or joints,
extend deep into the rock as seen in the beacb-wom bed iu foregvoimd: the grooves
all follow tliese cracks. Bay of Fundy.

bold cliff partly shown iu Fig. 123. and. as it is on a level

with the beach, the waves have little chance to undercut
the hard bed (except as seen on the right) and so it is only

by chemical erosion and wave erosion, not by breaking,

that the shore is worn away. But elsewhere along the

shore, where these soft beds are thicker and lie higher up,

boulders of great size break off and cumber the terrace

below, though some find their way far down the beach near
to low-water mark, so fearful at times is the force of the

winter waves here.
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Where as seen in Fifjs. 48 and 128 tlie soft layers are

tliiu and liigh np from the ))ea('h, within reacli only of the

heaviest waves, frost and otlun- forms of weathering do
more than tlie waves;—great (juantities of the roek split off

along the joints and fall to the beach (Fig. 48); this mass
the waves and ice soon remove, and the cliff is kept per-

peudicular, as with the Scarboro Heights.

As it is with this practically jointless sandstone

SHORES ''"*^ ^^'^ jointed and bedded trap, so it is with all

kinds of rock; /tlie waves by their very force, b}'

the pebbles and sand with which they are laden, oiyby^their
chemical action, will search out the weakness of the rocks
and destroy them. They may not all wear away in vertical

cliffs, for the joints along which, as we have seen, the

rocks split or erode, may not run vertically or horizontally;

the beds may be tilted in different degrees and in different

directions, and so instead of an almost even face, the
shore-cliffs will have a broken and rugged face. Sometimes
the beds slope down from the shore and pass beneath the

Avater; such a shore, if of hard rock without joints,

would seeiu to bid defiance to the waves. The work of

erosion here is very slow indeed. But such are seldom
found; even granite has its seams and cracks, and in these

the work of destruction Avill go on, as the shores of the

Maritime Provinces show full well.

It is the same on the shores of lakes, though here,

except in the Great Lakes where they are as large as those

of the sea, the waves are smaller and cannot work so fast.

Yet frequenters of the islands and shores of Georgian Bay
and of the Muskoka lakes, will drop their lines for black
bass where, a few feet under water, they can see a probable
lurking place among great boulders piled together there;

the sheer blauk face of the cliff overhead, or its rugged
and broken shoulders, Avill show where the l)oulders came
from

.

Where, as on reaches of the Bay of Quints, or along
the southern borders of Georgian Bay, horizontally bedded
limestones form the slioi-es, the cliffs rise vertically out of

the water. It is a repetition of the Niagara escarpment,
only there is no talus,—no sloping pile of waste at the foot
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of the cliff, for the waves remove all that weathering sends
down to them, as well as all that they tear away themselves.
It is very instructive to sail cjuietly along close np to these
wall-like shores,—for there is no tide here to prevent or

interrupt it, — and look at them. Sometimes for rods
together, close down to and a little under the water, the

rocks look as if a huge set of carpenter's match-planes had
been pushed along the cliff, leaving tongues and grooves
behind them. For the lapping wavelets have found the

horizontal joints and bedding-lines, and dissolved or worn
their way in between the intervening hard layers, which
stand out sharp-edged tongues between the grooves. The
water, as it drops out of the grooves, has a milky streak or
two in it,—the limestone that has dissolved; and the
fingers, if put in the grooves, will bring away a little pasty
mass,—limestone, too,—that the water has softened to mud,
ready to be washed away.

Sometimes a concave spot is met with, and* around it

the limestone is shelling off; the waves have found the
joints behind and are bursting pieces away; sometimes a
hole, generally rectangular, is seen with the water running
in or pouring out as the wavelets strike or draw back from
the rocks. Here, before long, during an on-shore storm,
big boulders will be rent away. But l)y whatever means
the shore is here worn back, the horizontal bedding joints,

and those at right angles to them, keep the cliff perpen-
dicular (Fig. 41).

SHORES Where the shores along the sea or along

WITHOUT ROCKS. ^ ^^^^ ^^'® ^^ softcr material than is called
rock, — of clay, till, sand, diift, ^ the

waves have easy work, and they work rapidly. Along our
Great Lakes the loss is a matter of serious importance;
Scarboro Heights retreat about four and a half feet a year,
though probably the loss is not more than one foot around
the whole lake*; along Lake Erie in Kent county, the road
that skirts the banks, has to be moved back everv three or
four years. The eastern shores of England are of clay and
are exposed to frequent and heavy

'

' north-easters "
; so rapid

is the waste that in some places fifteen feet a year is washed

*Prof . Coleman, Univ. of Toronto.
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from tlie laud Into the Noi-tli Sea. llaveiispiirg, in York-
shire, where the Duke of Hereford landed in 1400 to claim

his estates aud the crown, has long since been covered with

water; the spot where it stood is now far out from the

shore. Since the Norman Conquest this coast has lost over

a mile in breadth.

On sliores of tliis kind it is not so much the steady

wash of the water that causes the destruction,—each wave,

as it falls back from the shore, carrying with it its little

load of mud,—but it is the undermining force of the waves
as they drive against the shore. They force the water into

every crack or crevice, and then the cliff, from top to

bottom, often acres at a time, slips away and pushes out

across the beach, carrying with it fields and crops and
villages, and pcoi)le. Such disasters have always been
occurring in historical times on the eastern coast of

England. It is thus in a great measure that the cliffs at

Scarboro Heights retreat, the jointed structure of the till

keeping the cliffs perpendicular, and helping the waves by
favouring the splitting work of frost and rain (Figs. 44, 45)

.

The same undermining by the wash of the water, and the

same slipping down of long stretches of the bank are seen

along the Ottawa in Prescott county, where clay covers the

country.

Even on low shores that are thought to be rising, the

destructive work of waves is seen. During storms bars

and sandbanks are literally swept away, islands have great

gaps cut in them or. as is often the case with Sal>le Island

off the coast of Nova Scotia, ai-e cut through from side to

side, while steep sandbanks high up the beach show how far

the breakers have reached, and how much sand they have
swept away. Easterly storms are a cause of dread along

the low eastern coast of the United States from New York
to Florida.

Perhai)s in no other part of the' world is the destructive

force of waves sliown on so grand a scale as in the north
of Scotland and the islands beyond. Every kind of rock

from hard granite and gneiss to soft sandstone, seems to

yield with ahnost equal readiness to the force of the wild

waves in this exposed region. Peninsulas are pierced and
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their extremities beeoine islands only to be reduced ere long

to groups of fantastic columns of rock, or stacks, rising at

times a thousand feet out of the surrt»unding water. The
coast is lined with these skeletons of the past (Fig. 50).

BEACHES.

We call by the name of " beach " that sloping strip of land lyings

between the lowest level of an exj)anse of water and the point to which
the water reaches when raised by the tides or forced by the storms. It

is in reality the upper limit of the continental shelf, cov^ered only at
times by the water, and ending at the shore.

Here, on the beach, "the tram{)ling waves" work their work by
themselves ; they have, as it were, their victim, the land, beneath their

feet and will destroy it.

..,„^™^ „.-.^^^c. Not everywhere around the coast of sea orWHERE BEACHES
i i • j.i i i j.i i j.i

^pg^ lake IS there a beach, even though there

may be a great range of tide. On rocky
coasts the shore may rise more or less steeply out of deep
water, and here either the waves remove what they tear

from the cliff, or, as some think, the shore is sinking, and
so the waves cannot form a beach. Wherever the great
glacier appeared on the coast, there the sloping rocks
commonly dip down under the water with no beach around
their margin. We see this all around our shores both of

ocean and lake. But yet, even here, in tlie coves and bays
and inlets beaches are always present; for the headlands and
other projections behind which these lie, cause the currents
that always sweep along the coasts, to eddy round into tlie

hollows, where, slacking their speed, they leave behind
part of their load of sand or pebbles in the quieter water.
In these coves and bays, too, the shore is usually, though
not always, low, for the material of wliich it is composed
lias weathered away at the top more rapidly than the waves
have wasted it at the edges, and the sloping shore thus
formed allows the waves to sweep up on the land and then
to retire from it, a beach being the result.

Where the shore-rock is jointed, as already explained,
and hai'd, a wide beach is apt to be formed; for the rock
readily splits off along the vertical joints but is not readily
worn away across the grain, so to speak: tlie shore-cliffs

thus retreat faster than the beach wears down, till at last
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a point seems to be reaolied in whicli the two are about
equal—a " mature beach." Fig. 122 sliow-s such a beach,

extending from near h)w-water mark to tlie base of the

l>erpeudicular shore-cliff, a distance of fully 250 feet.

The soft limestone rock of our lake-shores yields too

readily to water to form beaches; and so, though tlie cliffs

keep perpendicular, as we see them in the Bay of Quinte,

on Manitoulin, and on the southern shores of Lake Huron,
no beaches of importance are met with at their base; our
open-lake beaches are the wash from the drift-covered

shores.

But the broadest beaches are found where in tidal

waters the coast is rising, or where the broad deep curves
produce the eddies that, as they become more and more
quiet, drop their load of sand over wade areas: the low
shore that both elevation and silting up thus give, allows

the waves to sweep far up above the water's lowest level,

and here are the broad sand}' beaches, broad even at high-

water, that are so nuirked a feature of the Atlantic coast

from Cape Cod southward, and especially so in the great

bend of the coast in which Long Island lies—bathing
grounds of limitless extent. Such beaches, but naturally

not so broad, are Avell known ai-ound the Great Lakes

—

at the low mouth of the Humber, for instance, on Toronto
Island, and at other bathing resorts in the neighborhood
of Toronto.

The slope of beaches is very various. Along a high shore
FORM OF A q£ hard rock where the beach is not yet fully formed, or
BEACH. "mature,"' the slojie is apt to be steep; while along a

low, reckless coast the sandy beach will pass beneath the water with a
very gentle slope indeed. The mature beach, seen in Fig. 122, has an
upward slope of about twelve degrees. The sloi)e dejjends on the
character of the bed-i'ock, on that of the shore, and on the age of the

beach.
It is along a shore with a mature beach, such as that in Fig. 122,

that the characteristics of beaches are best seen. At the low-water
mark, the beach is almost flat, and the water outside seldom dee{^)ens as

fast as the upper beach sloi)es downward. From low water the beach
I'ises in a gentle curve, increasing in steepness as it nears the upper
rim, just as does a river bank. Then as the shore, whether rocky or

not, usually wears back in a succession of curves—indentations and
points—the outer rim of the beach shows the same peculiarity, though
off the ends of the points the beach is sure to be rocky if the shore i8
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such. Besides, the beach between the points is concave, a wide shallow

groove, though at the base of the shore this feature is to a great extent
lost. The study of the action of water along a coast is most instructive.

Waves rush at a shore and hurl sand and stones
WAVES ON against it : upon a beach they fall headlong down
THE BEACH. ^vith all their"werght and all the force with which the

wind drives them, and then rushing up the slope, they push sand and
pebbles and cobble-stones before them, at the same time crushing and
grinding them against the bed rock, and against one another, and in

their wildest energy they roll hither and thither masses of rock, tons in

weight, that they have torn from the clifT. And then to complete their

work, when their shoreward force is spent, they turn and rush down
the slope, dragging back with them the fragments they have torn from
the cli&, ajid the stones that a moment before they had dj-iyen in front

of them.
"^

But'it is not alwaj's rush and turmoil on the beach; nor is there

always the roar of waves and the grind of shingle. In the quiet days
of summer the incoming or the outgoing tide makes scarcely more than
a little curl of water, which merely chatters with the pebbles, as it

slips in among them ; or at most it is onlj' a little swell of water that,

as it nears the beach from the open, rises and curves over into a
greenish arch a foot or two high, capped towards one end with white,

and falling in foam on stones or sand, scarcely doing more than calling

forth a little cry of pleased fear from timid leathers. The erosion on
the beach is then no more than in the bed of a summer brook.

"As a rule the coarse materials are
BEACH-MATERIAL ,, , , ,, i- -^ i; i.i

AND ARRANGEMENT, thrown lip aooiit the upper limit ot the

beach . . . Below the Imiit of coarse

shiugle ou the beach lies the zone of fine gravel, and then

that of sand, the sediment, though liable to irregular dis-

tribution, yet tending to arrange itself according to coarse-

ness and specific gravity, the rougher and heavier jletritiis

Ij'ing at the upper, the finer and lighter at the lower edg^e

of the shore." (Geikie.)

Fig. 122 represents a portion of a beach, about 250 feet

wide, on the Bay of Fundy. It will be seen that here the

arrangement is exactly the opposite of that stated in the

quotation—the coarser material is on the lowest edge of

the beach, the finest sand at the upper edge, at the foot

of the shore-cliff. But the slope of a beach and the presence

or absence of bed-rock near the surface, the size and force

of the waves, and many other considerations, have to do
with the arrangement of the material.

The beach in Fig. 122 is somewhat steep, and the

boulders are resting on the bed-rock. When the breaker
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falls over upon tlic! lower odfje, it jostles the stones about,

but the lighter i)ebl)les and the saiul are swept forward by

the rush of water uj) the beach, the lighter they are the

more they are at the mercy of the wave. At the foot of

the cliff, in the slight

l)ause ere the wave turns

to run down again, tlie

sand and pebbles fall ; the

sand packs close on the

Itottom and the back-

wash cannot catdi hold

of it, as it were, to carry

it l)ack; but it seizes the

])ebl)les and carries them
a little way; the larger

atones, on the other hand,
catch the full force of

the wave rushing down
the beach, and are drag-

ged down till a new wave
is met.

The origin of the

boulders, pebbles, HiuT
saud is seen in Fig. 48— V^

I he masses of rock that

liave been torn Jroni_Jlie

cliff; so that__on such
beaches as this one, the

work of the waves, after

tearing off or helping to

tear off fragments from
Pig. 122. A typical beach on Bay of Fundy, the cliff, is tO drag them
Nova Scotia; boiilders in foreground gradually ,],,,„„ „„ f.,,. oo flioT- nnri'
becoming smaller toward shore; upper edge. OOWU aS Idl Ub Uie> COU,
sand; boulders rest on bedrock. • Pace of cliff and thcrC lOStliug them
shows thick beds of basaltic trap, witli beds t •

i. -r"

of volcanic asli, or tufa famygdaloid trap) abOUt aud agaillSt CaCll
*^^^^^««»- other, slowly to carry

them up the bencli ;!Q:nin iis tli.'v tret smaller, till as

pebbles and then a.^ sand lliey (x-cupy once more the upper

edge of the beach. Here the sand is ground down into Me
mud, to be swept away ])y the waves aud depogited in deep

water to be at last rock again.
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While the sand, whether at the upper or lower edge of

a beach, is generally spread out evenly, the pebbles are

very commonly in ridges. The one highest up of all, often,

indeed, beyond the bounds of the beach, is the result of

some unusually high tide, or some unusually severe storm.
When the tides are "nipping off,"— gradually rising less

high,—each tide, if there is any surf on, leaves its own
ridge of pebbles, to be destroyed by the waves of some
storm or by the returning high tides.

In these ridges the waves often show very curious sort-

ing power. At one end the pebbles are coarse but gradu-
ally grow smaller and smaller—like small round eggs, then
like marbles, peas, shot—till at the other end there is only
sand; or there are alternate ridges of pebbles and gravel,

so regular in size that they seem to have been purposely
sorted through a carefully meshed screen. Sometimes the

ridges farthest up the beach present a long, sloping front

to the advancing waves, packed so hard and close that the

foot can make little impression on it; while the slope

facing shoreward is steep, at times almost perpendicular,

the pebbles being so loosely and yet so carefully piled that

the foot will sink to the ankle in them,—as if the last

expiring effort of the waves had spent itself in pushing the

pebbles thus far and could do no more, sinking out of

sight in the loose heap they themselves had built.

The tossing and rolling about of stones on the beach tends to make
them round ; with granite, gneissic and basaltic rocks, and others that

are not regularly jointed, this is especially the case. On the beach at

Oakville the stones are all thin ovals, shaped like the hand, and wear
down into fine flat " skipping-stones "

; for they all come from thin beds
of limestone that are here mingled with thicker beds of muddy shale.

But the beach-walker sees other material besides those
^^^"-^^ ^^ mentioned. He takes up a handful of sand, and finds
BEACH. multitudes of little bits of shell in it—blue, white, pink

—

and a lens will sliow more than the naked e3'e sees ; among the pebbles

he finds large fragments or whole shells of univalve shell-fish, or half-

shells of bivalves,* often pierced on the shoulder with a little hole of the

diameter of a darning-needle, through which the borer, or " tongue," of

a kind of periwinkle has pierced into the soft flesh beneath, whose

* " Bivalves." such as the oyster, clam, and mussel, whose shell consists of two
valves, or sides, hinged along one edge toward the back; " univalves," shells of one
valve, terminating at one end in a spiral or whorl, sometimes quite sharp, and at the
other in a mouth or opening, turned more or less to one side, such as the periwinkle.
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juices he extracts, to the deatli of the victim ; or the crows have tugged
and wrenched off mussels from their anchoring place in crevices in the
rocks at low-water mark, and carried them high in air over the rocks of
the upper beach, and there letting them drop, as shore-dwellers declare,

fly down to feast upon the sweet contents of the now broken shells ; or-
rather, the crows carry their tough-shelled prey up out of the way ot

the incoming tide, where, at leisure and free from danger, they mav
pound and break open with their powerful neck and beak the valves
between which lies their much ])iized food. Certainly, not only the
rocks of the upper beach but the high shore itself is strewn with these
empty shells. The lobster, too, does his part in this shell-making ; for,

as he crawls about in the shallow water with his slender feelers alert,

and his keen bead-like eyes standing out on the top of their restless

stems, he seizes on some unlucky mussel with his sharp-toothed left

claw, and, holding it fast, crushes its shell with his far larger and
blunt-toothed right claw—for lobsters are right and left handed. And
the waves wash all within their reach to the ujjper beach, where they
are ground to atoms in the whirling mill there.

It must be borne in mind that, wliatever the arrange-
ment of beach material maj- be, wliether that of the Bay of
Fnndy beach or the converse, storms are apt to confuse all,

and mingle sand and stones and pebbles together in one
mass. And should a ))each thus mingled sink, and aft^r

long ages become rock and rise again, it will be a "conglom-
erate;" l)ut the stretches of sand which now form smooth,
gentTv sloping bathing places or wide extended shallows,
will be found turned to gi-eat beds of sandstone:—our day
will be(|U(';itli to ages and periods to come what past ages
and periods have be(iueathed to us.*

Where the shore is low and the rocks slope down

S4YV ^^^^ beach to the water, they are often destroyed
in the manner shown in Fig. 123. A vein in the

ro(tk (see page 228) has been found, whose mineral has been
broken out, and the pebl)les and shingle surging back and
forth, like the teeth of a great saw, as the waves dashed
up along the groove aiul then rushed back, have done their

work. The mass has been cut in two, and now their further

work is to widen the passage by cutting sideways; the

smooth, bare sides show what is in progress, although
bunches of seaweed nestle in the crevices and little hollows
above the reach of the surging pebbles; but the rock on

* Wittiin a fpw yards of tlie sjiol pictured in Fig. :!ff is a thick l)e<l of eravel, the
grains of whicli are of :i markedly uiiiforiii size, about as large as peas, exactly like
the ridges on modern beaches referred to above.
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the right foreground tells the storj- of what has been and
what is eoming. Sometimes where the shingle is not very

abundant, the cut is narrow, though deep; here a chance

wave often sweeps the cut free from shingle, when a beauti-

fully smooth and curved bottom is seen, but always with

the vein or crack ruuning along it.

Fig. I2:i. A " lit-a'-h Saw "
: prtssaye' i-ut liy lieueli sliingle along a vein through a mass

of basaltic trap; rock iu right foi-eground much worn down and smooth, showing
shrinkage cracks also ;• slope of shingle about 20°. Bay of Fundy.

Should the shelving rocks here have spread for any extent

over the beach, they will be found everywhere cut by such
passages. On the lower beach these remnants, which have
been the longest exposed to the work of the shingle and
waves, are not, as a rule, very thick. And here these

destrovers show another mode of attack. On the level of
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the beach they cut low passages or lioHows beneath the

rocks, shearing, as it were, the top off, forming thus fine

hiding places for the lobster, whence, however, the prowl-

ing boy with his long-handled gaff drags him forth, vainly

resisting and direfully threatening with his powerful claws;

and on the tops and sides of the rocks beds of protecting

seaweed cling, which, too, may shelter the same crustacean

in crevices and lioUows that they mass over. Great boulders,

hundreds of tons in weight, are thus cut off from the bed-

rock, and, settling down on the shingle, are again attacked

in the same way, till they, too, become shingle and sand

and mud.

Curiously, too, shoreward behind these great boulders,

where the incoming tide and Avaves eddy round from both

sides, little mounds, rounded or knife-edged on top, are

formed from Avhat the waves bring up and drop there in the

eddy,— pebbles at the bottom, sand and shell fragments at

top. Tt is a sort of miniature of what goes on at the head
of the beach.

SHORE-DRIFT Thfi tendency of the wayes is always to move
dead on shore ( see

'

' Waves , '

' pages 269 , 270 )

;

but the winds and currents will not always permit this, so that

they drift along the edge of tiie beach or shore, approaching
it diagonally, one end striking and breaking with foam
before the other. In this way the beach material, even the

large stones, may be swept along the beach instead of right

up it, so that it is never certain that the^Jje^eh^insitter
belongs to the immediate shore.^ The flat stones of the

beach at Oakville, described on a previous page, do not
come from rock on the shore above it, for the shore is of

clay; but they drift, it is thought, from a rocky ledge a
short distance to the east, extending a little way out into

the lake, over which the water is always white.

It is possible, however, in this particular case, that the beach-
stoues come from beneath the water ; for the banks of the streiim here,

about two miles back from tlie lake, show, down to the bed of the

stream itself, thick beds of shale with thin beds of corrugated, or

"ripple marked," limestone between them; these befls of both kinds
extend, undoubtedl}', Ijeneath the lake; so that the oval stones may be
only the beaeh-woin, or beach-moulded, r(>mnants of the fragments that
the waves have broken oft' from the beds of limestone beneath the water,

and washed up on the land above.
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Currents, in drifting along a coast, do not follow-

all its indentations, but cross, often in a somewhat
curved line, to the opposite side; as the}^ do so, the sand
and pebbles that the}' are washing along with them, drop iu

the deeper water at the mouth of the indentation and build

up a tongue of land parallel to the course of the current^

thereby partly cutting off the water within from that

outside. Point aux Pins, on the shores of Lake Erie,

is a " spit/' of sand, about nine miles long, formed in this

way, the little bay, or the harbor, of Rondeau being thus

cut off from the lake. Fig. 124 shows one of these sand
spits, at the western end of Toronto Island; it stretches

northward and would probably have reached the shore

before now had not its progress been stopped by the break-

waters built to keep open the passage to the lake. The
picture shows the jagged edge of the inside of the spit, a

Fig. 124. Spit, or point, at w. 'St. TU l'IhI of Tr.rnn;,, Islnii.l; T'>roiif'. I'ay :ii fnri'i:round,

Lake Ontario and Humbei' Bay beyoiul spit; breakwater uf western entrance to
Torouto Bay just seen ou riglit, end of spit (bare sand) almost toucliing it (1901).

feature found in all, while with many the end is a great

hook of sand—such as Cape Cod, and Sandy Hook at the

southern entrance of New York Bay.

V BARS Very often where a feebb'.flowing. stream enters a

(\
' ]K>dy of water, the spit is thrown right across the

J / mouth of the stream and thus forms a bar, through which
the water of the stream filters, except when in full flood it

may burst across for a time. Fig. 125 shows the broad
bar across the mouth of the stream at Grimsby: it consists

of pebbles and coarse gravel from the glacial drift that

forms the shores; these the currents of the lake which set

along the beach have thrown across the stream, thereby

blocking it up. It has formed rapidly of late years.

In the summer of 1882 only four or five feet of shingle

lay between the stream and the lake. It is now a heavy
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bar from uliich great quantities of gravel, etc., are taken
away for road-making and other purposes, the storms of

winter bringing in a fi-esh supply.

Still more remarkable is the " Beach " at Hamilton, a
long curved bar of gravel that cuts off a deep indentation,

Burlington Bay, from the waters of the lake of which it

once formed a part. If Lake Ontario is the result of the

great glacier, or of the blocking up of the St. Lawrence l)y

the uplieaval of its bed, then we must look for the origin

of this bar almost back to the formation of the lake itself.

Where a large river with a strong flow enters the sea, a
SUINKEIN shallow, which Ls really a broad bar, is usually formed acroigg
BARS. ^^ mouth, even though no delta may be built up. At New
York large ships have to wait outside the bar, the "Narrows," till the
water li.se.s high enough over it to allow them to cro.ss into the

Fig. 125. Bar across the mouth of stream at Grimsby (1902): stream on the right,

L.ike OnUirio on left; leugth of bar about quarter of a mile.

harbor, New York Bay ; it is the same at Charleston and very many
other places on the Atlantic coast. At St. John, N. B. , the current of

the river is so strong that no such bar is formed. There are two
entrances to this harbor, one, the main entrance, at the south, the other
at the west. At low water the passage to the inner harbor is seen to

be a somewhat narrow channel with a strong current passing outward ;

to the east of the channel is a flat about a mile wide covered with mud,
excepting an area of twenty-five acres or more, which is strewn with
boulders, some being very large—the "foul-grounds"—a dangerous
place for vessels ; but on the western side lies a sunken spit of small
boulders or cobble-stones, "the bar," which extends from the western
shore of the inner harbor for a distance of 4,000 feet towards the main
entrance, thus narrowing the western entrance. This "bar" marks
the limit to which the tide, coming in by the western entrance, can
carry along the stones that it washes from the neighboring shores of

glacial drift (see Fig. 31) as it sweeps along them in gaining the harbor.

So strangely do the currents deal with the material over which they
have power !
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A peculiarity in the action of rivers frequently attends
RIVERS

j-j-,jg formation of bars and spits. Sometimes where
BEHIND BARS, y-^g ci,rj-ej,t, from a river entering a body of water, sea

or lake, is feeble and the drift current along shore is in any degree the

stronger, the conflicting currents will both drop some of their sediment

;

the spit thus formed will be continually pushed farther forward in the

direction of the drift current, and the river will be forced to abandon
its former mouth (which soon gets choked up) and to flow along behind
the new-made barrier, keeping open a passage to the lake, etc., where-
ever it can. This peculiarity is seen to a slight extent in the Don at

Toronto, which bends near its mouth and runs westward a little way
before entering the lake, a fact which seems to show that the sand
of Toronto Island comes from the east. The Au Sable River, where it

entei'S Lake Huron near its southern end, has the same peculiarit}'.

The numerous "Haafs" along the southern Baltic are all due to this

partial blocking up of river mouths by spits and bars ; and the same
occurs all along the coast of the United States from Virginia around to

Mexico.

Fig. 126. The "Beach" at Hamilton: channel across between breakwaters that
extend for some distance into the hilie, on the right, and Burlington Bay on the
left.

MUD FLATS ^^^ every expanse of land laid bare by the

retiring tide is called a beach, for not every
such one is covered with sand, shingle, or boulders. Around
our Lakes, when from different causes the water is lower
than usual, shallow places about islands or in curves of

the shore become bare, and bake and crack in the sun, till

the water once again comes back to its usual height and
covers these "fiats," though their grasses may still show
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j^reen al)ove the lappiiit? of the wavelets. What thus

occurs in our lakes irregularly, occurs by the sea regularly

—

twice every twenty-four hours.

Inlets, whether from sea or lake, tend to fill up. The
cm-rents, whether tidal or other, do not sweep i-ound the

shores of an inlet as they do along the shores in the open;

they rather eddy into them with a much slower motion, the

motion near the head of the inlet being slowest of all. The
coarser material borne along by the current will, as we have

seen, be apt to form a spit or bar or projecting point at the

entrance to the inlet; but the finer nuiterial, the mud, will

be dropped only where the water has become most quiet—at

the head of the inlet. Here, therefore, shallows will be

r"

Fiff. 127, Mu(l-fl;its, Miiias Basin, Nova Scotia: distance from rock in Kt't torfsruind

towatei- on tlie liorizon fully a mile. Note tracks in mud TCf. page :j): rock is end of

shelf on which cliff seen in Fig. 120 stands.

formed in lakes, and here, too, in tidal waters, and especi-

ally where the range of tides is great, will be foi-med tlie

same kind of shallows, but laid bare twice a day, and called

"mud- flats." Where rivers enter such inlets, the shallows

and flats" will grow faster, and, if there is room for growth,

will be far larger than where the sediment is brought only

by the currents that erode the shores.

The greatest inud-flats iji Caimda are doubtless those in

the delta region, at the mouth of the Praser river, in British

Columitia; for here the vast amount of sediment brought

down by the river is rapidly filling up its estuary, large as

it is; and though the i-ange of the tides is not great, low

water shows a wide expanse of naked mud. In eastern
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Canada no other region can ('onii)are in this respect with
tlie Bay of Fiindy region. Bnt the tiats are foi-nied ahuost
wholly by shore erosion, not l\v river sediment, for the rivers,

where they exist at all, are small. Except in 8t. John harbor,
ill eveiT place where these are found—and they are found
iu every offshoot—the shores or bed-rock, or both, consist

of coarse red sandstone, and in some places, as at Cape
Hopewell near the mouth of the Petitcodiac river, very
largely intermingled with pebbles. So great is the erosion
by the tidal currents in St. Mary's Bay (which has no
stream at its head), Digby Basin, Minas Basin, Cum-
berland and Shepody Bays, that from low-water to half- tide,

or beyond, the water seems almost red liquid mud. In
these regions the flats are the favorite feeding grounds of
that finest and largest of the herring tribe of fishes, the
shad.

These shallows and flats will not alwaj'S remain such, as we know

;

the accumulation will go on, both in lakes and in tidal waters, till the
top of the water is reached ; nor does the growth stop there. But in

the tidal waters man does not alwaj's wait for the slow work of nature.
After these mud flats have become marshes, that is, after the^' are so
high as to be covered with water onl\' during high-tides, and so have a
growth of salt grasses on them, great areas of them are surrounded by
dj'kes to shut out the salt water. The alluvial land thus dyked in is very
fertilej almost inexhaustibly so, surpassing in this respect the "bottom
lands " along the western rivers. Such dyked marshes are the famous
Tantramar marsh, the largest of all, at the head of Cumberland Bay,
and the Grand Pre and connected areas, along with the Wellington
and Grand dykes, to the south and west of Minas Basin.

Tlie mud flats, should the^' sink beneath the sea and in after ages
be raised again above water, will be shale, with fossils of the creatures
that now burrow in them or track over them in search of food. The
beds of shale that our streams and lakes are wearing away with their
fossils in them, are only going back again to the mud the}' once were.

SAND ISLANDS WTierc eddies, large or small, or currents

whose speed has slackened through meeting
with some obstacle or through coming into conflict one with
another, give rise to shallows, islands consisting wholly- of
sand are apt to be formed also. For here the storm waves
do not advance shoreward as green ridges of water, but as

white tumultuous masses " roaring into cataracts," digging
up and sweeping immense quantities of sand along with
them which the back-wash will not carry back; so that when
the storm is over a long low rounded back of sand is seen
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rising above the water wliere nothing of the kind existed

before. Sncli islands may be soon destroyed again, but
when once thus foi'ined they are apt to remain. And not
only so, but their presence may now eliange the currents so

mucli that the islands will increase in breadth and extend
their ends, as Toronto Island has done, till they reach the

shore. Then the water behind this barrier island, a
"lagoon," will gradually become shallower with drifting

sand, till coarse water-loving grasses and weeds come, form-
ing a marsh, and at last dry land.

Fig. 12S. Bnililiiiff a ilyko ricro'Js -a dminas't^ irook. (ir.-nul Prr. Kind's Contity. Xova
Scotia: distaiioe to background across dyked marsh, two mile?.; dark hand in middle,
an old dyke. In the bed of the creek there is a passage under the dyke so contrived
that water will run out when the tide is low but will not run in when the tide is high.

Such islands, sonietimes with their marshes often not, are very
numerous near the shore along the eastern coast of New Brunswick,
where tidal currents are very conflicting ; off the south-western end of

Nova Scotia, where the along-shore currents from the sea meet the
currents of the Bay of Fundy, they are a constant danger to shij)ping ;

for a new island or a new shoal niaj' be thrown up or destroyed in a
night, and so change the currents as to make charts and calculations

useless. Here, on Ca])e Sable island, not long ago, during a fog, one
of the finest and very largest of ocean steamships, on her first voyage,
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went aground on the sand and was lost, the captain deeming lie was fift}'

miles away from the island. The currents had changed. These islands

line the coast of tlie United States from Massachusetts to Mexico.
Sable Island, out in the Atlantic, eighty-tive miles east of Nova

Scotia, is one of the most remarkable of sand islands. It is a mile

wide, and, with its shoals and bars, is over fifty miles long, and so low
that vessels are close to it before it can be seen. '

' In bad weather it

is a continuous line of over fifty miles of foaming bi-eakers, producing a
most terrific effect, the island seeming to shake to its foundation as tlie

whole body of the Atlantic breaks upon it." It is a most dangerous
island, and the Canadian government maintains a number of men there

to assist the shipwrecked. No others are allowed to live there. Trees

have been lately planted on the island in hopes thereby to fix the sand,

which is now, for the most part, loose and movable. \ :..
. :.-cujl - ^'-W' "U><-C"^^

In the Great Lakes such islands are common ; we find them arouiid

Prince Edward county. Toronto Island, which has its lagoon, Ash-
bridge's Bay, is one of them : others are in Lake Erie, at Long Point
and elsewhere, while they are especially numerous along the south-west
shore of Lake Superior.

Spits and l^ars and sand islands all tend to straighten an
indented shore, jnst as we have seen, that tlie main force

of the waves is directed against any point or projection of

hard rock that ha^s been left behind in the erosion of the

shore, till it is broken throngh and worn away, and the

shore thereby has beeii made straighter.

LIVING BEINGS AND PHYSICAL CHANGES.

PLANTS.
Bnt it is not alone inanimate things whose work-
ing brings about snch widespread changes on the

earth. ' Living beings as well as water, frost, and heat, and
other agents of weathering, have their effect upon the

earth. We have seen (pages 59. 180) that plants, by their

decay, give rise to acids that are highly miportjint ni

dissolving rocks and in changing the character of their

minerals. Geikie says that native copper was fonnd hang-
ing as stalactites from timbers in a copper mine in Tennessee
after the mine had been closed for a few years, and fossil

tish-teeth wholly of copper have been dug up in some
places, the acids from the decaying vegetable and animal
matter having removed all the mineral bnt the metal.

Sir Walter Scott tells us in The Lady of the Lake how
" Aloft, the ash and warrior oak
Cast anchor in the rifted rock,"

but the very rifts in which the roots, flattened dvr3 ragged
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aud hardened as they get, find so firm a hold, are in part at

least the work of the roots themselves; and as the roots

increase in size they force the rocks farther and farther

apart, and either split them off entirely or thereby allow

water, with its acids, to do its work of destruction. The
underground walls of buildings, aqueducts, tanks, etc.,

are often destroyed by this means. And then, too, the

presence of plants either attracts moisture or prevents it

from drying up, and so the acids that their decay produces,

are continually at work on the rock or soiJ below.

But plants do not help destro}' only ;''they often protect rocks and
soil from the action of the weather ; tlie matted turf on a hillside will

not let the rain wash away or gully into the soil. Whoever has

looked at the multitudinous roots and rootlets of bushes and grasses in

a swamp where broken spots reveal them, will readily understand how
they can bind the soil—keep it from blowing or wasting away, and will

easily see ^^hy, shortly after a fire has swept over them, our finely

wooded Muskoka hills or rounded islands stand out to the sk}- only as

bare barren rock. Only after long years of weathering and cracking in

sun and frost will they gather some little soil at their base and in the

crevices and little depressions, where seeds of jjlants and trees— birches

and pines—will lodge and grow ; and these by their shelter and moisture

and decaying leaves gradually push the soil farther and farther outward,

as new skin grows over a burn from its unharmed borders, till once
more the bare rocks are hidden beneath verdure.

And it may be added, that the minute j)lant-life that forms so

much of the slime on the stones of our streams and brooks, effectually

shields from the attacks of the running water, unless when it is charged
with mud ; and the seaweeds that cling to rocks in great masses at

low-water mark, and extend even above half-tide, shield them from the

force of the waves, and are like a cushion upon vhich the waves break.

^' Plants build up, too, as well as destroy and protect.

The l)eds of graphite (page 18) found in our Archean rocks

are thought to have been seaweed. The great deposits of

coal—anthracite, bituminous, or lignite—the world over,

were once trees and i)lants {Coal, page 27, etc.); and the

trees and plants are doing the same kind of work still in

forming beds of peat in swamps and old lakes, and even ou
moist level ground and hillsides. Lake Winnipeg has shore-
cliffs of pure peat over twenty feet high, and in Ireland we
hear of whole peat-bogs slipping from their gathering-
ground on the hill-sides and sliding sknvly down over the
fields Ix'low, the black, liquid, slippery mud beneath greas-
ing, as it were, their path over rock and soil,
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Besides, as we have seen, it is largely due to plants that

flood-plains and marshes rise above the limit of the water.

Their stems and roots catch and hold in place the sediment
and wind-driven dust, and, when dead and decayed, form
the bench on which others grow, thus continually, though
slowly, raising the surface ever higher. Very marked, too,

on the sea-coast in tropical countries is the effect of the

mangrove; its home is the salt shallows in bays and behind
spits and bars and islands. It sends up a stem out of the

shallow water, from which aerial roots grow downward into

the water again and fasten to the ground at the bottom,

till the whole looks like a huge but ill-constructed bicycle-

stand around a tree.

Here lodge all sorts of waifs

and strays of the water—drift-

wood, leaves, sediment, shells

and animal remains of many
kinds; for such Avarm, sheltered

waters are a paradise for alliga-

tors, fishes, crustaceans of various

kinds, and birds, the reeking

mass when laid bare at low water
being most offensive. These
swamps are abundant around
Florida, in Western Africa, in the Bermudas, and many
other tropica] regions.

A curious veiy minute little gelatinous water-plant called diatom,
having- only one cell, and living on the water, not attached to the
ground, forms for itself an extremely thin skeleton of almost pure silica.

These exist in cold seas in vast masses and form the food of multitudes
of fishes, especially herrings ; it is their presence in shallow waters that
make these so valuable as fishing grounds, and they sometimes are in

such dense masses that thev give the water a yellowish tinge and keep
the nets from sinking. They are found in both fresh and salt water,
and when they die they sink slowly to the bottom, where their skele-

tons form beds, some of which are known to be thirt}- feet thick. Such
beds are found in the strata of all ages. "Infusorial earth" or "tripoli
iX)wder" is the name this material goes b}' in commerce ; it is used in

polishing.

ANIMALS "^^^ lower animals play their part, too, in pro-
ducing changes on the earth. TheLcmojuon earth-

worms, whose little beehive mounds of the eartli that they
have brought up from beneath, we have all seen piled around

Fis 129. Siliceous skeletons of dia-
toms, much magnified.
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tlio nioutli of tlieii- burrows, are known to work over the

surface soil again and again, and tlms to expose it to change
from closer contact with the air and acids, thereby making
it more fit for vegeta])le growth. Besides, these burrows
let the air and rain farther down into the ground.

(^ Moles and rabbits and gopliers dig out their long galleries

'.and bring up the soil or sand below to the air (sometimes
to the ruin of crops) , where it will be more quickly changed;
but the burrows act as drains to surface water. Beavers,
we know, build their dams across streams, thus backing up
the water to foi-m little lakes and ponds; these fill up with
sediment and become at last stretches of rich alluvial land

—

delayed in its passage seaward. And embankments of

rivers have been dug into by crayfish, so that they have
given waj', an occurrence known to have been the case with
the Mississippi embankments. There is no need to speak

^', of the animals that destroy vegetation^ farmers know the

varied insect tribe too well.

The great work of the coral polyji in our modern warm seas is well

known (page oG) ; and we have seen (pages 4, 5) that in every age from
the Archaean Period to the present, coral pol3'ps have been ecjually

active ; every age contains its limestone rocks filled with the remains of

coralline creatures, if not wholly composed of them. Besides, the

I
chemical effect of living or dead animals on the dissolved matter in the

"water of seas or lakes is often highly important ; the formation of the
valuable mineral fertilizer called ajjatite is directly the result of the
presence of decayed animal matter in the water.

Countless multitudes of other marine creatures, often of microscopic
size, living at the surface of the water or in its depths, form their limy
or siliceous shells or skeletons from the material in the water, and when
dead their remains, like those of the diatoms, build up vast beds on
the ocean floor ; they are doing it now as they have been doing, the
rocks show us, from time immemorial.

Man's commission from the first was to "subdue" the earth—to

IVIA^. make all its products and all its powers contribute to his neces-

sities or conveniences. "Civilization" is only another name for

this subduing. Man does not work' bj' instinct or impulse, like the

->j^
• lower animals, but b}' reason, and hence his ways of subtluing the

earth vary as need requires. So long as he kept the savage state

—

lived as the wolf does or the bird, on other animals or fruits—there was
no subdual : the earth was wild, untamed. The first step was taken
when he tried to make nature in any way do as he M-ishecl ; he started

to cultivate the ground. How much has followed from that first step !

Civilization arose in the east,—in China, India, Persia,

Mesopotamia, Egypt—all dry regions for the greater part;
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aud so it is no wonder that in all these we find, from the

first dawn of history, there were artificial streams dug to

carry the water from the rivers to places which the water
would not reach. " The rivers of Babylon " of the psalmist v

were doubtless some of the irrigation canals with which that

flat region abounded, and whose remains, dry or swampy,
are often still to be seen. India from very distant times

had its irrigation canals and its vast artificial lakes or

storage tanks, almost comparable to the one lately com-
pleted (1902) at Assouan in Middle Egypt. The British

authorities are now clearing out and extending these old

works and making new ones, so that some rivers, such as

the Mahanadi, in Orissa, which in the rainy season widely

flooded their lower course, now can hold all their water, the

great dams along their course serviiig the double purpose
of checking floods, as do our lakes, and of keeping a supply

of water for the drj* months. We know what this irriga-

tion means in western Canada and the United States: how
the torrents in the rainy season, which would otherwise tear

up and wash away the ground, now flow into great tanks or

basins, whence the water is drawn off by sluices to fertilize

fields far below.

Then when large cities grew up a constant and abundant
supply of water was needed, and so aqueducts were built, J^jiv-^
into which whole streams were often turned. Rome built '^ ^'^••"^

them at an early date, but far earlier still were those of

Etruria, sometimes gigantic in size, so that we call them
'" Cyclopean," as if they were quite worthy of Polyphemus
and his kin. Wherever the Romans went in later days
they built these aqueducts if needed. Jerusalem had them.
They are not an invention of to-day.

Hercules, the myth says, fought with the river-god, Achelous, and
broke off one of his horns ; the conqueror gave it to Ceres, tlie goddess
of agriculture, who (in pictures) has carried it ever since, filled with
grain and fruits and flowers. Does not this point to early efforts to

control the flow of water by throwing it into one channel ? The Achelous
river has a large delta, now, unhappily, very swanipj', but formerly
cultivated. May not the judgment and efforts of the people have
stopped up one or more of the shallow distributaries that used to flood

the country, and by turning the water into one channel increased its

current and thereby deepened its channel ? Modern engineering does
this, in a way, at the mouth of the Mississippi and elsewhere.
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We read tliat the lower town of old Rome used to be flooded when
ever "the too-eomplaining Ilia " could prevail upon her husltand, Father
Tiber, tlie rivei'-god, to avenge some slight done to her by moitals ; but

v» the Romans built the great drain, or sewer, the Cloaca Maxima, which
curried of!' the watei'. Excavators at Nineveh, Babylon, Jerusalem, and
elsewhei'e, often come upon the remains of ancient drains still perfect.

So our modern underdrains and sewers are no new thing, although we
dig them to "reclaim'" bogs and marshes, and even lakes.

Man interferes with the flow of water in other ways. He builds

^ great embankments along the course of streams so as to prevent their

waters from spreading over the surrounding regions. He thus checks

the building up of flood plains, but prevents disaster to himself, and
hastens the river-sediment on to the sea. He builds such embankments
against the sea itself

—"Scoops out an empire and usurps the shore."
"^ We even straighten^ rivers ; Toronto has straightenetl the Don for half a

mile, putting in wooden Ijanksr-? Then we build sea-walls, and piers,

and breakwaters ; we have hydiaulic mining ; our "2."'^^'®'" companies."

force waterfalls to turn machiner}' to generate electricity-, driving

machines, lighting buildings, streets, etc.

But, further still. From earliest times, when the ark

was built of " gopher wood," and the "cedars of Lebanon "

were in high demand, and Tyre was famous for its " lum-
! bermen," trees have been cut down for man's use. But
often with disastrous results. The mountains along the

south of Euroi)e, in Dalmatia, the Tyrol and elsewhere, are

now barren rocks, for the trees have been cut down and the

soil has been swept from the hills b}^ wind and rain. Our
forests here in America are in danger of a similar fate.

Happily alarm has been taken ; we are planting trees on tree-

less prairies, and setting out shrubs and trees and sowing
grasses on sand dunes and barren wastes in hopes, often

fairly answered, of confining the drifting sand.

And finally, we build up at times, too. The refuse from our great

cities, from our mines and cuttings, fill up hollows and shallow water-

fronts, therebj' forming new deposits.

In all these ways, and more too, such as by wells, artesian and
others, man, while sulxluing the earth, interferes with the action oi its

forces, sometimes helping to destroy, sometimes to build up.

Our earth is the scene of change; the various forces at

the surface are engaged in undoing what the forces beneath
the surface are engaged in upbuilding;—rain, frost, heat,

running water, winds and waves, tear down what upheaval
and volcanic action raise up; while in the depths of the

sea the wreck of the land is again being fitted by ocean

current and by busy life, to become firm land once more.
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CHAPTER VI.

QA.,^^^ry^ ,. THE OCEAN.

THE OCEANS AND THEIR FLOOR.

The Oeeaii, "the great mass of salt water of the globe, is

the goal of all our streams; they pour their waters iuto it,

and commit their loads of sediment, visible or invisible, to

its eare; their Avork is done. But yet we shall see this is

not the end after all ; for
'

' in the circle of eternal change '

'

the water will be sent back for a new burden, to do more
work, while its former load will be spread out beneath the

sea, to form new land-masses in the far future, which again
will have to be torn down and brought back.

The Ocean has always been a mj'stery, and our ignorance
of Avhat its waters conceal, has given room to poetic fancy
to fill it with "full many a gem of purest ray serene," with
" emerald halls" inhabited by an almost human race, lack-

ing only the soul, the immortal part. Ver^^ little^was knowii
accurately about the bed of the sea till the British govern-
ment sent out in 1872-76 the famous " Challenger Expedi-
tion," equipped Avith every scientific appliance, in charge
of eminent scientific men. This gave a \'ast amount of

accurate information about the sea in e\'ery way. Since

then almost every civilized government has done some
similar exploration and thereby added to A\'hat the

'

' Chal-
lenger " had given before.

As has been already pointed out (pages 49-51, 54), the
THE OCEANS, extent of the water-surface of the earth, or the " hydro-
sphere," far surpasses the extent of the land-surface, the former being
about 148,000,000 of square miles, the latter 55,000,000. The great
earth-fold, the top of which forms the land-surface, is to a very gi'eab

extent on one side of the earth, and this of necessit}' throws the water
on the other side. The annexed cut, Fig. 1.30, shows how unequal is

the arrangement of land and water ; the side of the earth which has the
British Islands as its centre, contains nearlj^ all the land, together with
areas of water that occup\' nearly half of it ; while the opposite side, with
about New Zealand as its centre, is nearly all water (Cf. page 54).

Indeed, if we take the ordinary division of the earth into northern and
southern hemispheres, the former will have far the most land and the
latter will be still nearly all water.
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The earth-fold is very irregular in shape ; it has projections great

and small on all sides, and indentations great and small, and
even two deep depressions ; the ocean fills depressions anil indentations

alike. For convenien<;e in indicating places npun the earth, we give

names to these water-filled irregularities on the earth-fold,—we call the

smaller ones seas, bays, gulfs, etc., giving a particular name of its own
to each, as Uulf of St. Lawrence ; but to the larger ones, on account of

their size, we give the name of ocean—Antarctic, Pacific, Indian,

Atlantic and Arctic—although we call the whole mass of water by the

general name of "the ocean" also. But it must not be forgotten that

the real ocean is the great mass of water in the south ; the Pacific is a

huge triangular piece of this, extending northward having Australia,

New Guinea and other islands with Asia on one side, and the Americas on

the other, and terminating in almost a point. The Indian Ocean is only

a northward swell of the southern ocean, between Australia and Africa ;

Fig. i;!0. Ijihi'I iiul Water Hemispheres; the double-curved line EE is the Equator.

the Atlantic is a huge arm of the same, stretching out north between

tlie Americas on one side and Africa with Eiu-ojie on the other, till it

terminates in a basin, the great gulf that we call the "Arctic

Ocean," from which there is a sort of narrow Viack-entrance into the

Pacific, a mere thread of water, Bering Strait.

THE PACIFIC
""^^'^ l)oundaries of the ocean are in some
respects artificial, not natural. The southern

limit of tlie Pacific. Atlantic and Tndinn Oceans is usually

given as the Antarctic Circle, south of which is the Antarc-

tic Ocean; some gc<)<j'ra pliers {jjivc the i)ariillcl of 40° south

as their southern limit, beyond which is the {^reat Southern

Ocean, a i)referable division; while the northeru boundary
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of the Pacific aud Atlantic is given as tlie Arctic Circle,

beyond which is the Arctic Ocean. The other boundaries

are more or less natural.

The Pacific at its broadest, along the equator, is about

10,000 miles wide, and, though variously estimated, has an
area of about 68,000,000 square miles, or approaching to

half of the water-surface of the earth. A marked feature

of its western side is the long strings of continental islands,

Japan, etc.; these to a great extent shut off from the main
ocean wide expanses of water, which in consequence differ

from it in temperature, deposits, and marine life, both
animal and vegetable. It has countless islands also, mainly
coralline, but with very many volcanic. Some of these

latter form oceanic chains, rising abruptly from great

depths in the sea. The range of Avhich Hawaii is one, is

2,000 miles long, and rises from a depth of 17,000 feet to

a height above the ocean of 14,000; while in the southern
Pacific is another chain known to be over 5,000 miles long.

The islands are, for much the greater part, within the

tropics and on the western side of the ocean. Here a baud
of islands and submarine plateaus, from 1,500 to 2,000
miles broad, extends from Farther India south-easterly

past Australia to New Zealand, and even beyond; while

another, but far narrower, is thought to exist, running
from Japan south through the Ladrone and Caroline

Islands to join this one. The depth of water on the

plateaus varies from six fathoms between New Guinea aud
Australia to over 1,500 fathoms. But this band contains

some deep expanses, the Coral Sea, Banda Sea, Celebes Sea,

and others, where the water reaches a depth in places of

full}- 2,500. and even 3,000, fathoms, while just beyond the

Fiji Islands the deepest "deep" known exists — 5,155
fathoms; close to the east of Japan and the Kurile Islands

a depth of 4,600 fathoms is met with. Some geographers
think that the existence of these two plateaus, together with
another that extends west from Patagonia for about 2,500
miles, shows that there is probably a continuous plateau
from Farther India and Japan south-east to Patagonia.
Away from the islands and plateaus the depth of the Pacific

is comparativelj' uniform, the average being given as 2,500
fathoms.
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THE ATLANTIC Tliis oceaii, the best known of all tlie oceans,

especially the northern half, is much smaller
than the Pacific; its narrowest part, between Greenland
and Scotland, is only 800 miles wide, it is only 1,700
between Sierra Leone and Brazil, and about 5^000 from.
Spain to Florida. The area is about 33,000,000 square
miles. It is markedly free from islands, except in its

broadest part, where the West Indies shut off the Cari])bean

Sea and Gulf of Mexico from its waters. As noted else-

where, most, if not all, the Antilles are volcanic, but the
Bahamas and Bermudas are wholly of coral, no other rock
being anywhere found. These rise out of very deep water,

so that it is thought tliis coast must have been sinking for

a long time, otherwise no such masses of coral could have
been formed. The greatest depth of the Atlantic yet found
is to the north of Porto Rico, where a sounding of 4,561
fathoms has been obtained. A plateau ( Map, Fig. 132) lies in

the central Atlantic, folloAving its curves, so far as is known,
from about46°southlatitude toabout50° north latitude, where
it ends in the " telegraph ])lateau," l)etween Ireland and
Newfoundland. The depth of water over this is less than
2,000 fathoms, while in the basins to right and left it often

reaches 3,000. Then, as we have elsewhere seen (page 49),
an elevation much above the general depth of the bed of

the ocean, lies between Great Britain, Iceland and Green-
land. The average depth is pro]);il)ly near 2,000 fathoms.

INDIAN OCEAN This body of water is only tlir swelling up of

the great southern ocean between Australia
and Africa, where it is about 4,500 miles broad. As
ol)served elsewhere, the existence of an ii-regular plateau,

which extends from Madagascar in a general direction to

India, and from which rise Bourbon, Seychelles, and other
islands, is thought l)y some geologists to prove the existence

of a former land connection with ludia; the water on this

often lies not over 1,000 fathoms dee]). Another plateau,

on which stand St. Paul's Island and Kerguelen Land, lies

between South Africa and Australia, at a depth of about
1,500 fathoms. The average dej)tho£tlns_jocean is about
2,500 fathoms. The islands are in the westei-n pai't; the

larger ones, excepting Madagascar, are nuunl}' volcanic,

but the Maldive and Laccadive are of coral.
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ARCTIC ^^ know the outer rim of the Arctic Ocean, with
its numerous islands north of Canada and of

Europe, but of the inner part we know nothing, although
the most persistent efforts have been made to reach it. The
pack-ice blocks all entrance " into that silent sea." Pack-ice
is not fresh-water ice, but salt-water ice, which requires a

temperature of 28° F. to form. At first such ice is
*

' sludge, '

'

then when strong enough to hold snow, it is "brash,"
when it cakes, it is "pancake-ice," this when thick

and covering a wide area, is "floe-ice," and when its

bounds cannot be seen it is "field-ice." It is the floes

crushed together and piled up, often to a depth of a hundred
feet, that forms the pack-ice, a mnss that does not melt
away, but apparenth^ goes on accumulating, portions break-
ing off and drifting away as " floe-bergs."

Icebergs come down into the North Atlantic from the

east coast of Greenland and from Baffin Bay; for here cold

polar water flows southward and brings the bergs with it.

No bergs come down the coast of Norway, for here the

warm currents from the Atlantic set northward and pass
east for some distance along the northern shores of Europe
and Asia. It is the return current, the cold one, in the

Ave^t that brings the ice down southward. Until fuller

knowledge of the currents of this region exists, it seems
hopeless to get through or far into the pack-ice. The
Avinds, too, are exceedingly variable, and these influence the

movements of the ice.

THE ANTARCTIC ^^^^ Antarctic seems even more effectively

closed than the Arctic; for a great ice-

barrier from a hundred to two hundred feet thick seems to

rim the whole region. In 1841 Sir John Ross, who in this

expedition spent four years in explorations, sailed along
the ice-barrier for 450 miles; there Avas not a single break
in it and it was calculated to be fully 1,000 feet thick from
top to bottom. Sir John, who reached the farthest point
south, 78° 11' S., that had been yet attained, gave the name
of Victoria Land to the land he discovered.* Some think that

* Since the above was put in type, the news has eome from the " Discovery "

expedition to the Antarctic, under ('apt. Scott, tliat by means of sledges 82° 17 was
reached in the southern summer of 1902-1903,-207 nautical miles beyond any point
previously attained.
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it is a great contineut, covered with an ice-cap, others regard
the land as consisting only of islands. Glaciers exist on
this land (Fig. 117) , and glacial drift is abundant; it has its

volcanoes, one, Mt. Erebus, is 12,400 feet high, and a com-
panion near by, Mt. Terror, is 10,900 feet high. The fact

that icebergs are often seen aground here far from land,

goes to show that the continent, if it exists at all, is low-

lying. Bird life seems abundant. Borchgrevink, who
wintered at Cape Adare, in Victoria Land, in 1891-2,

was made aware of the approach of sjjring by the arrival of

countless thousands of penguins, a sea-bird that cannot fly,

coming from, he knew not where, and making their way,
" waddling," across the rough ice, to which he could see no
limit, even with his glass.

CONTINENTAL ^^ i"efere^ce to the map (Fig. 132) it will be

SHELF. aeenthat everywhere around the continents

the water > is shallow; in some places this

shallow border is broader than in others, but except

at the mouths of some great- rivers, such as the Amazon and
Hoang-Ho, it does not appear to be over a hundred miles broad.

It IS the "continental shelf"—that part of the great earth-

fold which rajwlly flattens to pass upward into land. From
the outer edge of this, whi'ch lies, strangely, at an almost
uniform depth of a hundred fathoms, the floor of the sea

drops downward quite rapidly, at the mouth of the English
Channel, as we have seen, 10,000 feet in a distance of ten

miles.

It is along the top of this shelf and the deep-sea slope

that the sediment brought down bj^ streams is spread out.

On the inner and shallower side the coarser and heavier
sediment, both from the streams and the shore-waste,
settles; and so it is sand-islands, not mud-islands, that the

waves sometimes build up.

Beyond this sand area, and in deeper water, lies

the region of mud. The mud is usually blue from
the presence of so much organic matter, animal and
vegetable, and giving off an odor of sulphuretted hydrogen,
especially when slightly heated. It changes to a greyish
color, howevei-, as the organic matter decays. This is tlie

great belt of marine life: here are the feeding grounds of
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fishes, both of those that teed on diatoms or other yegeta])le

organisms, and of those tliat i)rey on tlie othei-s. Beyond
tliis region is the area of limestone, where the limy matter
held in solution is deposited.

It is on the top and along the flanks of this continental

shelf that, according to some geologists, originate great earth

movements, which result, in the forming of mountains along
the coast. For the vast beds of sediment that must gather
there in the course of ages become so heavy that the strata

which support them beneath, slowly give way and sink, and
as the pressure on the flanks is in part exerted sidewise, a
great and continuous push is given to the shoreward strata,

and they in consequence rise. (Page 10.)

Where the shelf-deposits are especially great, in the
region of great river estuaries or important eddies, they are

known to give way and form great sub-marine land-slides.

Fig. 131. Diagram of deposition of sediment. A, tlie underlying roel< with beds of
sand resting on it; on tlie sand lie beds of mud, beyond whicli are beds of limestone.

Courtesy of G. W. Wilson.

Telegraph cables are thus often broken, and at times buried

so deeply under the mud that they cannot be drawn up.

This has occurred at the mouth of the Congo. Japanese
scientific men say that these land-slides are the causes of

some earthquakes.

In the shelf-deposits will be emliedded the remains of

plants and animals of all kinds—the shells of shell-fish, the

crusts of crustaceans, the bony skeletons, teeth and scales

of still others ; along with those of the inhabitants of the

land^insects, birds' and beasts. Unhappily, the remains .of

man will be only too abundant also; for pleasure-seekers

along the beach or in the light sea-craft that skim through
the quiet water near the shore, and "those who do business

in the great waters," or who grai)iile with each other in the
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(l(-adly fi{?lit, all supply hosts of victims to "the all-devoiir-

iugsea."

The remains of plants will be there too; sea-plants of all

kinds—sedges and other grasses, seaweeds, kelp, dulse,

Iceland moss, or any other, and the innumerable varieties

of land vegetation, from oaks to mosses, fragments of which
our streams bear down to the sea.

THF nFFP ^^^^ ^^^^ deposits of the deep sea are different; it

5£^^ is no longer the sand and mud of the continental

shelf, though the passage from one kind of

deposit to another is never abrupt, but gradual; there is

always a zone where the two intermingle. In the deep,

but not the deepest, sea the deposits are almost wholly beds

Fis l.'i3. Globigerinpe ooze; iiulividual forms highly magnified, except the three on
tlie right lower corner.

of the limy skeletons or shells of little creatures that live at

the surface of the sea, and the soft grey chalky mud that

the skeletons form, when viewed under a lens, is seen to

l>e a mass of si;ch beautiful forms as are magnified
individually in Fig. 133. This mud is called the globigerinte

ooze. In some parts of the sea the ooze is nuide up of the

skeletons of other minute, but not dissimilar, creatures, and
in the cold seas the ooze is composed of the siliceous, skele-

tons of diatoms. (Fig. 129.)

A marked change of deposit comes with the deepest

sea—2,900 fathoms and over. Here the sea-floor is covered

with a deposit of red clay that under the microscope is

seen to be composed almost wholly of sharp_angular grains
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of various minerals, quite differeut in appearance from the

bruised and rounded grains that make up the mud of the

shoreward deposits. They are mainly of volcanic origin

—

volcanic dust and minute fragments of deca3'ed pumice
stone. For we know what vast quantities of dust volcanoes
throw out, the greater part of which must settle down on the

ocean; and much of the pumice stone falls there too, and
floats about for months or years before sinking or decaying;
and explorations have revealed the existence beneath the
water of great numbers of volcanic peaks that never
appeared aV)ove the surface, but that must have poured
out their contents into the sea; and if the innumerable
coralline islands rest upon a volcanic foundation, as some
think, we can readily see whence comes
the volcanic material that forms this

deep-sea deposit, and that is plentifully

found in the other marine regions as

well.

But some of this red clay is believed

to come from the wholly decayed globi-

geringe and other skeletons; the chemi-
cal elements, especially carbonic acid,

in the deep-sea water destroys the limv f!!?,' li^H^fl'''^"^"^'^'"'^^^^ 11. T 1 .i" enclosed m a nodule of man-
matter Ot the skeletons and leaves the ganese, dredged iip from

formless remainder to mingle with vol- ie°ngerexpeditk.nt?educ^dK"

canic clav.

There are hard animal remains, too, in this deposit, such
as the teeth of sharks and the ear-bones of whales, the rest of
the bony frame having been all dissolved. Curiously enough,
these bony remain.s often form the centre around which
minerals gather, so that little lumps of manganese which
have been dredged up, on being cut open, often reveal a
tooth or an ear-bone within them. Some of these bony
remains are perfectly free from encrustations of any kind,
and therefore must have been a shorter time on the sea-

floor than the encrusted ones; and as the growth of the
deposits and of the encrustations is inconceivably slow,
the mineral-surrounded remains must have been deposited
ages ago. Indeed, many of the remains of whales belong
to species long extinct. This and the fact that no such
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beds as are now forming in the deepest sea, have been fonnd
among known strata, seem to prove .that the bed of the

ocean has always ])een where it is now, and that the strati-

fied rocks, with their fossils, belong to deposits that were
laid down on the top or on the flank of the continental

shelf.

It will be readily inferred from what has been said, that

thongh the ocean depths possess hills and hollows, there

are no crags, no sheer clififs and angular projections, though
steep rises where submarine volcanic cones exist, there

must be. The deposits cover, or round off, or fill up
everything; there is no frost, no fretting streams, no dash
of waves, down in its quiet depths. What erosion the

tides and other currents may cause, is confined to the inner

side of the continental shelf.

WATERS OF THE OCEAN.

We say that "water -seeks its level"; that is, it will
SEA LEVEL, continue to run down hill till it reaches the lowest place,

and there it will accumulate, every point of its surface being equally

distant from the centre of the earth. The bed of the ocean is the lowest

))art of the earth's surface, the part nearest the centre ; and tiierefore

all the water of the earth is trying to reach the ocean, where every point

on its surface is equally distant frotn the earth's centre.* This would
actually be the case were the earth everj'where of the same densit}',

were the lithosphere everywhere even, and consequently the water of the

same depth above it everywhere, were there no winds and currents,

and were the air alwaj's of the same height and the same densit}'.

None of these things are so, and consequently the water is really

nowhere level, even though the surface may be smooth.

We know that on our Great Lakes, when a strong easterly wind is

blowing, the water at their western end gain.s on the land, but falls

back again when the wind dies away. A continuous easterly storm does
great harm on the Atlantic coast, for it floods with water the low-lying
districts of town and country about the shore, breaks through dj'kes

around alluvial marshes, destroys wharfs, and does damage in many
waj^s. The force of the wind drives the water before it, or drags it

along, piling it up along the coast. Tidal currents in shallow water are
masses of water moving forward with greater or less speed, and the
Mater in the places that have high-water is many feet higher than
M'here there is low-water—in the Bay of Fundy over fifty feet. Other
currents have a similar but less marked effect. Tlie effect of winds or

*It will, of course, be seen that a line drawn along the surface of the sea mnst
be a curved line passing around the earth; a straight line would extend outward into
the heavens.
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currents on water may lie seen by V)lo\ving gently along the surface of

some water in a long dish, or with the hand by pushing the water in a

long trough : a little wave will run along the water from end to end,

being higher at the end where it is stopped than elsewhere.

Then the air on an average pre.sses upon the water (and the land,

too,) with a weight of about fifteen pounds to a square inch. Some-
times, as the barometer shows, the air over a region becomes less dense,
and therefore does not press so heavily on the water, which will at once
rise higher in such a i-egion than in the surrounding ones—not to stay
very long so, however. We also saj^ that every mass of matter attracts

ever\' other mass of matter in direct proix)rtion to its densitj', and in

indirect proportion to its distance^the heavier a body is the more it

will attract another, and the farther away it is the less it will attract.

Very manj' experiments will prove these facts. It is found that if a
plumb-line be lowered from the top of a high vertical wall, the lower
end of the line will be a little nearer tlie wall than the upper end is.

The wall attracts the weiglit on the plumb-line. And what seems most
strange is that the water of the Indian Ocean where it is nearest the
mighty mass of the Himalaj-a Mountains, at the mouth of the Indus,
is over five hundred feet higher than it is at the southern point of

India—so great is the attractive force of the huge earth-ridge to the
north, of which the Himalayas are onh' the front. And the same thing
is true elsewhere on the earth, but not on so great a scale.

It is thus plain to be seen that there really can be no such thing as

a "sea level,' though we must speak as if there were.

SEA-WATER ^^'oui what has been said in former pages, we
know that in the water of the sea there mnst

be mineral matter and chemical elements of very many
kinds—of all kinds that exist in the ground or in the air,

including gold, silver, copper, iron, and other metals. We
taste sea-water (sometimes when it is much against our will

to do so), and find it not only salt, but bitter. In the
Bahamas, in Portugal, France, Spain, and other countries,
where s;\lt is obtained from evaporating sea-water, salt is

but one, though the chief one, of the products ; the thick
" mother liquor " that drains from the salt into a receptacle
for the purpose, contains many another substance, and it is

these that give the bitter taste.

The Challenger brought to England a multitude of
samples of sea-water, taken from the ocean in many differ-

ent parts of the world, and from depths ranging from the
surface to a thousand fathoms below it. These, on being
carefully analyzed, showed about 3^% of salts of different
kinds, the other 96?% being pure water. Of these different
salts the percentage was as follows :

—
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Chloride of sodium (coininoii salt) 77-758
magnesium 10- 878

Sulphate of " (P]i>s(nn salts) 4-737

ealcium ( gypsum ) 3- 600
potassium 2-465

Bromide of magnesium 0-217
Carbonate of calcium (lime) 0-34")

In addition to tliese there are carbonic acid, oxygen,
nitrogen, and common air. Oxygen is more abundant in

the surface water and carbonic acid gas at the bottom.

These gases are needed for the support of life in the
sea, both of plants and animals. The air gets entangled
in the water through the dashing and breaking of the
waves, and soon dissolves into its separate gases; then, as

there is a continual circulation of the sea-water, not only
around on the surface, but an upward and downward circu-

lation as well, the gases are carried downward to the lowest
depths of the ocean. Fish by means of their gills extract
the oxygen from the water and give off carbonic acid gas,
and thus breathe as well as do land animals, even in the
deepest sea, though ))efore the Challenger did its work it

was thought the abysmal depths of the ocean were lifeless.

It must be borne in mind that, if the nebular theory (page 6) is

correct, the water of the ocean and its miixeral matter of all kinds
existed in the gaseous state in the nebula, as well as did the material of
the land. The various compounds, such as water, lime, and .'^alt, were
all formed as the cooling process went on, and they thus took from
the atmosphere a verj' great part of those elements that by them-
selves are destructive of life, such as hjdrogen, chlorine and carbonic
acid gas, the compounds, strange to saj', being often e.s.sential to the
support of life—the great end of material creation.

We cannot tell Avhether the sea is growing salter or not, or whether
the amount of mineral matter of all kinds is increasing in it or not ; it

would require a long series of years and most accurate scientific obser-
vation and experiment to find this out, and it is only of late 3'ears that
facts are being carefully collected and examined. The sea is wide, and
as j'et little is known of what exi.sts in its depths ; and it seems from the
nature of things that little will continue to be known.

We know, however, that rivers are bringing to the ocean
vast quantities of solid matter every year, and that although
vast quantities of water are taken away from the sea by
evaporation—at least as much as rivers and rains pour into

it,—the solid matter is not evaporated, but stays behind in
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the sea. A great deal of it is deposited on the sea-floor;

sea-plants and sea-animals must take up very much of it

in one way or another, to form their hard parts at least;

and, as we have just seen, mineral deposits of various

kinds, formed by chemical union in the water itself, are

spread plentifully over the bottom.

When we think that vast deposits of salt exist the world
over, that there are even mountain ranges of salt in many
places, Spain and near the Dead Sea, for example, we
might conclude that the sea must have been far salter in

geologic ages gone by; but when we see what is taking
place in the Great Salt Lake, in the Caspian and Dead
Seas, and elsewhere, the thought comes to us that just such
bodies of water as these, with similar dry surroundings,
existed in those far off ages and gave rise to these deposits

of salt.

Not all parts of the ocean are alike salt. Naturally the

parts where evaporation is greatest are the saltest, and
those where there is the most rain or snow, and where
rivers are most numerous, are the freshest. In the Atlantic

the saltest Avater is between Spain and the Gulf of Mexico,
and south-western Africa and Brazil ; in the Pacific, west
of South America. Such land-locked seas as the Mediter-

ranean, Red Sea, and the Persian Gulf, are the saltest of

all; while the Polar oceans, Hudson Bay, "and the Baltic,

are the freshest, for the evaporation is least and the amount
of fresh water in different forms is greatest.

TEMPFRATijRF
Naturally we should expect that where the

OF THE SEA. ^^'^^^ ^^ ^^^® ^^^^^ ^^ greatest the water of the

sea is warmest, and to the greatest depth.

This is really the case to some extent. In the torrid zone
the siu'face temperature vai'ies from 76° F. to 80°; at Aden,
in south-western Arabia, 84° has been registered. In the

cooler parts of the temperate zones the temperature of the

surface-water is between 44° and 54°, not varying more than
15° between winter and summer. We may see by this fact

why the climate of islands and of maritime countries varies

so little in temperature throughout the year in comparison
with inland regions, such as Ontario and the West. In the

north Pacific, which is exposed only to a slight inflow of
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polar water, a summer temi)erHture of 70 is found. In the
Arctic Ocean the temperature of 80 , or even 28\ is com-
mon. As 28 is the freezing point of salt water, pack-ice
is then formed, which, unless broken up by storms and
driven southward into warmer seas, never melts.

The heating power of the sun is found not to extend
very far beyond a depth of 100 or 150 fathoms. Every-
where in the ocean at an average depth of 500 fathoms, tiie

temperature is almost uniformly 40", but, strange to say, in

the torrid zone this temperature is found at a depth of 300
fathoms. After 40° is reached the decrease takes place

more and more slowly to the bottom, where the usual
temperature is about 32°, though in the South Pacific 31° has
been registered, and even lower than this at some other

points.

Between the surface and the dividing line of 40° the

temperature varies a great deal ; sometimes it changes
slowly and regularly with increasing depth, sometimes very
rapidly and irregularly, especially in the ton-id zone.

MOVEMENTS OF THE OCEAN.

Enthusiastic sea-bathers have been known to bi-ing to

their inland homes bottles of the salt-water, with the inten-

tion of regaling themselves at times with its sea-odor.

But usually one experience of the odor after the cork has
been taken out of the bottle, leaves no desire for another.

The water smells as if putrid. Just as our blood circulates

in our veins in order that it may all pass in succession

through the lungs, where it is oxidized—brought into close

contact with the oxygen of the air—so the Avaters of the sea

need to be kept in continual motion in order that they too

may be oxidized—purified, made able to support the multi-

tudinous life within them. Only a few sea-animals, those
of the whale and seal families, breathe directly from the air;

the others all get their oxygen from the water, and it is

only from the continual tossing and fretting of the sea at

its surface that air gets mixed with the water; and only by
continual (nreulation, or movement, is the Avater, thus
aerated, carried through the whole mass of the sea from top
to bottom.
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In the Black Sea, whose bed seems to be undisturbed by
any movement, the deep-lying water is foul, and when
brought to the surface gives forth as offensive an odor as

stagnant pools. The shallow lagoons behind spits, and bars,

and islands, load the air with impure fever-breeding vapors,

and doubly so when their reeking beds are laid bare by the

retiring tide. Coleridge's picture of the great calm in the
" Ancient Mariner," though the glamour of poetical genius
is tlirown over the description, does not go beyond observed
fact, and, indeed, in some respects, does not come up to

what has been experienced. A long period of dead calm in

hot latitudes gives opportunity to the minute, frail, gelatin-

ous organisms to increase in masses beyond all bounds,
and the gases that arise from the water taint the air far and
near. A motionless sea would destroy life on shore. The
tides, by exerting their force chiefly in long, narrow bays
and inlets, where oceanic circulation does not reach, not
only enable vessels to go where otherwise they could not
(Figs. 139, 140), but keep the water in strong, even violent,

commotion.
More than this. The heated water of the tropics is

carried by oceanic circulation far up into the polar regions,

giving off its heat as it goes, and thus making the climate

of the countries along whose shores it moves, far warmer
than it otherwise would be. The southern point of England
is in about latitude 50° N.—the same as that of Winnipeg;—
but flowers bloom the year round in the Isle of Wight and
in Cornwall; and grain is raised by the inhabitants of Ice-

land and far within the Arctic Circle in Norway, while

either ice covers the whole land in corresponding regions in

North America, or only stunted willows and alders exist.

We look at a sheet of perfectly still glassy water: a breeze
WAVEb. comes along, the surface darkens and rufHes, and soon little

ridges of water are seen stretching away at right angles to the course of

the wind. It is the friction, or rubbing, of thewind on the water that
raises the rid ges. The wind does not have the same effect on ice, or

wood, or rock, because the particles of these cohere closely one to

another, while the little t^lobules of water do not cohere very closely,

and therefore readily yield to anything that presses upon them : the
wind does this, and the}' readily yield to it. In a large expanse of water,
sucli as one of our Great Lakes or the Ocean, the water under a heavy
wind rises into great waves or hills of water, separated by deep hollows
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or troughs. In the open Atlantic, during a storm, waves as high ag 43

feet have been observed.

Often in fine weather and a quiet sea great magnificent swells of

water move majestically onward, scarcely, if at all, breaking the

surface. They are the <jround-swell that comes from regions hundreds
of miles away where storms have occurred, o-i <-^-

But the waves in deep water do not move before the

wind as a ves.sel does, the wliole vessel going onward; but

a wave is a mass of water that suddenly rises in a spot and
sinks back into it again, while the forof^ or impulse, that

raises it i)asses on to do the same to another mass. Thus,
if we watch a stick being tossed up and down b}- the waves,

we see it keep up the same average position on the water;

but we notice, however, that as the wave advances the stick

moves toward it, rises to its crest, drops down on the back
of the wave, and then moves forward to the original place.

Of course if the wind bi-caks the crest of the wave the water
will be thrown forward and settle l)eyond its original posi-

tion. The water seems to oscillate, to shake, or move
backward and forward, something like a tree during fitful

gusts of wind, though the real movement is undoubtedly
circular.

In shallow water, however, where the wave-producing
force has not i-oom or material, as it were, wholly to spend
itself in nuiking a wave, it exerts its unexpended part in

driving forward the Avave it does make. As the lower part

strikes the bottom and drags along it, the wave rises higher

and higher, its back gets flatter and flatter, and the front

steeper and steeper, till the crest, no longer able to stand

ui)right, tumbles over in a foaming curl of water in front,

rushing up the beach, and leaving it

" Covered with waifs of the tide, with kelp and slippery seaweed."

Wlien a wave, which out in deeper water is running at a

sharp angle witli the shore, ajiproaches the shore, the inner

end reaches shallow water first, and being retarded more
and more by friction with the bottom, the whole wave
swings round as if on a pivot, and runs almost, if not

quite, dead on shore. As the wave is vushing on and up
the beach, there is below the surface a backward set of the

water, called the " undertow," a source of danger to incau-
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tious bathers and to the boat that rides ashore on the crest

of a wave.
It has been calculated that a wave KX) feet long (from the

SPEED OF crest of one wave to that of the next) in water 100 feet
WAVES. deep, travels at the rate of fifteen miles an hour ; one 1,000

feet long in water 1,000 feet deep, at the rate of forty-eight miles;

whereas another 10,000 feet long and in water 10,0(X) feet deep will

sweep onward at a speed of not less than a hundred and fifty-four miles

an hour. It will require water thirteen and three-quarter miles deep in

order that a wave may travel 1,000 miles an hour.

We can readily understand how the shock of an earth-
EARTHQUAKE quake occurring beneath the sea gives rise to waves
WAVES. (page 109, etc.). Such waves are usually of enormous
size, and when they roll on shore the destruction they produce is often

appalling. It was these waves that caused the terrible loss of life

during the earthquake that accompanied the destruction of Mt.
Krakatoa, in the Straits of Sunda, in 1883. In 1854 the town of

Simoda, in Japan, was destroyed by a succession of waves that rolled

ashore during an earthquake. In twelve hours and twenty-eight
minutes after the shock in Japan, the earthquake waves were felt in San
Francisco, a distance of 4,527 miles.

TIDES ^^^ ^^^ Great Lakes the water, though varj'iiig in

OU height in different seasons, according as rain and
snow have been more or less abundant, does not change its

level at regular intervals; but at the sea-shore the level is

seen to change regularly; there is a continual change; only
for a space of about fifteen minutes four times in about
twenty-five hours is there a stand-still ; and the difference

between the height of the highest ordinary " high-water "

and the lowest ordinary
'

' low-water '

' is in some places

fifty feet. The interval, too, between high- water and high-
water is quite regular, being twelve hours and twenty-six
minutes.

These changes were, of course, known to all dwellers by
the sea from remotest times ; and in ancient books there are

found many suggestions as to their causes, some of which
show much accurate observation and connect them with the

moon. Not till the great fact of the universal attraction of

matter was discovered could the true cause be known. Sir

Isaac Newton, whose name will forever be associated with
all that is great in science, was the first to put forth the

theory regarding the tides that is now held by all scientific

men. though it has not yet been fully worked out in all the

details of its application.
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CAUSES OF
TIDES.

We know that every oljject in nature attraets,

or tends to draw toward it. every other object

in nature
—

'"every particle of matter attracts

every other particle of matter.'' The earth and moon,
being objects in nature, therefore attract each other, and,

like other masses of matter, with a force directly propor-

tional to their size. Had the earth and the moon suddenly

sprung into existence with their full power of mutual
attraction, they would have rushed directly toward each

other, the moon going eighty miles to the earth's one. for

the moon is eighty times snuiller than the earth. But,

from whatever cause, both had another motion than what
their attraction would give them, a straight-on mrttion;

they could not obey both, and the result was a movement
between both, a peculiar kind of circular motion about each

other.*

If we fasten one end of a piece of lath, say, to a block

of wood and the other end to another 1>l<»ck, there will be a

point somewhere aloiig the lath where we may tie a string

and lift all up, the two blocks perfectly balancing; if the

blocks are of equal weight, the point will be half-way along

the lath; if of different weights, it will be nearer the larger

block; indeed it may be wholly inside the edge of the larger

block. Such a point as this where the balancing takes

place is called "the centre of gravity." Now, one may
give the blocks so balanced a whirl and they will turn

round and round this " centre of gravity."

Attraction is just such a bond, for it fastens the earth and
moon together, though not in such a stiff way as the lath

does the blocks; but the earth is so much heavier than the

moon (the earth is 8.000 miles in diameter, the moon 2,160),

that the centre of gravity is about 1,000 miles inward from
the earth's surface, and so in revolving the earth and moon
will turn around this point.

In Fig. 13.") E represents the earth and M the moon ; G, inside the

earth's circumference, is the point about which all balances, while DF,
the line piussing through <J, is the axis about which all revolves—once
in about 28 days. But it must be borne in mind that the earth is

•Many interesting tlelails in tliis discussion must be omitted, such as the reso-

lution of forces, attraction of other planets on earth and luoon, the i)eeuliar ch«nu;ter

of the motions, resulting from mutual attraction, etc.
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rotating on its axis, AB, all the time at the rate, on the equator, of

IjUOO miles an hour; and so the particle of the earth that forms the

point G, or the row of particles that forms the axis DF, is changing
every instant, whirling off in its own particular cii'cle.

When the roads are wet we see little lumps of mud flying off every
part of the rapidly turning tire of a carriage wheel ; if our two blocks of

wood are not securely fastened together by the lath, the}' too will break
away as we turn them and fly off ; and as we whirl around our head a
stone tied to a string, we feel a constant pull on the string. It is a law
in nature that a body in motion will keep on in motion forever, and in

a straight line, unless prevented by some other force. The mud sticks

to the tire of the wheel and gets the wheel's motion ; but the constant
endeavor to go on in a straight line at last loosens it from the tire, and
it goes its way—only to be seized by another force, attraction, and
brought to the ground. It is the same with the blocks at the end of the
lath, and with the ball at the end of the string. In this last case we
feel the continual pull. The force that thus tends to keep a bodj'^ goiilS
on in a straight line from where it gets its motion, is called the centri-

fugal (centre-fleeing) force; the other that turns aside, or deflects, this

motion, making the
A body to turn ai'ound

a centre, is called the
centripetal (centre-
seeking) force. If one
of these, say the first,

should get the strong-

er it would destroy
the other, and the
moving body, the ball

for instance, would
fly off; if the second
grew the stronger,

the body would fall

to the centre— a quick
jerk on the string would bring the Avhirling ball to the hand. So it is

seen that the balance between bodies revolving around a centre depends
upon the exact equalit}' of the forces at work.

Now, the earth and the moon in revolving around their common
centre of gravity exactly counterbalance as a whole—the centrifugal and
centripetal forces are equal. But the moon, while attracting the whole
earth from side to side and rim to rim, attracts a little more strongly

the side, or hemisphere, nearest to her ; half way between the two
surfaces lies the line of average attraction, the diameter ACB of Fig. 135.

If the earth were a solid body this difference would not be noticeable ;

but the outer part is water, and water moves to the slightest impulse
given it. In the cut the pai-allel lines from M represent the attraction

of the moon exei-ted from all parts of the moon straight toward the

earth ; the other lines represent attraction not so exerted.*

*In reality only along the heavy parallel line MLC is the attraction wholly
diiei-l; hut within this "parallel area" beneath the moon, the iingnlar attraction is

so little that it may be neglected.

Fig. 13.5. Diagram to illustrate tide-producing. forces
Diameter of M (the moonj i of E (the earth).
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The attraction of the moon has no other effect on the water in this

area of parallel attraction than to make it a little lighter than elsewhere ;

ft^annot raise the water up hi the duihtest degree; if it could, then the
moon's attraction" would be stronger than the earth's. Outside of this

area, however, or wherever the attraction is angular, the case is different.

There, it is plain, some little of the moon's force is exerted inward
toward the area of parallel attraction, and as the water cannot go
straight down to it, so to speak, on account of the solid earth beneath,

it slips along the bottom toward the area. This horizontal force, as it

may be called, thus draws the water from the whole of the rest of the

Imnisphere towards this area. The force Ts greatest atolit hau-way
between the parallel area and the points A and B, where the average
attraction is, and hence where there is no force moving horizontally.

The water thus coming together through this horizontal attraction constitutes

the tides : there will be a " high-

w

ater " in this area.

Agnin, thft p.ent.ripetfil and fi iitiifugal forces are in their total effects

equal

;

yet aa the former Iuk e ]icyonil the line A B is less than that

on the other side, the centrifucral foio- thereby liecoming stronger, the

wa^eFoirTKe"oppoiTle face of tlie eartli, vi/,., AHB," will tend to fly oft

;

but as if eannot do so any more readily than the moon can liTt the water

beneath liei . it will glide' toward TT, tlie area directly opposite the area

of parallel attraction in ALP>. Tliere will thus be an accumulation of

water here al-n -tlie ' lii'jli- wal er
"' that is always opposite the high-

wator nnrli'i' rlie nincm. Then as the rotation of the earthy on_its_axi§-

Tirinu-> e\ei\ |)iirti(,ii nf its surface ni'ire or less within the direct

-tntlueii.'r cf'tlie ni'inn. . i!' linn^'-s the luM.m tn the meridian of that place,

(•\fv\ place will lia\e two liic'h- waters e\ cry twcnfyfnur hours and

lifl\ t\su minutes, separated Iiy two low waters.

If the earth were standing motionless with the moon revolving

around it as a centre, there would be only one tide a month at any place,

for there would be no centrifugal force to make a tide on the opposite

side of the earth from the moon. If the earth did not rotate on its axis,

but only revolved (not rotated) with the moon around the common

centre of gravity, G of Fig. 135, there would be two tides a month at

each i)lace, one when it was under the moon, and one when opposite.

The daily rotation on its axis is needed for the two daily tides.

The sun and the earth have a mutual attraction as well as the
SUN'S moon and the earth, but the principle and action are precisely
TIDES, ^ijg nume in both. But though the sun is vastly heavier than

the moon, yet its immense distance from the earth makes its tide-

producing power much feebler than that of the moon.

yet the sun's influence on the water of the ocean ia

SPRING AND niarked. In Fig. 135 let 1 represent the earth with the
NEAP-TIDES, moon tide ABCD alone on it, swelling out toward

oppositi! points D and B beneath the moon, which is toward M. Then

let 2 be the earth with the moon tide ABCD as before ; but now the

attraction of the .sun, which is toward S in the same line with the moon,

is joined to that of the moon ; the sun's tide AECF, a comparatively,

small one, is thiis added to the moon's, and the result is a much higher

tide than that of the moon alone. Sucli a double tide is called a

"spring-tide."' But through the movements of the planets the sun
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comes gradually to act at right angles to the moon, as seen in 3 ; and
now not only is the sun's tide taken away from the moon's, but some of

the water that was drawn from A and C 1 to B and D, is drawn away
acrain to A and C ; the moon's high-tide, therefore, at B and D 3 is so

much the lower— lower than in 1. This relative position gives the

lowest high-tides and the highest low-tides of the moon—the "neap-
tides." Of course the progress of

""

the sun from over F 2 to over

A 3 is gradual, and so, in the

language of the sea-shore, the

tides keep "nipping off"; then,

when A is reached, the pro-

gress is again toward a straight

line with M — the tides keep
"springing" till the sun stands

over D, when, being in line with

the moon, the two attracting

bodies will again act in concert

;

but this time the centrifugal

force of one will act with the

centriiietal force of the other, the

result being again spring-tides,

just as when the two centripetals

were acting together. The con-

tinued progess of the sun brings

it finally in about 28 days round
to the point where it and the

moon again join their attrac-

tive powers. The tide-producing

forces of the sun and moon act

in concert at the new and full

moon, but the highest tides occur

only on the day after, as the

lowest occur a day after the moon
quarters.

r-, The moon's path,

J (p UNEQUAL or orbit, is not in
r-t^ SUCCESSIVE tHe
^ TIDES. p-U^

earth"- equator, hut
twenty-f-ight "If-rrrees to the north

a^nd S(juthalte,rnately. The moon
is thus directly overhead, or at its

"zenith," no farther north than

the parallel of 28', and at a cor-

responding distance south of the and sun-tide separate

equator. Fig. 137 represents the

earth with the moon tide on it ; the crest, or highest point of the tide, is

at A, the moon being in its zenith toward M at 12 o'clock at night ; the

crest of the corresponding tide will be at C on the opposite side of the

earth, 28' .south latitude ; low tide will be along the line (or circle) GH,

same line, or

witli the

crosses it.

Fig. 136. Diagrams of neap-tides : 1, moon-
tide ; 2, sun-tide on moon-tide; ."!, moon-tide
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all round the earth, half-waj^ between the two crests. Now, an island

situated at A will h.-ive the full lirio^lit of the firlc^ while one situated at
B, oil t Ik- s.-iini- |jaj',i]]fl (if lal it ii'ic

will ha\c a iniM-li low it tiilc, fur I Ik

of the ecmator, ami mily the diiiii- lin

reaches JB. Tliu laitcr will lia\i- it-

I In- III her side of tlie eaith.

Ill Llic tidal wave is jjouth.

to speak, of the tidal wave_
1 1 ighl^^S. J-'i-

twelve hours
more.

Thus we see that two siiceo.-i \ i- tnli-s are not of the same height.

But while tliis inequality of successive tides is so very marked in

America, and many other places, it scarcely exists in Western Europe,
the reason being unknown. Actual observation, however, shows that the

inequality is less in reality than in theory. VV'hen the moon is at its

zenith on the equator, there is no inequality anywhere in the same or

corresponding latitude, as a figure similar to Fig. 137, but with its crest

at the equator, will readily show.
Nor is the moon always at the same distance from

MOON'S VARYIINQ
^^^^ earth. The tide-producing force of the moon

DISTANCE.
^,^„(^j q{ f^jiy gy„^ too,) varies as the cube of the

distance, so that when the

moon is nearest the earth

(in peritjec) tliis itnv.e must
be considerably greater than
when the moon is farthest

from the earth (in apof/ce).

Thus the tides are consider-

ably higher when the moon
is in perigee, and so it is

very clear that, whenever
the attraction of the sun
and of the moon are in the

same line, and the moon is

nearest tlie earth, and the
o-ii-f>i ic nP-ii-A«t tlif. «iin Hi. F'S- !'*"• Diagram to illnstr.ite ineqn.ility of two
eaitn is nciiest tne sun (ni

siicee.ssive tides: 12 M.N. = midniBht, 12 .M.r).=
perihelion], tiie range of the mid-diiy.

tides will be greatest; they
will be very high tides ; and conversely wlien the moon (juartcrs, and
at the same time is in a])ogee and the earth is farthest .away from the

sun (in iiplulion), the range of tides will be least—they will be very

low tides. (See "The Tides," by G. H. Darwin; Houghton, Mifflin &
Co., Boston).

From what lias been said above about the
OBSTRUCTION TO , . , ., ii i • p j 4-1 4. 4.1 *.

TIDE-ACTION. tiues, it would 06 iiirerrea that the ere.';t

of the tidal wave is always directly l)eiiearli

the moon, or wherever the moon is highest ; that hi<jh-

watcr occurs at any jilace when the moon is on the meridian

of that place, above the horizon (»r beh»w it; and that, under
tidal iiiHneiiees, the shape (tf the e;irth is a shifting ellipse

with its longest diameter pointing to (In- moon. All would
be true were there no hindrances.
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Suppose the eartli without hiiid, and the water every-

where at least thirteen miles deep—that being- the depth
needed for a wave to travel at the rate of 1,000 miles an
hour. Then, in the equatorial regions, where the earth is

25,000 miles in tfetttteter, and where the moou is in the

zenith always at ^softie plaee, the tidal wave would flow

around the earth om-e in twenty-four hours and its crest

always point to the moon. Then suppose the water were
onI\ six miles deep; it is plain that the tidal wave could

not keep up with the moon, but must lag behind it, and
continue to do so more and more, and that the shallower

the water the more the wave would lag; ami consequently
it would not be high-water at a place when the moon would
be on the meridian of that place; or if such should happen,
the high- water would not be due to the nioon at that actual

time, but to the moon at some previous time— its impulse
had been given to the water and left to act.

But the actual ocean is nowhere thirteen miles deep;

indeed, it averages scarcely a quarter of that, so that the

deepest sea is shallow compared with the requirements of

the great tidal wave, and hence the tidal wave must forever

lag behind the progress of the force that raised it.

A curious result follows from this. In unobstructed water thirteen

miles deep the two opposite tidal waves would change the sphere-shape
of the earth slightly to that of an ellipse with one of its ends pointing
to the moon ; but the retarding of the wave b}^ shallow water would
wholly prevent this ; indeed, it has been demonstrated that just the
converse is true—the shortest diameter, the side of the ellipse, is

directed toward the moon.

But the shallowness of the ocean is by no means the

'worst hindrance to the action of tHe tidal force. The great
masses of land thrown across the coui^ of the tidal wave,
tlie innumei'able~islan ds~mS^ntlie' \'fu\AT^ng depth of the sea,

all interfere to an indefiuite extent' ahd'make the problem
of the tides one of great complexity. Only in the Southern
Ocean, where there is little or no land , can the tidal wave
have anything approachingTree action. Here, it is thoughtj
the tidal wave in the short longitudes may keep i\p with
the moon, and as it follows round and round the earth
there, it sends off branch waves into the Atlantic and
Pacific, which travel northward, spreading or extending in
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all directions iuto the various bordering: waters at rates of

speed and at heights such as the depth of the water, the form

of the coast, and obstrnctions of many kinds, will permit.

And it need not surprise us to find, as is actually the case,

that there are three high-waters in the Atlantic at the same

hour, or that places in the same latitude or longitude, oi-

lying near together, should have high- water at very different

hours. (See cotidal chart. Fig. 138.)

The utter complexity of thej^roblein of the tides is further seen in

the facts that all heavenly 'BcxITes exert an attractive intluence on the

earth; differences of atmospheric pressure cause (lijlerences in tides;

winds increase or decrease them : curients interfere with them, as do

also o-reat rivers; there are daily tide- and monthly tides, and tides of

Fig. 139. High-water, Port Williams, Nova Scotia, about three miles from Minas
Basin. River same as shown iu Figs. 98, 101.

longer periods. In short, the influences that cause or obstruct move-

ments in a mass of matter with so slight a cohesive power as water has,

are, on our earth, almost innumerable.

In the open ocean, away from land, it is impossible to
HEIGHT OF

^gji Yiow high the tides rise ; but at isolatedislands the
TIDES. range is found to be from ^iie foTHre^e~pel only ; hence

it will be seen'how sIFght is this influence of Tlie tides on the shape of

the earth, though the weight of the great mass of the water forming the

tidal wave has been proved to have an important influence in this

respect. At Sable Island, 85 miles off Nova Scotia, on the edge of the

continental shelf, the range is only four feet, there being no diff"erence

between spring and neap tides ; at Halifax the greatest range of spring-

tides is seven feet six inches, the mean, or average, range for spring and

neap tides being six feet.
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We have seen that a wave is not a mass of water

BAYS. moving: forward; its water rises and then falls

back nnder an impnlse given it. But when
the wave reaches shallow water it does become a moving
mass, rushing upon the shore and up the beach. It is the

same with the tidal wave. In the open ocean the tidal force

is a mighty impulse that must extend to the bottom of the

deepest sea, and when it nears land it turns the water it

influences into great currents, moving masses, modified in

numerous ways by the shape of the coast and the shape of

the sea-floor.

Fig. 140. Lo\v-w;iter, sauio pl;ici', Jiml from same point as preceding picture; watei
at foot of pier, one foot deep; lieight from bottom of river to point shown in
Fig. i;!9, 45 feet, actual measurement.

But it is in long, narrow bays, with wide mouths auii

steej) shores, and with long mud-flats at their heads, that

the fullest display of tidal energy takes place. The Bay of

Fundy affords one of the best illustrations of this in the

world. Its mouth, from Cape Sable to Maine, is about 200
miles wide; its shores are everywhere steep; at its head,

where it divides into two branches, it is ab(mt twentj'-five

miles wide, and in the branches there are extensive mud-
flats (imge 245). The current here is very strong, and the

tides increase in height as they advance up the bay. At
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"Westport, near the moutli, in Nova Scotia, the range of the

tides is over 20 feet; at St. -lohn, further up, it is 29 feet;

near the liead of the Basin of Minas, it is 50 feet; while

some say, though actual measurements do not bear it out,

that at the head of Cumberland Bay it is 70 feet.

The rising tide nowhere appears as a common wave,
THE BORE, though we speak of the "tidal wave"; at most it is

perceived as a current, and then only close to land. The " bore," how-
ever, shows the extreme etfect of the retarding of the tidal wave, though
the precise conditions of its occurrence have not been fully ascertained.

It alwaj's occurs where the range of tides is considerable. It is the

rapid advance of- the tidal wave up a stream, the mouth of which, at

shallow for a long distance, or exposes mud flats, The,

Fig. 141. Great tidal bore at month ol Leiitiodiu l>.i\ei, in .ul ol (. mm i ii.uui

New Brunswick. Height, 5 tt. 4 in —Oreol. buivey ot Ctnada.

front of the wave, as it pours roaring over the shallows or flats, is steep,

owiugjtojretardijig, but it is not a perpendicular wall. There are two
or three, or even more, rushes of the water, the first being the largest

and most dangerous to craft that happen to be caught in the shallows
or grounded on the flats. The greatest bore known occurs at the mouth
of the Tsien Tang Kiang River, in China, where the shallows are very
extensive. One observed there in 1892 (page 66) had a height of tMclve
feet at the first ru.sh, followed by another rush of eight feet. Tli£
largest ona known in America is at the mouth of the Peti^tcodiac River,

at the head of Cu'mberlaiid^ay, New jBriiniwick.

As a result of the manifold influences that determine
IllVlts OF

^Yie time of high-water at any place, it mav be said that
niun-wAi ere. every sea-port has its own time and range of high-water.
These have been fixed at all important sea-ports by long-extended
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observation, only lo .-i comparatively small extent by mathematicHl
calculation. The time of the occurrence of high-water at a place after

the moon has passed its meridian, is called "the establishment of the

port." The oo<!.inic waters of P.astern (Janada show the extreme varia-

bility of high-water in adjacent places. Sable Island, a ver}' narrow
sand-bank, wliicli, with its shoals, is somewhat over fifty miles long, has
high-water on its north side an hour later than on its south side. On
the south shore of the Bay of Fundy high-water in variabl}' comes sooner

than on the north shore—it is high-water well up toward the head of

the bay when it is high-water at St. John, while at Campobello Island,

at the very mouth of the bay, it is sometime.s high-water forty-five

minutes earlier than at St. John, and sometimes nearly- fifteen minutes
later.

In the Gulf of St. Lawrence there are many peculiar tidal phenomena.
The tidal wave enters by Cabot Strait, and, while the main wave
follows the channel, which is from 200 to 250 fathoms deep, north-west
to the St. Lawrence River, a branch wave goes south-west through
Northumberland Strait, and another directly west, striking the coast of

New Brunswick. This last is turned aside and in part flowing back
along the north sliore of Prince Edward Island, meet.s the tidal wave
coming from the east along the same coast, with the result that high-
water is everywhere at about the same hour all along the north shore of

the island. Still going eastward, or rather north-eastward, this wave
meets a 1ow-m ater from Cabot Strait near the middle of the gulf, with the
result that aiound the Magdalen Islamls, though there are tidal currents,

there is little or no rise and fall of the water. Precisely the same
thing occurs in New Brunswick, on the jxirt of the coast of Northum-
berland Strait between Shediac and Richibucto ; here the deflected

wave meets the low-water before the wave coming west through the
strait arrives there. And finally, at Charlottetown, the tides are both
later and higher than anywhere else in the strait, east or west.

In estuaries or deep, narrow ba>'s the interval between low-water
and high-water is less than between high-water and low-water. So
great is the force with which the tide ebbs in the Bay of Fundy that
its mouth at low- water is considerably below the level of the sea.

OCEAINIC CURRENTS.

The wind, as we may see in every little jxind,
CURRENT-PRODUCIINO

y^y j^^g friction drives the water before it; if

CAUSES. ^.g ggj. ^ basin of water before an open fire the

heat of the fire expands the water nearest it, which flows off, forming
a little current round and round the basin ; if we dip some water from
a pond the water around flows in to fill up the hole thus made ; if we
put a piece of ice in a basin of water and then drop in around the ice a
little coloring matter, we see the cool colored water go to the bottom,
creep along it and then up one side of the basin : cold water sinks,

thus making a current.

In the great ocean all these causes, and others, are at work pro-

ducing the manifold and often perplexing movements to which the

waters of the sea are subject.
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In the open sea it is not easy to determine

CURRENTS. /
^^ ^ current exists. We know that West

^ India plants have been castjishore in Great
Britain, Norway, and even Icehind;ithat abandoned vessels

—derelicts—have been found again far away from where
the crew left them. These must have been either blown off

by the wind or drifted by a current. ^

Between the years 1885 and 1887 the' Prince of Monaco
set adrift between the Azores and Ne^vfoundlaud over 1,700

Fig. 142. The Priufe of Monaco's chart of the cnrrents of the North Atlantic as deter-

mined mainly by drifting floats.

floats, some of which were made of copper and glass, con-

taining a request that the finders should forward them to

the nearest authorities, who would send them to a given

place, with a statement of the time and place of finding.

Of these 225 were recovered within five years, and from the

information so obtained it has been fully proved that there

is a great circular current in the North Atlantic , from whjch
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a branch streams oft" past the Brilisli Tsles and Norway, and
tliat ail jjiju^r whirl j^'xisfs west of tlie Azores, part of

which at least cir<;ies i-ouiid and roniul indefinitely. Here

were picked up tlu^ floats that had been lonj^est adrift, five

and one-quarter years; they had been put into the water

here and had remained drifting round and rouud.

u The thernionieter, too, will show the existence of cur-

rents; for if a vessel that has been sailing in the same
latitude in water of, say 50" F., rapidly i>asses into water

of 60° F., and then, after a time, again passes into water

of 50° F., it is certain that at least a warm layer has been

crossed: such could not keep its place unless it were in

motion. By this means the Gulf Stream and other

currents have been traced.

It is by the thermometer, too^ that we know there are

currents at the bottom of the deep sea; for though icebergs ^'

have often been seen moving against the current on the

surface, a proof that there was a current lower down moving
in an' opposite direction, yet the icebergs extend only a

short distance downward. The thermometer shows a thick

mass of the coldest water everywhere covering the bottom
of the deepest sea, even under the equator. Such water
can come only from ])()lar regions, and hence there must be

some kind of vertical circulation as well as a horizontal one;

but our real knowledge of the currents of the sea is prac-

tically confined to the .waters neighboring on the coasts,

and to the North Atlantic— in short, to the great oceanic

commercial routes.

On both sides of the equator, but broader on the north
GREAT

ih-DM on the south, is a great current flowing westward
CURRENTS, i-ound the earth, except where land interferes. It ia best

known in the Atlantic, where it is from 300 to 400 feet deej), and moves
at the rate of less than a mile an hour. On reaching South America it

divides, one part flowing south along the coast till it gradually eddies
eastward, forming the southern half of the great South Atlantic cii-cular

current, and then sweeps rounil again to its starting place, and again flows

westward ; the other part flows along the north of South America, and
on reaching the West Indies divides, one division entering the Gulf of

Mexico and re-issuing as the (Jnlf Stream ; the other, turning north-
ward, forms the western side of the North Atlantic circular current.

In the Pacific a similar division takes -place when the current reaches
the western side. One division branches off" north-easterly jmst Japan
and sweeps round the Northern Pacific back to the starting (xtiut, while
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the other, in part, turns south past Australia to join the South Pacific

circular current, and in part makes its way through the shallow waters
among the islands into the Indian Ocean, whence, along with currents

of the Indian Ocean, it goes west to Africa, turns south, some running
as a swift current through Mozambique channel, the rest, gradually

curving back eastwardly, becomes the southern part of the whirl of the

Indian Ocean.

In the Southern Ocean, where there is little or no land to interfere,

the water flows in a continuous easterly drift round and round the

earth ; farther south, as also in the Arctic Ocean, little or nothing is

known of the currents.

Between the northern and southern parts of the equatorial current

there is a somewhat narrow counter cuirent running back toward the

east.

Fig. 148. The great oceanic circulation : arrows show direction of currents. Whirls
in North and South Pacific and Atlantic: eastern drift of Southern Ocean joining the

whirls at north, the Atlantic sending currents to the Arctic, which sends return

currents: reverse currents along equator.

CAUSES OF
OCEANIC CIRCULATION.

Scientific men are not j'^et agreed as

to the causes of oceanic currents;

some hold that, while the surface

drift of the oceanic water is caused in part by the prevail-

ing or periodical winds, the movement as a wliole is the

result of thejinequal heating of the water inthe^quatorial

and the polar regions. The water of the equatorial region,

being "exposed to gi-eater heat, expands, and thus becoming
higher, though ever so little, than the water farther away,

flows oi¥ down a little hill, as it were, toward the cooler

wtLteiv, and finally to the polar regions. Here_the great
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cold contracts the water, which thus becoming heavier and
pressed upon by the iuflowing water on top, slowly ^inks
and creeps along the ocean-lioor back to the equatorial

regions again, where it rises to take the place of that which
has been heated and forced to flow off, itself to repeat what
it had previously done, thus completing the circle of flow.

Others liold that though differences in temperature may
produce a slight ejffect, yet, on the whole, oceanic move-
ments are caused directly or indirectly by the prevailing

winds. The equatoi-ial currents move in the same direction

as the prevailing winds, and change with their changes; the

currents of the Southern Ocean inove eastwardly (iontinu-

ously with the constant western winds of that region, while
in the Northern Indian Ocean the change of direction of the
periodic winds, or monsoons, is followed by a change of

currents. The quiet eddies, the sargasso seas, which are
known to exist in" the centre of the great oceanic whirls ,

and in wliich are collected and retained vast expanses of

seaweeds, drift-wood, etc., the homes of innumerable
multitudes of sea-creatures are just where lie the great
regions of atmospheric calms.

iiNDRAUQHT
^'^ Gvery case where the currents bend away

CURRENTS, fi'om the continents, there is, as might be
expected, an indraught or reverse current from

the polar regions, for the set of the water from the shore
will leave a slight depression there which the water from a
region not under the influence of a preventing current, will

flow into and fill, rising fi-om below as well as flowing in as
a surface current. Thus a (*old current runs down along
eastern North America, called the Labrador Current, and
even crosses the Gulf Stream, to run along the western
coast of Cuba. These are the currents that bring icebergs,
fog and cold and raw weather. None come down the west
of Europe, for the North Atlantic current strikes it; but
one sets up the western coast of Africa, and a third along
south-eastern Smithy Aniei-i(!a. There can be but slight

cold currents in the Noi-lli Pacific, for it is almost shut off

from the Arctic. But everywhere there seems to be a
general set of the south-polai- water northward, in part as
these indraught currents, and in part—by far the greater
part—as deep bottom currents.
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In some parts of the sea there are currents

oulf' STREAM.
* ^^^ch warmer than the siirrounding water.

They are readily distinguished by their

darker color, as well as by their temperature, and their line

of separation from the bordering waters is strongly marked.
They have their origin in shallow enclosed seas in the

equatorial regions, where their waters are heated much
beyond the usual temperature of the open sea.

Of these warm currents the Gulf Stream is the most
important. It issues from the Gulf of Mexico, between the

Bahamas and Florida, with a speed of from 80 to 90 miles

a day, and a temperature varying from 83° F. in summer to
77" ^. in winter. Its breadth at Florida Strait is 50 miles,

and its depth about 350 fathoms. It keeps close to the

coast till near Cape Hatteras, Avhen it trends t-astwardly,

and, broadening out and becoming quite shallow, is lost in

the northward drift of the warm equatorial water.

The mild climate of Avestern Europe, so much milder

than that of corresponding latitudes of eastern North
America, is not due to the Gulf Stream, as has been so

often, said, but, as the chart. Fig. 142, shows, to a great

branch of the warm North Atlantic whirl, which passes

uorth-eastwai'dly to the Arctic.
The cause of the Gulf Stream is undoubtedly two-fold. _ The water

of the Gulf becomes greatly heated in its confined and, for the most
part, shallow basin, and tends to flow off ; at the same time it is

pressed upon from the east bj' the great mass of the equatorial current

;

the result is that the heated water is forced out of the Gulf through the
only channel possible, a very narrow one, between Florida and the
Bahamas, for the greater part of the opening north of Cuba is prac-

tically closed by the coral "banks" of those waters. The winds, as is

sometimes said they do, cannot possibly have anything of importance to

do with this quick-flowing current.

The Kuro Siwo, flowing from the island-filled seas west of the
Philippines and New Guinea, and past Japan, is another warm ocean
current ; it is not so warm nor does it flow so fast as the Gulf Stream.
Beyond Japan it turns east and joins the Pacific circular current.

Seas such as the Mediterranean, Red

LAND-LOCKED SEAS. ^"^^ Baltic, are not connected with the

great sj'stem of oceanic cii'culation.

The evaporation in the Mediterranean is greater than the

quantity of water it gets from its rivers, especially in its

eastern ijart; the level is therefore lowered and a surface
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current sets inward at the Strait of Gibraltar^ But below
this inflowing curreliT is anotlier of the salter and heavier

Mediteri-uneau water flowing out, for whenever a lieavier

fluid comes into contact with a lighter one the former
penetrates into the latter. The Baltic has more fresh water
flowing into it than evaporates; hence its discharge into the

North Sea is comparatively fresh. The salt water of the

Atlantic flows into the latter as a surface current, then dips

l)cneath the fresher water, and thus floM'S on into the Baltic.

In the Casi)iau Sea there must be a flow from the fresh

region at the north, to where the evaporation is so great
in the soutii, as must also be the case between the west and
east Mediterranean.

In enclosed seas currents are created by the winds, and
flow as the wind blows, except where reverse currents exist.

In our fJreat Lakes, besides the general set of the
CURRENTS IN water towards the outlets, there can be only wind-
OREAT LAKES, currents. In all, the prev.ailing currents are toward
the east ; but in all, too, there are reverse currents toward the west,

for the same reason as in the ocean—by the piling up of water on a
lee shore, or the chiving of the water away by the winds, etc. A
reverse current curves round the western end of Lake Ontario, another
at the west of Erie, and also in Superior, which has besides a western
current at the north ; one sets north in a curved way along the eastern

side of Lake Michigan, and in Huron south-east, curving north-east.

In tidal rivers whose flow of fresh water is large, the fresh
TIDAL water continues to run down stream long after the tide
CURRENTS, begins to rise ; it is the tongue, or wedge of salt water
pushing its way along the bottom beneath the fresh water that lifts the

river up, making it rise, not a wall of salt water from the sea that meets
and checks the outwai-d flow of river water.

Tiie currents produced by tides are often dangerous and very per-

plexing, as they are very changeable. (See page 248.) Among the

islands north of Scotland and off Norway the currents, especially during

high-tides, and when the winds are strong, take the form of furious

races, as in Pentland Frith or the "Merry Men of Mey," and often as

wliirlpools, like that of Corryvrecken. Wherea headland separates two
bays a strong current often exists. Where the Bay of Fundy divides

into Minas Basin and Cumberland Bay, the water of the strong incom-

ing tide piles itself up in a little side bay alwut eight or ten miles long

and as many wide : tiie additional pressure thus caused creates a reverse

undercurrent, whicii conies to the surface at Cape Split as a furious

torrent, and ruslies in short, heavy, foam-capped waves for several miles

down the bay, cleaving its way through the advancing tide with a roar

that, during spring tides, may be heard for over ten miles.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE ATMOSPHERE.

COMPOSITION. WEIGHT AND IMPORTANCE OF THE AIR.

The one thing essential for the existence of that highest

outcome of nature, Life, whether of vegetable or animal,

in the sea or on the land, is the Atmosphere, the " vapor
sphere" of the earth; without it there would be universal

death.
The atmosphere is a mixture of various gases,

COMPOSITION OF
^^^^j^ ^^^^^ g^U^l nmtter in the form of dust. Of

THE ATMOSPHERE, ^^g gases Pure Air is by far tlie most important,
consisting of a mixture of twent^one parts b}- meaMue nf uxj'gen ai\d

seventy-nine of nitrogen, ancTTorniriig about twenty-nine thirtieths of

the wliole afimosptiere. Aqueous Vapor is everywhiK' jucscnt in the
atmosphere, no matter how^^SarcheoTlie climate ; it is not equally
diffused everywhere, nor is it always present to the same extent in the
same place ; naturally there is most over water and over moist regions,

where evaporation is greatest, Blit the winds carry it far and wide.
Cdl-hoii'Dioxide (carbonic acid gas) is also present, coming from burning
wood, coal, etc., from decaying vegetable and animal matter, from
volcanoes, active or extinct, and other sources, and though heavier than
air and often accumulating in deep hollows and other enclosed places,

bringing death to whatever breathes it, it follows the law of gases and
diffuses itself everywhere. Ammonia, so needful to plant-life, also

exists, and is washed from the air into the ground by the rain. Ozone,

a very important purifier, and thought to be very beneficial to weak
lungs, is most abundant near the sea and on mountains. Other gases
in minute quantities also exist in the atmosphere. The Dust of the air

becomes visible in a sunbeam when it enters through a chink into a
darkened room. It comes from various sources.: every fire pours smoke,
which is in part dust, into the air, wind blows it from the parched
ground, and the explosion of volcanoes adds its part (page 69).

The oxygen of the air is the concentrated

OF PURE AIR. supporter of life, needing to be largely diluted

with nitrogen in order to do its work properly.

Animals on land inhale it, and in their lungs coming
in contact with their blood it unites with the blood's

chief impurity, carbon, forming carbon dioxide, which is

breathed out into the air, where it is taken up again by the

leaves of plants ; in the leaves the two gases are again

separated, the oxygen returning to the air, the carbon
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reinjiining to form the woody part of the plant. In the sea
the fi.shes, by "means of their gills, separate it from the
water, for it gets entangled with the water at the surface
where the waves are dashing about, and the vertical circu-

lation of the sea in the polar regions carries the aerated
water down to the lowest' abysmal depths.

iMPn^TANPF np "^^^^ quantity of aquepus vapor in the air

AQUEOUS VAPOR. ^^ Small when compared with the whole
T- mass of the atmosphere, yet it must be

very great in itself, for by far the largest part of the
earth's surface is covered with water, and most of this is in

the warmer regions of the earth, where evaporation is very
active, and, as we have seen, evaporation is going on at all

times and in all regions, no matter how dry or how cold.

But the vapor would be of little use in the air did it not
return to water the ground and to give drink to animals
and vegetables alike ; for it is from this vapor that clouds,

and rain, and hail, and snow, and dew, are formed, and it

is this vapor that has so much to do with our storms.

^.^.. ^ ..., We know that water or any other liquid
CLOUDS, RAIN, -, . n - j? a.

* • .

SNOW, ETC. dries up, or evaporates —tmnis into vapor,
and we know that heat is the cause of this

;

l)ut how heat does it we do not know. There is no such
thing in nature as perfectly dry air : moisture is every-
Avliere

; and the warmer air is the more moisture it can
hold without our seeing it. But there is a limit, a point
beyond which it can contain no more: it is saturated. It

is then that we see the smoke of railway engines, of

steamers, and of tall chimneys, streaming away near the

ground in long lines sometimes miles in length, not rising

up in the air and disappearing as is most usual, for

the air has in it all the water that it can hold, and smoke
is only water-vapor with some little of other gases in it,

and some jiarticles of solid matter, carbon. And then
things feel (lamj), and linen and cotton articles and ))aper

are limp. . ,, "^ r^

\n\ Sometimes when the air is in tliis state tlie sky is without a cloud,
though not hrijflit and clear; then clouds seem to form everywhere

'.A'^ver the whole sky at once with startlinjj suddenness. For somehow
the air has become cooler ; either cool air from far up in the atmo.sjihere

has, for some cau.se, set^tled down into the warmer water-fille<l mass
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below, or in some other and unexplainable way the temperature has
suddenly fallen, and the air has to give up some of its moisture ; the
aqueous vapor has, to some extent, been condensed, and we can see it in

the sha]:>e of Clouds.

It is not needful for the air to be everywhere saturated before
clouds can come into the sky. Like water, air has its currents,

great and small, that flow through the surrounding air, across other
currents, past them, or against them : we have all seen the dusky
low-flying "scud," after or before a storm, flying far below the other
clouds that are high in air, and in directions wholly different from
theirs. And it is only needful that one of these currents, in an3' part
of the sky, should get cooled past the point of saturation in order for

clouds to form. Saturation does not depend on the amount of moisture
in the air, but upon the capability of the air to hold more moisture ; so
it is often seen that the air is saturated, though the hygrometer, the
instrument that tells the amount of moisture in the air, shows there
ma}- be far less moisture present tlian on another occasion when there is

no saturation.

Very strange in appearance and infinite in variety are the forms
that clouds take. The light, thin, feathery clouds, the "mares' tails,"

the "cats' paws," the ones that float in the heavens in fine weather

—

the Cirrus clouds—are high in air, five miles or more, and so must be
formed of ice particles that somehow, perhaps b}- rising currents of air,

are kept floating in those cold regions ; for M'ithout something to keep
them up they would settle down in the air till they came to where the
air is not saturated, and then they would disapi>ear and "build up
the blue dome of air."

Then there are the Ciimnhts clouds: we see them in the late afternoons
of summer and in warm summer evenings piling themselves up in great
hills higher and higher above the horizon, rolling out\\-ard from top and
sides as the warm moisture-laden currents of air from the heated ground
stream upAvard and fall below the point of saturation ; and we see the
cloud being made before our e3'es. We see them lighted up by the
refracted rays of the evening sun, and when the sun is gone we see,

too, a rosy glow, flush or quiver through them, and hear a dull roar
coming from them. These are the "giants," our old Norse ancestors
thought, who come to harm man : but man's friend, the god Thor,
stands ready, and his mighty hammer flashej; in lightning through the
sky and falls in thunder upon the foreheads of the giants, whose roar of

pain reechoes the crash of the blows, and they pass moaning away

—

often, as they do so, shedding tears of rage and pain, which we, who
know so much more than these ancestors of ours, call a ".passing

thunder shower."

The Stratus clouds extend in long and often broad bands across the
sky ; their lower part, like that of the cumulus clouds, is often sharply
marked against the sky, for the stratum of air beneath is not saturated,

and reaches to a strangely uniform lieight. These are not attractive clouds,

and do not tempt us, as the cumulus clouds do, to .see all kinds of fanci-

ful objects in them—birds, and beasts, and monsters, men and women,
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"aerial knights and fairy dames." From the chirk, heavy, .sky-concealing

Nimhii-s* clouds come our stortns of rain ami snow ; they show that the

cooling process in the upper air is widespread and continued beyond the

point of saturation, so that now Rain must fall.

For the temperature has fallen so low that the air is filled with
floating particles of mist, or "water-dust," and these coming into con-

tact unite into drops of water which can no longer float about, but fall

earthward, gathering size as the^y fall. Electricity is so common in

these storms that scientific men think the particles of mist are little

hollow globules of water-vapor, coated, as it were, with a film of

electricity, and when they unite the electricity comes together in such
quantities that it falls to earth or passes from cloud to cloud and
ignites, as do the sparks from an electrical nmchine.

In the autumn or in the spring a rain-storm often comes up that
ere long turns into a Snoic-i^torm, and then the bare trees and every out-

door object })ut on that weird, ghostly look. The cooling of the air

has gone on till the freezing point has been reached, when the watery
vapor turns into ininute crystals of ice, those delicately beautiful forms
that we all know, and as they gather into clusters they fall in fluffy

launches as snow. In winter a snow-storm does not begin with rain,

for the temjjerature is already below the freezing {)oint ; but if in this

ct)ld state the air is saturated a further fall in the temi)erature will

bring snow. Conversely, of course, if the fall occurs without a storm of

rain or snow following, the air was not saturated.

In summer, even before the sun is down, the grass and other things
out-doors begin to have a dampish feeling, which increases a little later,

till the hand, when passed over them, becomes wet, and little globules

of water are seen on the tips of the grass and elsewhere. It is Dkw,
for the ground, as the sun's heat diminishes, has given off its heat more
quickly than the air, and is now colder than tlie air, and it cools the

layers of air near it below the point of saturation, the dew-point, and
the moisture of the air gathers at the tii)S of the grass, which seem to

be coolest, and then on everything rough, not often on smooth, jwlished

things, for these have no heat-radiating points. But it is only the low-

lying stratum of air that is thus cooled below the dew-point, for no dew
is found on tops of trees or houses. Nor is there any dew on windy
nights, for the air has no time to "stoj) and cool off." And when
clouds cover the sky, they will nob let the heat jKiss away into the space
beyond, but confine it, so that the heat the ground has given off, returns

to it again ' ' \ ' "
' ^

Unfortunately for farmers and fruit-growers, market-gardeners and
out-door florists, .sometimes in June, and connnonly in early September,
on a clear night, when no cloudy blanket is over the earth and when
the moon is high up in the sky, the cooling, or the radiation of heat,

goes much farther than the dew-point, and the morning shows every-

thing covered with Fkost and the leaves of plants stifl" and hard. And

* The classes of clouds given .-ibove are well marked types, though ttiey may be
blended in an endless number of ways. They are best studied by observation.
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when the white coverings melts in the increasing heat, blackened and
drooping and shrivelled leaves, and flower-stalks with limp hanging
heads, and dead flowers, tell the tale of destruction.

The ke-stornvi that split down our trees, tear off their branches,

and so mar their beauty that long years are needed to restore it, and
that work such destruction in orchards and to telegraph and telephone

wires and poles, have really the same origin as the frost ; the temperature

of the ground is below the freezing point, that of the air is not quite to

it, and as soon as the rain touches the ground, trees, fences, wires—any-

thing that is below freezing point—it loses enough of its heat to make
it freeze.

Sometimes just before rain reaches the ground it passes through a

layer of air below freezing point ; the rain is frozen and reaches the

ground as little grains of ice—or Hail. But the bigger lumps that fall

during thunder-storms, and that newspapers and excited narrators

always say are "bigger than hens' eggs," are different. They start, it

is thought, as frozen rain, but are seized by strong currents of wind
that carry them alternately down into a warm stratum of air and up
again into a cold stratum, receiving evei-y time a new coating of ice or

half-melted snow, till, having grown too lai-ge to be carried longer,

they fall to the ground.

Although the heat of the interior of the

EARTH'S HEAT. earth may be intense, yet the surface is not

perceptibly affected by it. All our heat

comes from the sun.* But the sun's rays, or solar energy,

do not warm the vast space, over 92,000,000 miles deep,

between us and the sun ; for outside of our atmosphere

there is nothing for them to warm. And their direct effect

upon the atmosphere, too, is very small, especially in the

upper regions, for at an average distance of about 19,000

feet above the ground within the tropics the temperature is

always at freezing point ; beyond this the cold rapidly

increases in intensity, and must be inconceivably great out-

side of our atmosphere.

As the sun's rays that come earthward pass

THE^EARTH. through the atmosphere, the air, the aqueous

vapor, the dust, reflect some of them back into

space, absorb others, but let the greater part, about two-

thirds, go on to the earth ; here they too are for the most
part absorbed, but some of them are reflected back into the

*The sun does not send out heat as a furnace sends out a hot blast when tlie

door is opened; but it seiids out a force, known as solar energy y that so affects the

objects which it strikes that what we call heat is the result. This is referred to in

the text as " the sun's cays "
; and "heat " is used in the ordinary way rather than in

the way reauired by the foregoing part of this note.
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atmosphere, especially ]\v tlio water and the snow-covered
land. The few rays al)sorl)ed by tfie atmosphere, wlit'tlier

they eonie directly from the sun or are of those rcflec^ted

hack from the earth, warm it to some extent; but the
greater part of the earth's heat comes from the lieat pro-
duced in land and sea by the action of the suu's rays upon
them.

If we i)ut one end of an iron i-od into a fire, we soon
feel the end Ave hold iu the hand j^rowiny warm, and our
hand will grow warm too—the heah passes, or is conducted,
along the bar from the fire to the hand, and enters the

hand. In the same way the heat of the land and the water
passes into the air that touches them, and is conducted
farther and farther away into the air, warming it on the

way. Again, this heated air is lighter than cold air, and
rises, while the cold air flows in and takes its i)lace, or,

rather, forces it to rise, carrying the heat ui)ward into

the atmosphere. So the atmosphere is heated in three

w^ays—hy al^sorbing the sun's rays, b\' abstracting the heat
from the land aiul sea, and by flie^risTng^^f the healed air

into higher regions.

But while the ground absor})s heat very readily, it is a
very poor conductor of heat; indeed, the heat does not go
down more than five or six feet, so that under the action of the

suu's rays the top of the ground would get very hot were not
the heat pa*:ted with just as rapidly as it is absorbed . But
the air does not do so; hence at night time, when the sun
is away., the ground is cooler than the air, and hence dew
or frost may form on the grouiul when there is none a few
feet above it. Hen(*e, too, during the long days aiid higher
sun of summer the heat accumulates in the air, while in

winter the long nights allow more heat to i)ass away than

the short days witli their low sun can make good, aiul so

the cold continually increases.

The sea, unlike the land, absorbs the sun's rays slowly,

but it is an excellent conductor, so that the water is affected

by the heat GOO or 900 feet down, and as it gives out its

heat slowly too, the temperature of the air over it is nearly

always the same as that of the sea itself; and as the upper
part of the sea moves steadily from the heated equatorial
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regions toward the colder regions north aij^^J^ontb, the sea

thus becomes a vast heating apparatus for\he regions that

hick; it heats the air over it, which is carried far across the

neighboring hind.

If there were no atmosphere, the objects that absorbed
tlie sun's rays wouhl become hot, but wouki almos.t

instantly become intensely cold when the sun disappeared

;

objects in the shade would have no* heat, and while one
side of a body would be very hot, the other would be freez-

ing. Life would 1je impossible. There is an approach to

this state of things in elevated situations in dry climates

:

in the open sunshine the heat is often verv great, while at

night the cold is intense.

It is not known how far the atmosphere extends
HEIGHT OF THE above the earth, but it is known that air becomes
ATMOSPHERE. thinner and thinner as the distance above the ground
increases, till at a height of no more than six miles breathing is impos-

sible and birds cannot sustain themselves on wing. The va}X)rs of the

atmosphere reflect light ; if they did not there would be light only

while the sun is above the horizon : our twilights are caused by reflected

light, but the light comes from no greater distance away than fift\'

miles ; higher than this the air is so thin that it cannot even reflect

light. Yet the atmosphere must extend beyond that ; for meteors,

which are so numerous and splendid on clear nights of mid-autumn, are

small masses of dark matter in immense swarms wandering about in the

solar system at a fearful speed. They are not visible even through a

telescO{je, and make their presence known only when they suddenly flash

out as streams of light, the "head" being the most brilliant. It has

been shown that meteors become glowing hot by their friction with the

earth's atmosphere, into which the\" plunge. Some of these meteors
are knowTi to have been at least two hundred miles above the earth

when they burst into flame. The atmosphere must therefore be that

many miles deep, but it must be also very thin.

As the earth attracts evervthing to it,

WEIGHT OF ATMOSPHERE: including the atmosphere, 'and as it is
THE BAROMETER. attraction that gives weight, therefore

the atmosphere must have weight, or must press ujxin the earth ; then,

too, the weight, or pressure, must grow less according as the distance

above the earth increases, for the force of the attraction is less, and
there is less air to be attracted. But although we might infer these

facts from our knowledge of attraction, yet we could not infer what
would be the weight of a column of air extending the whole height of

the atmosphere.
This last fact, and many others, have been revealed to us by that

simple and well-known instrument, the Barometer*—the '

' measure of

* The Viarometer is of too common use iu our schools to need Jescriptiou.
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weig'lit." A ciilumn of air wliose base is an iiinli S(juare, weighs al)Oiit

fifteen poumit (14.74 lbs.). At a distance of about three mfles and a half

above sea-level the column of mercury in the barometer tube is only
fifteen inches lonj; : half of the atmof^phere is thus seen to be below the

height of three miles and a half. T " ''

At sea-level, with the thermometer at 32° F.,
HIOH AND LOW ,, ,

' „ • 4.1 i * * v

PRESSURE. ^"® column or mercurj' lu the barometer tube

stands at about thirty inches; above sea-

level it will not stand so high, for the pressure on the

mercury will not be so great, as there is less air above it.
'•

But at sea-level itself, as well as elsewhere, 'the column
of mercur}' sometimes stands higher than thirty inchei^and
sometimes loAver; if at thirty inches or more, the pressure

is said to be high; if at less than thirty, /ok'.* This
difference must be caused by changes in the weight of the

air above .^

It is well known that the slightest increase in heat in

any place will set the air in motion both away from and
toward such place. Boys know how, even on a calm
night, the smoke and si)arks of a bonfire will rush upward,
twisting and whirling as they go, and how wind will come
in little gusts along the ground, puffing the smoke and
sparks in the faces of those gathered near. The fire heats

the near-ljing air and makes it expand and so become
lighter, while the cooler and heavier air farther away moves
rapidly toward it along the ground and forces it to rise.

Now, as the heat creates an upward movement of the air,

' the air in this as(rending current cannot press so heavily on
the mercury of the barometer as when there is no such
upward movement.

Then, again, as can be proved.in any school laboratory,

^moist air is not so heavy as dry\ and the more aqueous
vapor tliere is in it the less it weighs ; so when the air has
a great deal of moisture in it, the ))arometer js low, and
when there is l)ut little the barometer is high. fThe height
of the l)arometer varies, therefore, according to the heat

/and according to the moisture in the airJ But there

* When noting the pressure in elev.ited positions allowance must be made
for the lieielit .•iliove sea-level ; and so in such places the pressure may be high
although tlie mercury is at far less than thirty inches. In reports, the actual pressure
ou the barometer is always " corrected for sea-level."
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are niodifyiny' cuuditious to this. As aqiieon.s vapor is

always present in large quantity in all onr storms, we can
readily see of what great value a barometer is, especially

to seafaring people. A falling barometer foretells au
approaching storm, and " forewarned is forearmed.''

As so much that concerns our well-being
^WEATHER FORECASTS, depends upon the atmosphere, all civilized
ISOBARS, EIC [nations have for many years past been care-

fully noting and recording, over wide areas, the daily and hourly varia-

tions of the barometer, tiie changes of temperature, the movements and
force of winds, the storms, rain or snow,\etc. A vast deal of knowledge
has thus been gained about the atmosphere, and much of it scientific

men have been able to use for the public benefit. ( Our weatlier fore-

casts, or "probabilities," are of great value, especid'Uy to farmers and
sailors, notwithstanding some failures ; yet much concerning the air

remains to be learned, possibly never can be learned.

i "Weather Maps" are issued by observatories, indicating the
weather conditions prevailing at a given time over wide areas—with us,

from the Pacific to the Atlantic, and from the Gulf of Mexico as far

north as the telegraph extends, for without the telegraph such maps
would be impossible. (.On these maps lines, often of a curiously intricate

course, called Isobaric ("eciual pressure") lines, connect all places

where the pressure is the same, and thus show where storms are exist-

ing, threatening or passing away, and where line weather prevails.)

From the records of high and low pressure, maps are also constructed
showing the average, or general, pressure during any extended period
of time over any given area—Canada, United States, Great Britain,

Europe, etc. See Figs. 145-7 :

MOVEMENTS OF THE AIR: WINDS.

The atmosphere, we have seen, is a part of the earth

—

its outside part—enclosing land and sea, and attracts and is

attracted in the same way as land and sea. It is a fluid, as

w^ater is, and is even more sensitive than water to any
differences in pressure in its mass—any differences in

temperature, in density, in height, or in anything thnt

tends to disturb its equilibrium, or perfect balance of all

it parts. If the equilibrium is disturbed, if any inequality

anj^where appears, movement takes place in order to restore

equality.

Now, heat, or rather the very unequal way in which
heat is distributed through the air, is the great disturber
of the atmosphere's repose. Were the atmosphere every-
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whert; lieated alike, fi-oiu Ix^ttom t(j top and from the

equator to the poles, all would be at rest, the air would be
everywhere in equilibrium.* But everywhere the condi-

tious that cause ineqiuility ai-e uiultitudiuous, and so tlie

air is uever at rest; aud it is fortuuate for Life that such
is the case: no Life could exist in a motionless, a dead
atmosplu'i-e. The purity and life-sustaining power of the

air d('i)cnd on its continued movement as well as the purity

of the ocean depends on its movement.

We know what effect heat has on the aii-—how it makes
the air in the iieated space expand, become thinner and
lighter, and how the coo lei' and in cousequence denser and
bfia^vier.. air round ^ibout, in obedience to tlie law that

governs all tluids, will How into and beneath this lighter

air and .fprce it to rise. And this moving of the air is

Wind.

It is not possilile for the air to be at rest : in the hottest and stillest

days of summer little puffs of wind \vill darken the water, rustle the
leaves or fan our face, and each has its cause in unequal heating.. The
air on hill-sides is cooler by night than that in the valleys, ana so a
^nirent floU'a downhill, "wtrfle^'byTlay a~criTfent,oJten^amoiiff mountains
as a strong wind, llows u ))\var(t~;.I)V day the sea, the lake, the river are
cooler than the land, and tlun a Rrceze blows from them to the shore,
while b\' night they are the warmer aud a breeze blows towards them ; a

« southern slo2)e warms the air to a greater degree tlian a northern slope ;

clouds cover the sky over one region .shutting out the sun's rays, while a
^ neighboring region lies in brilliant suiisliine; in one part of the earth

the sun never rises bigli in tlie lieaven.s^in another the scorching heat
from diieetly overhead j'ours down for weeks and months together^^JLa

clayey .soil is cool, retaining moisture for a long time, while a sandy soil

throws oty its moisture rapidly and becomes hot ;—desert countries
whether on jilateaus or in valleys, in temperate regions or in torrid, glow
like furnaces with blinding light and heat beneath the midday sun, and
are bitterlj' cold when the sun is gone.

But while these are all causes of unrest thc\' are for the most part
causes also of irregularity in the movements of the air, of a complexity
that almost seems to be capricious :-+the land surface varies endlessly in

form, in height, in exposure, in slope, in comjiositiou ;'. the land may be
barren and bare or covered with vegetationjjthe sea ma\' be iiear or far

off, and the latitudes may be high or low or middle. And thus local

causes for the endless variations in the direction of winds everywhere
exist too.

*The unequ.'il distrilmtion of .iqueous and other vapors also affects the eauilib-
liiim of the air, but this may be passed over here.
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U^ c.LMS. DOLDRUMS. ^^ rg^ionsof Con stant, or almost con-

HORSE LATITUDES. ^^I'^^Pti/!'^™,'"^^^'*^ J^'^^T^'^L j"^. ^^'^^tr '3^^<" t<^>l'

tlie most part, as mio;lit be expected, in

the ocean away from the land , for, as we have seen, the st^
is not apt to part with its heat readily, or to become heated
readily.

In the equatorial i-egions there is a wide belt of sea
known as the Thildrnws; in the Atlantic it is always north
of the equator, extending up to or beyond 10° N. in our
summer, but not so far in the winter: in the Pacific rt

does not extend quite so far iHntli in >ummer but drops
south of the equator two or three (1'l:i<i< in winter. It is

a sultry i-egion with only occasional litTl.- puffs of wind; it

has a cloudy sky whence, especiallx ii: tin- .ifternoon,

torrt-nts of rain accompanied with thunder and lightning
fall with little or no warning; it has a low barometer, and
it is the gathering place of the terrible hurricanes.

In the neighl)orhood of the tropics north and soiUh,^ is

a narrow belt of light variable winds, and calms, but with
nothing of the dead sultry weather of the doldrums; the
air is fresh and clear and the barometer high. These belts

are_the Horse Latitudes

.

-r»Ar.<r «,iMrwc Thcii thcrc arc some winds which blowTRADE WINDS: i. j.i • j^i t ,• -

RETURN TRADES. Constantly m the same direction, and
others which, though not constant, blow

prevailingly in the same direction. Of these the first are the
well known Trade Winds, so favorable for sailing-vessels.

They blow fronTalSoirt'the tropics towards the equator, and
die away at or near the doldrums; in our northern hemi-
sphere they bloAv from the north-east, in the southern
hemisphere from the south-east. These winds are usually
fresh and strong, and vessels may go on for days without
alferiirg "their" sails. The sky in the " Trades " has some
light clouds during the day, but is usually clear at night;
the temperature is warm and the barometer high ; storins

seldom occur except when the hurricanes from the "dol-

drums pass through. They are dry winds when they first

appjear at the tropics but rapidly gather moisture as they
move onward, till where they die away, they are almost at
the point of saturation. The sea beneath them_is Salter

^'^
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than elsewhere. Where they eross ishiiids willi lii^'h

TnoTTiTtaiTTs^^ as~in Mie West Indies, tlicy seem to liave a

depth of ahont two miles, for on snmmfts liTgTier tlikii

two miles tlx; winds liiive a general eastwardly course.

On land they are praetieally destroyed, for mountain
ranges and tlie varied conditions of tlie land change their

dii-eetioii and otherwise interfere with them, while the

inequality of the heating, especially in the different seasons,

wholly removes tlieni.
'^: Besides tliese Trade Winds there are the Return Trade

l^ Winds (or Aiiti-Trades). They are winds in the regions
* ^outside of the tropics extending as far as lat. 50" N. and

^^^S., and in the noitli-eastern Atlantic ami Pacific far beyond

'.that; they blow for tlic most ]»ni-t just in the opposite

-direction to the Trades; they are the warraT "south-west

^"i^ winds that often visit us here in the middle of the continent,

ami are the common, though not constant, winds of sunnner

and winter in the northern Atlantic and Pacific ; and as

w^arni, strong north-west winds they bring heat and abund-

ant rain to south-western South America.

Beside all this, it is well known, even though the

weather reports did not tell us so, that winds coming from

some westerly direction are by far more conunon through-

out the year than those coming from any other direction.

What is the cause of these calms and these constant winds

in the midst of so mucdi that ])rings unrest and variableness?

As has been already said, the barometer shows that

^
THEORY OF THE ^j^g i-egion of the equatorial calms, including the
WINDS. doldrums, is one of low pressure ; it is a region also

of continuous heat. The hoat causes tlie air to expand and thus to

become lighter, whereupon the cd.ilci- ;iii(l heavier air from the surround-

ing regions north and south il(i\\> in liulow and forces the lighter,

warmer and moistiirc-laden air to rise. This iipwar3^ ffSw 6f"air" is

unintcnujited, and so in the uj)per regions of the atmosphere the air

must tend to rise higher tlian the general heiglit of the air elsewhere.

But fluids will not thus \n\e uj) and stay so, the}^ will flow off, and so

the air that has been, and is being, forced up, continually flows pflF

toward wheni the level is not so high, as it were, or "down the

gradient " toward the polar regions.

It is the upward flow of the air that causes the calms of the

doldrums and that gives the low barometer, while it is the cooling and
condensing of the warm, light, moisture-laden air that gives the cloudy

sky, the torrents of rain, and the sudden thunder storms oT The same
rej^ion.
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In the upper regions to which it is forced, the heated air becomes
cool, and as it flows off poleward it settles down continually in all

latitudes towards the earth, the lower portions of the moving mass
drifting off and forming a return current, just as we have seen water
do where an eddy exists ;—tlie return current is only an eddy of the
atmosphere moving contrary to the general flow. The upper part of the
poleward current flows on its course : of the lower part some returns to
the equatorial area as the Trade Winds, but some starting near the
tropics flows poleward, as does the upper current, along the surface of

the earth as the Return Trades—a south-west wind in our hemisphere, a
north-west wind in the southern. This latter and the top current finally

join in the high latitudes in the great return current.

Thus there are three currents, the upjDcr passing on to the poles,

the lower along the surface of the earth also passing on to tlie poles,

and the return current between these two, and formed by them, flowing
equatorward.

But all this does not account for the known directions that the
great surface currents take, and for what is known of the direction of

the return current.

It has been mathematically proved that a body moving in any
direction whatever on the earth, or on any other revolving sphere, tendg.
in the northern hemisphere to turn to the right of the direction in which
it is moving*, and to the left of it in the southern hemisphere. The
overflow currents of the upper atmosphere therefore continually turn, or

are deflected, as the}' advance poleward, and so move spirally eastward,
and with increasing speed. t In the polar regions, at least high up
in the atmosphere, the motion must be almost wholly eastward, the
poleward movement having become lost ; but in the lower atmosphere
the friction against the earth is so great that the poleward movement
is not lost, but the air moves on- in a spiral course as a westerly
wind, south-west in our hemisphere, north-west in the other.

Between the upper current and the lower, the return current,

supplied bj' both of these, ])asses on toward the equatorial regions with
a spiral motion also, and still moving eastwardly as a result of its former
advance poleward ; till when the tropics are reached, the curving tendency
over-masters the eastward movement and the wiiole current passes on in

both hemispheres as Trade Winds. In the doldrums it ascends to
begin the circuit anew.

*A revolving disk is among the apparatus of every school. Cover the disk witli

a sheet of paper: tlie outer rim is the eqnator, the centre is one of the poles, from
which meridianal lines ran to the eqnator. While the disk is turning from right to
left, with a pencil try to draw a straight line on the paper in any direction. The line
made will be found curved as stated.

tThis is in accordance with the law of bodies revolving round a fixed point, the
radiits continually decreasing. It is illustrated by the action of a stone tied to a
string and whirled round witli the hand. If the string be allowed to wind up round
the finger, the stone will whirl faster and faster as the string shortens. The stone
and string must "pass over eqtial areas in equal times," the shortness of the radius
being compensated for by the greater rapidity of the movement.
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Where the air settles down from above to form the Trades and the
Return Trades, at the place where, so to speak, it liesitates which
way to go, north or south, there aie calms,—the Hors6 Latitudes ; here
there are no gradients, no slopes^ to the layers of air.

lb is said on a preceding page that the prevailing winds of the

world beyond the latitude of 30" north and south are known from
observation to be westeil}',— south-west, west, north-west. The theory
given above fully accounts for this fact. In the southern hemisphere,
wliere the land surface is small, so constant and so strong are these
winds that sailors speak of them as the " roaring forties," and the long

heavy seas of those

ff southern latitudes and
the great difficulty ex-

perienced by sailing-

vessels in rounding
Cape Horn westward,
are the result of these
heavy winds.

It is found that, as

the higher latitudes are
approached, the baro-

meter slowly falls, and
therefore, thougli little

is really known, it is

supposed that an area
oflow pressure lies over
the polar regions, not
very marked in the
north, however, where
the isol)ar of 'Jit. 90
passes over the jjole,

but very marked in the
south where the isobar

n- ,.. rrn J c ^Y, ii- /^ » • 1 .1. of 2s. 00 is thought by
Fig. 144. The wnids of the earth. Outer circle, the . fi i
iivitHdw to the poles; inner circle, the return current some to cross tlie JJOle.

witli Trades and Return Trades. Inner disk .shows. The.se low • pressure
westerlies, Trades and Ketuiii Trades, and belts of calms areas where a calm mav
at equator, tropics and poles. ' '

.i' , -i
"

possibly prevail also,

are a result, too, of the deflected movement of bodies on a revolving

s[)here. The eastward movement becomes so decided and so rapid that

if all causes of friction were absent, there would undoubtedly be a
vacuum over the poles and the barometer would stand at zero. But the
uiiorinous friction to wiiich the air is subject prevents this; still, the
centrifugal force around the poles, especially around the south pole,

is strong enough to iliminish the ])ressure appreciably, and crciite an
area of low j)ressure where all otlier conditions lead us to look for aa
area of very liigli pressure.

It must be remembered that when the overflowing equatorial air

starts poleward, it has an eastward motion of 1000 miles an hour ; at
lat. 60", if there were no friction or other hindrances, it would be mov-
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ing 2000 miles an hour ; at forty miles from the poles, 100,000, and then
there would be a vacuum. The fearfully rapid motion of this huge
"revolving cap of air" would force all the air away from the centre,—the
poles would have no air over them. How fast it actually does move in

the upper regions we cannot tell. Clouds move at times over 100 miles
an hour ; but clouds, even the highest, are not far away, and mountains
do not pierce far enough, nor can balloons rise high enough to aUbrd
opportunity of gaining information. Cf. " Tropical Cyclones," page 304.

PERIODICAL wl^DS:
^^ ^^^1 ^^ Seen from the foregoing- that

MONSOONS. where the heat changes from season to

season, the winds will change their direc-

tion more or less with it, and thus tend to become of a

periodical character. And should there be a land surface

of great extent, it will, during summer, through the greater

number of hours in which it is exposed to the sunshine and
the greater elevation of the sun, become very much warmer
than usual, and thus will be a vast area of low pressure

to which the air will flow from all sides; while in winter
through the reverse conditions the pressure will be un-'

usuall}' high and air will flow out toward all sides. In

both cases the winds will continue constant for a long-

period.

Though this condition of things is found in many
places, in North and South America, South Africa, Aus-
tralia and others, yet central Asia offers the most striking

example of it. The pressure in summer north of the

Hymalaya mountains is quite low for nearly six months,
and then there is an inflow of cooler air from the ocean at the

south,—the southerly monsoons as they are called,—whose
load of vapor falls as rain over so much of India; while m
winter when the high pressure prevails to the north, cool

dry winds—the northerly )nonsoons—flow down over India
for nearly six months, bringing the dry sea soLn to most
places; but becoming moisture-laden in crossing the Bay
of Bengal, they bring rain to south-east India, which gets
little from the south-westerly monsoons.

\.

These are precisely of the same nature as monsoons
;LAND AND SEA

y^^}^ ug they occur only in the fine weather of sum-
mer, and then the sea breeze cannot go far inland,

not more than twenty miles or so, nor the land breeze reach far out to
sea ; but within tlie tropics they occur all the year round.

In mountainous regions in summer strong Minds often blow up the
valle\'s during the day followed by a calm in the evening, after Avhich
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cool winds set in and blow down the valley ail night till the morning,
when there is anotlier calm. All this is only the heated air of the day-

time flowing up the mountain in natural channels, as it were, then after

a pause when tlie ground has lost its heat, the cool heavy air of the
higher regions flowing down the same natural channels. The last is a
state of tilings that in the case of enclosed valleys maj' result in frost or

a great degree of cold, while the hillsides are much warmer.

CYCLONES. ^® have all seen a little whirl of dust and
straws'and Tnts of pa])er suddenly start up before

us and hurry away along the street or over the fields, the

various fragments tliat have been gathered up at the bot-

tom flying out at the top in all directions as the whirl sped

on its way. This is a Cyclone in mrnudnre, " the revolving

or circular storm," the same in action and the same in

cause as the terrible cyclones of the trojncal regions, the

needful cyclonic storms that l)ring rain or snow of temper-

ate latitudes, and the wild tornadoes that create such

destruction in their fearful but happily narrow path.

In the months of August, September and
TROPICAL CYCLONES; OctoV)er within the doldrums—those regions
HURRICANES. ^f j-jpj^ moisture-laden air and almost dead
calms—when in our hemisphere they are farthest north, there often

spring uj) far out in tlie ocean, no one knows precisely how, whirls of

wind that grow larger and larger till the}^ may reach a diameter of over

three hundred miles, and that move forward often at the rate of fifteen

miles an hour. The wind, gentle at first and coming from all quarters,

blows spirally inward toward a centre, growing stronger and stronger

under a sky of ever-increasing gloom, till it at liist attains an awful

force and rapidity, the dense low-lianging clouds reaching up five miles

into the uir and pouring down torrents of rain amid deafening peals of

tliunder and the roar of a mad sea. But the centre, the "eye of the

storm," is a dead calm with a hot dry air and a very low barometer, the

sea ill fearful commotion, while the clouds overhead break awa}- and the

clear skj' is visible—but not long. For with a moaning sound and then

a prolonged roar the temi)est breaks again with all its former fury :
—

the storm has moved onward, and the centre, often thirty miles in

diameter, with it. But now the wind comes from a (piarter op|)osite to

that in front of the storm, and after raging for a while, slowly loses its

force till in two or thiee days again the whole ocean is as ciUm as if no
tempest had passed over it. Many a thrilling tale of the sea luis made us

all ac(iuaiiite<l with tluse terriblt; fun-ririinc.'^ of the West Indies and the

equally terrible ti/j)/ioo)i/< of the East Indies.

In oiirnhemisphere the winds in this whirl blow con-

trary to the moveinenf" of the'Tiauds of~a watch, and the

vvliirl moves somewhat iiorth-wcstwardly to about latitude
25° where it turns rather abruptlyl^o the northeast; in the
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southeru hemisphere the motiou of the winds is witli the
hands of a watch, and the whirl moves somewhat south-
westwardly and then turns south-eastwardly, losing gradu-
ally its force till it passes into an ordinary storm, as is the
case in the northern hemisphere also.

The cyclone makes known its approach by a somewhat
higher barometer than usual, by low swells that have

Fig. 145.—Hurricane just nearing Galveston Sept. 8, 1900. Note very high pressure to
north and north-east. Isobarie lines for every tenth of an inch of fall of barometer ;

depression at and near centre not known.—Courtesy of R. P. Stupart, Director of
Meteorological Service for Canada.

outsped it, followed by light clouds and increasing wind, a

slowly sinking barometer and a threatening evening sky.

A skillful captain noting these signs will not allow his

vessel to run before the wind, for it will certainly carry
him into the very centre of the storm. If he is south of

lat. 25° and the wind is from the north, or north of lat. 30°

and the wind is from the south, he will know that the

cyclone is advancing dead ujion him and will steer away, if

possible, from its fearful track. (See figure 147.)
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These cyclones do not form on land or near land, but
far butruirFea; if in their course the}' encounter the land,

especially if high, they are soon broken up, though the

('f)ast exposed to them may suffer fearfully, as the West
India Islands and the southern United States know to

their sorrow. The doldrums, owing to the great heat and
moisture of the air, among other things, are subject to

sudden and violent changes, as the sudden thunder storms
show. Hence many scientific men think that, as cyclones

are formed nowhere else, a large area of the doldrums
becoines unusually heated, and as the air in consequence
exiiands ami rises, the air around flows in to be heated

and to rise in turn, and thus a movement towards a centre

is given to tbe still air which becomes ever wider and
wider.' The circular motion is first started by the rotary

movement of theearth and gradually increases in rapidity,

—just as is seen in a l)asin from which the water is being
draAvn from an opening at the bottom; the water if a little

circular motion is in some way given to it, will revolve more
and more rapidh' as the outlet is approached. And there will

he (I hole in the water above the outlet, just as there is no
wind in the centre of the cyclone while the mad tempest is

roaring in a circle around it. The torrents of rain and the

density and depth of the clouds are the result of the fierce

ui)rusli of air to cooler regions, and of its furious whirling,

both condensing the vapor in it.

The cyclones occur in all the large tropical bodies of

water:—in mid and western Atlantic, in the China seas,

where they are called typhoons, in the Bay of Bengal,

where they occur in early summer and in the fall, in the

Aral)ian Sea, the Indian Ocean and the South Pacific,

—

l)ut not the South Atlantic,—for here the doldrums do not
(!ome south of the equator, and it is supposed that though
there are overheated areas of ocean here, yet the inflowing

winds, on account of l>eing so near the equator do not have
the whirling motion given to them.

Figs. 145, 146, 147 represent the great hurricane that on Sept. 8,

19(Mi, laid (ialvi-ston, Texas, in ruins. It was first observed east of

Martinicjue, Aug. SO; next day it was north of Antigua, the barometer
being at *J9.IS4. The winds in the West Indies were only light, but the
rain was heavy. By Se))t, 6 the hurricane was near Florida, and strong
gales with a low and falling barometer were being reported from the
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north of lat. 20" . It was at Galveston with its work of ruin on the

8th, doing almost as much damage to places some miles inland ; but
itrapidh' lessened in violence as it turned almost abruptly to the north-

east, passing into Canada down the lakes and the St. Lawrence, giving

a wind of from 44 to 48 miles an hour at St. John. Fortunately
it did comparatively little damage to life or property in its violent

course except in Newfoundland, wliere many lives were lost and great
quantities of fish were destroyed.

The following is the note on the weather map at Toronto, Sept. 12,

1900 :-

Fig. 146.—The luirricane, now only a somewhat moderate cyclone as shown by isobars,
approaching tlie Lakes from Iowa. Arrows show direction of winds. Note the
secondary " Low " area. —Courtesy of R. F. Stupart.

"The disturbance which was situated in Iowa yesterday morning
has since developed great energy and it is now centered near Montreal
as a very severe storm. This storm is no doubt a secondary development
of the West India hurricane' that swept over Texas on Saturday last.

A very heavj' gale set in over the Lake region during the night and
heavj' gales are indicated throughout eastern Canada."

Galveston is situated on a low island, one of the string of sand-

islands that border the Texas coast, and the destruction caused b\' the

waves was far greater than that by the winds. For in these hurricanes

the very low pressure in the centre of the terrific whirl must cause the
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water to rise there ; so that on the coast destruction is caused not only
by the waves that are raised and driven forward on shore by the wind,
but also by the uprising of tlie sea bodily, as it were, ujjon the land in

consequence of the greatly lowered pressure.

^v^. r^pviTc .^ ^^' too, in the Temperate Zones have

TEMPERATE ZONES, cycloiies; they have the same movements
of the wind,—a spiral flow inward

toward the centre and upward, and the same motion of

the whole whirl, north-eastwai'dl}^ as a rule in the northern
hemisphere, south-eastAvardly in the southern, the winds of

the whirl moving in the former against the hands of a
watch, in the latter with them. But there are many
differences; ours cover a much larger area, often a
thousand or more miles in diameter, they do not extend
high into the air, the winds though sometimes doing
damage, are never so terribly fierce as in the others, the

barometer never stands so low in the centre, nor is this

centre calm; they are far more frequent and severe in

winter than in summer ;y the winds of the tropical cyclones

are all hot and moist, those of our cyclones are warm and
moist on the south and east of the cyclone, but cold and
dry elsewhere especially in the west; our cyclones are oval

in shape, not nearly circular as the otliers are, and they

move forward two or three times as fast.)

('As our cyclones occur most frequently in winterMvhen
there is little heat in the atmosphere, it is thought they

cannot be due to the expansion and consequently the

rising of air by reason of heat; their cause is even less

known than that of tropical cyclones. But whatever their

cause they bring us our storms of rain and snow, and so

do far more good than the occasional violence of their

winds or the severity of their cold can do harm.
We natural!}^ expect tliat, if a storm-wind comes to us from the

east, the places eastward of us get the storm first. This is true of

short distances only ; for a study of the whirl iti Fig. 47 will show that

while Montreal is getting a fierce east wind, Quebec is getting a south-

east one, and places farther east still, a south wind. So a {)erson by
noting the direction in which a storm wind is blowing, may readily tell

where the centre of the storm is.

Cyclones do not invariably move in a north -eastwardly direc-

tion with us, as the following nott- fioni Turontu Observatory show.s

(Monday, June 15, 1903):—"The storm of tiie last few days was a mosb
peculiar one, and to get an analogy to it we must go back nine years.
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About four days ago the storm was centered off the New England coast;

Friday- night it moved to the Ottawa Valley ; Saturday it was south
of Georgian Bay ;

yesterdaj' it moved south-west toward Detroit and
Lake Erie, and last night and this morning it travelled back east again,

to the starting point in the New England States. The circle is complete."

Very strangely there follows these cyclones,

and to the west of them, a'cyclone of

quite a different character—just the reverse of the other.

Instead of getting lower and lower, the pressure gradually
rises as the centre comes nearer; the winds which are

ANTICYCLONES.

Fig. 147.—Tlie hurricane, now a furious eyelonie storm, centered on Montreal. The
line running between Cuba and Florida marks the path of the luirrioane, shown by
arrow-heads ; G is Galveston; numbered lines are isob.irs; the arrows mark t)ie
direction of the winds. Note that the arrows point outward from the "High" or
anticyclone areas, and run parallel to the isobars or across them to the " Low " centre.

—Courtesy of R. F. Stupart.

always gentle, flow outward from the .centre., which is

often wholly calm, so that it is thought the air forming
its winds must settle slowly down from the upper regions,
bringing a grateful coolness in summer after a storm
and often intense cold in winter. This is the Anti-Cyclone,
the, hjiiiger of fair weather-, and weather maps which show
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US the region over which a cyclone has travelled, and in

various ways indicate the severity of the storm, also show
us the anti-cyclone following close after. (See spaces

marked High in Fig. 47).

We have seen that our cyclones are often

^ii^ug of great extent, and so the wind of the

different sides may come from very differ-

ent regions. In Canada, in summer, no very great difference /

exists in the character of the winds during a cyclone and
after it has passedj except„iu their violence. But it is

otherwise in winter: then the winds on the right haudirout
may come from the warm region of Florida or the Gulf of

Mexico, bringing a thaw and often rain, while iii the rear

are the_ bitter winds from west and north. Or the whirl
'

may pass over the eastern Pacific; the winds will then be

warm and moist, and striking the western mountains will

leave much of their moisture on the western sides as snow
or rain, and pass on thin and cool to fall, and to condense

and thus become warmer as they fall upon the plains at the

other side of the'liTcmii tains-^hs" di-}'", wafnT wnids that

""devour the snow," the (7/r//ijo6»/,-, of western America.

Similar is the Fcii'hn of the Alps. The indraft of the cj'clone passing
to the north brings down the wind from the mountains where it is cold
and dry, getting drier and warm in its descent, till at last the air may
be drawn even from Italy where it is moist and warm ; then rain and
snow fall on the soutliern side of the Alps, and clouds stream out from
their toi)s l)ut do not come down to the northern side, for the dry
lower air re-absorbs any moisture that the high cold air cannot contain.

And if the southern whirls pass <>\er the hot, dry Sahara desert,

they bring the hot, dusty^ panliin- wiml—the Sirocoo—to Spain. Sici ly.

Italy, or even France, thougli after crossing the broadest part of the
Mediterranean and the Adriatic and becoming moist, they may lose

their moisture on the Alps and fall law ami cold upon S. E. France in

the^Misfral:—Just as the " NortJier" ~\mi p~ down from the mountains'/
upon Texas, the Pampero upon tin plains of Aigpntinn^ and iniiny •'"

another wlucf of similar origin in otlin parts of the world.

Excessively hot winds in varinii> rountries are thought to be of

cyclonic origin, but intensified in some way not yet determined. Such
are the hot x-nif/.s of Texas and Kansas, the Khamsin of Egypt, the
Hnrmatlan of the west coast of the Sahara.

We all know the thunderstorm :—Low down at
THUNDERSTORMS. ^^^^g \mnt of the western sky in the afternoon
or evening, usually, of a hot day—though not at all unknown at other
times and seasons—we seejugged piles of clouds rolling u]j^ or the sky
darkening down, till we become aware of a haze or of liglit, thin clouds
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that shut off the blue over our heads ; then we see faint flashes of light-

ning play over the clouds which in the meantime have become denser and
darker and stretched out across the heavens ; soon the thuuder is heard
and as it comes nearer we see the base of tlie cloud, now heavy and
threatening, extend in an even flat line to right and left, below which
all is of a dull white color—the rain sweeping along over tlie country,
shutting out from sight everything behind it. But now the wind, which
has been hot and sultry and blowing toward the advancing cluiid, drops
and there is an ominous uneasy stillness in the air—to be broken by a
louder crash of thunder, accompanied by a rush, often of destructive
strength, of cooler wind from under the cloud ;—it is the thunder-squall

that has sent the inexperienced occupants of so man}' boats to a watery
grave. The storm has come with flash of lightning, roar of thunder, the
outpour of rain, and the rush of wind. But it is soon past, for it moves
rapidly, aagtward, sometimes as fast as fifty miles an hour, and finally

dies away, its force being spent.

We do not yet know much about the causes of thunder-

storms. They seldom occur except in the warm season,

never either iu summer or winter without being preceded
bj' an unusually warm spell. There is an upward and
inward movement of the air, for we can see' the" ITtfle

clouds drifting into the big one, and we can see, too, the

clouds rolling upward,—growing from the top till at last

they spread out, drifting along in the upper westerly

currents of the air. They seem to belong to our cyclonic

storms, for they usually occur a little to the east of south
of the cyclonic centre, and from 300 to 500 miles away from
it, where the cooler westerly winds reach a region of heated
wind.

The rain comes from the condensation of the water-

vapor in the air, and is thought to start as ice-crystals in

the top of the dense deep cloud, where the upward motion
of the air ceases, and then in falling through th§ cloudy
matter below to attract other water particles till large

drops result. The wind, too, aids this uniting process; if

it is violent the drops may be driven upward throu^'hjthe

cold air again and again until large drops of ice are formed
that can no longer be supported, and when they reach the

ground we call them hail.

The discharges of the electricity—or the flashes of lightning—arise,
it is thought, from the union of many rain particles into one, the elec-

tricity with which each particle is covered accumulating ni one
body, as in an electrical machine, until it is overcharged, and then the

^^ spark" or succession of sparks that we call lightning, passes from the
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highly charfred flond to tlie less hip^hly cliarged, though much must
come to the earth, and much remain diffused in theafri

The Cloud Bnrxf, so common in the south-western United States,

and creating such destructive floods along streams, is a thunderstorm
in which a large mass of warm moist air is very suddenl}' cooled and
condensed, and the moistuie thus suddenly set free falls in a bodj- to

the ground. Some think tiuit a great body of rain is held up in the air

hy ver\' strong upward currents, and when these cease the rain falls in

a mass.

jQPi^^ijQgg These fearful storms, often, but wrongly,
called cyclones, are, as it were, a storm within

a storm; for they belong to a thunder storm, moving w^ith

it for perhaps twentj^ miles or so, but along a narrow path
varying from a few rods to a quarter of a mile or so in

width. The wihctTlvarni and lll(>i^tul(•-laden, whirls spirally

and with fearful violence round a central area a few yards
in diameter, which is thought to be calm and of very low
pressure. The warm, moist air cools in its upward rush,
forming dense clouds, from w^hich torrents of rain fall,

while the clouds seem to stretch in a long funnel-shape
downward to the ground. It is the increasing violence of
the whirl expalKimg the air and making it less capable of
containing moisture, which therefore becomes visible as
cloud. This is the most violent stage of the tornado and
the ruin that marks its path is often appalling. Nothing
can resist it: houses are overthrown, trees torn up and
carried high in air miles from where they stood, crops
destroyed, cars and engines lifted from the track—in short,

universal ruin attends it. (Cf . Tropical Cyclones, page 304.

)

Tornadoes are far more frequent in the Mississippi valley than else-

where : they occur usualh' in tlie Marm afternoons of Tieatcd j)eriods in

summer, and even in winter during a warm spell. They move in an east-

wardly or north-eastwardly direction, sometimes south-eastwardly, at a
rate varying from twenty to forty miles an hour, and last from half an
hour to over an hour. We know them to some extent in Canada ; one
occurred in the Township of Mornington, Ontario, in May, 1903 ; but
ours, though destructive enough, do not reach the violence of those in

the Mississippi valley.

Water Spoitf/< are scarcely more than tornadoes passing over expanses
of water, but they are not attended usually by thunder and lightning :

nor do they suck up water from beneath them, for the M'ater with
wliich vessels caught in them are deluged, comes from the condensed
moisture of the air and is fresh, not salt. Little is accurately known of
them or of tornadoes either.
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RAINFALL. TEMPERATURE, CLIMATE.

, ^ . The requisites for rain luive alread^O^eeii referred to,

—

V)/ Aqueous vapor' iif tlie air and some conditions that will

'cause it to condense and fall to the earth. The vapor,
directly or iiidirectlvj comes from the sea, while the winds
carry it cwrywlien^'so tliat every i)art of the earth, both
laud and sea, receives either rain or snow, or both, unless

the conditions are such that condensation cannot take place.

K. ^^ .-^.,.-.-^.,.«. In the equatorial belt of /almost
RAINFALL OF EQUATORIAL - ^-. 1, -.= = -r

REGIONS. uninterrnpted(^calmj the condensa-
tionjtakes__phice7 as has been said,

(through the rising of the expanded and vapor-laden air into

the higher regions of the atmosphere, where it loses much
of its heat, or is cooled beyoiul the point of saturation, and
so cannot contain all its vapor. Rain i.^ therefore the

result. This is the region of the most abundant rain;

for, with its greater heat, it contains far more of the ocean-

surface than any other region, and its gentle surface wiuds
carry little of the vapor to other regionsj the weak easterly

current of air that blows along the equator counter to the

prevailing westerlies, do^s not carry the moisture away to

the side regions, but in South America at least, carries it

over the equatorial land producing the very abundant
rainfall and the wonderfully luxuriant and varied vegeta-'
tion of the Amazon basin

.

But here, as elsewhere, other conditions bear upon the
amount of rainfall any one place or district receives.

Across the path of the easterly counter air-flow of the

Amazon basin the Andes mountains lift themselves; these
force the warm, moist air to rise quickly in a body to the
cooler heights above, witli the result of a heavier rainfall

here than in the valley to the east. But the excess that the
eastern slope of the Andes gets, is at the expense of the

western slope, for western Peru and all the western
equatorial coast are diy, much of it being desert ; only at

intervals7~sometiuies of m8Lny'~feairs', is there" a heavy
rainfall.

In India, Bombay lies on the west coast, Madras farther
south on the east coast, and Colombo some 400 miles
farther south still, in Cejdou;—
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The following is the report of the rainfall in inches in these cities

for four months in 1902 :

—
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south-west monsoons but parohed and sandy at other

times. "For thp. inon soon s five light. _h£xe, and the rain is

very scanty; the great mountain-mass of the >Sulimans lies

to the west, and acro^S-_these^.at least tlieii- southern and
lowest portion,_the_. monsoons, must go to reach India.

Directly north of this in the northern Punjaub, where it

would seem the south-west mousouns could not reach to

give rain on the low ground, there is an abundant but not

heavy rainfall. For the monsoons after sweeping over

southern India and up and across the Bay of Bengal, are

tiirned from their course by the ^reat curving mountain^
barrier of Assam and tin- eastern Himalayas, and pass up
the valle}' of the Ganges, as south-east winds, to the verj'

north of the Funjaub itself.

A like deflection of these winds is caused by the

Vindhya Hills of central India, along whose southern base
and side, where the winds are forced to the east, the rain

is abundant, but scanty on the northern side toward
the west; here, however, there is some compensation, for

the winter monsoons have gathered some warmth and
moisture before they reach this range, and so let fall some
of their precious burden upon these needy lands.

It is from this region mainly that the cry for help comes to us, the
famine-stricken region of India. We know, even in Canada, how much
the supply of rain varies from year to year ; vre have our dry years and
our wet years, and we know how much hardship the failure through
drought, of even one year's crop brings. Most of us, however, have
something in store that will tide us over a period of calamit}' ; but in

India the millions upon millions of people who live in these districts of

scanty and uncertain rainfall, have nothing wherebj' to sustain life when
the rain fails to come, and the rice without it fails to grow ; and they
die of hunger in spite of every effort made to send relief. On the other
hand, as if in mockery of the drought-blasted regions, the whole valley
of the Ganges has an abundant supply everywhere and always, while to
the east in Assam, where the Himalayas join the mountains of Assam,
and where the monsoon winds are pressed in between the mountain
barriers, the rainfall is enormous, as much as 805 inches fell in one
year, 366 inches of this being in July.

Why the supply of rain is so irregular in districts in India, as
indeed it is in a measure in Canada too and all over the world, is quite
unknown ; some associate the irregularity with the appearance or
disappearance of the spots on the sun, or their changing character ; but
nothing yet has been proved.
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^ S; oA.Ni.rA,. ,.c roA.»c The (^liaractcromic Ti-ade- Wind an-Ms
\^ RAINFALL OF FKADE- , , ^ ^ t.- i* / .i<w.\

The winds lose tkeii' eoolueijij ill part

]>y be<M)ining more (l<uise as tliey <lrop to the earth fiK)in the

regions of thinner air, and tlicir dryness soon departs wher^

. ever the^- pass over expanses of water. And so wherever they
meet the conditions for condensation of their moisture they
leave rain; Init where these conditions are not jn-esent no
rain falls. A glance at the map will show ns that the

desert regions of the world are nearly all beneath the sweep
9f the Trade-Winds—Sahara, South-western Asia, LgweiL.

% _Eg3'pt, and Australia. These are all countries of very
moderate elevation, and though they are not absolutely
rainless, yet, except where mountains may exist, as they do
in parts of Sahara, the rain can do no more than nourish a
veiy scant}' growth of stunted sliru))s.

Not all dry regions are due to these winds. We have seen the cause
of the Indian desert and of that of western South America ; the same
cause, viz., the existence of mountains which deprive the winds of their

.moisture, creates the Kalahari desert, or ste|)])e, of South Africa, the
.desert of the Great Basin in the south-western region of the United
_ States, and to some extent at least the deserts of Australia.

The "sub-tropical" regions, as the Trade Wind belts

are often called, have a rainy and a dry season ; for, as has
beenrexplaiued, wlieii the sun moves to the north of the

equator, the equatorial belt of rains and calms moves north-

ward too, and the northern Trades retreat before it, thus
encroaching upon the regions to the north. Then the

southern part of tiiis northern Trade belt has its rainy

season, along with its season of heat, while the correspond-

ing region in the southern hemispliere has its dry, cool

season. Here, too, in either region Avhere mountains throw
them.selves across the path of winds, rain follows, be the

season dry or wet. "It was the sight of rain on the

distant mountains that drove me to become an explorer,"

said Livingstone, who had gone to southern Africa as a

missionary, and who had for montlis, and even years,

worked in the dry regions of the Kalahari desert, where
rain falls in such tantalizingly small quantities.

When the sun retreats from our northern hemisphere to

give their turn to the Trade-Wind regions of the south', and
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V

our northern winter comes on, the Trades go south too, and,

that part of tlie northern sub-tropicjilb^elt lEat had its wet
season of equatorial rains, has now its dry season^ as we
see in the case of the West Indies; while the ptkt that had
the Trades forced back on it belongs to the region of

cyclonic storms—the region that includes Canada.

Let us look at the depth in inches

of the rainfall of Canada, beginning
with the east coast.*

RAINFALL IIN

TEMPERATE REGIONS

Maritime.

Halifax 62.08
Sable Island. . . 61.18
Yarmouth 48.81
Sydney 46 . 73
Truro 46 . 52
Charlottetown

.

4 1 . 64
Grand Menan.. 46.63
St. Andrews. .

.

40 . 27
St. John 47.10
Chatham 37.61
Anticosti 40.27

Quebec.

Father Point.. 31.49
Quebec 35 . 70
Montreal 39 . 87

Ontario.

Kingston 26.03
Deseronto 36 . 92
Lindsay 27.50
Ottawa 32.41
Toronto 28.02
Woodstock 29.71
London 34 . 80
Port Stanley . . 30.94
Saugeen 32.95
Gravenhurst. .

.

31.71
Parry Sound .. 38.14
Port Ai-thur. .

.

22 . 47

Western Canada.

Winnipeg 18.14
Minnedosa ... 15.34
Qu'Appelle 15.29
Medicine Hat.

.

14.13
Battleford 12.01
Prince Albert.

.

14 . 14
Calgary 15.12
Edmonton 14.68

British Columbia.

Spence's Bridge 7 . 90
Esquimalt. ... 32.45
Kuper Island. . 37.42
Port Simpson. . 96 . 70
Rivers Inlet. . 118.72

This report shows us several things. The eastern Maritime Provinces
have a much greater fall than Quebec has ; Quebec has somewhat more
rain than Ontario ; Ontario has more than twice as much as Western
Canada ; while the Pacific coast is altogether peculiar. At Spence's
Bridge, towards the southern interior, only about eight inches fell ; at
Esquimalt, on the inner side of Vancouver Island, and at Kuper Island,
to the south in the Strait, the fall was about as in Ontario ; while on the
open coast at Port Simpson, near the mouth of the Skeena, and at
Rivers Inlet, to the north of lat. 51°, the full was the great quantity of

nearly 97 inches and 119 inches respectively. It may be said, then, that
from the Atlantic coast to the mountains of the west the rainfall grows
less and less ; that/the eastern Maritime Provinces have an abundant
rainfall, Quebec aikl Ontario a moderate one, Western ])Iateau Canada
a light fall, the mountain region a scanty one, and the Pacific coast an
excessive one.

N

*The statistics given )iere iuul in following pages, niile.ss whei-e otherwise
mentioneci, ave from the Report for 1S!).t of the Meteorological Service of Canada,
K, V. Stuparl, Director.

N.B.
—

" Rainfall " here includes snow— lU inches of snow= l inch of rain.
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What is the cause of the diflferences that this report

shows, and of the smallness of the rainfall as compared with

that of the equatorial regions'? /Canada lies within )oue of

the wide regions of prevailing westei-ly winds and cyclonic

storms, /the regions in which great eddies or whirls break
oflf fronillieeaslward'riTsh of the air high above fHe grouhd^
and, drawing into tlieir revolving movement the moist,

warm air from the sea,) Avhich may be hundi'eds or a
thousand and more miles distant,/ bring needful moisture
to countries far remote from the seal and from one another.

The regions of cyclonic storms have a very varied

temperature and their average heat is much lower than that

of the equatorial regions ; hence tlie air cannot take up
and hold as much aqueous vapor as ,where the heat is

greater ;/
and, though we may have^ heavy downpours

of rain, they are only occasional and of very short duration,

not of continual occurrence throughout the year or during
long periods. In these cyclonic belts, therefore, there

_ cannot beas much raiii as wh^ere the heat is gi'eater.^

Then^ whereverTTH" expanse of land is very gi-eat tliere

will also be very vai-ii'd ('(iiiditidiis nf raiiifnll. Tin ^l;iri-

tirae Provinces arc near the sea, which here As col d, ior the

Arctic current parses down this eastern coast of America^
chilling its waters and making the land cooler than it

otherwise would be.J The southerly Avinds—south-east,
south, south-west—tmit the cyclone brings in ai-c at (nice

chilled, and so produce a copious fall of rain. and. as a

rule, over a wide area. P<)r (he ^laritiine Provinces are

not high ground^ and onlyTn the Avest of New Brunswick
does tlie land reach an elevation of a thousand feet or more;

( the winds do not dei)osit their moisture on the edge of^the

coast alone. ])nt carry it fai' inland.^

Still, it will be s<'eii from the record given in the table

above, that Sable Island, Halifax, Yarmouth-Vplacesalong
side of the water—have more rain than the otTiers that are

farFTier awa>' frcrmlhe front, for there the first chill comes
'to the saturated air as it blows from the warmer sea; but
the winds lose much more moisture as they pass over the

^igher ground l)etweeu "New Brunswick and Quebec, and,

'as a result, Quebec has a lower rainfall than the Maritime
Provinces.'
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Further inland it can be onlj^ the greater cj^clones that
have an indraft' of moist air from the Gulf of Mexico or
the Atlantic; ,' the circles of the C3-e]one which bring Ontario
its usual south-westerly winds must pass over only land,

and hence their moisture cannot exist in such quantity as

to be at the point of saturation. A south-westerly or
a south wind by no means always brings rain to inland
Canada, but it is rare that such a wind fails to do so on
the ocean border.

V South-easterly winds, however, above all othev winds
give rain;^ for a glance at the map will show thatfontariq^^v'^ a*

*

is nowliere more than 400 miles from the Atlantic oorder,

and that the indraft of a cyclone to the west and south oL
the Lakes would bring these winds circling in with their rain
over the country. We may get, too, an easterly wind or
even a north-westerly one from the oceany far away as it isr
The following is a part of the report on the weather map
of February 17, 1903:

—
" The area of low pressure, which

was just north of the Gulf of Mexico yesterday, has moved
quickly north-east, and is now centered off the New
England coast. A north-easterly snow-storm prevails in

the Maritime Provinces." The storm was severe, as its

rapid movement shows, and the pressure very low, for the
inner isobar around the centre was marked at 28-80. The
same north-easterly Avinds prevailed at Ottawa and Kings-
ton, but the isobar of 29-50, along which they were blowing,
passed through Newfoundland and Gaspe; the snowfall,

however, was trifling.

The distant West does not get these winds from the

Atlantic; the indraft winds in front of the cyclone come
from over the land only, and so our North-West interior

has but a scanty rainfall, as the record given in the table

above shows. If the mountain barriers were not there,

interior British Columbia, Alberta, and the other most
western parts would have more rain ; it would reach them
from the Pacific. But now, the front winds of the cyclonic
storms coming from the Pacific are at once forced high up

,

into.Jhe cold atmosphere, and so drop their moisture
abundantly in rain and snow on the outer coast, as we see

at Port Simpson and Rivers Inlet, but pass on dry for the
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lower re<?ions furtlicr inland, as 8pence*s Bridge tells us,

unless where some higher ranges force them still further

aloft.

Tlie same coiulitioiis prevail in all wide expanses of land in the

belt of cyclonic storms ; western Europe and eastern Asia have an
abundant rainfall, while the interior becomes jaogressively drier as the
coasts become farther remote, liiilil there are only the dry step{)es an3
tlie' sandy desSrCg fAT* imnTnt:''"Thg (iTllf Uf MtJX.lL'U l!j IllUHl llupurtSiit to"

the central tJnitednStaEesr" 'j'liis refjion approaches dryness even now.
When the sun is north oT tlie eipiator, the southern tX)rtion is dry, for

it comes under the iuHuence of the Trade Winds as they back up
before the advancinjj sun ; but in winter, just as is the case with
soutliern Europe and northern Africa, both somewhat dry also, it. gftta

its rain from the cyclonic storms ; many of these, too, have their origin

iirTKe'tTiilf, or get^^leTr inoist indraft w-inds from it. This could not

be if land filled the s{)ace now covered by the (Julf and Caribbean seas
;

the southern United States would in that case be at best u stepjje.

The south-eastern part, including Florida, has much more rain ; the

ground for the most part is higher, and the Appalachian Mountains,
though they lie along the course of the south-west winds, interfere

with them sufficiently to cause condensation of the vajwr that comes
in from the Gulf and from the ocean on the east. The region of

the plain is dry for the same reason that Alberta is dry ; only the dry-

ness in the former is greater. The Pacific Coast from Oregon down is

very dry, for here the mountains deflect part of the westerly winds
that come from the Pacific, and send them in an eddy away from the

... land ; only the cyclonic storms of winter Ijring rain or snow.

OF ^^ ^^^*^ cooler temperature of tlie regions

POLAR REGIONS. <i^<^ve the tropics of the north and south

gives less rainfall than the high tempera-

ture within the tropics, 'still less must be the rainfall of the

regions about and withiii the Polar circles. The cold air

can contain only a little vapor, and the fall both of rain

and of snow must be light^ experience shows this to be the

fact. Then if the theory of a very rapid and general east-

wai-dly set of the winds in the circumpohir regions is true,

whatever moisture may be in them, is exi)Osed for so long

a time to great cohl as they whirl round and round the

earth in their low si)iral, that very little of it indeed must be

left to be (jarried nearer the poles. But we know nothing

of these places.

D We natur;illv sui)i)ose that in countries or dis-
, ,

}-
, SNOWFALL. ... "ill- i 41 *-• 11 n

(n. i_J' liMcts exposed to trost the snowfall will corres-

U l>ond to the rainfall, that where the greatei- rainfall is tliere

the greater snowfall will be. In a measure this is true.
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The reports of 1895 (see page 317, note) show that the fall

in the Western Territories and Manitoba was verj- small;

one place had 70 inches, very few more than 45 inches

;

/ Ontario showed the largest fall^j larger somewhat than that

of Quebec; out of 120 places in Ontario, over thirty had
100 inches or more of snow, some of these reaching 180
inches, and one, Parry Sound, 203-5 inches. The greatest

fall was around Lake Huron and the Georgian Bay.
]

^ In the Maritime Provincesy^on the other hand, land on
the immediate coast of the Pacific, where the rain i?; the

^

most abundant, the snowfall was comparatively light.\

Port Simpson and Rivers Inlet had 48-6 and 68-5 inches^

respectively; while in the Maritime Provinces none of the

places that show the highest rainfall had a heavy snowfall.

i:^Places back from the coast in both Provinces had a heavier

fall than those on the coast._ The reason of this difference

is that in winter the sea is warmer than the land, and so

makes the immediate coast warmer than the districts farther

back, and hence the air from the sea is not greatly chilled

till it gets at a distance from the coast ; while in summer
the immediate coast is cooler than the heated land farther

away, and so condenses the sea air more than the warmer
land would do.

Mountain.s, of course, have a heavy fall of snow in winter; 'Spence's
Bridge in British Columbia is 770 feet above the sea ; it had 7.9 inches
of total rainfall, and this includes its fall of 6.6 inches of snow, while
Glacier, one of the highest stations on the Canadian Pacific Railwaj',

over 4000 feet above the sea, had the fine fall of 358.5 inches of snow.
But the former place is under the lee of far higher elevations, while
the mountains at Glacier tower high above all surroundings.

TEMPERATURE.

When we speak of the temperature of a place jy'we usually

have reference to.the degree of heat that characterizes it on
an average throughout the year^ But we may speak of the

mean, or average, temperature of any season, or month, or

number of months. It is usual to say that the earth is

divided into/ five belts, or zones, of temperature, viz., the

Torrid, lying between the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn^

the equator being the line equally distant from both; the

North Temperate, lying between the tropic of Cancer and
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the North Polar Circle ; South Temperate, between the
ti-opic; of Capricorn and the South Polar Circle; and the
North and the South Frigid, enclosed by their respective Polar
Circles. But these are only convenient divisions. givi»g
some general idea of the temperature of the regions indi-

cated, fhe Temperate zones, for instance, embracing wide
differences in temperature.

Observations of temperature with the thermometer have been made
and recorded for many years past in all civilized countries, at least
where Europeans have influence, and from these have been carefulh'
prepared maps or charts indicating mean temperatures for longer or
shorter periods all over the world ; but these do not show the great
variations of temjierature in the same place at different seasons.

iMg. 148. Isotherms showing mean temperature of the world for July.

Fig. 148* .shows the mean temperature of the world for July. The
more or less curved lines,—called Ixofherm'' ("equal heat")— , pass
through all places having the same mean temj)erature for the month.
It will be seen that the places of greatest heat (90°) are largely, out.sjde

of the torrid zone and in deserts ; that the isotherms of 80° enclose a
very irregular area ap))roaching Canada, in its north-west extremity.
In the nortlKMii hemisphere the isotlierms .'icldom ]»;iss nut straight from
land to sea, thereby showing the different influence of land and sea on

*It will be readily understood that maps of this kind cannot possibly be accurate
except where they deal with countries inhabited by enlightened peoples. And besides
n long series of years is necessary in order to determine any reliable mean tempera-
ture.
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feemperature. In the southern hemisphere, where it is winter, the

isotherms are nearly straight, for land in great masses is absent toward

the cooler south.

Fig. 149, shows th4 isotherms of January,—summer in the southern

hemisphere. In this ^latter, the isotherms,' except at the equator,

keep very much the same shape as they had in winter, but they

change their position somewhat. The most remarkable difference

is seen^i in the northern hemisphere where the isotherms over the

oceans form two great arches, and fall extraordinarily as they cross

the land. Nothing can better show the vast influence of the sea on

the climate of the northern hemisphere. /

cv '^^Ig. 149. Isotherms showing mean temperature of the world for January.

\^
^ The sun i.s the great source of heat to the earth, and as

with every source of heat, the more nearly its rays approach

a perpendicular to the o])ject on which tliej^ fall, the greater

will be their heating power. In other words the part of

the earth where during the year the sun is perpendicular or

nearly so, viz., within the tropics, is the warmest. But if

we imagine th^ sun to stand right over the equator, we shall

see that its rays depart gradually more and more from a

perpendicular as they fall on regions farther and farther

from the equator: the rays do not fall peri)endicularly upon
all places within the tropics and then suddenly become
oblique at the tropics. The lessening of the heat is so

gradual that we cannot distinguish between the temperature

of two places unless they are some distance apart.
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So again, ji we iinagiiie tlif; sun riglit over Cancer, we
shall see that we in Ontario have the sun's rays as near to

a i)erpendi(*ular as the people at the equator have; and on
our temperature maps this sends up the tropieal isotherm

of 70" in July into Ontario and in the North- West much
farther north still, even into Saskatchewan. But on the

other hand (when the sun is over Capricorn, the rays that

it sends uj) to ns in Ontario and Canada generally, are very

far from a ])erpendicular. ^ The isotlierms that do not at all

appear on the map of July are the ones seen on the map of

January. The highest temperature for the month of

January, 85", appears in the South-west corner of the

Dominion, on Vancouver Island.

Fii;. ITiO. Iscitluriiis of July in CaiUHhi. Note to how liigli a latitutle siiiniiier heat
rxtonds in the west. Dawson is as warm as New Ontario.—K. D. Stuyart, Director
JU'teorological Survey, Canada.

We see by tlie July map above, that in July the mean tem-
])fratiirt.' in southern Canada i.s only ten (iej^i'ees less than at the
e([iiator ;,but on the 21st of .June ^\llen tlic sun is at its furthest point

uortli Snd'its I'ays ai'e nearest to a j)L'ri)en<lii;uIar liere, our temperature,
contrary to what we might expect, is not so liigli a.s it is in July or

August, the reason bi-ing tliat in June neitliei' land nor sea is as warm
as it will yet become under the summer sun ; the winter cold still

lingers just beneath tbe surfacie. So, too, the heat of sunnner lingers

on in the ground and in the water past) Se|)tember 21, when according
to the height of the sun in tlie heavens, September '21 slundd liave the

same temperature as Marcli 21, eacli being ;in etpiinox.
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a /J;
Bat to get a triie idea o^ the teniperaturepf, _any place

_

we mu§t_^ know not merely the general, or average, teni-

perature of the year, or even of a season or a month, we
must know the temperature of the da.y and of the night, of

each hour in the twenty-four. We know what anxiety
there always is about the wheat crop in Manitoba and the

West in the summer months of July and August; the

isothermal map for July does not show the cause of this;

the isotherm of 60^ or 70° would seem to insure plenty of

heat; but the daily and hourly records of the thermometer
at Regina show that in these critical months for the grow-
ing and ripening wheat, the temperature in 1895, though

Fig. 151. Isotherms of January iu Cauaila. —R. D. Stupart.

ranging during the Avarmest i>art of the day (from two to

four in the afternoon) from 60° to 93°, yet fell during the
night between 2 and 4 o'clock to about 41" in July and
30° in August, thus giving two degrees of frost. Here is a

difference of 63 degrees of heat wuthin the two months—an
R^ impossibility within the tropics except iu the deserts.

^ In the "danger belt " in_ northern Florida, 1 at. 30°,

^a
r there is always in winter a well-founded alarm regarding

the orange crop; for here, too, though the isotherm of
65° passes through it in January, and though so near
the tropic^, _tlie thermometer jlrops low_at tiiues^_ iii. t-he

rear of a cyclonic storm, and blackened orange trees
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and wortliless fruit are the result of a severe frost i Such
a fall occurred on Feb. 17, 1908, Avhen the weatll^r map
shows near by a lowest tenii)erature of 20'. A similar

disaster sometimes overtakes the {^rowinjj cotton and
tobacco.

r<^V-''W'
I"^6^*^' ^" approaoli to these extreme conditions of temperature are

yn° not unknown within the tropics. At night the forests along the
Amazon are ohilly through the excessive evaporation of that moist
region, and mists gather over the waters and hollows as the cooled
ground chills below the point of saturation the laj'ers of air neare.-<t it,

but frost never comes. And tiaveller.Vin the deserts of Saharajand
Araliia must take lieavy blankets with them, not fop' the daytime, for

then all is glaring hot, but for the night^when under acloudless skj- the
hot ground radiate^ its heat, "linoljstriTcted l)y the vaporless air, till

j
even frost results.) ?_Tis the same within the troj)ics in southern Afiica\
.where the morning'^is far advanced before the natfves, who have
crawled forth from their comfortless huts numb with the cold of the
night, feel warm again.

We must not, therefore, always associate intense heat with the
equatorial regions, or only with them. I We in Canada have as hot days
as those regions have, but the heat is itot so continuous with us ; it is

the dead, long-continued heat of these countries, not its intensity, that
drives the English of India to the Neilgerr\- Hills in the south, or to

Simla in the north, in the long sultry season, and that makes a leave of

absence for home every few jears so needful. We must look to other
causes than the direct rays of the sun, or latitude, to account for the
temperature of a region. 1

Tlie groat heat, as well as thejji-eat cokl^ of^the interior

\ ' of Noi-th America, of Canada and the United States alike,

is due to its vast unbroken size; beneath the high summer
"sun, and witli its long days and short nights, the ground

^gets greatly heated; it becomes a wide area of low pressure;

but in the nights, shoi't as they are, the radiation is so
' rapid from the immediate surface, even in July and
Ang:ust, that the fi'ee:^ing point 1s at times reached before
the sun can rise again oneeniore to impart its heat; in

September, though the heat by day is as great as in July,

the longer nights give longer time for radiation, and, as a

result, a night temperature at or below 32" is very common,
and_it seldom is^abovc 40". When in winter, with a low
sun, The niglvts are long and the days short, the ground
and the air lose more heat by night than they gain by day,
and the cold, though interrupted at times by "warm spells,"

steadily increases till March on(;e more brings thesun into
tlir iKirllicni lii'niis|iliei^.

~~
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sThe sea-board has not so great varieties; the Maritime
Provinces have a winter temperature several degrees higher
than places in the same latitude far inland, but a lower
summer temperature^ In 1895 the mean temperature of

Halifax from April to September, inclusive, was 55-9°; for

the other months, 32-8°; of Orillia, in the same latitude,

57-8° and 24-4°, respectively; of Yarmouth, 53-5° and 34-4°,

for the same months, respectivelj'; and for Toronto, in the

same latitude, 59-7° and 28-8°. The same differences are

seen in Europe between the climate of England and that

of the interior. The reason is the neighborhood of the sea.

The sea gives off its heat more slowly than the land, and,

as there is a continual circulation of the waters, they
remain at nearly the same temperature, or, at most, slowly

change.

CLIMATE.

It is the varjdng conditions of the atmosphere, of its

temperature, its winds, and its rainfall, that make up what
is termed "climate." There are the great general condi-

tions that apply to wide regions or divisions of the earth

as a whole, and then there are the particular conditions

that apply to smaller divisions or individual places, and
these vary indefinitely; so that in order to know the climate

of a particular place, Ave must know its particular physical

conditions, and the results these conditions bring about.

^Latitude,—distance north or south from the equator,

—

determines climate only in a very general way in regard to

the temperate zones. Southern England is in the latitude of

Winnipeg ; but extreme cold is unknown in southern

England; flowers bloom all the year round out-doors, and
snow is rare in the Isle of Wight; fuchsias are a carefully

protected house-plant with ns, but in southern Ireland they

grow out-doors into large shrubs. On the other hand, we
in southern Ontario grow in the open air, tomatoes, peaches,

grapes, and apricots as ordinary crops; this cannot be done
in England except as wall-fruit. These fruits require a

degree of heat in summer which is found in Canada but not

in England, though the mean temperature of the whole year

is much higher in England than in Canada.
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. . ^1 Our insurance companies will not, as a rule, allow those whom they
I M V insure, to go to the VVest Indies during the summer, es{)ecially to Cuba,

p ' C but they are free to go trom" October to April. For in the summer
months when the bolt of greatest heat moves northward, it brings the
dead, sultry, moistui-e-laden winds with it, and the rank vegetation in

its rapid deca^' in such an atmosphere, fills the air with fevers deadly

,_ to those who are not hardened to the climate ; but with the retreat of

f^' "TTie sun southward, the cooler winds from the north, the Trades, come
^ ilii their life-giving breath.

Ijjs the same on the (luinea coast ; the wet, sultr\' summer winds
give rise to deadly malaria in the dense steaming jungles of that region ;

and the old refrain,

—

" Oh the Bight of Benin, the Bight of Benin,
For one that goes out there are ten that go in !

"

tells the Bad experience of English traders to that region. But when the
season changes, tlie retreating sun lets the Trade Winds blow there ;

and their dryness and heat, intensified by their passage over Sahara,
though tliey crack the skin of the natives till it i>eels off, dries the

country and the malaria disappears.

So also if we wisli to have a correct knowledge of the

cliniale of interior Canada we must know something more
of it than that the rainfall is scanty, the heat of summer

rV. yx/^ intense, the cold of winter'^ severe, and the range of tem-

'J^
' perature between the nights and days very great. The

' X rich yield of wheat and other grains from the great plains

of that region shows there must be something more.

It is a land of sunshine:—The month of June shows
over 40% of ])ossil3le sunsEnie, July over 53%, and August
C()%. And then though the total rainfall of the year is

light, yet the greater part of it comes when it is needed for

the growing crops; in 1895 in the four critical months of

May, June, July and August, Indian Head had 18 days on
which rain fell, Brandon 33, and Winnipeg 40. These
figures may not be exactly the same for every year, yet thej'

clearly show this feature of the climate, a feature that

points to what this western country nnist continue to be,

—

a vast grain-growing region. There is indeed a possibility

of an occasional light frost at a critical period, yet not
severe enough to produce total destruction of the crop, or
wide-spread enough to cause general disaster, nor yet fre-

quent enough to render farming too hazardous an oceupa-
ti(»n.
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In the torrid zone lofty mountains have all

CLIMATES.
MOUNTAIN

^i^g^.g^,^ of temperature—hot. moderate, cold,

from perpetual heat to perpetual frost, ^yith all

the different productions that belong to the varied climates,

from tropical fruits to polar mosses. The moisture is

greater, however, than in similar temperatures on the

^a^ns, for not only do the mountains send the winds into

highei" and cooler regions," thus mating them part with

moisture, but their own coldness serves also to cause rain-

fall. Those who have been in mountainous countries have

often seen rain or snow drifting along the trend of a ridge,

but not falling to the valley below. But although on
mountains in the torrid zone there may be the temperature

and the rainfall of the temperate zones, there are not the

cyclonic storms or the change of seasons that we know so"

well;—it is only perpetual summer, perpetual spring, per-

petual winter.

The mountains of the temperate zones, like those of the

torrid zone, have a more intense siinlight than do the

plains, for the thinner, comparatively dustless and vapor-

less air allows more of the sun's 'rays to pass through than
is the ease on the low ground. But different from the

mountains of the torrid zone is the greater windiuess of the

mountains of the temperate zone—they do not lie. as do the

former, in the region of ascending air, but in the region of

currents flowing parallel to the earth's surface.

V-^ The characteristic feature of the climate of

•CLIMATE, inlands is its small range of temperature; for the

sea, even in high latitudes, lias only a slight

range of temperature : indeed the daily island temperature
more nearly approaches the mean temperature of the region

in which they are situated, than is possible in an interior

country. Naturally, island climate is more moist than an
inland one, for the quick-cooling land will condense the

moisture-laden air of the sea and cause rain. In some of

the islands of the northern Pacific where the temperature is

low, but with little range and little wind, a duU moisture
pervades the air, and so heavy that in a few minutes it will

wet ordinary clothing quite through.
Similar to island climate is coast climate. In south-

western British Columbia at not one place on the open
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coast, or in one inlet or low-lying valley into whicli the warm
winds from the Pacific penetrate, does the thermometer
sink to zero in winter. It is no wonder then, that though
south-western British Columbia is some 400 miles north of

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

50"

40"

30*^

20"

10"
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CHAPTER VIII.

LIFE.

If the earth originated in the manner supposed by the

nebular hypothesis, many ages must liave elapsed after the

formation of a crust on its surface before it was in a con-

dition suitable to maintain life. When the first stratified

rocks were being laid down, the temperature of the ocean

ma}' have been as high as 300 degrees centigrade, the

pressure of the atmosphere being nnich greater than at

present : hence at that time, and ])rol)ably for very long

after, dead matter alone existed. The activities induced by
that vital principle, called life, were probably first mani-

fested in an unconscious form in the plant, and later in a

conscious form in the animal. We may look upon the

plant life of our world as earth matter so transformed
chemically bj- the life principle as to constitute the animate
plant body, and as long as this life principle is present, the

plant has the power, under suitable conditions, of assimi-

lating earth matter, and thus maintaining its existence.

When conditions become such that assimilation cannot be

carried on, the plant is said to die, and the matter of which
it is com[)Os«^d becomes a portion of the earth again.

Just as the plant-body may be viewed as a chemical

laboratory for the transmutation of the raw material of the

earth into vegetable tissue, so the animal body ma.v be
regarded as a chemical laboratory, in which the raw material

of the plant world is transformed into the constituents of

the animal organism. Out of the raw material of the earth

and its atmosphere the plant manufactures certain com-
pounds known as profeids. These substances are as essen-

tial to animal life as to plant life, but the plant alone can
produce them, hence the animal world depends, in the

strictest sense, entirely upon the vegetable world for its

maintenance.

The differences between the ordinary plant and the

ordinary animal are very evident, but between the lowest
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plants and the lowest animals little if any difference is

discernible. (Teuci'aily si)cakin<>', most animals have the

power of voliiiitiiry movement, jiossess intelli<i;ence, and
many of the hig-her forms are capable of reasoning, while

most i)laiits are stationary, and do not exhibit a conscious

intelligence. Both animals and plants have the power of

detaching from the adnlt body reproductive portions, which,

under suitable conditions, will develop into new individuals

closely resembling the parent.

On a (;lose analvsis it is found that both
CLASSIFICATION. ,, , , n , ,

'

•
i i

•
i uthe plant and the annual kingdom may be

divided into a number of natural groups, the meml)ers of

which show a gradual adviince in sti-ucture from the

simplest forms to those moi'e complex arid highly organized.

These groups include sub-kingdoms, classes, genera and
species. A species includes a number of individuals all of

which are practically alike. A number of different species

closely related constitute a genvs, and a numl)er of related

genera form nfdniHy. For exami)le, if we look into a tield

we may see thousands of tall buttercups. These all ])elong

to one species. If we walk through tlie tield we may see a

number of creeping buttercups, slightly different from the

tall ones. These form another species, of which there nuiy

be thousands of individuals. Again, if a slow stream run

through the tield we nuiy find a white buttercup growing in

the water, which forms a third species. Now, these three

plants, while differing from one another suflficiently to foi'ui

distinct species, are enough alike to be included in one

genus. If the field boi-der on the woods we nuiy find on
the high ground some hepaticas, and in a low place some
marsh marigolds. Neither of these is sufficiently close to

the buttercups, nor to each other, for all to he placed in one

genus, but they are all enough alike to form three genera of

the same family.
CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS.

(1) Cryptogams—Flowerles.s ])lant.s.

Moulds, Bacteria, Diatom.s, Sea-weuds, Fungi, Algaj, Lichens,

Mosses, Ferns and Horsetails.

(2) Phanerogams—Plants producing flowers.

(a) Gy)nnosperm-><—Seeds not enclosed in an ovary.

Pine, Spruce, Cypress, Ceflar.

(b) AtKjioKpirmA—Seeds inclosed in an ovarj'.

All the ordinary fluvveiring plants.
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classification of animals.

(a) Inrertehrata—Animals without a back bone.

Protozoa—Amceba, Infusoria, Foraminifera.
Porifera—Sponjres.

Ctelenterata—.Jellyfish, Hydra, Corals.

Echinoclermata—Starfish, Crinoids, Sea-urchins.
Vermes—Worms.
Arthropoda—Lobster, Spider, Centifiede, Insects.

Mollusca—Clams, Oysters, Snails, Cuttlefish.

(b) Vertehrata.

Fishes—Salmon, Shark.
Amphibians—Frog, Salamander.
Reptiles—Turtle, Snake, Lizard, Crocodile.

Birds—Crow, Condor, Ostrich, Sparrow.
iJammals—Kangaroo, Slotli, Elephant, ^Yliale.

If we make a minute examination of a type
PROGRESSIVE i

DEVELOPMENT. ^^ each of tliese great primary grou])s into

which the plant and animal kingdoms are

divided, we shall observe a gradual advance in structure

from simple units, without apparent organization, and
consisting of a small mass of a viscid, semi-transpai-ent

substance called protoplasm, to forms of a highly complex
organization in which there is a great division of labor, by
a diversity of organs, each of which performs its own
special function. In the animal kingdom, for example, the
amofhn consists of a single cell and possesses no organs.

It eats and digests food, but has neither mouth nor stomach;
it feels, but has no nervous system, and moves from place

to place without locomotive organs. The whole animal, as

a unit, does all these things. The little fresh-Avater hj/dra

takes the form of a tube, and is made up of many cells.

One end of the tube acts as a mouth, the other end is closed

and serves as a creeping foot, or disc, and the rest of the

tube forms a digestive sac: it also has tentacles with which
to seize food particles and direct them towards the mouth.
In insects, the appendages are more numerous and more
highly specialized; some are adapted for flying, and some
for walking, while others supply food particles to the

mouth : but they perform their function in a much more
perfect manner than the tentacles of the hydra. Finally, in

the vertebrates, we see organs adapted to the most complete
division of lalior, and, for the fii-st time, an internal bony
skeleton supporting the soft parts of the body.
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Not only is progressive development a characteristic

feature of the animal and vegetal»h' kingdoms taken as a

whole, but it may be seen in eacdi class, and often an
individual will show a gradation in form between two
species, making it difficult to determine whether it should
be classed with this species or with that.

We know that the forms of life on the earth at the

present time are the descendants of those that preceded
them, and these, in their turn, are the offspring of still

older generations. From an examination of these ancient
organisms which have been ])reserved as fossils in the rocks
of different ages, it is found that the oldest rocks contain

the simplest fossils, and that, in general, the more highly
organized plants and animals flourished on the earth at

successively later periods in its history. In the very oldest

Primary rocks, the Cnmhrkui, we find multitudes of

well-preserved fossils of animals that lived when these

rocks were being laid down. These include low types of

nearly every class of invcriehrdtc animals, but not a

single vertebrate has so far l)een found. The first of the

latter occur in the Silurian i-ocks and l)elong to fishes— the

lowest class of vertebrates. Next we find ((tuphihians, and
then reptiles towards the close of the Primary Age.
Reptilian birds appear at the beginning of the Secondary
but true birds are not found until towai'ds the end of that

age. Low forms of mainmah, the ancestors of the present

Australian types, occur Hrst in the Secondary, and it is not

until the beginning of the Tei-tiary that we di.^cover traces

of the higher mammals. Finally, Man him.><elf appears
shortly after the close of the Tertiary.

As with animals so with plants, tlie same gradual
advance from low to high, from sinii)le to complex, is to be
observed. In the Cambrian the only plants are sea-weeds

with simple tissues. Flowerless cri/pfof/ams first appear in.

the Silxrian, and become very abundant in the Carbonifer-

ous, their fossils forming the coal we l)urn. Plants with

naked seeds, like the i)ines, soon outstrii»i)ed them however,
and became the prevailing type of the forests of the

Secondary age. Towards the close of this age the great

class of floirtriitg plants put in an appearance, and are now
at the period o£ their greatest development.
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Only the most recent deposits contain the

MODIFICATION.
DESCENT WITH

^.^.j^'^^^g ^f organisms similar to those now
living. As we go deeper down into the

rocks we meet with forms which differ considerably from
those in the superficial deposits, and the older the rocks the

greater the difference in the fossils, until we see before us

the remains of a plant world and an animal world presenting

many features entirely new to us. For example, in place

of the horse with which we are familiar, we meet with

fossils of three-toed and four-toed horses. Instead of the

elephant we have his ancient relation the mastodon, and
the typical bird gives place to peculiar toothed forms
possessing many distinctly reptilian characters. Some of

our well-known animals we do not find represented at all,

but in their stead are certain composite types, which com-
bine the characters of several different modern forms in

one. There is a generalized type embracing the characters

of the antelope and the giraffe; another possesses features

common to the rhinoceros and the tapir.

Thus two great and apparently closely related pheno-
mena confront the naturalist, demanding an explanation :

—
(1) The gradual advance in organization of living

plants and animals from simple to complex.

(2) The order of occurrence of fossils, the simplest and
least specialized occurring in the oldest rocks, succeeded by
higher and still higher forms as we approach the more
recent deposits.

To these may be added a third, namely, the fossils of a
country are generally closely related to the living forms
which still inhabit it.

In 1859 Darwin publisiied his remarkable book entitled

the "Origin of Species," in which he offered an explana-
tion of these facts, and his theory is widel}^ accepted
by naturalists to-day.

This theory states that life first appeared on the earth at a
time indefinitely remote, and that it was of the simplest
kind ; that all of the countless generations of plants and
animals that have lived since, are descended from those
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which pivceded them ; and that as these organisms suc-

ceeded one another tliey became varied and complex in

structure, resulting in the multiplicity of forms seen on the

earth to-day.

This modilication of form is the result of heredity and
environmeiif. Although the offspring of i)lants and of

animals are like their parents in structure (lieredity), yet

some of them nui}' vary in some degree from the parent

form. Under ordinary circumstances this slight variation

will not affect the well-being of the organism, but under
the influence of some new environment , such as change of

climate, change of locality, severe competition for food, or

a struggle with enemies, this, slight variation in structure

may make the possessors of it better fitted U) cope with the

new conditions ; hence they will be more likely to survive

and to adapt themselves to these new conditions, than those

individuals that do not possess it. They will also, in

obedience to the law of heredit3^ transmit their peculiarity

to their descendants, and in due time it will become
general. In another generation or two, from excessive

c()mi)etition or the introduction of adverse conditions,

individuals with some new and advantageous peculiarity

will be the favored and successful ones. If on the contrary

this slight alteration in structure, should render an indivi-

dual less fitted for its environment, its chances of surviving

and of leaving offspring will be less.

In this way the constant struggle for existence leads by
a process of ndtiiral selection to the sirrrival of tlw fittest.

Thus, during the lapse of ages, and under continually

cliaiiging conditions, plants and animals have lieen pro-

duced differing widely both in structure and in habit from
one another and from tlicir original ancestors.

When the conditions of life become such that a species

of plant or animal cannot exist, it must do one of three

things: (1) migrate to some place where conditions ai'c

mon^ favorable; (2) adapt itself to the changed c<niditions,

or (3) become extinct.

Tiie struggle for existence causes eacli species to

endeavor eontinuallj^ to extend its range. In order to do
this (he first condition necessary is some means of dispersal.
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In the case of animals capable of roaming

AMMALS long distances on foot, or of those that can
fly well, or swim well, the means of dis-

tribution are evident. Birds have an advantage over

mammals in their ability to cross considerable bodies of

water, and in many cases to cross high mountains and Avide

deserts. Reptiles and ampliil)ia are almost as limited in

their means of dispersal as mammals. At times however
their eggs may be carried l\v floating material of various

kinds for long distances. Insects have an advantage over

most other animals in spreading over wide areas. Storms
often carry them great distances, and their eggs and larvae

may be transported for thousands of' miles in the crevices

of tree trunks or in other floating material. The}' have,

therefore, as might be expected, an extensive range. Bats,

seals and whales have also, for obvious reasons, a wide
distribution.

„^ c.. ^^ Many plants, owing to the nature of their
DISPERSAL OF n •. j t ^ jj t ^ -i i-

PLANTS. truits and seeds, have i^jeans ot distribution

superior to those possessed by most animals.

Light seeds such as those of orchids, or seeds with downy
appendages as those' of the daisy, thistle, and willow may
be borne long distances by the wind. The fruits of the

maple, elm, and pine are provided with wing-like expan-
sions which aid dispersal. In some cases whole plants, as,

for example, the so-called " tumble weeds," and the

Russian thistle, when dead and dry but loaded with seeds,

may roll for many miles before the wind, scattering their

seeds as they go.

Animals in their migrations act as most effectual agents
of plant distribution, by carrying, attached to their coats,

fruits or seeds provided with hooked spines or awns, or by
depositing in suitable soil the indigestible seeds of stone-

fruits and berries. Birds often convey seeds from place to

place in mud attached to their feet. Darwin cites a case where
he grew 82 plants from the seeds contained in a dried
mud-ball taken from the leg of a lame partridge. Fruits
which will withstand the action of water for a long time
may be carried from one continent to another by ocean
currents. A notable example of this is the cocoauut Avhich
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is kept afloat by means of its fibrous coating. As a conse-

quence, the cocoanut-palm is usually the first tree to appear
on newly formed coral islands.

Besides the power of dispersal there is another
ADAPTATIONS. ^ ^ a i. • 4.1 j- i. u f cvery important ractor in the distribution of a
species. In order to survive it must be able to maintain
itself and to adapt itself to the conditions of its new home.
These may mean new foods, or new enemies, and probably
greatest of all, the competition with allied forms that have
already adjusted themselves to surrounding conditions.

Most of our Canadian birds migrate to the south when the

cold of winter approaches ; the Canadian jay however has
succeeded in adapting itself to the climate and hatches out
its young in midwinter. An adaptation of arctic and sub-

arctic animals to changed conditions is seen in the extra
coat of fur some provide themselves with as the tempera-
ture becomes lower. Others hibernate, that is, pass the

winter in a condition in which the functions of the various
organs are almost suspended, and the body can endure
great cold without injury. Attempts have been made to

introduce the English lark and nightingale into North
America, but owing either to an unfavorable climate or to

competition of native birds, the attempts so far have been
unsuccessful. The competition of the English sparrow on
the contrary is proving disastrous to many Canadian birds.

The "lady bird" beetle, introduced into California from
Australia to destroy an injurious scale insect, lived well

and mu1tii)lied rapidly as long as the scale insect was
plentiful, l)ut as the latter became scarce the beetle could
not accommodate itself to new food, and was soon on the

way to extinction.

Man is ])rol)ably the fjjreatest enemy animals have to contend with,

and the effect of his destructiveness is seen in the gradually diminishing
numbers of nearly all kinds of large game. The Dodo, a large bird

that once inhabited Mauritius island in great numbers, fell a victim to

swine introrluced by a ship's crew. The American Bison, or Buffalo,

that once ranged in countless herds over the plains east of the Rocky
Mountains, is now practically extinct, and for some cause the passenger
pigeon is fast disa[)pearing from North America.

In the plant world the struggle for existence is even
more perceptil)le than in the animal world. For every
plant which succeeds in reaching maturity there are
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thousands that fail. By overcrowding, plants get rid of

hosts of their weak neighbors. What are commonly called

weeds, such as burdock, dandelion, quick grass, thistle,

etc., are merely sturdy plants, most of which have been
brought to this country from Europe where they had
centuries of experience contending for the mastery. The
farmer and the gardener know only too well how persistent

such weeds are in striving for an advantage, and how little

chance the useful plants, when unaided by man, have
against them. What collector has not seen some favorite

little colony of a rare flower become smaller and smaller as

he visits it each season, until at last a season comes when
he looks in vain for a single- blossom, and instead of his

familiar friends he finds some hardy weed in full possession
of the ground upon which it had been encroaching for

j'ears. Tribes of parasitic plants are continually feeding
on other plants and all animals get their food directly or
indirectly from plants. The species best fitted to over-

come obstacles will have the widest distribution. There are

some noted examples of the spread of European plants

over thousands of square miles of territory in Aiistralia

and South America. The Russian thistle has within
twenty years become a formidable pest in portions of the

United States.

In order to survive under adverse conditions plants,

like animals, must adapt themselves to their environment.
The deciduous trees of the temperate regions become
inactive and dormant during winter. Leaves and buds
have waxy coatings, and stems and roots develop cork for

protection. Desert plants, such as the cactus, are often
leafless to prevent • evaporation, and are provided with
means of defence against herbivorous animals. Arctic and
alpine plants lie close to the ground, and soon become
covered with snow, which protects them from the extreme
cold. Many plants like rag yreed and smart weed are
unpalatable. Others like the barberry, thistle and nettle

protect themselves by thorns, prickles or stinging hairs.

The means of dispersal at the command of even
those animals and plants least efficiently equip-

ped would soon enable them to widen their range indefin-

itely and thus become universal. That they do not do so is
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owinp; to obstacles or harriers of some kind which detennine
the limits of each species.

Sloths and monkeys, wliicli are arboreal forms, are not

ai>t to (U'oss deserts or open plains. Deserts also form a
l)arrier to aniinals like the beaver and the otter, which must
live near water. Large rivers determine the range of

some animals. Two species of monkey live on opposite
sides of the Amazon, and have never been seen in each
other's territory. Few land animals can swim across any
considerable arm of the sea, hence oceanic islands are

usually without mammals, i-eptiles, or amphil)ians. Con-
tinuous ranges of high mountains form an effective barrier

to th(^ majority of l)oth ])lants and animals. In the

elevation of mountain <;liains individuals of the same
species may become separated and develoj) new species.

In tiiis way the various spe<!ies of mountain goats are

believed to have been developed through variation from a

common ancestral form.

Sometimes one t}])© of organism may affect the distribu-
OROAINIC

^JQ,^ Q^ another, or of several others. (loats hronglit to
BARRIERS. is^^ Helena (iestroved all the trees and shrubs on the

island, and thus the insects and l)irds depeiulent upon them di.sappejired.

Paraguay has no wild horses or wild cattle on account of an in.sect

whicli attacks the young of l)oth. This will affect the vegetation of

that country, and incidentally the birds antl in.sects. In parts of South
Africa no cattle, horses or dogs can live on account of the T.set.se fly,

while zebras and antelopes are not att'ected b\' it. Hence, for the

former animals this insect pest is an impassable barrier to thi.s region.

Climate restricts the distribution of manv
EFFECTS OF , ,, , i ^ t. ^ c

^

CLIMATE. t\'pes; tluis apes, lemurs, and related forms,

are seldom found farther north or .south than
al)out 15 degrees fi-om the equator, and arctic animals, such

as the polar l)ear and the arctic fox, are never seen south
of tli(^ timber line.

The influence of climate on the form,

ADAPTIVE GROUPS, ^^^loi'i ^^^ habits of almost all kinds of

life is often very marked, ))rodu(!ing a

sui)erficial resemblan(;e amongst forms in no way structur-

ally related; thus, we i-ecognizc ti'ojjical, temi)erate, and
arctic fainias and jionis. In tropical regions where the

climate is warm atid moist the whole year, there is usually

a den.se forest growth. Tall, leafy evergreens almost shut
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out the light from a bewildering variety of orchidaceous

epiphytes, almost colorless parasites, and huge creeping

vines which entwine themselves like great cables about the

larger trees, the whole presenting a degree of luxuriance

unknown outside of the equatorial regions. Here a con-

genial home is provided for m.vriads of heat-loving animals

of various kinds, birds with gorgeous plumage, and bril-

liantly colored insects.

As we pass into the temperate zones, the forest growth
becomes less dense, the trees lose their leaves as winter sets

in, and only pines and related species remain green through-

out the whole year. This change in vegetation is accom-
panied b.v a diminution in the numbers and varieties of

the animals. Their habits show an adaptation to new
conditions. Many of them migrate during the cold season,

others hyl>eruate, still others take on a thicker coating of

hair, fur, or feathers.

As we approach the arctic latitudes, the ordinary decidu-

ous trees become less numerous, and are replaced b.v hardy
cone-bearing trees, and finally these disappear along with
all other vegetation, except mosses, lichens, and dwarf
shi'ubs. Animal life also disappears, wath the exception of

a few arctic forms that are specially ada^^ted to a severe

climate, and whose color harmonizes with their surroundings.

.,. _.„. On ascending high mountains we meet with
VERTICAL .

DISTRIBUTION, chaugcs in the animals and plants, especially

the latter, similar to those met with in going
from lower to higher latitudes on the plains. Thus, at the

foot of the Himalayas, tropical life prevails ; higher up,

forms characteristic of temperate regions are found, and at

the snow-line arctic species are the characteristic ones.

Thus, climate roughly divides plants and animals into

great adaptive gr-oups, composed of individuals of many
different types. In a more restricted sense we have adap-
tive groups peculiar to deserts, open plains, lake regions, etc.

Of all barriers to the distribution of life, oceans are the

most important, not only because they are impassable to

nearly all forms of land life, but because they are believed
to have always occupied their present beds, though they
have often covered land which is now elevated above the
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water, while other lands, once above water, are now buried

at various depths beneath its surface. For countless ages,

then, the oceans must have separated the life forms of

distant continents from each other, and it is found that

the continents separated bj' the greatest extent of ocean
present the greatest contrasts in their plant and animal life,

while those less completely isolated have a greater similarity

between their chief types.

ZOOLOGICAL REGIOMS.

It was formerly the custom amongst naturalists to divide

the earth's surface into great climatic belts or zones, and to

consider the animals inhal)iting any particular zone essenti-

ally alike all the world over, without taking into considera-

tion any differences in structure, or any relationship that

might exist between them. Now, while climate has great

influence in determining the habits and adaptations of

animals, it falls very far short in accounting for the way in

which the various Jdnds of animals are dispersed over the

globe. It does not explain why certain types are found here,

and not tliere, while others abound there, but not here.

Countries very similar in climate and physical features may
have very different animal inhabitants. It would be difficult

to find two regions more alike in climatic and abundance of

vegetation than tropical Africa and tropical South America,

yet they differ very much in their animal life . The former has

giraffes, elephants, and guinea-fowl; the latter tapirs,

sloths, and toucans. Parts of Australia and South Africa

are extremely alike in all their climatic conditions, yet

the animals found in each are extremely unlike. One has

only kangaroos and their relations ; the other has antelopes,

lions, and hippopotami. Again, we find large groups of

animals distributed in a most perplexing manner for which

climate offers no solution. Why are marsupials, with the

single exception of the American opossum, confined to

Australia? Why are tapirs now found only in South

America and the Malayan islands, two regions on almost

opposite sides of the globe? Why are ostriches limited to

Africa and South America, lemurs practically to Mada-
gascar, humming birds to America, and camels to South

America and Asia ?
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To answer tliejse aud many other similar questions
relating to the present distribution of animals, several

factors have to be taken into account. Besides those
already mentioned, namely, descent with modification,

means of dispersal, and the different barriers to migration,
we must know something of an animal's habitat, that is,

its native place, also its range at the present time; we must
also know its geological history, as well as that of its

immediate ancestors. In addition we must have some
knowledge of those great earth-moveme tits which from time
to time have affected the relations between the continents
and oceans. "The permanency and great antiquity" of

the continents and oceans have already been remarked.

There is good geological evidence for believing that

during the whole of the Tertiary period
'

' the great land
masses of the earth were, as now, situated in the northern
hemisphere;" and that here the mammals, and all the other

great types of vertebrate life were developed ; that in the

southern half of the globe there stretched out three smaller
land masses, not always so permanent in their boundaries
as the great northern continents, but always distinct from
one another, and approximately represented by Australia,

South Africa, and South America; and that each of these

southern continents received successive influxes of animal
life from the notihern hemisphere during successive periods

of land connection with it.

The periods of union between the northern and southern land areas

appear to have been of short dui'ation compared to the periods of isola-

tion. During the latter the various animals in the northern hemisphere,
owing probably to their greater numbers and hence keener competition
for food, developed more rapidly, and produced higher and more varied

types of life than those in the smaller land inasses of the southern

hemisphere. Here the various immigrants from the north retained their

original character for a longer time than those left behind, consequently
when the next land connection occurred, and a fresh influx of the more
advanced northern types invaded the south, the more lowly-organized

inhabitants of the latter failed to compete successfully with tlie

invaders, and thus they became much reduced in numbers, if not

completely exterminated,
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A consideration of all the various factors in the distri-

bution of animal life, makes it possible to mark off the

earth into six great zoological regions, or faunal realms, as

fcdlows :

—
(1) Palaearctic or Eurasian, (2) Nearctic or North

American, (3) Neotropical or South American, (4) Ethio-

pian or African, (5) Oriental or Indo-Malay, (6) Austra-
lian. From the boundaries of these as laid down bj' Dr.

A. R. Wallace on the map (page 344), it will be seen that

they agree pretty well with the chief geographical divisions

of the 'gloije, except that in Africa a great barrier, the

Sahara desert, cuts North Africa off from the Ethiopian
region and gives it to the Eurasian, and in Asia the

Himalayan barrier separates the Oriental region from the

Eurasian. The Australian region alone is sharply defined.

Around the others is a zone of debatable ground with a
mixed fauna of forms common to adjacent regions.

Attention will be directed chiefly to the distribution of

the mammals, as they are tlie most restricted by great natural
barriers, and have few accidental means of dispersal; hence,
their present range should depend in a great measure on
the past changes and present physical features of the earth's

surface. They also occur in great abundance as fossils, and
thus furnish a key to the solution of many apparent
anomalies in existing distribution. The divisions as given
on the map also answer in all imi)ortant particulars for the
geographical distribution of birds, reptiles, and amphibians.
A brief reference will now be made to each region, begin-
ning with the Australian, whose fauna is the simplest.

...cT^....^ This region is completelv isolated from all
AUSTRALIAN .i ^ ^ ,.

REGION. others and as a consequence has many peculiar
and striking features. It was probably during

some part of the Secondary epoch that Australia had land
connection with Eurasia, and became stocked with the
ancestors of the egg-laying and the kangaroo-like or
pouched mammals found there to-day. These were then
Avidely distributed over the northern continent and were
probably the prevailing form of life. From that time until

the present there seems to have been no further land
connection; and these low forms of mammalian life, while
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falliiif^' by the way iu their struggle for existence in the

gre.-it iiortlierii region, beeanie wonderfully developed on
their island continent during Tertiuiy times. Remains of

extinct animals of gigantic size have been found—kanga-

roos, larger than any now living, also many related forms
almost as large as elephants, all of the marsupial or

pouched type. Fossils of huge birds of a Ioav type, related

to the apteryx of New Zealand, also occur in Tertiary

deposits.

Descendants of these ancient forms, along wuth a few
others possessing exceptional means of dispersal, constitute

the fauna of the Australian region at the present time.

The marsupialia, with the exception of the American
opossum, are confined to this region, and have assumed a

great diversity of form and habit. They comprise over

100 species; some are carnivorous, while others are herbi-

vorous. There are arboreal and terrestrial forms; some
resemble wolves, others have the appearanc^e of marmots,
weasels, and flying squirrels. Australia also possesses some
very characteristic birds, such as the emu and cassowary,

(allied to the ostriches), the curious mound-builder whose
enormous eggs are hatched out in piles of decaying

vegetable rubbish with which the bird covers them, the

laughing kingfisher, numerous parrots, birds of paradise,

honey-suckers, and many gaily colored pigeons. Reptiles

and amphibians abound, and many of the snakes are

venomous.

The character of the life of this region
SOUTH AMERICAN • -,• , , -• * o *u
REGION. indicates a long separation or boutn

America' from the rest of the world, with

occasional periods of land connection with North America.
The present union dates from Pre-Glacial times. But long

before this, during some period of the Secondary epoch, it

was supplied with the ancestral forms of its edentates (low

types of quadrupeds including sloths, ant-eaters, and
armadillos), and such rodents as cavys, guinea-pigs, and
agoutis, at a time when these were the highest mammalia
on the globe. A period of long isolation then followed,

in which they developed into the unwieldly creatures whose
huge fossils may be seen in the museums at La Plata and
elsewhere in South America. In early Tertiarv times
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communication appears to have been again established,

and the ancestors of the existing marmosets, and of low-

type monkeys with prehensile tails, entered from the north.

Later it received its camels, peccaries, mastodons, and lions

from the same source, and afterwards, just before the

Glacial period, its bears, tapirs, opossums, antelopes, and
horses, the two latter of which have become extinct.

Thus, like Australia, South America has been stocked

\>\ immigrants from the north, and the conditions of

existence have been such that these have not undergone
impi'ovement to nearly the same extent as those left behind.

The same relatively low type of organization is character-

istic of the South American birds. Many of the Eurasian
song-birds are here songless, while the rhea and the

curassow are allied to the emus and mound-builders of

Australia, all of which, with, the African ostrich, "are
probably divergent modifications of a once widely dis-

tributed type."

A glance at a map of the world will show that

REGION, ^f^'ica, like South America, is almost separated

from the great mass of land in the north. There
is geological evidence that in early Tertiary times the

separation was much more complete, and that all of North
Africa and most of the Sahara desert then formed a con-

tinuous sea. At the same time South Africa extended
much farther towards the south-east so as to include

Madagascar, and an extensive land area now marked by a

few islands. The inhabitants of this isolated continent
were probably simihir to those of South America at the

same period. The higher types of mammalian life were
absent, while their places were taken by lemurs, insectivors,

and lowly organized ant-eaters. Amongst low forms of

birds were the dodo, now extinct, and the ancestral type of

the ostrich which once had a very wide distribution.

This condition of affairs lasted a very long time, but at

length a change came; the northern part of the continent
was elevated above the water; what are now the Mediter-

ranean and the Red seas became bridged across; and the

advanced mammalian types of Europe and Asia poured into
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Africa, completely overniiiiiiii<^ it. Dcsceudauts of these

form the characteristic African fauna of the present day.

The hippopotamus and giraffe are found no where else in

the world. Besides numerous species of antelope, the

elephant, the rhinoceros, the lion, and the zebra abound.
In the deep forests man-like apes, including the gorilla and
the chimpanzee, are found; a few lemurs and insectivors

still survive.

These last two families are especially characteristic of

the island of Madagascar, which may be said to he the

Jwme of the lemurs. Madagascar was separated from the

continent h\ a deep-sea barrier l)efore the great invasion of

Eurasian forms ; hence none of these forms are found in

this or the adjacent islands. This accounts for the long

.survival on several of tliese islands of such a stupid and
defenceless bird as the dodo.

A peculiar feature of tropical African fauna is the

complete absence of bears, deer, and goats. This is

accounted for by the line of immigration having always

been, as now, through desert regions which are unsuitable

to these forms. Amongst peculiar African birds are the

ostriches, secretary bird, guinea-fowl, vulture, and plantain

eater.

EURASIAN
REGION.

This region is composed chiefly of Europe, and
Asia north of the Himalayan mountains. It

also includes North Africa, Avhich was formerly

united with it, and whicli is now sei)arated from the rest

of Africa by the Sahara desert.

A study of the fossils preserved in the rocks of this vast

territory, leads to the belief that it is the original seat of
development of vertebrate life, and i)robably of the highest

forms of invertebrate life as well. Not only do these

extinct animals comprise the ancestors of the principal

forms now living in this regix)n and in North America, but
in the deeper strata we find the ancestral types of the

present fauna of the southern continents. It has had, at

one time or other, land connection with all the other great

regions, and is the source from which, at different times,

they were supplied with the higher forms of life.
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Compared with Tertiary times, the animal life of

Eurasia is now very much impoverished. The climate was
then everywhere favorable, and the teeming wealth of

mammalian life, especially in the Miocene and Pliocene

eras, can scarcely be conceived of. Animals now con-

fined to Africa and the Oriental realm, together with hosts

of extinct types, were then characteristic of this whole
region. Elephants and lions, rhinoceroses and hippopo-
tami, roamed through the forests, or wallowed in the rivers

of Great Britain which was then connected with the

continent. For hundreds of thousands of years, all through
the Miocene and most of the Pliocene period, these

animals lived and multiplied without any important break
in their continuity ; then gradually, in late Pliocene and
Post-Pliocene times, many of the most remarkable became
extinct or left the country. The most reasonable explana-

tion for this strange impoverishment of the rich Tertiary

life, not onl}^ of Eurasia but of North and South America
as well, seems to be the climatic changes consequent upon
the long Glacial period. As the cold approached from the

north many forms perished; others were driven south into

Africa and the Oriental region, both of which they overran,

their return being prevented in one case by the subsidence
whicli left the Mediterranean sea, and in the other by the

elevation of the Himalayan chain of mountains which cut

off the Oriental region from Eurasia.

Eurasia has many forms of aninial life in common with
North America witli which it seems to have been recently

united by way of Alaska. The following are some of the

types which originated in this region and sent emigrants to

North America: l)ears, horses, tapirs, antelopes, elephants,

and opossums. Besides these, many others such as wolves,

beavers, and hares are similar in both regions. The only
native animal received from North America is the camel,

although the descendants of several other forms that origin-

ally went from this region to North America, passed back
again in subsequent periods. Some Eurasian animals that

do not occur in North America are hedgehogs, wild boars,

and the chamois. Eurasia has many characteristic birds,

numbers of which emigrate to the Oriental region to pass

the winter season.
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fsinuTH AMPmrAN ^° examination of the fossil deposits of
INOkTH AIMEkICAIN XT i.-L * • T i !•

REGION. JNortn America indicates a mammalian
life duriiif? late Tcrtiai-y times almost as

abundant as that which prevailed on the Eurasian continent.

Many of tiiese fossils are similar to Eurasian types, but occur
in deposits a little more recjent than those of that region
whence they are believed to have come. Many unwieldy,
generalized types became entirely extinct ; the descendants
of others are continuous right up to Pre-Glacial times.

Lions, tigers, opossums, tapirs, camels, elephants, and
horses were numerous. A curious phenomenon is the
presence in Pliocene deposits (but not below them) of the
remains of huge sloths and ant-eaters peculiar to South
America, which seems to iudicate that these animals made
an extensive excursion into North America from the south
during one of the periods when land-communication was
established after long separation.

In North America, as in Eurasia, there is a remarkable
dearth of certain great animal types at the present time, as

compared with later Tertiary times. The cause is believed

to be the same in both cases and is attributed to the effects

of the Glacial epoch. Most of the present fauna of North
America are descendants of those ancient types that from
time to time came from Eurasia, either by way of Alaska,
or from the east l)y way of Greenland. In addition to

those already meiitioned are deer, bison, SAvine, oxen,

sheep, and goats. The earliest trace of the camel however
is from North America, whence he passed into Eurasia and
South America. The Canadian elk and the bi.son of the

prairie prol)ably correspond to the European elk and the

Russian aurochs. The skunk. Rocky Mountain goat,

musk-ox, gopher, tree-porcupine, and some others seem to

be specially developed forms of the North American region.

^„.^.,^ This region includes that part of Asia south of
ORIENTAL ,1 jj."

, t 1 -4.1 *i
REGION. ''"' iiinialayan mountains, along with those

islands in the Malayan arehiiielago north of

\V((Ui(ci''s (Iccp-ma //>*f." which forms the lioundary
between the Oi-iental and the Australian divisions. (It is

certainly a most iiisti-uctive illustration of the effect of a

deep-sea barrier, that the twenty miles of sea between Bali
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aud Lorabok should separate two faunas as distinct from
each other as those of these two regions.)

Away back in Miocene time, before a gi'eat movement
in the earth's crust had raised the Himalayan mountains
and the extensive plateau of Thibet to theii' present eleva-

tions, an almost uniform climate extended over the whole
of Em-ope and Asia, and, as shown by the nature of the

fossUs, it was characterized by substantially one fauna.

Abundant remains of such forms as the elephant, the

rhinoceros, and the tapir prove that it was also tropical.

These conditions continued far into the Pliocene, when a

gradual change, both physical and climatic, eompletely

differentiated the Eurasian and Oriental faunas. The
climatic change was from tropical heat to excessive cold.

This alteration of climate was of course gradual, occupying
probably thousands of years, and giving ample time for

many animals to accommodate themselves to the new con-

ditions, and it is the descendants of these modified forms
which constitute the present Eurasian fauna. Others were
driven far south, some into Africa, the remnant into South-
Eastern Asia, where they gave rise to the present fauna
of the Oriental region. The subsequent elevation of the

Himalayas and the Thibetan plateau established a per-

manent barrier between the two regions.

Thus, we must look upon the Oriental aud the African
regions as presenting from a zoological standpoint, a fauna
greatly reduced, but still similar to that of Europe aud
Asia in the Miocene epoch. The most characteristic

mammalian animals are ourang-utans, long-armed apes,

monkeys, and some strange species of lemurs. Some of

the larger animals are wild cattle, tapirs, elephants, and
rhinoceroses. The hippotamus and giraffe, though found
in Africa, are absent from the Oriental region. This
region is noted for its exquisitely colored birds.

DISTRIBUTION^ OF PLAINT LIFE.

The distribution rf plants, with a view to determining
their original" headquarters and subsequent migrations, has
not been, up to the pi'esent time, very satisfactorily worked
out. The means of dispersal posse^^sed by many plants is

much better than that possessed by most animals. The
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effect of climate ou i)lauts is also usually much greater than
on animals. The structure of herbaceous plants, too, is

such that they are not well suited for preservation as fossils.

Hence, for these and other reasons, the natural limits of

botauical rej^ioiis have not been so clearly marked out as

those of zoological regions. At the same time something
lias been done in this direction by a number of noted
workers, such as Bentljam, Hooker, Drude, Gray, and
others.

PLANTS.

Pro1)a))ly the most natural arrangement consists in

recognizing three eomparativelj" ancient and well-defined

floras, each of which has several sub-divisions.

(I. Arctic-Alpine. H'
AnUrctic-Alpine.

I. Northern. 2. Temperate. II. Southern.- 2- South African,

o M li I >>• Australian.
\S. Meclitenaneuu.

I i t. ^^
\4. ratagonian.

j
1. Iiido-Malay.

III. Tropical. '2. African.
I 3. American.

Tliis division embraces most of Eurasia
and North America, and its flora is one

of the oldest and most extended. An examination of tlie

fossil Tertiary flora of the region shows that the present
plants are, as a whole, the direct descendants of those of

Tertiary times, when an almost uniform flora extended over
Avhat was then a united circumpolar land mass, including
the northern portions of both continents. Since that time
certain groups, owing to distance and long isolation, have
become more characteristic of North America than of

Eurasia, while others are more nmnerous in Eurasia than
in North America; but the general continuity of forms is

so marked that the two regions must be considered together.

SUBDIVISIONS OF NORTHERN FLORA.

(1) Arctic- A7pi)ie Flora. This flora is represented by
small, hardy plants of slow growth, and is the characteristic

flora of all Eui-asia and North America, nortli of the

tem]ierate zon(\ and of all the ])i-incipal mountain cliains in

the world. It is l>est represented in the Scandinavian
peninsula, where it was i)robabIy preserved better than else-

I. NORTHERN FLORA.
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where during the Glacial period. It extends down the Alle-

ghany and Rocky mountain chains in North America, and
along the Andes to the extreme south of South America.
It is characteristic of the Pyrenees and the Alps in Europe,
prevails on the mountains of tropical Asia and Africa, and
in a less degree on those of New Zealand, Tasmania, and
Australia.

The wide distribution of this flora, especially along elevated moun-
tain chains, is accounted for as follows : At the close of the Tertiary
period, the northern arctic land was covered with a vegetation continu-
ous and identical over the whole region. As the glacial climate developed,
this plant life began to move southward, and eventually reached, and even
crossed, the equator. At the same time the Alpine plants were forced
by the extreme cold to descend from the mountains into the plains, and
thus to take part in the general migration southward. This resulted in

a mingling of arctic and temperate vegetation in central Eurasia and
North America. On the retreat of the ice a mixture of arctic and
alpine plants followed close in the wake of the glaciers, and established
themselves as far north as the climate would permit, thus constituting
the present arctic flora. In a similar manner this same composite flora

would follow the snow-line as it retreated to higher and higher altitudes

up the mountain sides, and so would form the present alpine flora. We
can thus understand why the species of plants that grow on the Alps
and Pyrenees in Europe are also found on the Rockies and Alleghanies
in North America, We can also understand why the alpine plants of

the Pyrenees are allied to those of Norway, while those on the Alle-

ghanies show a close relationship to those of Labrador.
Why northern forms should also extend to the Andes and other

mountains of the southern hemisphere does not seem so clear. It is

belie%'ed to be due to the northern plants having been developed through
natural selection, to a higher degree of perfection than the southern
forms. They occupied for a very long time an extended land area,

where they were subjected to a keener competition and a greater diversity

of environment, than those in the south, consequently towards the close

of the Glacial period, when both northern and southern forms began
their retreat from the equatorial regions, the northern forms became the
dominant ones, and spread south as well as north.

In Norway and along some of the rivers of Russia
and of Canada, forests, chiefly of pine and larch, reach as

far north as latitude 70°, but, as a rule, the July isotherm
of 50 marks the northern limit of forest growth. North of

this only dwarf willows, birches, and low shrubs grow,
along with grasses, mosses, lichens, and a few hardy
flowering plants, like the saxifrage and arctic poppy.

(2) Temperate Flora. This consists of a very mixed
yegetation of prolific and rapid growing herbs, shrubs, au^
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trees, with great powers of adaptation, and mostly of wide
geographical range. The original headquarters of most of

them seems to have been in Eurasia, though there have
been large migrations into both Europe and Asia from
America. To give a list of typical herbaceous plants of

this region would be of little interest to anyone except the

botanist. Some forest trees characteristic of the whole
region are pine, birch, oak, beech, and poplar.

(3) Mediterranean Flora. The territory along the Medi-

terranean Sea on both sides possesses a rich and well-

defined flora of its own, which has few points in common
with either temperate or tropical areas. In Asia it is

separated from the latter by the Himalayan mountains, and
in Africa by the Sahara desert. Some characteristic types

are olive, mulberry, chestnut, orange, cork-oak, and pine,

with a number of low evergreen, and often thorny, shrubs,

with leathery leaves, such as holly and laurel. The trees

grow mostly in clumps, and not in extended forests.

In the northern hemisphere, consolidated and
II. SOUTHERN i. • 1 1 -t. e -j ui
fCora. extensive land areas permit oi considerable

continuity in the character of the vegetation.

In the southern hemisphere, tlie land masses are quite

isolated from one another by great bodies of water, conse-

quently the vegetation of each, though possessing much in

common with the rest, has a distinct individuality of its

own. Thus we have Antarctic-Alpine, Australian, South
African and Patagonian floras.

(1) Antardic-Alpine Flora. This is the southern ana-

logue of the arctic-alpine, and consists of a similar vegeta-

tion, mixed with some Australian representatives. These
latter, and several others common to Australia and temperate
South America, indicate a former antarctic land connection

between these two continents, or, as Dr. A. R. Wallace
insists, merely a communication by means of intervening

islands, sufiicient to allow of interchange of either animals
or plants possessing considei'al)le powers of dispersal.

(2) Aiisiralian Flora. The plant life of Australia, like

its animal life, is a survival from the remote past. In

their long isolation many species have become strangely

modified to suit the arid climate of their insular home. In
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some the leaves have become glossj' and leathery, iu others

the flattened branches act as leaves, and still others turn
their leaf-edges toward the sun. These devices prevent
excessive evaporation of moisture. Myrtles, gum-trees
(eucalyptus family), wattles (acacia family), and beef- trees

(related to oak family), are characteristic. Some of the

gum-trees grow to an enormous size ; one felled near Mel-
bourne measured 420 feet from the bottom to where the top
was broken off, and at a point 300 feet from the ground it

measured six feet in diameter.

(3) South African Flora. In proportion to its extent
this is an exceedingly rich vegetation. It shows numerous
affinities to that of Western Europe and the highlands of
Eastern Africa, which would seem to indicate that South
Africa received its flora, as well as its fauna, at a time
when there was closer land connection with the northern
continent than there is at present. Many of the world's
garden flowers, such as pelargoniums, irises, lilies, and
orchids, came originally from South Africa. Ironwood,
and yellow wood are amongst its typical forest trees.

(4) Patagonian Flora. This includes the plant life of
South America within the temperate zone. Some of its

characteristic genera are fuchsia, calceolaria, and mate or
Paraguay tea—a species of holly. In its forests are found
trees similar to those of the north temperate zone, such
as beech, oak, chili-pine, poplar, and willow. It also

includes several species which are common to Australia,
New Zealand, and Tasmania.

Ill THE TROPICAL
^^^^^^!^ ^^^® tropical floras of the various

PLORA. continents, as far as known, possess
many features in common, they also pre-

sent many striking contrasts. The great number of orders
represented, and their richness in both genera and species,

make the work of investigation and comparison a difficult

one. The flora of tropical America is l)ut imperfectly
known, and even less has been ascertained regarding that
of tropical Africa. Three great subdivisions are generally
recognized—Indo-Malayan, African, and American.

( 1 ) Lido-Malaj/au Flora . This is divided from the Eura-
sian temperate flora by the Himalayan mountains, and ex-
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tends northward to Japan, and south to Wallace's line.

It is the land of the teak, banyan, ebony, and sandal-

wood.

(2) African Flora. As far as this is known, it seems
to (H)nsist of a great )nany ancient types, i)robal)ly derived

from Eurasia, as were the ancestors of its present f;iuna.

Some of its characteristic trees are the oil-palm, baobab,
and giant euphorbias.

(3) American Flora. No authoritative comparison of

American tropical flora with that of Asia or Africa has
ever been made. Several lai-gc orders and genera are

known to be common to all three regions. Some of its

most common types are cinchona, mahogany, rosewood,
rubber tree, and cactus.

OCEAN LIFE.

The ocean has its life forms as well as the land. There
are those that are always found near the shore; others that

live on or near the sui-face of the ocean, far from land, but
do not descend beyond a certain depth; and still others

that are found only at great dejiths, and whose existence

was not suspected until within the last thirty years.

Hence, we speak of Littoral, Pelagic, and Abyssal life.

The chief barriers to distribution of aquatic life are

temperature and light. Temperature divides shore forms,

as it does land forms, into tropical, temperate, and arctic

divisions. In the case of pelagic life, the boundaries of

these divisions are greatly modified by warm and cold

currents. In the de'ep sea there is little variation in

temperature from arctic to antarctic waters, and hence
nothing to prevent S])ecies from roaming at Avill. Beyond
the so-called light limit, plants cannot grow. The light

limit also forms an impassable barrier between the pelagic

and the deep-sea fauna.

This includes not only the i)lant and animal

SHOREU^FE? 'i^® ^*f ^^^^ shore, as popularly understood,

but also that of a zone extending out into the

water until a dei)th of about 200 feet is reached. Beyond
this depth tluM-e is not suilieient light to i)ermit of vigorous

plaint growth. Within tliis limit grow the beautiful rose^
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colored corallines, and great strap-shaped brown and green
seaweeds, the latter extending from the tropics to the
poles, and l)ecoining larger as tliey approach the colder
latitndes. Nearer the shore are found glass- worts, and sea
grasses of various kinds.

On account of the abundant food snpi)Iy, the shore zone
is exceedingly rich in representatives of all forms of animal
life, from the protozoa to the mammals. There are free-

swimming forms, some of which spend their whole life in

one locality, others which venture far out to sea. There
are crawling forms, that live amongst tiie rocks or that

burrow in the sandy shore. Others attach themselves,

some to seaweeds and some to rocks. Amongst the latter

are sponges, oysters, bjirnacles, and the various rock-

forming corals. Many delight in the surf, while others

frequent the still waters of lagoons. The shallow waters
form the great fishing grounds of the world.

PFi Arir IFF
"^^^is includes all organisms, either swimming
or drifting, that make their home in the open

sea, and that do not descend to a greater depth than about
1,200 feet. Besides some corallines and floating sargassum,
the only pelagic plants are unicellular algae, which literally

swarm in the surface waters of the ocean, and supply a

great wealth of lower animal life with food. Their siliceous

skeletons form an extensive deposit on the ocean floor.

Amongst pelagic animals are found representatives of

almost all types, from microscopic protozoans to large forms
like whales and porpoises, whose ancestors are believed to

have been land animals. Many of the protozoans are pro-
vided with calcareous and siliceous skeletons, and so
numerous are these forms that the sinking of their dead
shells to the bottom of the ocean has been compared to the

constant falling of snow. They constitute the white ooze
which covers great areas of the sea floor.

Amongst pelagic forms are numerous jellyfishes, mol-
lusks, crustaceans, fishes, turtles, snakes, birds, and
mammals. Many of the lower forms multiply so rapidly

that the ocean waters would soon become turbid, were it

not that they constitute the main food supply of most of

the larger animals. The surface of the sea is often lighted
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n]^ by slioals of tlx'se pelagic creatni'os, wliifli liave the
])Ower of l)p('()iniii<; limiiiioiis in tiic dark. JNImiiv si>ecies

whicli are on the surface at night retire into deeper water
during the day.

ABYSSAL LIFE. Until the exploring expedition of H.M.8.
ChitUcnqer, the deep .•<ea was thought to be

without life of any kind, but the results of that expedition
and of others sent out since by l)oth the British and the
United States Governments, prove that while plant life i.s

limited to the light line, an al)undant animal life exists

even in the deepest parts of the ocean. Representatives of
every family, from protozoans to fishes, have been dredged
up from various dei)ths. Crustaceans occur mostly at
depths less than 3,000 feet, but a large crab three feet

broad was brought up by the dredge from a depth of 6,000
feet, and a blind species over two feet long, from water
12,000 feet deep. King crabs, the only living representa-
tives of the very ancient trilobites, are found only in North
American waters and in the Chinese sea. Protozoans with
siliceous shells, siliceous sponges, solitary corals, crinoids,

numerous shell-fish, worms, and ordinary fishes were
hauled up from depths of from three to four miles.

Some of these deep water aninnils are degenerate repre-

sentatives of well known shore and surface forms ; others
are survivals of ancient Secondary and Tertiary types, which,
unequal to the struggle for existence with modern forms,
have gradually retreated to tlieir dark asylum, wliere the
conditions of life are less exacting, where there is neither
day nor night, summer nor winter, and where neither storm
nor tide disturbs the stillness of the waters— a region
of profound darkness, with unvarying conditions of

environment. The inhabitants harmonize with the dark-
ness, and are inky black in color.

At these great depths their bodies are subjected to

enormous pressure— over two tons i)er square inch; the

bones are feeble, and the soft flesh is held in place by the

force of the water, so that, when a fish is brought to the

surface its scales fall oflf, and its flesh becomes loose and
porous, its eyes protrude, and its air-bladder is often forced
out of its mouth, owing to the sudden decrease in outside
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pressure. The looseness of the tissues enables some of these

forms to distend their bodies so as to swallow animals much
larger than themselves.

While abyssal animals prey to some extent upon one
another, their chief food supply is derived from the pelagic

forms whose dead bodies settle to the bottom. Since light

cannot penetrate to these depths, the majority of deep sea

animals are blind, or partially blind. Some, on the con-

trary, have abnormally developed eyes, probably to catch
the feeble light given out by phospliorescent organs with
which many of them are provided. In the absence of eyes,

tactile organs are highly developed.

MAIN.

Like each species of the lower animals, physical man
may be regarded as a product of those conditions which
have prevailed from time to time on the earth since life first

appeared. He represents the highest type of development,
resulting from those long-continued progressive changes
which have always characterized living organisms in their

unconscious efforts towards a higher existence. While still

in a broad sense subject to the ordinary laws of heredity

and environment, civilized man is, in a great measure,
capable of creating, or at least of modifying, his environ-

ment, and of utilizing the forces of nature as his means of

l)rogress. There is practically no limit to his geographical
distribution. His superior intelligence and high degree of

adaptability enable him to contend successfully with the

greatest extremes of climate and with the most adverse
physical conditions. Man is distinguished from the lower
animals by his habitually erect carriage, and by his great

development of brain power, but his chief distinctive

characteristic as a physical being is the possession of

articulate speech.

^^^^y remains and relics of prehistoric man
iy,;^iv(^

have been found in almost all parts of the

globe, including the northern and the southern
hemispheres of both the old and the new world. These
consist of skeletons, together with implements of various
kinds, arrow-heads, hatchets, pestles, figures of animals,

etc., associated with the remains of extinct mammals, such
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as the cave bear, cave lion, and the mainmotli. They date

from the Glacial or the Post-Glacial epocii, and from their

wide distribution show that Pleistocene man had already

succeeded in occupying almost every part of the habitable

globe. This age, in its relation to the history of prehistoric

man, is known as the sf&ne age.

The very earliest implements found are of the most
primitive workmanship, roughly fashioned and unpolished;

hence, this part of the stone age is t,ermed the PakeoUthic
(old stone) age. Its ))eginning is of great antiquity, and
some of the human remains, sucii as the famous Neander-
thal skull, found in the Rhine valley, possess features

somewhat Simian in character. According to Prof. Dana
" The evidence seems to render it probable that the earliest

])rehistoric races, ranging from the East Indies to Westeru
Earoi>e, possessed features more Simian than are character-

istic of any race of men now in existence."

Towards the close of the Palaeolithic period the imple-

ments, though still unpolished, show an improvement in

design and finisli, affording evidence of a slight advance in

culture. Drawings, on bone and ivory, of the reindeer,

mammoth, and otlier animals now extinct, are numerous,
proving that our ancestors of that time were familiar with
these as living animals (Fig. 38).

In later deposits are found relics made of

j^Q^ ground and polished stone, along with pieces of

pottery, and bones of a few domestic animals,

such as the dog, goat, and horse. This is known as the

Neolithic age, and it is distinguished by a considera])le

advance in culture over the Palteolithic. The men of this

age were familiar with the arts of spinning, weaving,
and making pottery. They grew cereals for food, under-
stood the uses of fire, and had succeeded in domesticating
several wild animals. They had also made considerable

•progress in architecture, and many of their structures, such
as burial mounds, stone galleries, and monoliths have
withstood the ravages of time, and still excite the curiosity

and astonishment of the modern world. These enduring
monuments to the skill of our Neolithic ancestors are

scattered far and wide, from Great Britain and France in
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Western Eurasia, through North Africa to India and Japan
in the east; and in the New Workl. from California and the

Mississippi valley, through Mexico and Central America to

Peru and Brazil in South America.

As Neolithic man acquired more complete

IRON AGES. control over fire, he gradually learned how to

work the metals, especially bronze and copper,

and eventually iron. The relics found in the curions Lake
dwellings of various parts of Europe, but especially in those

of Switzerland, show an almost imperceptible transition

from the new Stone age to what is known as the Br&nze
age. Implements and ornaments made of bronze metal,

and often showing considerable skill in workmanship, are

found replacing those of st«ne,—usuallj' in connection with
tombs, temples, or other resting places of the dead. Mexico
and South America also had their bronze age. In North
America this period may be more fittingly termed the

copper age. Deserted copper mines are frequently found
at the present day, just as they might have appeared on
being left by their prehistoric workmen at the end of a day's
work. In one of these ancient mines near Lake Superior
was found a mass of copper, some ten tons in weight,
elevated on supports and ready for removal from the mine.
There for thousands of jears it had waited in vain for the

return of these ancient workmen.
Bronze and copper implements and ornaments gradu-

ally gave place to those of iron, and thus we have the iron

age, the early part of which belongs to the prehistoric

period. As far as the most useful metal may designate a

period, man may be said to still live in the iron age.

Primitive man is believed to have originated

MIGRATIONS. ^'^ Eurasia, and from thence to have spread
over the whole habitable globe. Judging from

the similarit.v of the flint implements and crude works of
art found in the different regions of the earth, the earliest

inhabitants of these regions—the makers of these imple-
ments—must all have belonged to the same type of the
human family. Many of the causes which led to their

distribution were, no doubt, similar to those which operated
in the diffusion of the lower animals. The degree of
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inlclliKcncp possessed by tlio rnco ;it that period in its

history must iiavc )»e»Mi comparatively low, and it is alto-

geth(M- prol)a))l(' tliat man's earliest migrations were induced,

in a great measure, without intelligent motive, but in

obedience to the stress of prevailing conditions. His
struggle for existence would involve contests with the many
gigantic carnivorous animals of that period, but the keenest

comi)etition would prol)al)ly be with those of his own kind.

Owing to his superior intelligeiiee, he would then, as now,
dominate all other foi-ms of creation, iiy dexterous use of

his rude weapons he (M)uld compel the rest of the animal

world to contribute in some degree to his needs; thus

means of subsistence would never be entirely wanting, and
only barriers of a very formidable cliaracter, such as the

great oceans, would pi-event his becoming the only universal

species. That palaeolithic man did, to a gi-eat extent,

succeed in this, there is ample proof in the many eviden(!es

of his existence found in nearly all parts of the world.

The elevation of the great land masses of the glo])e during

early Pleistocene times shows how this wide distribution

became i^ossible. Euroi>e, Asia, and Africa then formed
one continuous continent, and America had land connection

with Asia by way of Alaska and Siberia.

This dispersal into the different continents of the earth

took place while man was yet a savage, in the lowest stages

of hunuin development, and capable of manufacturing only

the rudest stone implements ; it was a condition similar

to that of the present natives of Australia, or the Bushmen
of South Africa, whose civilization is still that of the stone

age. His subsequent advancement and improvement nuist

have proceeded in the several regions indeijendently, as in

the case of other animal varieties. In the Americas.

Africa, and Australia, this development never advanced
sufficiently to raise the inhabitants much above bai--

barism. Civilization and culture are the results of efforts

and strivings which go beyond the supplying of mere pre-

sent physical necessities. In order that a primitive race

may make a i)ermanent advance, their wants must be sup-

plied from a diversity of sources, and thus give rise to

varied forms of industry. The geograidiical features of

their country must be such as to afford isolated regions,
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provided with natural physical barriers, to protect them from
iiiciirsioiis of less civilized races. Then those qualities

which lead to advancement will be nurtured and matured,
and successions of social life will be secured without inter-

ruption, for long periods of time. Only in this way can
national motives be engendered and developed, and what
we term civilization established.

The continent of Eurasia is in these particulars pre-

eminentlj' fitted to become the cradle of development of

great races. It possesses in a marked degree those physio-

graphical features alluded to, and which are noticeably

absent from the other great land divisions of the globe.*

In Eurasia alone has a primitive people ever been advanced
through the several stages which lead up from savagerj^ to

civilization. Here the environment has been such as to call

forth the highest activities of the individual and of the

race. Here all the great civilizations of the world have
had their origin, Egyptian, Babylonian, Assj'rian, Persian,
Indian, Chinese, Grecian, Roman, and European. Here
also have been developed all the great languages and
religions of the world.

Notwithstanding the pronounced altruism of the present age, it is

probable that the struggle for existence, though somewhat disguised, is

in the ultimate analysis, as keen and as uncompromising now, as it was in

the days of our palaeolithic ancestors . Almost every year thousands become
the unfortunate victims of famine, while the more fortunate, or the more
acquisitive, have enough and to spare. That only the fittest survive,

also seems still true of the nation as of the individual. The native red
man of America has been displaced by the more aggressive European;
the aborigines of Tasmania have become extinct, and a like fate seems
in store for the native black races.

.„ ,
If we place side bv side an African negro,

CLASSIFICATION ni a • t j- i

OF IV1AINKIND. ^ Chinaman, an American Indian, and an
Englishman, our first impression will be

that each differs in a remarkable degree from all the others.

When we try to discover wherein the differences lie, we
shall be apt to attribute them chiefly to differences in color

of the skin, in color and character of the hair, and in color

and shape of the eyes. These differences are only super-

ficial, and keeping in mind the distinctions on page 332, it

*See Shaler's Nature and Man in North America.
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will be ovi<lont tliat all four must be placed in the same
spec^ies, and tiiat cadi one represents a variety. Natural
selection vvoiking Mironj^h hei'edity and*environment has in

time made tliem what they are.

Since Neolithic times man has no longer required land
connection to enable him to overcome ocean barriers. The
development of navigation and other methods of travel,

have enal)led him to spread at will over the different coun-
tries of the world. Thus, the different varieties of mankind
have become intermingled in a very complex manner, and
have given rise to numerous sub-varieties.

Prof. Keane groups all these sub-varieties around four

principal types, as follows: The Ethiopian, or Black; the

Mongolian, or Yellow; the American, or Red; and the

Caucasian, or White ; and this classification is the one
most in favor at the present time. To the P]thiopian, or

black variety, belong the least civilized of the human race.

Their original habitat was Austrahisia and that part of

Africa south of the Sahara desert. From the latter country
they have since, against their will, spread to tropical

America and the West Indies.

The Mongolian, or yellow tyi^e, includes more than one-

third of the human family. The Thil)etan plateau was
probably their native home. They now o<'cupy most of

Asia, including Japan and Formosa, and have spread to

parts of Europe, Australia, Madagascar, and America.

The so-called 7'pc1 man of America is, no doubt, derived

from an Asiatic branch of the Mongolian type. His repre-

sentatives once spread over the whole of the new world, but
are now confined to unsettled regions and to certain 7'efterves

in North America, while in South America they are still

partly in the tribal state, and partly amalgamated with
Blacks and Europeans.

The Caucasian, or white variet.v of mankind, includes

the most enlightened and progressive of the human race,

and exceeds all the others in numbers. Their original

home was in Africa, north of the Soudan, but they are now
to be found in almost all parts of the world, and largely

preponderate in Europe. America Australia, New Zealand,
Egypt, and South Africa.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE HEAVENS AS THEY APPEAR TO AIN OBSERVER.

On whatever part of the earth's surface we happen to

be, we see, on looking above us and around us, what
appears like a great vault or dome, which we call the sky,

curving down to meet the horizon on all sides. At night

we see this dome studded mth brilliant objects called stars,

glittering in the heavens like innumerable arc lights. If

^f
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direct our attention to that jji-onp of stars known as the

Big Dipper, or Great Bear, (Ui-sa Major) it may be seen

to move in a circular patli around tliis fixed point, which
is called the norih pole of the hedvois, and which is pretty

closely marked out hy a well-known star named Polaris, or

the north polar star. Two of the seven stars composing
this group or constellation are known as the "pointers,"
because they are always nearly in a line with the polar

star, whatever the position of the constellation. In Fig. 154,

this constellation is shown in four different positions, after

intervals of six hours.

Fig. 155. Circuuipolar star trails from a photograph.

All stars which move in parallel circles around the poles
of the heavens are called circumpolar stars, indeed Polaris
itself is one of these, as it describes a .«mall circle with a
radius of about 1-2 degrees around the ti-ue celestial pole.

By exjtosing a photographic plate for an hour or two in a
camera diivcted towards the noi-th polar star, a print of the
circular trails made hy various stars as they pass over the
plate in their appai-cnt rotation may be obtained. One of
these is shown in Fig. 155.
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A little farther from the pole eachj star in its circular path
sinks below the horizon, and is lost to view for a time, and
the farther the star is removed from this point the longer
it remains invisible. Stars that are 90 degrees away will

complete one-half of their revolution above the horizon,

and one-half below the horizon. The sun and the moon,
also join in this great diurnal rotation.

Apart from this daily rotation the vast majority of the

bodies in the heavens have no other motion with which we
need concern oui-selves at present. As the constellations

appeared to the ancients so they appear to us to-day. The
individual stars send out their shafts of light at sensibly

the same angles as when Ptolemy speculated concerning
them in the early days of astronomy. In fact it is just as

if the sky were a great rotating crystal shell of which the

observer occupies the centre, and the stars were so many
brilliants firmly set in it and moving with it. Now all of

these celestial objects which form the constellations, and
which constantly keep the same positions with respect to

one another, are known as fixed stars, and thej' constitute

by far the greatest number of those brilliant jjoints of light

seen in the starry heavens.

But besides the fixed stars and the sun and the moon,
there are about half a dozen other celestial bodies which to

the naked eye present an appearance very similar to that of

the fixed stars. If these are watched carefully night after

night, it will be seen that while they rise and set daily,

they do not always keep the same positions among the

other stars; that while the fixed stars have not changed
their relative positions throughout the centuries, these in

the course of a few hours assume entirely new positions
through an independent motion of their own. These
bodies, on account of their having other motions besides
their apparent diurnal one, were called by the ancients
planets, or wanderers. Five of them. Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn have been known from very early

times.

Besides their more complex movements the planets can
be distinguished from the fixed stars by their greater
brilliancy, and also by their increase in size, when observed
through a telescope. A planet like Jupiter or Saturn,
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when viewed through a good telescope, becomes a very
conspicuous object, while the fixed stars remain mere points

of light, even when seen through the most powerful
instruments.

The sun and the moon, besides their daily apparent
motions, have also other apparent motions of their own
amongst the fixed stars ; but the fixed stars do not take
part in these additional movements of the sun and planets,

and their apparent rotation, as will be proved later on, is

due to the real rotation of the earth on its axis. The effects

are the same however, whether we attribute the daily move-
ment to the star-dome, or whether we conceive of it as

confined to the earth, and it is often convenient to speak of

the apparent motion of a celestial body as if it were the

real motion.

" One star differeth from another star in glory."

OF STARS, The total number of stars visible to the naked
eye is about 6,000, that is, about 3,000 in each

hemisphere. ISome of these are much brighter than others.

Twenty of the brightest are called stars of the first magni-
tude. Of these, Sirius outshines all othei*s. Polaris is a

star of the second magnitude, of which there are al)out 65.

In this way they are graded up to fourteenth, and even to

sixteenth and seventeenth magnitudes. The unaided eye

cannot detect stare beyond the sixth magnitude, but the

telescope reveals the existence of at least 50,000,000 stars,

and modern photography has almost doubled that number.
Generally speaking, the difference in brilliancy is believed

to be on account of difference in distance rather than in size.

The fixed stars are at such infinite distances

OF STARS. from us that the ordinarv units of mea.surement
fail to convey any impression to the mind. We

think of the sun as being at an immense distance from the

earth. Light rakes about eight miunfes to reach us from
the. sun but from the average star of the first magnitude
light re(iuires over fifty yf'ors to travel to the earth. The time

required increases with the decrease of magnitude, until in

the case of a star of tlie t\v(4ftli magnitude, the vibrations,

though travelling with lightning speed, would occupy 2,400

years iij traversing the euormous expanse of space separat-
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ing it from the earth. We see Sirius by the light which
left that star over eight years ago, and the light waves
which are now arriving from Polaris set out on their

journe.y to our planet more than thirty years ago. If every
star that shines so brightly in the firmament should
suddenly become a cold, lifeless thing, we should not be
aware of the fact, as far as our sense of sight is concerned,
for years, and in many cases centuries to come.

The conclusion arrived at bv the use of the
STARS AS , • 1.U 4- 4.

SUNS. spectroscope is that stars are suns in various

stages of evolution, some of them in their

formative condensing stage, with a gradually increasing

temperature, others intensely hot with a photosphere similar

to our sun, others again that have long since passed the

period of their maximum temperature and are gradually
contracting and cooling down. Many may have cooled to

such an extent that they have ceased to give out light. It

may be supposed that those that have reached the stage

arrived at by our sun are accompanied by planetary systems
similar to ours, but their distances are so great that even
if these supposed planets were many times the size of

Jupiter, our most powerful telescopes would fail to detect

them

.

The name "fixed star" would seem to imply that these

bodies have no motion of their own. Now, Avhile they have
no such motions as the planets have, and appeiar to the

naked eye to occupj- the same relative places as they did a

thousand years ago, yet it has been ascertained, that after

long intervals of time, most stars show a slight change in

position relative to other stars near them. This is termed
their "proper motion" to distinguish it from their apparent
motion. Our sun is no exception to the rule, but accom-
panied by his whole family of planets, is rushing throu-gh

space with tremendous velocity towards the constellafciMi

Hercules. In addition to their proper motion it has been
proved by the spectroscope that many stars have a motion
in the line of sight, some approaching our system, while

others are receding from it. Each of these motions is

probably a component part of an orbital motion; ' '
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We must therefore regard the sun and moon and the

planets as next door neighbors to our earth, which is itself

a planet, the whole forming what we call the solar system.

This system is completely isolated in space, so much so

indeed as probably not to be affected in the slightest degree

by any other body or system in the universe.

Z
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surface as leaving an imaginary impress there, it will make
clear what is meant by saying that each circle on the earth

has a corresponding circle in the heavens.
In Fig. 156, let O represent the earth, which must be considered

as a mere point in comparison with the celestial sphere. Its axis

extended represents the a.viti of the celestial sphere terminating in the
celestial pole-^ N P and S P. The circle E S W N indicates the plane of

the rational horizon, which always jmsses through the centre of the
earth. The point Z directly over the observer's head is the zenith and
the corresponding point Ni in the opposite hemisphere is the nadir.

The great circle Q, E Q is the celestial equator. It is the p]ane of the
earth's equator extended to meet the heavens. The small circles parallel

to the equator correspond to parallels of latitude on the earth, and
corresponding to the meridian of the terrestrial sphere, there are the
hotir circles of the celestial

sphere. The hour circle

S Z N Ni which passes
through the zenith and
the poles, and which cuts
the horizon at the north
and south points, is the
meridian. -

One way
of locating

an object
on the star-sphere is

to fix its position with
reference to the hori-

zon. To do this we
ascertain its distance

in degrees above the

horizon, or its altitude, Fig. 157. Altitude and Azimuth.

and also its distance east or west of the meridian which
passes throngh the south point of the horizon or its azimiith.

A star due south has an azimuth of 0°, one due west an
azimuth of 90°.

In Fig. 157, E SW N represents the plane of the horizon as it

appears to an observer at O. The altitude of the star at X would be
the number of degrees in the arc VX, or in the angle VOX. Its
azimuth would be tlie number of degrees in the arc S V or the angle
S O V. Azimuth may be recivoned either east or west of south. All
.stars on the vertical circle VXZ liave the same azimuth, and all stars
on the .same circle as X

,
parallel to the plane of the horizon E S W N,

have the same altitude.

Since the azimuth and altitude of a star change as the observer's
position changes, and since they also vary with the time at which the

ALTITUDE,
AZIMUTH.
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DECLINATION AND
RIGHT ASCENSION.

observations are made, anotlier method of defining tlie position of an
object in the heavens is generally emploj'ed, which is free from these
objections.

The position of a celestial object may be
fixed by reference to the celestial equator
instead of to the horizon. This method

corresponds exactly to that of finding the latitude and
longitude of a place on the earth's surface; hence, declma-
iion means angular distance from the (celestial equator.
North of the equator is positive (+ ) and south of the

equator negative (— ). As represented in Fig. 158, the

sun's path in the

heavens, called the

ecliptic, intersects the

celestial equator in

two places. One at

V, where the sun
crosses the equator in

spring, Avhich is called

the Vernal Equinox
{or first point ofAries),

and the other at A,
called the Antnmnal
Equinox {ov first point

of Libra ) . The vernal

ecjuinox is the starting

point on the celestial

e(|uator tor reckoning
right as('ension(R.A.),

Fig. 158. Declination and Right Ascension. 'iild is ("llled (llOUrs)

just as in the case of the earth, the meridian that passes

through Greenwich, and that is the starting point for

estimating longitude, is called (degrees). Right
Ascension of a heavenly body is always reckoned fi-om west

towards east along the celestial c(iuator, and instead of

being expressed in degrees is expi-essed in hours, minutes,

and .seconds. In Fig. 15H, the arc M X, or the angle

M O X, re]>resents th»' declination of the star X, while the

arc V M, or the angle V O Al, rcpivscnts its R.A. Ninety
degrees, minus the declination, will give the polar distance

X, NP.
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THE SOLAR SYSTEM.

The solar sj^stein consists of (1) the sun, which is one

of the stars of the celestial sphere, a white, hot, light-giving

body, which appears much larger than the other stars,

because it is much nearer; (2) eight primary planets,

named from the sun outwards—Mercury, Venus, Earth,

Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. Each of

these planets, except Mercur}^ and Venus, has one or more
secondary planets, called satellites or moons, revolving

around it, and accompanying it in its revolution around the

sun; (3) four or five hundred smaller planets invisible to

the naked eye, whose orbits lie between those of Mars and
Jupiter ; (4) a great number of comets with extremely

elongated orbits; (5) myriads of meteors, bodies usually

associated with comets and moving in similar orbits.

These are opaque, globular bodies, each of

which describes an elliptical orbit around the

sun, which is situated in one of the foci, and this focus is

common to all the orbits. When nearest the sun a planet

is said to be in perihelion, and when in that part of its orbit

farthest from the sun it is in aphelion. They all perform
their revolutions about the sun in one direction, and they
also rotate on their axes in this same direction. The planes

of their orbits almost coincide wdtli the plane of the earth's

orbit; thus their movements seem to be performed near the

ecliptic, which is the meeting place of the plane of the

earth's orbit with the sky. In fact, the planes of

revolution of the visible planets are all confined to a narrow
highway called the Zodiac, extending about eight degrees on
each side of the ecliptic, which may be regarded as a beaten
path in the middle of the Zodiac. There are 12 constella-

tions, which lie at intervals of about 30°, along this belt in

the heavens (Fig. 159), and the name Zodiac was applied

to ii from a fancied resemblance these groups of stars bear
to certain animals.

As far as known, the planets in their orhifs perform
their revolutions with their axes all inclined more or
less from the perpendicular. In the case of Saturn the
inclination is 28°, somewhat greater than that of the earth.

Jupiter's axis, on the other hand, has an inclination of only
three degrees from the vertical.
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Rouglil.y speaking, each planet is about double the

distance of the preceding one from the sun. Those nearest

the sun move in their orbits with the greatest velocity,

while, as a rule, those most distant from the sun rotate

most rapidly on their axes.

IIVIAGriNARY VIEW OF SOLAR SYSTEM.

A tolerably clear notion of the arrangement of the

various members of the solar system may be obtained by
supposing the surface of a sea of smooth water to represent

the plane of the ecliptic. In the middle of this sea is a
stationary buo^- to rei)resent the position of the sun.

Half immersed in the water, as are all the planets in

this imaginary system, and gliding swiftly around the sun
with a radius of two yards, and at the same time spinning
on its axis, which is inclined about 20 degrees from the per-

pendicular, is a globe about one foot in diameter. This is

the planet Mercury.
Sailing almost at the same rate, in another circle

about two yards outside of this one, is a nearly upright
rotating sphere 2^ feet in diameter, representing the planet
Venus.

Next comes our planet, the Earth, represented by a
globe about the same size as that of Venus. It spins about
on an axis 23i degrees out of the perpendicular and
describes a circle with a radius of five yards from the sun.

At an interval of three yards from the earth's path,

and with a little less velocity, is seen Mars turning on an
inclined axis and represented by a globe 1? feet in di-

ameter.

About six yards outside of the circle in which Mars
sails around the sun, we may imagine four or five hundred
small spinning bodies about the size of marltles floating in

their respective orbits at various rates. These are the

Asteroids.

Next in order, moving almost upright in a circle with a

radius of nearly 30 yards from the sun, and about 15 yards
from the orbits of the asteroids, appears the majestic
Jupiter. He moves tlirough the water with less than half

the velocity of the earth-globe, but turns on his axis with
tremendous speed, and is represented by a sphere 28 feet in

diameter.
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With slower motion still comes the planet Saturn,
which we may represent as a sphere 25 feet in diameter.
Spinning rapidly on its axis it describes a circle in our
imaginary sea 20 yards fi'om the orbit of Jupiter.

Forty-eight yards outside of the last circle, still another
globe moves leisurely around the sun. It is 10 feet in

diameter and marks out an orbit for the planet Uranus.
Outside of all these circles, (really ellipses), 55 yards

beyond the path of Uranus and 150 from the sun, bringing
up the rear of this grand procession of worlds, revolves a
globe 12 feet in diametei-—the slow-sailing Neptune, which
requires 165 years to perform its real journey around the

sun.

It would complicate our illustration too much to do more
than m,erely mention the secondary planets—the satellites

or moons, which perform their revolutions about the primary
planets after the same fashion that the primary planets re-

volve about the sun. Of these the earth has one. Mare two,
Jupiter five, Saturn nine, Uranus four, and Neptune one.

On the above scale our moon would be represented by a
globe about 9 inches in diameter, while the largest of Jupi-
ter's satellites, and also the largest of Saturn's, would
measure about one foot each in diameter.

In order to keep this imaginary picture of the Solar

system a reasonable size, the planets' distances have been
expressed in yards. If instead of yards we read miles, and
if instead of a point to represent the sun we substitute a
globe with a diameter of 290 feet, the sizes of the various
bodies and their distances apart will be reduced to the same
scale. The planes of the planets' orbits have all been con-

sidered as in the plane of the ecliptic—in this case the sur-

face of the water. So nearly is this true that the swell of

the sea would produce sufficient difference of level to give

the plane of any planet's orbit, for the moment, the proper
inclination to the plane of the ecliptic.

Let us next consider the positions of the stars with

respect to the solar system.

Using the proper scale of distances, where, in our
imaginary sea, shall we place the nearest star? Will it be

possible to find a sea large enough to give it a place? If it
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were as large as Lake Superior it would not, extend far

enough. If our imaginai*y sea were the Atlantic Ocean, its

bounds would still be too nari-ow. Indeed, since it must
be placed at least half a million miles away, we can find no
place for the nearest fixed star, even if we suppose our sea

to cover the surface of the whole earth.

This serves to bring clearly before us the complete iso-

lation in space of the solar system. " The sun surrounded
by its orderl}^ family of planets and an irregular host of

attendant comets and meteors is practically alone in the

centre of the star sphere, forming one system isolated bj^

inconceivable expanses of space from the fixed stars."

t^tzD, cD.c AiA/c From a careful examination of the records
KEPLER S LAWS* o i a* j» xi i i.* "j.* j?

of observations ot the relative positions or

the sun and planets, a Danish Astronomer, named Kepler,

deduced the following laws.

1. Each planet in its motion describes an ellipse, in one
focus of which the sun is situated.

2. The radius vector, or straight line joining tlie centre

of the sun and the centre of a planet, traces out equal areas

in equal times. Fig. 116.

3. The squares of the periodic times of the planets have
the same ratio as the cubes of the mean distances of the

planets from the sun.

From the second of these laws Newton deduced the fact that the
force which causes a planet to move in its elliptic orbit, must always
act in the direction of the line drawn from the planet to the sun. Then
from the first law he showed that this force must vary inversely

as the square of the distance of the planet from the sun. From the
third law he was able to show that the forces acting on the different

planets produced effects that varied only because of the different

distances of the planets from the sun.

Newton knew that a body, allowed to fall freely at the earth's

surface, was drawn towards the centre of the earth 16'1 feet in the first

second of its fall, and that a projectile was deflected from its path at

any instant by the same amount. When he examined the moon's
motion he found that it fell away towards the earth's centre from its

direction of motion at any instant 16-1 -f 60^ feet in a second. Remem-
bering that the moon's distance from the earth was nearly sixt\' times the
radius of the earth, Newton inferred that the moon's motion, in an
ellipse, about the earth in one focus, was due to the attraction of the

earth. From the consideration of these planetary motions, Newton was
led to the statement of the law of universal gravitation : "Every
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particle of matter in the universe attracts every other particle by a
force which acts in a line joining the particles, and which may be
measured bj- the product of their masses divided by the square of the
distance between them."

" 2VOf —-"
Sagittari-us

Fig. 159. Relative directions of pLauets from tlie sun, Jan. 1st, 1904.

The outer circle represents the Zodiac : the inner circles the orbits of the different
planets, etc.

Assuming the truth of this law, mathematicians are able not only
to explain the apparent planetary motions, but also to predict the
positions of the planets at any future time.
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SHAPE OF THE EARTH.

THE EARTH AS A PLANET.

As the earth is one of the planets, and that one with
wliich we are most concerned, we shall stndy it somewhat
in detail.

The earth is approximately a sphere.
The proofs of this are familiar to

every school boy. A few of these may be given.

1. If any portion of the earth l)e viewed from a position

above the sea level the horizon is alwajs a circle, and the
more elevated the position, the greater the radius of the
circle. From 6 feet above sea-level the radius is 3 miles.

From 3000 feet it is 70 miles and from 20,0(X) feet it is

nearly 180 miles. This is characteristic of a sphere only.

Fig. 160. Only a sphere gives a circvilar liorizon.

2. The shadow of the earth seen on the moon's surface

during an eclipse is always circular, no matter in what posi-

tion the earth may be with regard to the sun. Fig. 175.

Only a sphere could cast such a shadow.

3. The times of rising and setting of the sun are dif-

ferent at places situated on different meridians. If the

earth were a plane the sun would rise and set at the same

time for every person on its surface. This is not the Case.

When it is noon in England the sun is rising to the people

of Ontario and setting to those of India.
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THE EARTH NOT .
, .. i i

A PERFECT SPHERE. ^^ oiilv approximately a sphere

4. To the observer at tlie equator the north polar star

appears ou the horizon; as he travels northward its alti-

tude continually increases until at the pole the star would
be in its zenith. If the earth were flat the altitude of the

star would be the same from all points on its surface.

5. The earth has been travelled around in various
directions. This, and the fact that a vessel going out to

sea gradually disappears from view, and one approaching
port comes gradually into view, also prove that the earth is

round.

As has already been stated, the earth

It is

usually classed as an ohiafe spheroid,

being flattened slightly at the poles and bulged out at the

equator, but as the

result of very accur-

ate measurements
of the force of
gravity by means
of the pendulum
and the spring
balance, a differ-

ence of from one
to two miles has
been found in the

earth's equatorial

diameters. Hence
it is not a true

oblate spheroid, and
the term geoid has been coined to apply to its irregular

shape. If it were a perfect sphere, degrees of latitude

would be of the same length on all parts of its surface,

but this is not the case. If we travel north or south
along a meridian until we have made a difference of

one degree in the latitude of the celestial pole, we shall

then have travelled over the distance of one degree on the

earth's surface. But it has been found that this distance

is not always the same; as we approach the poles it

becomes greater. For example, in Peru the length of a

degree is about 363,000 feet, while in the north of Sweden,
it measures 366,000 feet. A degree near the poles must

Fig. 161. Effect of rotation on a plastic body.
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therefore be part of an arc of a greater circle tliaii a

degree near the e<iuator.

If the earth be Hattened at the poles and })ulged out

at the equator, then the for(!e of gravity should increase as

we approach the poles, and decrease as we travel towards

the equator. This is found to be true, and after allowing

for the difference in the influence of centrifugal force, a

body is found to weigh more near the arctic circle than at

the equator. At the equator a degree of latitude measures
68-69 miles, while near the pole a degree measures 69-38

miles, the average length being about 69 miles. If we
multiply this by 360 we find the earth's circumference to

be 24,840 miles. This divided by 3t gives the diameter as

7918 miles. The polar diameter is really 7899-6 miles, and
the equatorial 7926-6 miles, making a difference of 27 miles.

The ellipsoidal form which the earth has, would result

from a rapid rotary motion about its axis when in a

plastic state, and is fully a(!COunted for by the nebular

theory. A circular figure made of elastic hoops of steel

joined at the top and bottom to rings free to move on an
upright rod, may be made to assume the shape of an oblate

spheroid by being rapidly rotated on a whirling table as

shown in Fig. 161.

In order to locate places on the earth we imagine certain

REFERENCE lii^^s and jioints to be marked on its surface, the lines

taking the form of circles. The earth rotates alx)ut its

shortest diameter which is known as its axis. The ends of the axis are

the north and south poles. All places equallj' distant from the two
poles are on a great circle called the equator. Circles on each side of

the equator, and parallel to it, are parallels of latitude. These become
smaller and smaller as they approach the poles, until those which pass

through the poles are so small as to be mere points. The longest

parallel of latitude is tlie equator, and on maps this is marked 0°,

and those through the poles are marked 90°.

If we know the ptirallel of latitude upon which a place is situated,

we know how many degrees it is north or south of the equator, but in

order to define the particular part of the parallel it is on, we must have
circles running at right angles to the lines of latitude. These are called

lines of longitiide, or meridians. They all pass completely around the

earth through the north and south jKDles. At the moment any one of

these lines [Kisses the sun, as the earth rotates, it is midday at all places

situated on that meridian, and midnight at all places correspondingly

situated on the opposite side of the globe.

Just as latitude is reckoned in degrees north or south of the

equator, so longitude is reckoned in degrees east or west uf a certain
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ROTATION
OF THE EARTH.

meridian, called the^rs^ meridian. Any country may have its own first

meridian. The first meridian for the whole British Empire is the line

of longitude which passes through Greenwich, England. This, on maps,
is marked 0°, and places east or west of this are so many degrees east or
west longitude. The degrees num-
ber from to 180 in both direc- ^„,,f, ^,,

tions. Degrees of latitude may be
taken as all of the same length,

about 69 miles, but degrees of

longitude become shorter as they
approach the poles, where they be-

come zero. A degree of longitude
at the equator is about 69 miles.

At the latitude of Toronto a degree
of longitude is only 50.114 miles.

The greatest latitude a place can
have is 90°; the greatest longitude
180°.

The rising of

the sun and
the stars in

the east, and their setting in
j^-fw*.

the west, and the daily motion ^^e- 1^2 imaginary lines on the earth's

of the eircumpolar stars, can
be explained in two ways: either all of these bodies, scat-

tered in different directions over the heavens at varying
distances from the earth, move around in unison, and,
notwithstanding their different distances, in the same
time, (24 hours) ; or these bodies are stationary in their

different positions in the celestial sphere, and the earth

rotates in a direction opposite to that in which they seem
to move; that is, the earth must turn from west to east.

There are many reasons for believing that the latter is

the true explanation. A rotation of the earth on its axis,

when in a plastic state, will explain ^^hy the equatorial

diameter of the earth is greater than the polar diameter.

The rest of the planets, when viewed through a telescope,

are found to be spherical, and to revolve on their axes.

Besides these reasons for believing in the rotation of the

earth, there are several experimental proofs of such a move-
ment, two of which may be mentioned:

1. If the earth turns from west to east, then the top of

a high vertical tower must move sensibly faster than the

bottom, and a weight dropped from the top, starting with
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a greater eastward velocity than tl)at possessed by the base
of the tower, sliould fall a little east of a perpendicular from

Fig. ICii. Foucault's exptnimeut lo inovf tlie lotHtkui of the earth.

the top to the base. Thrit it does so has beeu verified by
experiments made in dittercnt places.
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2. What is known as *Foucault's experiment, Fig. 163, renders the
earth's rotation visible. If a heavyweight be suspended from a support
by a long fine wire, and then set swinging backwards and forwards like

a pendulum, it will continue to swing in an invariable line, even if the
support to which the wire is attached be moved through a complete
circle, as it is easier for the wire to twist than for the heavy pendulum
to change its line of movement. Thisexperiment was first performed by
Foucault at Paris in 1851. His pendulum was suspended from the
dome of the Pantheon, and was set swinging by burning the thread
which attached it to the wall. At each swing a mark was left in some
fine sand by a style at the bottom of the pendulum. Had the earth
been at rest but one mark would have been made ; in reality, a succes-

sion of marks was made in the sand, which showed that the plane of its

swing changed slowly and regularly with regard to the building, and
the only way in which this could be brought about was by a rotation of

the building and the earth upon which it was situated. The velocity of

the earth's surface due to rotation increases from at the poles, to 500
miles an hour at parallel 60°, and over 1000 miles an hour at the
equator.

SOME EFFECTS OF THE ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ earth tums

EARTH'S ROTATION. ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^3^' ^^ Shall next
consider some of the results of this

diurnal movement. One result has already been alluded to,

namely, the apparent motion of all the heavenly bodies,

sun, moon, and stars, around the imaginary axis of the

celestial sphere, so that to an observer at the north pole

the stars in one half of the heavens would appear to move
around in cii'cles pai-allel to his horizon. At the equator
all the stars would seem to describe vertical semi-circles,

rising in the east and setting in the west. To the observer
in middle latitudes some stars would never set, some would
rise and set, and some would perform their apparent daily

rotation invisible to him. Another very important effect of

the daily rotation of the earth is the recurrence of day and
night. The earth is a dark non-luminous body, depending
for its light almost entirely on the sun, which sends out its

rays in all directions. The half of the earth turned toward
the sun will always be lighted up, while the half turned
away from the sun will be in darkness. If the earth were at

i-est, the one hemisphere would thus be in perpetual sunlight

and the other in perpetual darkness ; but since the earth is

continuously turning on its axis in one rotation, each

*This experiment was repeated in 1902 at the same place as Foucault performed
his origiual experiment.
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hemisphere in turn ree«Mves tlie sunlight and passes on into

the darkness. Thus we have day and night.

Besides the apparent dailj' motion

EARTH^ABOi)T*THE SUN. ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^"^ stars, the sun appears

to move eastward among the fixed

stars nearly a degi-ee every day, and thus in the course of

a year to complete a great circle in the heavens. If on any
clear evening, just after sunset, we notice a fixed star near

the horizon to the east of where the sun disappeared, on
the next evening, at the same time, it will be seen nearer

to the place where the sun set, and on the next still nearer,

and so on until it sets befoi-e the sun. Or if, by means of

a telescope, the sun and a fixed star be seen in conjunction

at a certain hour, 24 hours later the sun will appear to have

moved a degree to the east of the star ; in 24 hours more it

will be two degrees to the east, and so on, until in the

course of a year, after nuiking a complete circuit of the

heavens, it will again be in a line with the same fixed star.

This apparent change of the sun's position can be explained

by supposing that the sun has an annual motion around the

earth from west to east among the fixed stars. But the

effects of this apparent yearly motion of the sun around
the earth would be the same if we supposed the earth to

move around the sun, and since the sun is more than a
million times the size of the earth it would seem more
reasonable that the smaller body should move around the

larger one than that the larger should move around the

smaller. And just as there are i)roofs that the daily rota-

tion of the sun and stars is only apparent, while that of the

earth is real, so there are proofs that the eastward yearly

motion of the sun around the earth is only ajiparent, and
that the real motion is that of the earth around the sun.

(These proofs may be found in almost any work on
astronomy.)

Besides its dailv rotation on its axis, then, the
ORBIT OF ii i I 1 ii

•

THE EARTH. ^'!^i"i'' travels around the sun once a year, in

<uie i)lane, on a fixed path called its orbit.

This orbit is almost, but not quite, a circle. It is, as has

been stated, an ellii)se, a sort of flattened circle. If a pin

be fixed in a piece of i)aper, and a loop of thread passed
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over it, and a pencil placed in the other end of the loop, a
figure may be described which will be a circle. Now if

instead of one pin, two be fixed in the paper, the figure

described will be an ellipse, and the pins will be at the two
foci. Fig. 164 illustrates the method of describing an
ellipse. The pins are at the foci. The closer the foci

are to each other, the nearer the ellipse will approximate a

circle. In the case of the earth's orbit the foci are compar-
atively close together, and hence the orbit of the earth, if

represented on a true scale on one of these pages, could not

be distinguished by the eye from a circle. Every planet

Fig. 164. Describing an Ellipse.

describes an ellipse about the sun, and, while these elliptical

orbits differ from one another in many respects, they have
this in common, that one focus in each coincides with the

centre of the sun.

Since then the sun occupies one focus of the earth's

orbit, the earth must be nearer the sun at certain times than
at others. When nearest the sun, the earth is said to be in

perihelion, Avhen farthest away in aphelion. The earth is

in perihelion on January 1st, and in aphelion on July 1st.

For this reason the sun appears larger in midwinter than

iii midsummer. Fig. 165 shows this apparent ditference.

It is possil)le to construct the earth's orbit by making
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careful measurement of the sun's diameter at frequent
intervals. The resulting figure is an ellipse, with the sun
in one of the foci.

./Ao%/..u^ ./T. ^^.-^^ There is considerable difference in the
VARYING VELOCITY

i •- -.i i i .i -i

OF THE EARTH. velocity With whicli the earth moves in

different parts of its journey around the
sun. It has its greatest velocity when in perihelion, and
its least when in aphelion. Newton has shown that this

effect follows from the action of gravity, and Kepler's second
law states that the

radius vector, or line

joining the centres

of the earth and sun,

sweeps through equal

areas in equal times.

In Fig. 166, S A,
S B,SC amis D, rep-

resent different posi-

tions of the earth's

radius vector, as it

sweeps through space,

and the area S A B is

equal to the area
SCD. and these have
been described in

equal times ; therefore

the earth must have
travelled through the

long arc A B in perihelion in the same time that it passed
over the short arc C D in aphelion.

As a matter of fact, the earth travels from the autumnal to the
vernal equinox in 179 days, while it occupies 186 days in going from
the vernal equinox to the autumnal. From its maximum velocity at
perihelion, the decrease is gradual, until the minimum is reached at
aphelion, after which there is a gradual increase until the maximum is

again reached at perihelion. The average velocity' of the earth in its

revolution around the sun is about 18^ miles per second.

The intersection of the plane of the earth's

orbit with the sky is called the ecliptic

(See Fig. 158). The sun appears to move along the

ecliptic, because, as the earth moves in its orbit, the sun is

always seen projected on the opposite side of it. The plane

Fig. W^. White disk inside Anvk circle shows the sun
July 1st; the whole, the sua Jau. 1st.

THE ECLIPTIC.
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of the ecliptic at all times passes through the centre of the

sun and the centre of the earth.

Instead of the earth moving around in
INCLINATION OF ., , .. ... .. 1,^^.1
THE EARTH'S AXIS. '^^^ orbit With its axis Upright, the

earth's axis is always inclined to the

plane of the ecliptic at an angle of 66^ degrees, and it

follows from this that the plane of the earth's equator
makes an angle of 23? degrees with the plane of the

ecliptic, that is, the earth's axis is 23^ degrees out of the

perpendicular during the entire revolution. Not only is

this the case, but the direction of the axis in the various

Fig. 166. Illustrating Kepler's second law.

positions of the earth in its course is always sensibly

parallel, and now points very nearly to the north polar star.

THE SEASO^S: LEfNGTH OF DAY AfND NIGHT.

If the earth's axis were perpendicular to the plane of its

orbit, the sun would always shine vertically over some part

of the equator, and day and night would be equal over the

whole globe. Every place would have 12 hours day and 12

hours night the whole year round, and the heat received

from the sun in any particular place would be practically

constant: but in consequence of the inclination of the

earth's axis, the sun's energy is unequally distributed, and
varies at different times of the year, giving rise to the

phenomena of the seasons. In Fig. 167 the earth is shown
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ill four positions in its path around the sun. In whatever
position the earth is, one-half of its surface is always
lighted up by the sun.

AUTUMNAL EQUINOX, ^^f'^
the earth is in position 1, the

sun s rays tall vertically over the equa-
tor; i\iQ circle of illumination, dividing the light from the
darkness, extends from pole to pole. In one rotation

every parallel of latitude will l)e half time in the light and
half time in the darkness, so that day and night will be
equal all over the world. This period is called the
autumnal equinox. It occurs on Sept. 23rd. The sun then

WINTER SOLSTICE.

Fig. 107. Illustrating the .seasons and t)ie different lengths of day and night.

appears projected on the celestial sphere in the sign Libra.

(Fig. 159). This season is autumn in the northern hemis-
phere and spring in tlie southern.

In three months from this time the earth

is in position 2. Here the northern

hemisphere is turned away from the sun, whose rays now
shine vertically over a paralU^l of latitude 28i degrees .south

of the ecjuator, which is called the tropir <>f raprivorn, after

the sign of the Zodiac in which the sun aj^pears at that

date (Fig. 15!)). This is the farthest point south at whi(;h

the sun ever appears in the Zenith, and the line indicating
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this is called a fropic, because here the sim seems to turn
north again. The circle of illumination now falls 23^ degrees
short of the north pole, the limit being marked by the urctiG

circle, and it extends 23 1 degrees beyond the south pole, the

boundary here being called the antarctic circle. The sun
is visible everywhere within the antarctic circle, but all

within the arctic circle is then in darkness.

Between the equator and the antarctic circle, it is

evident that all places will be in the sunlight for more than
half a rotation, so that the days will be longer than the

nights. Between the equator and the arctic circle, the

reverse will be the case, and the nights will be longer than
the daj's. This is the winter ^solstice, Dec. 21, where the

sun seems to stand still before turning north again. The
season is midwinter in the northern hemisphere and mid-
summer in the southern.

In three months more, the earth having
VERNAL EQUINOX. i i. j \ \n -i. •

completed one-halt its journey, occupies

the position represented at 3. This is the vernal, or spring

equinox, the 21st of March, when the sun appears in the

sign of Aries (Fig. 159). The circle of illumination again
reaches from pole to pole, and day and night are again
equal all over the world. It is now spring in the northern
hemisphere and autumn in the southern.

Position 4 represents the earth three
SUMMER SOLSTICE. ^i, i ^ • 4. u * 4- ^•months later, just before starting on
the last quarter of its journey. Here the conditions of

position 2 are exactly reversed, the northern hemisphere is

now turned towards the sun, whose rays strike vertically

on the parallel of latitude 23^ degrees north of the equator,

and as at this time the sun appears in the sign of the Zodiac
known as Cancer (Fig. 159), this parallel is called the

tropic of cancer. The circle of illumination extends beyond
the north pole to the arctic circle, and just reaches the

antarctic circle, 23i degrees from the south pole.

In a rotation of the earth while in this position all

places within the arctic circle keep in sight of the sun,

while to all places within the antarctic circle the sun is

invisible. Between the arctic circle and the equator, more
than half of each parallel will receive the sunlight, and the
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days will l)e loiigor than the nights. Between the antaretic

eirele and the equator the reverse will be true, and the nights
will be longer than the days. This is the Hummer solstice,

the 21st of June, when it is niidsuninier in the nortliei-n

hemisphere, and midwinter in the southern.
It will be noticed that, from the vernal to the autumnal

equinox, the North pole is in continual sunlight; hence, it

has six months continuous day, and at the same time the
South pole has six months continuous night. From the
autumnal to the vernal equinox the reverse is the case; the
North pole is in darkness for sjx months and the South pole
has six months continuous day. Every place within the
tropics has the sun in its zepith twice a year. Between the
tropics and the Arctic and Antarctic circles the sun is never
directly overhead.

ZONES OF
^^^^ ^Q^t derived from the sun's rays when they

CLIMATE, strike the earth vertically is very much greater
than when they fall obliquely; consequently,

the amount of heat received at any place on the earth's

surface will vary with the altitude of the sun at that place.

Fig. 1G8. Sun's rays falling at different angles.

In Fig. 168, a snnl)eam is represented, falling first

vertically, and second at an angle of 30°. In the latter case
the surface covered is twice that covered in the former case,

that is A C is just twice A B. The ol>liqiie rays have also

to traverse a greater thickness of the earth's atmosphere,
and so lose more heat hy absorption than the vertical rays do.

The length of the day is another factor in estimating
the amount of heat received at any place. When the days
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are loug more lieat is absorbed by the earth than is given
olf by radiation in the short nights, and there will be a gain
in the general temperatnre, bnt when the days are short and
the nights long, the radiation at night will exceed the ab-

sorption dnring the day, and there will be a loss in general

temperature. This seasonal variation in temperature will

be greatest without the troi)i('s, for it is here that the
variation in length of davs and nights is greatest.

N.Pole.

S.Pole.

Fig. 169. Zones and Tropics.

In consequence of the unequal distribution of heat from
these causes, geographers have found it convenient to divide

the earth's surface into five great natural divisions, called

Zones, or belts, bounded by the tropics and the polar circles.

Since the sun is always vertical some place within the

tropics, and day and night are about equal, the heat will

be great all the year round. This division of the earth is

therefore called the Torrid Zone. The areas included within
the arctic and antarctic circles receive little heat from the

sun's rays, and are termed, respectively, the North and the
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South Friqid Zotie; while (hose divisions siluatod between
the i)()liir circles ;ui<l tlie tr(»i)ies and wliieli receive a
moderate aniouiit of lieat from tlie sun, are known as tlie

North aud the Smith Tniiixrutf Zon( , respectively.

THE MEASUREMENT OF TIME.

In measiirinfj time, as in measuring distauee, there must
be a unit of measurement. The fundamental unit for the

measurement of time is the (hiy; for slioi-tei- divisions than
a day we have hours, nihiKtcs, and siro'ints; for longer

divisions the ivcfh, month, and yeor, wliich are multiples of

the day, are used. But there are several different kinds of

day, all of them depending on the rotation of the earth on
its axis.

Sidereal Dni/. The interval wliich elapses between the

instant a /?>?(/ .s7fO' appears on any meridian, and the instant

it returns to the same meridian, is called a sidereal day. It

is the exact time required by the earth to make a complete
rotation. But a star is not a prominent object, nor has it

anything to do with producing day and night, so that the

time of its apparent motion would not make a suitable unit

for regulating the affairs of everyday life.

Solar Jkiy. The interval which elapses from tlie instant

the sun appears on any meridian, until it returns to

the same meridian, or, from noon until noon, is called

a solar day. Since the sun is but our nearest star, it

might seem that a sidereal day and a solar day should be
of the same length. If the earth's only motion were that

of rotation, tliis would be the case, but since the earth,

besides turning on its axis, also travels around the sun, it

will take a little longer time for any i)articular meridian to

come opposite to the sun again, than would be required if

the earth were stationary; hence, the solar day is about
four minutes longer than the sidereal day.

In Fig. 170, S represents the sun, the two parallel lines

are rays from the same distant fixed star. When the earth

is in position 1, both the sun and the star are opposite

the meridian a. m.; when in position 2, after one complete
revolution of the earth, the fixed star is again on the
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meridiau at A, but the earth must turn a little farther

through AB, before the sun is again on the meridian at A.

The time required for the earth to turn through this

distance is the excess of a solar over a sidereal day.

Sidereal days are all of the same length, but since the

earth moves faster in some parts of its orbit than in others,

the advances made along its path at each rotation on its

axis are not the same ; hence, ^ ;,,

the length of the apparent or

true solar day, as it is called, is

not uniform. It is longest when
the earth moves fastest, and
shortest when the earth moves
slowest. Thus, neither the sid-

ereal day, nor the apparent solar

day, would make a suitable

standard for the measurement
of time.

Mean Solar Day. To obtain

a satisfactory measure of time,

the average of all the apparent
solar days is taken, and this is

called a mean solar day. This
is always of the same length,

and is divided into 24 hours.

Our clocks and watches keep
mean solar time. Therefore,

when the sun crosses the merid-
ian, the clock will not always
indicate noon, but will usually

be a little too fast, or a little too

slow. The difference is called Pi

the equation of time, that is, the ^^"^^^^ ^^''^^^'^ '^'^^'"^^^ ^^'^ ""^^'^ '^^^•

difference between true sun time (apparent solar time) and
mean sun time (clock time). The equation of time for

every day in the year may be calculated and is given in the

Nautical Almanac.

To find mean solar noon (12 o'clock) at any place,

true (apparent) noon is first found by observing through
a transit telescope the exact moment when the sun is

''ig. 170. Illustrating differeiioe in
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oppositf the meridian of the place, and this time, ])lus or

iiiiiius the equation of time, gives local noon.

The mean solar day, which is the day of civil life,

))egins and ends at midnight. The astronomical mean
solar day begins at mean noon, and the hours number
from 1 to 24. Thus, instead of " 1 a. m.," the astronomer

would say, " 13 hours."
This method of counting the hours from 1 to 24 has been adopted

in parts of Canada, especially in the North-West, but the day begins and
ends at midnight, not midday. Pupils assemble in school at 9 o'clock, are

dismissed for noon at 12 o'clock, reassemble at 13 o'clock and are dismissed

for the day at 16 o'clock. The faces of clocks and watches are marked so

that the hours number from 1 to 24. This method of reckoning time gets

rid of the abbreviations a.m. and p.m., which is a decided advantage,

especially in preparing and using railway and other time-tables.

There are 366j sidereal days in a year, but only 3651

solar days, so that the earth rotates once oftener than there

are days in the j^ear.

Kinds of Years—Sidereal Year. Just as the rotation of

the earth on its axis determines the length of the day, so

its revolution around the sun determines the length of the

year.

When the sun is exactly between the earth and a fixed

star, the two latter are said to be in conjunction, and the

.time which elapses between two consecutive conjunctions

with a given fixed star is called a sidereal year. Its length

is 365 days, 6 hrs., 9 min. and 9 see. It is the exact time

required for the earth to revolve around the sun.

The Tropical or Equinoctial Year. This is the time

taken by the sun to pass from one vernal equinox, to the

next succeeding one. If the vernal equinoxes alwaj'S

occurred at the same time, a tropical year would be of the

same length as a sidereal year, but owing to a slow shifting

of the equatorial plane, by which the vernal equinox

advances each year along the ecliptic, to meet the sun—

a

phenomenon known as the procession of the equinoxes—the

tropical year is shorter than the sidereal year, by about 20
minutes. Its length is about 365t days.

The Civil Year. As a fraction of a day in a year would
be inconvenient, the ordinary, or civil year, is made to

contain 365 days; but the Tropical year contains 365i^ days
nearly, a difiference which is made up by regarding every
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fourth year ns ;i
" l(!a]>" yt'ur, contaiiiiug 366 days. But

tlic (liffeivuci^ not l>eiiij;<|nite a (|uarter of a day, it is moi-o

than made uj), llie excess aiuoimtiiip: to about 3 days in 4()0

years. This excess is pi-ovided for by arraiit^iii<j that

centuries not divisil>k' by 400 instead of ))einfj i-ejjarded

as leap years siiall liave only 365 days. Tlius tlie year

1900 was not a leap year, but the year 2(XX) will })e a leap

year. 'By tiiis ai-ran<jenH'iit the lengths of the troi)ieai

year and the civil ycai- are made to coincide alm()st

exactly.

In order to facilitate railroad traffic, some
STA^DARD TIME. , • , , 4. 4. i t. a \ t.couiiti-ics have to some extent adopted what
is known as.s/a/?f7r/n/ time. Each region is mai'kcd off into

belts 15 degrees in width, rnnning north and south, and all

parts of each belt have a uniform time, which is that of the

meridian running through thecentreof that belt. This time

is an even number of iioui-s .slowei*. or faster, than (4reen\vich

mean solar time. The time in any i>art of one l)elt differs

from that in any part of an adjacent belt by just one hour.

In Canada and the United States there are five sucdi

divisions, and therefore five standard times.

Atlantic or 00th meridian time is 4 liours slower than Oreenwich.
Eastern " 7;ith " " 5 " " " "

Central " 90th " " 6 "

Mountain " 105th " " 7 " " " "

Pacific " 120th " " 8 "

By a glance at the ma]) on page 395 it will be seen that

the boundaries of the different time-belts do not run par-

allel to the central meridians, ])ut take a zigzag course to

suit the location of certain cities and towns, and to accom-
modate the railroad world.

DETERMIfNATIOrN OF LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE.

In order to define accurately the position of any place on
the earth's surface we nuist know its latitude and longitude.

The latitude <»f a place may be defined as its

angular distance from the equator. This will

correspond to its zenith distance from the celestial e(juator.

It is always equal to the altitude of .the pole above the

horizon, as is shown in Fig. 172.
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Suppose R to be the place of an observer on the earth. E Ei the
equator. P O, the axis indefinitely prolonged to Pi. H Hi the horizon
of R and Z its zenith. The number of degrees in the angle R O Ei
will be the distance of R from the equator, and therefore its latitude.

The observer at R sees the celestial pole along the line of R P2 which
is sensibly parallel to O Pi owing to the great distance of the pole of

the heavens. The angle H R P2 will then represent the elevation of the
pole above the horizon H Hi, but from the construction of the figure
this is evidently equal to the angle R O Ei, i.e., the latitude of R is

equal to the elevation of the pole above the horizon.

This may be experimeutally verified. To an observer
on the eqnator the north pole of the heavens would appear
on the northern horizon, and the south pole on the
southern horizon. If he were
to travel north, the south pole

would disappear from view,

while the north polar star,

whieh is very near the north

pole of the heavens, would
rise higher and higher as he
advanced, until, by the time
he reached parallel 45°, or

half way between the equator
and the pole, the polar star

w^ould be 45" above the north-

ern horizon, and if it were
possible for him to reach the

north pole of the earth, or
90° latitude, the polar star

would be in his zenith, or 90°

above his horizon. Hence the latitude of aj)lace is always
determined bj' finding in one way or another the altitude

of the celestial pole al)ove the horizon of the observer.

One way of finding tiie altitude of the pole is by taking
the altitude of any circumpolar star, first, when it is at the

highest point of its- rotation, and again, when at its lowest
point; the mean of these two will give the latitude of the
observer.

Another method is to take the meridian altitude of a star wliose
declination is known. From the declination we get the polar distance;
add this to the altitude, and subtract the sum from ISO", and the result is

the latitude. At sea the latitude is usually found bj' taking the altitude
of the sun with a sextant when on the meridian, adding to this the sun's

Fig. 172. Illustrating latitude.
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declination for that day, if the sun is south of the ecjuator, or subtract-

ing it, if the sun is north of the equator: this result subtracted from 90°

will give the latitude.

As has already been stated, this is the
angular distance of a place east or west of

a first meridian. As the earth tnrns from west to east

through 360' in 24 hours, it will turn thi-ough 15° in one
hour. Thus, a differen(;e of 15 of longitude between two
places on the earth's surface will make a difference of one
hour in time. Longitude is reckoned 180' east or west of

some particular meridian, called the first meridian, which
for most nations is that which passes through the observa-
tory in Greenwich, England. To find the longitude of any
place, all we need to know is the difference in time between
Greenwich noon and local noon, mean solar time. If local

time is faster than Greenwich time, the longitude of the
place is east; if slower, the longitude is west.

If we connect by electric telegraph a place whose longitude we wish
to know with one whose longitude we know, and ascertain accurately
the difference in time, at any instant, between the two places, the
longitude of the first place may be found.

At sea, local time is found by observing the sun's meridian passage,
which will give apparent noon ; then by using the equation of time,
mean noon is obtained. In this way the captain's watch is regulated
to show local time. If now (Jreenwich time can be obtained, the longi-

tude can be easily calculated. (Greenwich time is a.scertained from a

chronometer, "the ship chronometer,"' which is carried for that pur-

pose, and which is carefully guarded fnmi uny chance of injury. From
the difference between these two times the longitude is obtaine<l. For
exam{)le if the captains watch, regulated as described, shows local

time to be 9 o'clock a. m. when the ship's chronometer shows Green-
wich time to be 2.20 p.m., the longitude is 80° west.

• A traveller proceeding eastward from any given
ADDING AND meridian meets the sun before the earth has com-
DROPPING A DAY. pieted a rotation ; the sun rises later each day
and sets earlier each night. For every fifteen degrees of longitude
travelled over, he is obliged to move the hands of liis watch forward
one hour in order that it may coincide with local time, and by the time
he comy)letes his journey around the earth, and arrives at the meridian
from which he started, he will have i)assed over SHO' and will have gained
24 hours, or a day. He will have made one turn more with res()ect to

the sun than if he had lemained at home. On the other hand, a
traveller going around the world in a westerlx' direction finds local time
continually getting slower, .-md foi- everx- !;> degrees travelled over he
puts his watch back one houi-, or 24 hours in making the entire journey.

He will have made one turn less than if he had remainetl at home, and
will have lost a day. In order to avoid confusion in dates, a day is
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dropped by mariners going eastward when they cross the meridian of

180° from Greenwich, and a day is added when they cross the same
meridian going westward.

THE MOOIN.

Whether the earth aud the moon entered upon their

respective careers as separate masses of matter, or whether
they originally formed one planet, and subsequently parted

company, the moon being thrown off by the too rapid

rotation of the aggregate mass when in a more or less fluid

condition, certain it is that the physical characteristics of

the moon justify the belief that both earth and moon are

offspring of the same parent.

The moon accompanies the earth in its journey around
the sun, both bodies whirling about their common centre of

gravity, which is situated about 1,2(X) miles within the

earth's mass. ,

Like the earth and the other planets, the moon is an
opaque spherical body, shining by reflected light. Though
240,000 miles away, it is by far the nearest celestial object

to the earth. It is on this account that it appears almost
as large as the sun, while, comparatively, it is an insignifi-

cant body, only 2,160 miles in diameter. The area of its

surface is only about y? of the area of the earth's surface,

and it would take -49 moons to make one earth in size. It

is nearly 3i times heavier than a moon composed of water
would be, while the earth is 5^ times heavier than if com-
posed of water. The force of gravity on its surface is only
one sixth of that on the earth's surface, so that a boy on
the moon could throw a stone 6 times higher than he
could on the earth.

iiTi
That the moon makes a monthly circuit in

OF THE MOON. ^^^® licaveus is a fact with which everyone is

familiar. At certain times, just after the

sun sinks below the horizon, we see our satellite low in the

western sky as the new moon. On each succeeding evening
we see it farther and farther to the east, until in two weeks
time it rises in the east as the full moon, about the time the

sun is sinking in the west. During the next two weeks it

continues its easterly course, until at the end of about 29

1

days it again emerges from the sun's rays as the new moon,
and thus completes its circuit. Its orbit, like that of the
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other planets, is in the form of an ellipse. When the moon
is in tliat part of its orbit nearest the earth, it is said to be

in perigee, and wlien in that part most remote from the

earth it is said to be in apogee.

Relativelj^ to an}' fixed star, tho, moon completes its revolution about
the earth in 27fi days, but it requires about 29i days for it to occupy
the same relative i)osition to the sun as at the beginning of its monthly
course, or, to go from new moon to new moon. The reason for this is,

that the sun lias hud an ap])arent motion towards the east among the fixed

stars during the whole munili, due really to the earth's motion in its orbit,

and the moon will have to move forward some 30 degrees to overtake

the sun. This will be made clear by a ditigram. In Fig. 173 S rep-

resents the sun, the large circle the earth's orbit, and the small circle,

the orbit of the moon around the earth. SupjKise when the earth is at

E the moon is at M. Then if the earth moves to Ei in 27^ days, the
moon will have completed a revolution relative to the star, that is it

will be at M^, the lines Ei M-.- and E M
from a fixed star being sensibly parallel,

but new moon will not occur yet, be-

cause the sun is not in the same direc-

tion as before, and the moon must
move through the additional arc Ms
Ml, and a little more, before it will

again be new moon.

The time occu-
KINDS OF MONTHS. ^-^^ ^^ ^^^

moon in passing from one star to

the same star again, is called

the sidereal month. Tliis is

equal to 27-32 days. The inter-

val from new moon to new moon,
or the time occupied by the moon
in passing from the sun around to the sun again, is called

the synodic month. Tiiis is slightly variable, on account of

the varying speed of the earth in its orbit. Its mean
length is 29-53 days. This is called a lunar month. The
calendar month is the month recognized in civil life, and is

made up of different numbers of whole days, as 30, 28

and 31.

In its revolution about the earth, the
PHASES OF THE MOOiN.

^^^^^^^^^ assumcs many different appear-

ances, at one time taking the form of a crescent, at another

that of a half moon, at another that of a full moon, and so

on. These aie called the moon's phases. They result

Fig. 173.
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from the moon, as it revolves arouud the earth, acting as

a great spherical reflector of the light falling on it from the

sun. It is clear that the sun can light up only that half of

the moon which is turned towards it, and that the appear-

ance of the moon will vary according to the area of its

illuminated hemisphere visible from the earth.

In Fig. 174 the sun is supposed to shine from the right.

The inside circle of half-lighted spheres represents the moon
in eight different positions as seen from the sun. The

Fig. 174. Phases of the moon. The sun shines from the right.

outside circle of figures represents the moon in the same
positions as seen from the earth.

At A the moon is nearly Ijetween the earth and the sun,

and we have " new moon.'' Its dark hemisphere is turned
towards the earth so that the moon is invisible. As the moon
moves on a little in its course around the earth, an observer

on the earth sees a small portion of the illuminated hemi-
sphere in the form of a crescent as at E. At C the moon
is in its

*

' first quarter '

' and one half of the illuminated

hemisphere is visible. At G three-fourths of its illumin-
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ated liemisphere is visible, and at B an observer on the

eartli can see the whole hemisphere of the moon lighted up.

In this position the moon is opposite the sun and it is " full

moou."
Continuing its course the same appearances are repeated

in reversed order, and the moon is said to ivane. It is

"gibbous" at H; in its "last quarter" at D; crescent-

shaped at F; and new moon again at A, when the cycle

recommences. The horns of the crescent moon are always
turned away from the sun, so that in its earlier phases
they point towards the left, and in its later ones towards
the right.

Immediately before and after new moon, in addition to

the crescent-shaped part which is brightly illuminated, we
sometimes see the remainder of the moon's disc dimly
lighted up. This phenomenon, "the old moon in the new
moon's arms," is caused by that portion of the moon reflect-

ing to us the light it receives from the earth. The bright
part also seems to belong to a larger sphere than the dark
part. This is due to what is called irradiation, an optical

effect by which the size of a bright body on a dark back-
ground becomes somewhat exaggerated.

^^.^.^., ^^ The most casual observer must notice that
ROTATION OF , j ii l- £ i.\

THE MOON. when any considerable portion of the moon
is visible the markings on its surface always

appear the same ;

'

' the man in the moon '

' always presents

himself to the view, wearing the same expression. The
reason is that the same side of the moon is alwaj's turned
towards the earth. This arises from the fact, that the

moon rotates on its axis in the same time and in the same
direction that it revolves around the earth. One can easily

illustrate this by walking around an object in a room,
always facing the object. In doing so, his body must have
made a complete revolution, as he has faced all sides of the

room in succession. There are indeed certain small irregu-

larities of motion termed " librations," in consequence of

which we obtain a glimpse of a narrow strip of the farther

hemisphere, now at one edge, and again at another, but
the greater portion of this hemisphere must forever remain
invisible to dwellers on tlie earth.
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Since light travels in straight lines, a great

spherical light-giving body like the sun will send
its rays in all directions. The planets, being opaque
bodies, will each intercept its share of this light, and thus
cast into space a long conical shadow always pointing
directly away from the sun. A body entering into one of

these shadows is said to suffer an eclipse.

The eclipses of greatest interest to us are those of the
sun and the moon. An eclipse of the sun is caused by the

moon coming between the earth and the sun, and an
eclipse of the moon results when the earth comes between
the moon and the sun. In the first case a shadow of the

moon will be cast on the earth, and in the second case a
shadow of the earth will be thrown on the disc of the moon.

If the plane of the moon's orbit coincided with the plane
of the ecliptic, then at every new moon we should have an
eclipse of the sun, and at every full moon an eclipse of the

moon. But since the moon's path is inclined to the ecliptic

about 5°, one half of its journey is performed above that
plane, and one half below it, and, therefore, twice in each
revolution, the moon is at those points where its orbit

intersects the plane of the ecliptic. These points are called

nodes. If the moon at such times happens to be new or
full, that is, in a line with the earth and sun, we shall

in the first case have an eclipse of the sun, and in the second
an eclipse of the moon. During the rest of its journey the
moon is either too far above or too far below the earth's

orbit for one body to enter the shadow of the other.

In the diagram. Fig. 175, S represents the sun, E the
earth, M and Mi, the moon in two positions—new moon at
M, and full moon at Mi . The level of the paper represents
the plane of the ecliptic. At M the moon intercepts the
light of the sun, and its shadow, falling on the earth,

produces an eclipse of the sun. At Mi, the earth
intercepts the sun's light, and the moon, passing into the
shadow cast by the earth, suffers an eclipse.

In the diagram, the dark cone-shaped shadow U where no
light falls, is called the nnibra, while the fainter shadow,
P where partial light is received, is called the penumbra.
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ECLIPSES OF
THE MOON.

When an eclipse of

the moon occurs the

advancing edge first

enters the penumbra, but without
any very marked loss of light. As
the moon enters the umbra, how-
ever, that portion of the disc within

it is entirely lost to view and the

circular shape of the earth's shadow
is seen marked out by an ill-defined

line as represented in Fig. 176.

In a total eclipse the whole of

the moon gradually passes into the

umbra, but is seldom completely
obscured, the entire dis(! being usu-
ally dimly visible, tinged with a
reddish copi)er-c<)I()red light. This
is due to the sun's rays being re-

fracted by the earth's atmosphere
towards the moon, which then re-

flects them back to the earth, at the
same time most of the blue and
green rays are absorbed, which
accounts for the red color, just as

the sun seems red when setting. A
total eclipse of the moon can not
last longer than about two hours.

If the moon is not near or at a

node, it will not pass completely into

the umbra of the earth's shadow,
and we shall get only a partial

eclipse, as seen in Fig. 176, the

extent of the eclipse depending on
the distance from the node. If the

moon is to the north of the node
the lower edge may be obscured; if

to the south, the upper edge may
enter the earth's shadow. If the

moon is more than 12° from the

node there can be no cclii)se. By reference to Fig. 175 it

Fig. 175. Kclipses of the sun and
the moon.
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will be seen that a lunar eclipse will be visible at any part
of the earth in which the moon itself is visible.

ECLIPSES
^^ again referring- to Fig. 175, the shadow

OF THE SUN. *"*^^ '*-^ ^^'^ moon is seen to take the form of

a cone, which is just about long enough to

reach the earth. The length of this cone varies with the

moon's distance from the sun. Its greatest length is

236,000 miles, while the moon's mean distance from the

earth is 238,000 miles. Owing, however, to the elliptical

form of the moon's orbit, a considerable part of its course
is described at a good deal less than the mean distance, so

that about the time of perigee its shadow-cone may reach

the earth and cause a

total eclipse of the sun.

The area of the earth's

surface in complete
darkness is never very
large, as the diameter
of the moon's shadow-
cone cannot exceed 167
miles. By reference to

Fig. 175 it will be seen,

however, that the space

covered by the penum-
bra, within which the

eclipse is partial, is con-

siderably larger.

The time during which
an eclipse of the sun can be total at any place, depends on
the diameter of the shadow-cone, which in turn depends on
the distance of the moon from the earth when the eclipse

occurs. The period of totality in any one locality varies

from a few seconds to about seven minutes. The shadow
sweeps over the earth in a narrow track, with great rapidity,

and of course the eclipse is visible only at those places

swept by the shadow.

When the moon is farthest from the earth, or in apogee,

at the time of the solar eclipse, its shadow is not long
enough to reach the earth, and the dark body of the moon,
which then looks smaller than the sun, will be seen pro-

Fig- 176. Moon partially eclipsed.
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jeeted on llie disc of tlie latter, surrounded l)y a luminous
ring. This is called an annular eclipse of the sun (Fig.
177). It is ol)vious tliat an annuhir edip.se of thr moon is

impossible.

"A total eclipse of the sun is at once one of the most awe-inspiring
and grandest .sights it is possible for man to witness. As the eclipse
advances, but before the totality is complete, the sky grows of a dusky
livid, or purple, or yellowish crim.son color, which gradually gets

darker antl darker, and the color
appears to run over large portions
of the skv, irresi)ective of the
clouds. The sea turns lurid red.

Tills singular coloring and darken-
inii- of the landscape is quite un-
like the approach of night, and
gives rise to strange feelings of
sadness. The moon's .shadow is

seen to sweep across the surface
of the earth, and is even seen in

the air; the rapidity' of its motion
and its intenseness produce a feel-

ing that something material is

sweeping over the earth at a speed
perfectl}' frightful. All sen.se of

distance is lost, the faces of men
assume a livid hue, fowls hasten
to roost, flowers close, cocks crow,

and the whole animal world seems frightened out of its usual propriety."

Tlu'ough a moderately good telescope

the moon can be viewed as if it were
situated only a few hundred miles

away. By this means, and also by taking advantage of

modern i)hotography, astronomers have carefully studied

the surface of tlie moon which is turned towards the earth,

and have mapjx'd it out with considerable minuteness. To
the unaided eye the moon's surface presents dark and
light patches of various shapes. The telescope reveals the

dark portions as great ])lains, or dried-up sea hoitoms, while

the lighter poi-tions are the lunar mountains ,\\\\U'\\ reflect the

sun's light and thus appear brighter by contrast than the

plains, whicli are somewhat in the shadow.

The best time to view the moon's surface is just before
or after the time of half moon, when the sun shines

obliquely on it. The shadows of the high peaks then stand

Fit.'. 17

PHYSICAL FEATURES
OF THE IMOON.
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Fig. 178. Surface of the moon from a photograph.
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out i)roraiiieiitly, and the fcrminafor, <n- boundary Hue
between the illuminated and shaded portions, presents an
irregular jagged appearance.

But the most remarkable physical feature of the moon's
surface is its extinct volcanic craters. The great number of

these and the immense size of some of them indicate past
volcanic action in the moon, and on a scale far surpassing
anything known on the earth at the present time. Many of

these craters have been carefully studied and their measure-
ments taken. One of the most conspicuous, named Newton,
has walls over 20,000 feet high. Another, named Coperni-
cus, is about 60 miles in diameter, and has walls rising in

places to a height of 11,000 feet above the bottom of the

crater. The larger craters are usually surrounded by
smaller ones, as seen in Fig. 179. Besides volcanic raoun-

Fig. 179. Lunar Crater.

tains with their craters, there are ordinary mountain ranges

and isolated peaks, some of which are but slightly inferior

in elevation to those on our earth. Radiating away from
the volcanic craters are certain markings technically known
as "rays" and "rills,'' the former probably comparable to

dykes of basaltic trap on the earth, the latter to great

fissures or canyons.

As there is no evidence of refraction when the moon
passes between the earth and a star, the star disappearing

instantly, and as there is an entire absence of clouds of any
kind, it is believed that the moon has no atmosphere. If
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there is no atmosphere there can be no water on its surface,

as the water would evaporate and produce an atmosphere

of water vapor.

As the moon rotates on its axis very slowly, the dif-

ference in temperature between the side next the sun, and
that turned away from the sun, must be very great, and as

there is no atmosphere to retard radiation, the temperature

on the side turned away from the sun must fall below even

the lowest that has ever been obtained artificially on the

earth. From all the evidence, the moon seems to represent

the most advanced stage in planet life yet attained, and to

be a cold, barren mass of rock—a dead world.

It is a popular belief that th& moon exercises an influence over the

affairs of earth ; that if the horns of the crescent moon point in a particular

direction it is a "wet moon"; if in another direction a "dry moon"; that

hogs should be killed, seed sown, and grain cut at certain times of the
moon. It is almost needless to say that these beliefs are unsupported
by any scientific evidence whatever, and must be ranked as supersti-

tions. The only appreciable influences the moon has on the earth, arise

from the light which it reflects from the sun, and from the attraction

which it exerts on our planet, one eff'ect of whicli is seen in the ocean
tides.

THE SUPS.

To dwellers on the earth, the sun is by far

the most conspicuous object in the universe. It is

the source of all those forms of energy which make life on
earth a possibility; yet it is but one of the innumerable
stars that dot the heavens, and if removed to the average
distance of a star of the third magnitude, it would be so

reduced in brightness, as to be barely visible to the naked
eye. It is only on account of its comparative nearness to

us, that it surpasses all the other stars in glory. The sun
is 93,000,000 of miles distant, while the nearest fixed star

is 25,000,000,000,000 miles from the earth. If at the birth

of Christ, a carrier pigeon, flying 100 miles a day every
day in the year, had started with a message from the earth
to the sun, it would not be able to deliver the message
until the year 2,545. It might have rested on the planet
Venus about the time of Alfred the Great, and on Mercury
shortly after Queen Elizabeth ascended the throne of Eng-
land.
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Tlio (liametor of the sun is about 110 times tlie diameter
of the earth, ])ut the matter composing its mass has only
about one-quarter of the density of tliat composing tlie

earth's mass. Its force of gravity is sucli that a body on
its surface woukl weigh 28 times as mucli as on the eartli's

surface, and would fall 28 times as far in one second of

Fig. 180. The Sun.

time. The spectroscope shows that the chemical nature of

the sun is similar to that of the earth. About one-half of

the elements found in the earth have been shown to be
present in the sun. These are mostly metals, and on
account of the high temperature of the sun they exist as

gases at or near its surface and not as solids as we know
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most of them to be here. The high temperature of the

sun, probably between 5,000 and 10,000 degrees Centigrade,

accounts for the low density of its materials, notwithstand-
ing the enormous pressure exerted upon it by gravity, and
which must tend to compress it and render it more dense.

The white radiant surface of the sun, as

PHOTOSPHERE, ^®^^^ ^^ ^^^® Unaided eye, is called the photo-
sphere (light sphere). Through a good

telescope, it shows a granulated or fleece-like appearance,

Appearance of Photospliere.

as if composed of small clouds interspersed with darker
spaces. (Fig. 181). These small clouds are probably due
to ascending currents of highly heated vapors, and the
darker patches to cooler descending currents.

CHROMOSPHERE
During a

AND PROMINENCES, totaleclipse

of the sun,

certain red-colored irregular

prominences appear around
the outer edge of the photo-
sphere. These are projections

from a similarly colored en-

velope, of no great thickness,

known as the chromosphere. Pig. 182. A typical prominence.
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These promiueuces sometimes rise as high as 200,000 miles

above the photosphere, poi-tions of which they may carry

with them. They are supposed to be tongues of gas,

probably hydrogen, in an incandescent state.

Outside of the chromosphere is a much more
THE CORONA. ,

•

,
, 4.1^ n /rrextensive envelope known as the Corona, (r ig.

180). This is seen only during a total eclipse, and reveals

Fit.'- iy3. Eclipse of sun 1889, showing corona.

itself then as a bright, radiant sheen, or halo of soft light,

completely surrounding the sun, and filling a space more
than twenty times as large as' the sun itself. Though
of great extent its density is inappreciable, as comets
seem to pass through it without any apparent resist-

ance. It is probably
composed of infinites-

imally small particles,

thrown off from the sun
with velocity sufficient

to carry them millions

of miles from the sun's
photosphere.

The photo-

sphere of

the sun seems to consist

of a vast ocean of incan-

descent matter in a state

of violent commotion.
Great chasms, or rents

in this, are known as

Snn spots. (Fig. 185.) Fii;184. Eclipso of sun 18G(). showing corona.

SUN SPOTS.
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These are not permanent features of the sun's surface, but

may change their size and contour in a few days. One
mav often see them on the sun's disc by looking through

Fig. 185. Changes seen in tliegre.it sun spot of 1865, iu eight days. In
No. 3a' bridge " lias formed.
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a piece of smoked glass. A normal sun spot has a dark
central area, known as the iimbr<i or nucleus, surrounded
by a less dark, irreguhir border, called the penumbra. Such
a spot may entirely ciiange its shape in a short time, and
may break up into a group of spots crossed by "bridges,"
finally filling up and disappearing altogether. Spots are
of various sizes ; sometimes they reach enormous dimen-
sions, the umbra alone measuring as much as 50,000 miles
in diameter, while groups of spots often exceed this size.

At times, these spots begin at the left liand edge of
SUN S ROTATION,

^j^g j,^,j^^ ^^^g ^.-^^^^ across the sun's disc, dis-

appear at the right-hand edge, and after a time, reaj)pear at the left-

hand edge of the disc again. \Mien this occurs at the sun s equator
the average time of revolution is 25 days ; but, curiously enough, they
require a little longer to complete a revolution in latitude 40' north
or south. This shows that the sun probablj' rotates on its axis in about
25 days, but not as a rigid body like our earth.

PERIODIC OCCURRENCE ^^^^ history of sun spots .shows that they

OF SUN SPOTS have periods of activity in which they occur
in great numbers, followed by intervals of

about equal duration, in which they almost entirely disappear. The time
between periods of greatest activity averages about 11 years. Thus 1S71,

1883 and 1893, were years of sun-spot activity, while 1879, 1889, and
19()0 were jears in which there were few sun spots. The ne.xt [period of

maximum activity should occur about the year 1905.

Like many other natural phenomena Mhich are but imperfectly under-
stood, a variety of influences has been attributec) to sun spots, for which
they may or may not be accountable. It seems certain, however, that

there is a clo.se connection between magnetic phenomena on the earth

and the occurrence of sun sjwts. The periods of greatest sun-sjiot

activity are the periods in which magnetic; disturbances, such as in-

creased daily oscillations of the magnetic needle, magnetic storms,

etc., are greatest. Auroras are most active al.so at such times. The
connection between these i)henomena has not yet recf"ived a satisfactory

explanation.

xHt «..M.^ .rM..a.r-v
C)f the sun's radiant energy, only one

THE SUN S ENERGY. , • t. i\ i , ;ii;^. „
l)art in every two thousand millions

falls on the earth; the other planets al.so intercept a small

fraction. The rest of this energy is radiated into space,

and one of the greatest problems in solar i)hysics is to give

a satisfactory exi^lanation of how this total enormous out-

put is maintained continuously without any ai)parcnt loss.

It cannot bo the result of combustion. The geological

history of the earth shows that the sun has for ages been
supplying light and heat to our planet, and no fire could
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last so long. Nor can it be that all this energy is

derived from the cooling of the sun's mass from an
original state of incandescence: such a source of light and
heat would have been exhausted long ago. There is no
escape from the conclusion, that the sun must have some
means of continuall.v renewing its supply of radiant energy.

The theory now generally accepted is that the sun is an
incandescent gaseous mass; that it Avas condensed from a

nebulous condition under the influence of gravity; and
that this force is still condensing and compressing the

sun's material, and thus producing the great supply of

heat, which is being continually radiated into space, to be
renewed again and again by further compression and
contraction. When this contraction can no longer con-

tinue, the heat-waste will no longer be replenished, and in

time the sun will cease to give out light and heat.* This
is known as Helmholtz's theory. Lord Kelvin describes

it as follows: "At some period of time, long past, the

sun's initial heat was generated by the collision of pieces

of matter gravitationally attracted together from distant

space, to build up his present mass; and shrinkage, due to

cooling, gives, through the work done by mutual gravita-

tion of all parts of the shrinking mass, the vast heat-

storage capacity, in virtue of which the cooling has been,

and continues to be, so slow."

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLANETS.

MERCURY.
The planet Mercury, on account of its proximity
to the sun, is a difficult object to study. It is

believed to have little if any atmosphere. Like the moon,
it rotates on its axis in the same time that it performs its

revolution about the sun; hence, the same side of the planet
is always turned towards the sun. On that side there must
be perpetual day with a torrid lieat, and on the other per-

petual arctic night.

This planet is about the same size as our earth. It

is usually hidden from view by an atmosphere of
dense clouds, so that little is known of its real surface. Its

cloud-laden atmosphere reflects the sunlight so brilliantly

that when near the earth Venus is a very conspicuous object
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ill the heavens. Its rotation period is believed by many
astronomers to be the same as its revolntion period. Both
Venus and Mercury present phases simihir to tliose of the

moon.
At certain times in its course Mars is comparatively
near the earth, and may then be studied more

minutely than any of the other planets. Its days and
nights are about the same length as ours. Its year is

MARS.

Fig. 186. Surfftoo of Mars showing the dark (shaded) and
bright areas, and the so-called "canals."

al)Out twice as long as ours, and is divided into four

seasons, each of which is i)roportionately longer than the

corresponding one on the earth.

The surface of the planet is always plainly visible when
near the earth, which would seem to indicate a very clear

atmosphere, or one of little density. The atmosphere not
being of a nature to prevent active radiation, many
astronomers conclude that JNIars must have a very low
temperature, which they place many degrees below zero.
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Other astronomers give the planet a less rigorous climate,

and certain white spots near the poles, which disappear
during the summer season and appear again during the

winter, are considered by them to be snow-caps or snow-
fields, the melting of which in the summer season accounts
for their disappearance until the succeeding winter season.

Through the tele-

scope the surface of

Mars appears diversi-

fied by dark -colored and
bright - colored areas.

(Fig. 186.) These were
formerly thought to be
seas and continents, but
the absence of clouds
in the atmosphere seems
to preclude the suppo-
sition that water exists

on the planet in quan-
tities such as seas of

this size would indicate.

The darker patches are

now believed to be low-

lying areas with just

water enough to pro-

duce and maintain a
permanent vegetation,

and the brighter
patches to consist of

scorched and barren

land.

The brighter por-

tions are intersected

in all directions by
faint dusky lines, which
communicate with the
darker parts. These are

the so-called "canals"
of Mars. There has
been a great deal of

speculation as to the
real nature of these
linear markings. As-
tronomers who have
given much time to their study
strips of vegetation on either side.

That they are part of an extensive scheme of artificial irrigation, as

has been suggested b\' some, and lience are an indication that the planet

Mars is inhabited, and that, too, by a race of beings more advanced

Fig. 187. Relative sizes of the planets.

regarfl them as watercourses with
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in civilization than the people on the earth, is of course pure sup-
position.

This planet is larger than all the others combined.
On account of its rapid rotation on its axis it is

much flattened at the poles, the difference between its polar

and equatorial diameters being over 5,000 miles. As its

axis is almost perpendicular to the plane of its orbit there

can be no seasons. Little of the real surface of Jupiter is

ever visible through the telescope, on account of its dense
and cloudy atmosphere. The so-called belts, or zones, of

Jupiter, the general course of which is parallel to the equator,

form a striking feature of the planet and are probably due
to great rifts in the clouds.

Another prominent feature

is the presence of extensive

oval spots on the surface.

The most remarkable of

these is the great red spot

in the southern hemisphere,
28,000 miles in length,

first seen in 1877. (Fig.

188.)

There are reasons for

believing that, while prob-
ably not hot enough to emit
nnich light, -Jupiter has

Fig. 188. Jupiter, showing belts, and the great nevertheless U VCrV hio"h
red spot in the southern hemisphere. . , i xi' ^ ^^T

temperature, and that the

planet is composed, in great part, of gaseous matter, the

cooling process not having reached the stage represented by
the earth.

This planet is next to Jupiter in size, and, omit-

ting .Jupiter, is larger than all the remaining
planets together. Like Jupiter, Saturn is also very much
compressed at the poles, and for a similar reason. The
difference between the two diameters of the planet is 7,000
miles. Its surface also shows a belted appearance, similar

to that of Jupiter, l)ut not so well defined.

The most remarkable ])liysical feature of Saturn is its

system of rings, encii-cliii^' the i)lanet parallel to its

equator, and reflecting sunlight like the planet itself.
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These are two in number, or they may be considered as one
with a clearly marked space of over 2,000 miles dividing

it into two parts. The inner edge of the inner ring, which
is 10,000 miles from the globe of the planet, is not so dense
as the rest, and consequently it reflects less light, which
gives it a dark appear-

ance. When the plane
of the rings is towards
the earth they appear as

a thin line or streak of

light (Fig. 189), hence
they can be of no great

thickness. They are re-

garded as swarms of

small solid bodies, or

satellites, revolving in

their orbits not far re-

moved from one another.

Like Jupiter in another
respect, Saturn is thought
to consist of dense gas or

vapor but little removed
from incandescence, and
surrounded by a thick

atmosphere which the

telescope cannot pene-

trate . Fig. 189. Satiirn in different positions in its orbit.

These two planets were not known to the

NEPTUNE. ancients. Their distances are too great to

allow a study of their physical features to

be made with any degree of minuteness. The spectro-

scope indicates the presence of dense atmospheres quite

unlike ours. They are probably gaseous bodies, but more
nearly solid than Jupiter and Saturn. Their satellites are

remarkable, in that their orbits, unlike those of the satellites

of the other planets, are not at all in the plane of the
ecliptic.
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NAME.
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from the sun. The great comet of 1882, when in perihelion,

threw ont a tail over one hundred millions of miles in

length. The head varies in size from a minute body scarcely

visible through the telescope to one having a diameter

greater than that of the sun itself.

Fig 191. Donati's Comet, 1858.

Notwithstanding the great size of some comets, their

mass, or the quantity of matter in them, is exceedingly

small. It is probable that the only appreciable effect on a

planet coming into collision with the average comet would

be a bright shower of meteors. Stars have been seen

through the densest parts of comets without suffering any

diminution in lustre.
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Comets swecj) .•ii-oniid tlic sun in pxceedingly

COMETS. elongated (n-hits, some of whicli are ellipses,

but inost of them takt; the form of a paraliola,

or of an open curve very similar to the parabola. This
explains why they are visible for so short a time, for when

they have passed around the

sun their course, if elliptical,

takes them, as a rule, far out
of tlie earth's oi-bit, and if

parabolic, it may take them
away from the solar sj'stem

for ever. Comets having ellip-

tical orl)its are divided into

short period comets with revo-

lution periods of less than 1(X)

years, and long period comets
with revolution periods ex-

ceeding 100 vears. The comet
of 1843 has a period of 100,000
years.

In eases where it passes

near enough to a planet, a

comet may be so affected as

to change its orbit from an
open curve to a closed curve
or ellipse. It will then return

to perihelion after a certain

period, ami its aphelion will

be near the orbit of the planet

accountable for the change of

course. Halley's comet, whose
orbit is shown in Fig. 192,

was the first of these arrested

comets whose return was
noticed. Its period is 76
years, and it is due at i)eri-

helion again in 1911. It was
captured and converted into

a permanent member of the

solar system by the planet

Neptune. Jupiter, owing to
Pig. 192. Orl.it of Halley's Comet.
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his great mass, has a hirge family of captured comets to

his credit. Oiir own ]>laiiet is lielieved to have assumed
charge of uiue.

The piaues in which comets move are most erratic, and
are inclined at all possible angles to the plane of the

ecliptic. Some move around the sun in the same direction

as the planets, and others move in a contrary direction.

METEORS
Everyone is familiar with the ordinary meteor,
or " shooting star." It appears suddenly, as if

a star had left its place in the heavens, passes swiftly
through the atmosi)here for a second followed by a trail of

light, and then "'goes out." Shooting stars may be seen
any clear night when the moon is not shining. Thev first

Fig. 193. Bolides, or Five Balls, as seen thronsjb the Lelescope.

burst into view about 75 or 80 miles above the earth's

surface and
'

' go out '

' when they reach a distance of 40 or

50 miles from the surface.

Sometimes much more formidable ones, called "bolides,"
sweep over greater areas of the heavens and are attended by
explosive phenomena. Such was probably the nature of

that brilliant meteor which passed over western Ontario
about 9 o'clock on the evening of July 5th, 1898. This
meteor, or meteor-swarm, estimated to have had a diameter
of almost half a mile, first burst into view over the county
of Peterborough at a height of about 120 miles. It swept
.west over a course of 200 miles in less than 10 seconds,
passed over Port Elgin at a height of about 15 miles, and
apparently plunged into Lake Huron. In its passage
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through the atmosphere it left a trail of flame and smoke,

the remains of which could be seen for about 10 minutes,

and, according to many observers, its flight was accom-

panied by a loud rushing noise.

From the velocitj' with which a meteor enters
NATURE OF METEORS.

(|^g atmosphere, some 30 miles per second, it

is evident that it comes from regions of S{)ace outside of the ejirth. As
soon as it encounters our atmosphere its speed is checked. The friction

produces a temj)erature 1,0(M» times greater than that of red heat, and
soon vaporizes the mateiial of whi(;h the meteor is composed. It is the

vapor that forms tl»e luminous train in the wake of the meteor.

If the meteor is of suffi-

cient size to reach the earth
before being completely con-

verted into vajKir, it is called

a mtteorite. Many of these

bodies have been anahzed
and have been found to con-

tain a great number of dif-

ferent elements, iron, silicon

and oxygen usuallj' predom-
inating, liut no element has
been found in any of them
which is unknown on the
earth.

Several exam[)les are on
record of showers of these

having reached the earth,

much to the consternation
of the people in the vicinity

where they fell. The earth
is daily being bombarded
with millions of projectiles

which our atmosphere con-

verts into harmless meteoric
dust, that settles slowly- to

the ground. Were it not for the protection afforded bj" the atmosphere,
living on the earth would on this account be -

'
< .

liazardous.

Fig. 194. Meteorite, showing granules of iron.

rentlered somewhat

METEOR ^^^ meteors, like comets, move in some kind of

SHOWERS. ^ course, with the sun as a focus. Meteor-
swarms, with orbits similar to those of comets,

are known, and iiiefeor shoivers are due to the earth's orbit

intersecting the orbit of a group of meteors; and thus thQ

eartli may encounter one of these swarms, and actually does
so very many times every year.
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Sometimes meteors, iustead of being iu swarms, are

strung out along their orbit so as to form a procession, and
every time the earth crosses the orbit of such a meteor

stream there will occur a more or less brilliant display of

these incandescent visitors. One very conspicuous shower,

the Leonids, so called because they seem to come through

the sky near the constellation Leo, occurs every 33 years.

An interesting record of their occurrences, with this interval

between them, extends back, though not without many
breaks, for a period of one thousand years.

A meteor shower.

Several cases are known in which comets and
ORIGIN OF METEORS, meteors move in the same orbit, the comet
often surrounded by the members of the meteor swarm. A case is on

record of a comet breaking into fragments which increased their dis-

tances apart at each return to perihelion, and finally disappeared

completely. Now it happens that the earth's orbit intersects the orbit

in which this comet formerly revolved about the sun, and at this point
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of intersection, the earth, after the flisapifearanfo of the comet, enoount-
ered a meteoric shower moving in tlie comet's orljit. These meteors are
regarded as the remains of the disintegrate<l comet.

In addition to the various classes of celestial

bodies which have been described, the telescope

shows the presence in space of thousands of patches of

luminous matter the particles of which are very widely

Fig. 196. Irregular Nebula, with stars shiuiiig tlirough it.

diflfused. Some of these extend over a space many times
greater than that occupied by the entire solar system.
They resemble faintly glowing clouds, and hence are called

nebula. Many astronomers regard them as masses of

elementary gases at high temperature. Others believe them
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to be swarms of meteorites at a low temperature, and that
the particles of which they are composed are in continual
collision with one another and thus produce heat sufficient

to vaporize and render luminous a portion of their sub-
stance. They assume many different shapes as irregular,

spiral, annular, etc. They are looked upon as the raw
material out of which stars and planets are made.

NFRiiiA»HVPnTHF«4is ^" studyiug tlic solar system as a[NEBULAR HYPOlnESIS. i , j^ i / i , -iwhole, one cannot but be struck
with the symmetry and concord exhibited in the arrange-
ment and movements of its various members.

Each planet is

about double the

distance of the i)re-

ceding one from the

sun.

They all revolve

around the sun in

the same direction,

and nearly in the

same plane.

Their orbits are

all nearly circular.

The.v all rotate on
their axes in the

same direction.

The satellites,

as a rule, revolve

in the same direc-

tion as the primary
planets. This re-

markable uniform-
ity cannot be a mere
coincidence, the re-

sult of accident.

Viewed as a ques- ^^^•^^^- Spiral Nebula.

tion in probabilities, the chances against such being the
ease are as 4,000,000 to 1.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century the French
astronomer, La Place, gave to the world his great Nebular
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Hypothesis by wliidi lie attempted to account for the
origin of the solar system. He supposed that in the
remote past the sun and planets existed as a single nebula
of intensely- heated gaseous matter, which then occMipied a
space greater than that now included within the orbit of

Neptune. A cooling and contracting process .set in, and
the nel)nl<n- mass acquired a whirling motion. By gravi-
tation amongst its particles, contracition toward the centre
continued, and the velocity of rotation increased until

the ccnti-ifugal foi-cc, overcoming the force of gravity,

gaseous rings were thrown off from the outer edge of the

mass. These eventually condensed and formed the various

l)lanets, the central portion
remaining to form the sun
in which the contracting

and condensing process is

still going on. Some of

the i)lanets in turn threw
off smaller rings which
formed secondary planets
or satellites. In the case

of Saturn, .some of these

rings still ])ersist. Of the

planets, those farthest from
the sun are looked u])on

as the first formed. The
l)hysical condition of each
l)lanet will depend, in a

great measure, on the ex-

tent to which it has cooled. Jupiter and Saturn are prob-
ably but little removed from a state of incandescence; the

earth and imssibly Mars give out very little heat, while the

moon i-epresents, as far as known, the most advanced stage

in the cooling process.

As a result of careful experiments with the
METEORIC HYPOTHESIS, gpectra of meteorites, and a comparison of
these with the spectra of comets and nebulae, Professor Lockyer regards
all the bodies in the universe, including the fixed stars, the sun, and all

the planets, as well as comets and meteors, as collections of meteoric
matter in different stages of develojiment. According to this view a
nebula of widely diffused meteoiic dust at a low temj^rature is the
earliest stage in the life history of a star. Under the influence of gravita-

Fig. 198. Annuhir Nobuhi.
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tion amongst its })articles a condensation and compression of its mass takes
place and the temperature gradually rises to a maximum, as seen in the
hottest and whitest stars, such as Vega and Sirius. From this stage of

greatest heat and light, there is a slow and gradual diminution in

temperature through the yellow stage, of which Pollux and our sun are

examples, to th§ red stage, represented by such a star as Hercules, and
finallj' to dark, or non-luminous bodies, such as the planets of our solar

system.
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CHAPTER X.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY.

Different parts of the earth have different climates,

different soils, different natural products, and are inhabited

by peoples of widely different characteristics and modes of
living.

8onie parts of the earth are inuch more thickly inhabited
than others

;
people who live in cities are chiefly engaged

in manufactures of various kinds, while those inhabiting
rural districts are usually employed in agricultural pursuits,

producing the raw materials as cotton, wool, and food-stuffs,

which make manufacturing industries possible.

People who produce the raw materials have to be pro-

vided with numufactured articles,—clothing, implements of

various kinds, furniture, etc. The manufacturers require

the materials out of which to make these articles, while

food-stuffs are needed by all. No country produces all the

necessaries, conveniences, and luxuries of life. Each is

dependent upon some other for the supply of such of these

articles as are not produced within its own borders.

Cotton, for example, will not grow in Canada; hence the

cotton mills of Ontario, Quebec, and New Brunswick are

dependent upon countries which do grow cotton for a supply
of the raw material that is to be spun into yarn and woven
into cloth.

CONDITIONS AFFECTirSO COMMERCE.

The exchange of the commodities of one country for

those of another gives rise to commerce. From a consider-

ation of the articles of exchange, the routes of trade, the

centres of production and distribution, the facilities for

such distribution, tlu; influences which stimulate trade or

retard it, etc., arises Commercial, or Economic, Oeographi/.

In primitive times, each family or community attempted

to produce all the things necessary for its own exist-

ence; but the increase of p()i)ulation, along with greater
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facilities for intercourse between different countries, has
tended to make each community devote its attention to what
it can most profitably produce, and exchange its commodities
for those of other communities. The mutual exchange of

products gives rise to Trade and Commerce.

In theory it is the surplus products of one country that
are exchanged for the surplus products of another. But
with modern enterprise, and through the use of money, the
conditions affecting commerce have been so changed that
now many articles are produced almost exclusively for

export. It is with this end in view that the sugar-planters
of the West Indies and the cotton-farmers of Egypt produce
their crops. It is found that the raw materials can be more
profitablj^ manufactured into the finished product in Great
Britain, than where they are produced.

In the case of articles of large bulk, as coal or
wheat, distance may make it impossible to carry

on a profitable trade. The coal of Nova Scotia cannot be
used profitably west of Montreal on account of the cost of
transportation. The Province of Ontario requires large
quantities of soft coal for its factories, but the use of Nova
Scotia coal would so increase the cost of manufacture that
it would be impossible for an article to compete in the
markets with a similar one produced where fuel is cheaper.
In this instance Ontario has to depend upon a foreign
country for a supply of soft coal, it being cheaper to import
coal from Pennsylvania and Ohio, even with a duty of fifty-

three cents per ton, than to bring it from Nova Scotia.
Edmonton, owing to its distance from large centres

of population, finds it more profitable to grind the wheat
grown in that region into fiour and send it to British Col-
umbia than to ship the wheat.

MEANS OF ^^^ means of transportation have much
TRANSPORTATION. ^^ ^^ in determining the nature of the

commerce carried on . On land these con-
sist in parts of Africa and Asia, of porters; in the extreme
north, of dogs and dog-trains ; in the deserts of Africa and
Asia, of pack animals as the camel; in the mountainous
parts of South America, of the horse and llama; and in
America and Europe, of railroads. On rivers and canals
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boats are employed, and either steam or sailing vessels on
larger l)odies of water. A little consideration will reveal

how the means of transportation must greatly affect the

nature of the commodities produced. It is impossible to

convey large, heavy articles far without the aid of water-

ways or railroads. Without such aid, it would be impos-
sible to convey the lumber of the Ottawa valley to a
profitable marked and without railroads there would be

little wheat raised in the North-West Territories.

The productions of a country, and hence the

nature of its commerce, are largely dependent
upon its climate. Sugar-cane, cotton, Indian corn, and
coffee cannot be grown in every part of the world, and
though wheat and cattle are found almost everywhere, yet

some climates are better adapted to their production than are

others.

The productions of a country are far more influenced by its climate
than by its soil. Many parts of the deserts of Africa and Asia require

only a greater rainfall to make them fertile. The oases show how
fertile the soil becomes when there is suthcient moisture to support
vegetation. The arctic regions are destitute of vegetation of com-
mercial value owing to low temperature rather than to barrenness of the

soil. Thibet requires only a higher temperature to make it teem with
vegetation.

Then, too, the rigors of winter in cokl- temperate climates often

interfere with commerce. The St. Lawrence River is closed to

navigation for several months every year. The ports of the Baltic are

ice-bound every winter. Hence, commerce, for the time being, must
find its way by other routes. Thus the vessels which call at the ports

of Montreal and Quebec when the River St. Lawrence is ojien, seek the

harbors of Halifax, St. John, or Portland during winter months. In

summer the (4reat Lakes of Noith America are frequented by
merchant-vessels, but on the approach of winter these waters are

deserted, and the boats are securely laid up in some j)ort to await the

return of spring. Hence during the winter season other means of

transportation than boats must be used.

So long as each laborer finished his own article in

every part, so long were commodities dear and
commerce small. But with the division of lalior and the

introduction of machinery, thousands of articles can be

l)rodu<*ed in many cases foi- wljat one formerly cost. Thus
comparatively little cotton was worn s(» long as it was spun
only by women in their homes, and woven into cloth on
hand-looms ; but with the introduction of the spinning
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jenny, and subsequently of the spinning mule and the

cotton gin, the cloth was manufactured so cheaply that

every one could buy it. In this way cotton has become
one of the most important articles of commerce. In grow-
ing the raw material, in manufacturing it, and in distribut-

ing the finished product to all parts of the world, millions

of money are invested, and employment is given to vast

numbers of workmen.

Some articles require much labor to prepare them for

use. These can be produced only where labor is so plenti-

ful, and hence so cheap, that a profit may result to the

producer. Thus both the soil and the climate of parts of

the United States of America are adapted to the growing of

the tea-plant, but labor is so dear that tea grown in the

United States cannot compete in the markets of the world
with that grown in China, Japan, or India. However,
cheapness of labor is not the only determining factor in the

profitable production of an article. A workman may be
paid only a dollar a day, and produce only two dollars

worth of goods ; whereas a other with machinery to enable
him to work to advantage, may receive two dollars a day
and produce ten dollars worth of goods. In the markets
of the world, the former cannot compete with the latter.

Trades unions, by limiting the hours of work and the

amount and kind of work a member may perform, and by
fixing a higher scale of wages, tend to affect the cost of

production of commodities of commerce.

Government has much to do with fostering
GOVERNMENT. • ,. . -, i i i. ttti,

or crippling trade and industry. Where
property is secure and life safe, capital will seek invest-

ment,' and manufacturing and other enterprises will flourish;

but where the government is weak, and revolutions are

common, the insecurity of life and property repels capital

and checks enterprise.

A good government has many ways of fostering commerce. It

improves harbors, constructs canals and locks to overcome natural
obstacles in the waterways, erects lighthouses, charts the coast and
places buoys to warn mariners of hidden reefs and dangerous shallows,

and collects and distributes information of great value to farmers and
manufacturers. In addition to these it also provides officials called

consuls, who reside at uU the large centres of commerce, and whose
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duty it is to watch over the commercial and other interests of the
country they represent, and to keep their government informed of all

movements that may affect the home country.

DUTIES. Mo^t countries impose taxes called duties on goods
coming into the country. The government is thus

enabled to raise a revenue to carry on the affairs of the

country. As duties are usually' levied on manufactured
articles and not on raw material, many hold that they serve

the additional purpose of protecting the home manufacturer
against foreign competition. By a system of protective

duties, the government of the United States has fostered

home manufactures and home productions, and has thereby,

it is held, made the United States one of the greatest

manufacturing and producing countries of the world.

In Canada, home industries are protected by admitting
raw materials free of duty and by imposing a duty on
imported manufactured articles. Such machinery however
as cannot yet be profitably made in Canada, and is required

for carrying on manufacturing, mining, and other indus-

tries, is also admitted duty free.

At times it is found expedient to imix>se a tax on commodities,
usually raw materials, going out of the countrj'. The tendency of this

is to compel the conversion of the raw material into the manufactured
article in the country producing it. This gives employment to many
workmen, and the home country thus reaps the benefit of increased
enterprise and population. It is for this reason that an export duty has
been placed on saw-logs in Ontario. As a result many sawmills are
now busy on the north shore of Lake Huron producing lumber which is

largely consumed in the United States, while tlie sawmills of Michigan
are idle owing to the lack of logs.

Commerce is also affected by the customs of the people.
RELIGION AND

Tiiy^^, the inhabitants of the British Islands prefer
CUSTOM. black teas while Americans select green ; hence, black
tea is largely taken to Great Britain, and green to the United States and
Canada.

Even religious customs affect commerce. Little fermented liquor

is imported into Mohammedan countries because its use is forbidden by
their religion. Since the inhabitants of the Sudan have become
Mohammedans, a great demand has arisen for white cottons there.

In pi'oportion to their population, countries in which tlie prevailing
religion is Roman or (ireek Catholic, consume the largest tjuantities of

tish. The fish taken in the v\aters of the north of Europe are largely

exported to the south and centre of Europe, and Canadian fishermen
find a ready market for their salted cod and other fish in the West Indies
and the countries of Europe.
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r.. <.-.-».»..^.^1^ «r ^«.. Coal 9,nd iron are so closely con-
DISTRIBUTION OF COAL j. j --i » < <. ,i

AND IV1INERALS. nected with manufactures of all

kinds, the one supplying the energy
and the other the machinery, that, without them, it is

difficult at the present day for manufactures to thrive.

But these two commodities are so bulky that their trans-

portation is costly, and hence, unless the two are found
associated together or in close proximity, the manufacture
of iron and steel goods must remain backward; for the coal

is used in smelting the iron ore, the iron is converted into

steel, which in turn is converted into steel products. The
occurrence of these two minerals so closely together in

Belgium, in Lancashire, and in Pennsylvania, is the reason
for the great commercial activity which marks these centres.

In the early days of the cotton industry in England, water was the
great motive power, steam not having yet come into use ; hence places
abounding in waterfalls were sought for as the sites of factories.

Lancashire has an abundant rainfall, its streams are short and rapid,
and so factories sprang up everywhere. With the invention of the
steam engine, a new motive power took the place of water. But in

Lancashire coal and iron were found together. The cotton industry,
therefore, continued in Lancashire, the only change being the removal
of the factories from the banks of the stream to the crowded cities.

^ __ Wars and persecutions affect trade andWARS AND y . o i.-

PERSECUTIONS. commcrcc in various ways, sometimes
they compel the emigration of skilled

labor, as in the case of the Flemish weavers whom Edward
III. in 1337 induced to settle in England owing to the dis-

turbed condition of their own country. In the time of

Elizabeth, the persecutions of the Duke of Alva drove other

Flemish emigrants to England. This caused a great decline

in the Flemish woollen industries and a corresponding
growth of those of England, for the refugees brought with
them the knowledge of the manufacture of the finer qualities

of cloth, and enabled their adopted country to secure a pre-

eminence in this industry which it has maintained ever since.

In 1685 the revocation of the Edict of Nantes by Louis XIV. caused
many Huguenots to flee to England. These exerted a remarkable
influence on the growth of the silk industry as well as on the manu-
facture of linen, on calico printing, and on the production of sail-cloths

and paper.

During the war between the Northern and Southern States in 1861-

1865, the American supply of cotton for the mills of Lancashire was
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stopped. British merchants then looked to India for a supply. This
induced the farmers of India to increase their production of cotton, the
black basaltic soil north of Bombay being particularly adapted to grow-
ing it. When the war was ended, the demand for Indian cotton fell off.

This caused the Indian planters to begin its manufacture on the sjxjt.

Cotton manufacture has so greatl}' increased in India that Bombay has
now become a great cotton market. Labor is so cheap that the Bombay
merchant can readily undersell his British competitor in the markets of

China and Japan. This new Bombay industry has greatly afifected Lan-
cashire.

AIDS TO COMMERCE.

The most important aid to commerce is
TRANSPORTATION. n t- £ 4. 4. i- r, c 1

lacility or transportation. Before rail-

roads were constructed, commerce was necessarily confined
to tlie interchange of articles which could l)e transported

on the backs of animals, or carried comparatively short

distances in boats from one place to another on the same
river, lake, or sea, as in the case of cities on the Mediter-

ranean.

The discovery of the New World and of a sea-way to

India round the Cape of Good Hope, rendered it necessary
to build larger boats, and so commodities were carried

farther afield. At first ships were propelled by the wiiul,

l)ut with the advent of the steam engine, the sailing vessel

has gradually given ))lace to the steamshij) with a capacity
of many thousand tons, and a si)eed of from fifteen to

twenty miles an hour more.
Transport by water is usually cheaper than by land. Thus in 1903

it cost 12 cents to carry a bushel of wheat by rail from Regina to Fort
William, a distance of 780 miles, and only 2^ cents to carry it by water
from Fort William to Midland, a distance of about 600 miles ; it cost 5
to 6 cents a bushel to carry a cargo of wheat from Fort William to Mont-
real by water, a distance of 1,224 miles. In the east, where rates are
lower, it cost 5h cents per bushel to carry wheat by rail from Midland
to Portland, a distance of 685 miles.

The cost of loading and unloading goods is a very con-

siderable item in the cost of traiisj^ortation. Every time
goods have to l>e liandled before i-caching their destination

tlie cost of (iarriage is increased, hence every possible means
is taken to avoid ti'anshii)ment.

Rivers are the natural means of eonnnunieatioii
;

but these may be rendered useless excei)t for sliort

distances, by the presence of rapids or waterfalls; or where
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they form flood plains their course may be so winding that

very long distances have to be traversed by boats in order

to make a very short direct advance
; or there may be no

rivers where the needs of commerce require them ; and finally

a country may be in the form of a peninsula so that a long
circuitous sea-voyage is necessary in order to pass from a

port on one side to a port on the other, the two places being,

possibly, onh' a few miles apart in a direct line.

Artificial streams, or camds, overcopie these disadvan-

tages. The fine series of canals from Sanlt Ste. Marie
to Lachine renders the St. Lawrence a waterway' even
for ocean-going craft, for two thousand miles into the heart

of the continent; the Suez canal shortens the distance

from England to India by over 5,000 miles, and thereby
enables India to send wheat to England,—an impossi-

bility before the canal was built except with injury to the

grain from heating on the long voyage ; the Erie canal

makes a waterway from Lake Erie to Albany where nature
had practically supplied none ; the Manchester ship canal
enables the manufacturers to load and unload goods at their

very doors without the need of transporting them by rail to

or from Liverpool or any other sea-port ; the Kiel canal
gives a short route to the trade of the Baltic with the

North Sea ; and China has, among hundreds of others, its

great Imperial canal, the longest in the world. These
artificial rivers are multitudinous ; no civilized country is

without them.

^-r^ ..o.^.„c- Steamships have greatly aided commerce, not
STEAMSHIPS. 11 J • i.1 J.' 11

only b}' rendermg the mariner practicallj^

independent of wind and current, and thus shortening the

time of the voyage, but also by carrying cargoes manj'
times larger than the sailing vessels can. They have given,

too, a regularity to navigation w^liich was unknown in the
old days of sailing vessels. Not only is the time of sailing

fixed but the time of arrival also. With sailing vessels

the time of arrival could only be conjectured.

In 1838, the Si7-i'iis and Great Western began to ply regularly across
the Atlantic, and were the first actual "liners." In 1850 the average
time of crossing was 13 days ; in 1860 it was 11 days ; in 1870 it was 9
days ; in 1880, 8 days ; and since the advent of the " Ocean Greyhounds,"
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the voyage between Sandy Hook and Queenstown has been made in less

than 5^ days.
Improvements in the furnace, boiler, and engine have reduced the

cost of steam power nearly one-half during the past 25 years. A pound
of coal, by improved appliances, now produces three times as much
steam as it did a quarter of a century ago. The employment of donkey-
engines in loading and unloading cargoes, hoisting sails and heaving
anchors, also saves much time and labor.

Since iron and steel have displaced wood in shipbuilding, vessels

have been greatly enlarged ; instead of vessels of a few hundred tons,*

vessels of 5,000 to 10,000 tons are becoming common. The Oceanic,
which was launched in 1899, has a capacity of 17,000 tons; the Kaiser
Wilhelm II. has a displacement of 26,000 tons ; the Cedric of 37,800 tons.

A steamship will carry four times as much cargo during the year aa
a sailing vessel of the same tonnage, for it can make four voyages to one
of the sailing vessel.

The reduction of the time of the voyage, of the cost of

loading, unloading, and manning vessels, and the employ-
ment of vessels of greater capacity, have greatly reduced the

cost of transportation and hence have lessened the price of

the goods themselves and extended their use. A demand has
thus been created for larger quantities. Hence the producer
and the consumer are both benefited. It is now possible

to ship wheat grown on the plains of Manitoba to Liverpool
and sell it profitably at a price which prevents competition
from the home product grown on the high-priced lands of

the old world; and it is under these favorable conditions
that the cattle trade has grown up between Canada and
Great Britain.

The increased size of the vessel and the reduced time of

the voj^age have made cold storage possible. Hence per-

ishable goods of all kinds, as fruits and meats, can be
readily transported, even across the torrid zone, and yet

reach their destination in good condition. In this way it

is coming to pass that the people of the north, during their

winter, enjoy the luxury of eating fruit which was gi'own

in Cape Colony or Australia.

HIGHWAYS ^^ every civilized community good roads are

now esteemed essential to the general prosperity

of the country . Over these the farmer draws his produce
to a ready market, and the market gardener carts his vege-

tables to add to the comfort of the dweller in the city.

* In measuring ships a " ton " meiins 100 cubic feet of space.
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Good roads bring eommiinities together, and make social

intercourse in rural places possible. Without good roads
a farmer will be unable to see the advantage of working
hard to raise produce which he cannot exchange for

something to add to his comfort and convenience; and so

he will raise only the bare necessaries of life.

In countries such as China, which is content with poor roads and
paths along which wheelbarrows are trundled, or where human porters

or pack animals are the means of transport, freightage is dear and
transportation slow. In the west of China it costs about 25 cents to

haul a ton one mile ; on the great lines of railroad in North America
it is about 6 mills. Then on account of the slowness of transportation,

plenty may reign in one part of the Chinese Empire and thousands of

people be dj'ing of famine in another.

In Asia and North Africa trade is still carried on over the same
routes that were followed thousands of years ago. These routes
are not roads in the proper acceptation of the terra ; they are merely
tracks. However, even in Asia, the importance of good roads is

realized, and the government of India has recently constructed a great
highway from Calcutta to the borders of Afghanistan. It was under
the guidance of Macadam and Telford that road-making became a
modern art about the beginning of last century. Since that time all

enterprising countries have constructed roads to connect all important
places with one another. Over these, raw materials of commerce are
brought to market and gathered into centres for distribution or export.
Before the advent of the railroad, places in the interior had to rely

entirely on common roads for transportation.

The enterprise of western nations both in

Europe and America has spanned their contin-

ents with railroads. Great systems of railways now
connect all important places.

When our country was first settled, it was along the

banks of the great rivers and the margins of the lakes that

men made homes for themselves; but now distance from
waterways is no drawback, for the railway follows the

settler into the interior and brings his products to

market however far away the. market may be.

In recent years railroads have largely superseded both
roads and waterways for internal communication. Reasons
for this are easil}^ found. Rapidity of transport, prompt-
ness of delivery, and cheapness of carriage, are essential to

the success of many kinds of business. All these advant-
ages are secured by the railroad.
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Before a railroad was constructed on the lower Congo, thereby
overcoming the rapids and falls upon this part of the liver, many thous-
ands of native porters carried freight round the cataracts in small loads
of from 60 to 80 pounds each at a cost of $200 \)er ton. The journey
occupied three weeks. The railway does this work far better in two
days at one-tenth the cost. In America the charges on trunk lines of

railwa3's amount to about 6 mills per ton i>er mile. It is this cheap rate
which makes it possible for the wheat and cattle of the North-West to

be transported to the sea coast at a cost which enables the producer to

realize a handsome profit.

Modern enterprise is almost entirely de[jendent upon the railroad.

Without it the wheat and the cattle could nob be transported from the
interior of this continent to the sea-board ; had it not been for the rail-

road it would have been impossible to provision and maintain tlie British

forces in the recent war in South Africa; and General Kitchener could not
have penetrated the continent to Khartum and defeated the Mahdists
at Omdurman, for as the armj' advanced the railroadfoUowed over the
desert and brought to the front supplies, without which no army can
move. In the Crimean war, it was not until a railway was constructed
from the port of Balaclava to the trenches, that supplies could be fur-

nished to the allied troops in quantities to keep them in comfort.

Ill constructing a railway we burrow under mountain
and river, bridge streams and arms of the sea, span
frightful chasms, and lay firm roads across quaking bogs.

The St. Gotthardt, the Mont Cenis, and the Simplon tunnels

pierce the Alps, the Hoosatonic dips under the AUeghanies, and
many a smaller but needful one lies along the line of the Canadian
Pacific and other railways that cross the western mountains. The
Victoria and other magnificent bridges cross the St. Lawrence, still

others stretch from side to side of the Niagara gorge, while among the

western mountains the eye falters to look down into the frightful chasms
from the giddy ledges and shelfs of rock along which the track winds
its way.

Our Canadian Pacific Railway spans the continent from St. John
to Vancouver, a distance of 3,387 miles, and shortens the journey from
Liverpool to China by 1,000 miles. The Grand Trunk Railway extends

from Portland through Quebec and Ontario to Chicago, a distance of 1, 138

miles, crossing to the United States beneath the St. Clair River in a
huge iron tube 6,026 feet long. The Grand Trunk company is to build

(1903) a transcontinental railway from Moncton to Port Simpson on the

Pacific, passing some distance north of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

The Canadian Northern Railway company is also building (1903)

another railway that aims at reaching the Pacific. The Intercolonial

Railway, planned as a necessity and a sign of union when the different

Province^ united to form the Dominion of Canada, reaches from Halifax

and St. John to Montreal by the way of Moncton and Ri\iere du Loup.

In the United States the great transcontinental railways are the
Union and Central Pacific from Chicago to San Francisco ; the

Great Xorthern just south of the boundary, from Duluth to
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Seattle ; the Northern Parifc to the south of the preceding,
from Duhith to Portland, Oregon ; the Southern Pacific from
New Orleans to San Francisco; and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa F6
from Chicago to San Francisco.

In barbarous or semi-civilized countries the most
primitive form of trade is the bartering of com-

modities. In the early days of Canada, the Indians bartered

their furs for guns, gunpowder and blankets. But no ex-

tensive trade can be carried on without some medium of

exchange—something which sellers willingly receive for

their goods, because they know they can get with it articles

which they need. Tliis medium of exchange is money.

Money usually consists of gold, silver, and copper, for these are
easily preserved and readily transported ; but any medium of exchange
is money. Thus in the Sudan to-day, cowry shells are used as money ;

in other parts of Africa cattle serve as the medium of exchange and
thus become money. An African chief to-day pays so many cattle for

his wife. In the early days of England, slaves and cattle were money.
This was called living money to distinguish it from gold and silver, which
was called dead money. It is from the use of cattle (Lat. peciis) as money
that the Romans derived their word for money, pecimia; and the word
"fee" is only the Old English "feoh," cattle. In the early days of

Newfoundland, codfish served as the medium of exchange.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE
^^^ countrics which carry on consider-

able trade with each other, the debts
due from one to the other are generally about equal. In
Canada, for instance, there are always a number of persons
indebted to others in Great Britain for books, manufactures
of wool, furs, hats, &c., which are imported, and likewise

a number in Great Britain indebted to others in Canada for

wheat, flour, fish, lumber, &c., which are exported. Now
instead of sending coin from Canada to pay the debts in

Great Britain and from Great Britain to pay those in

Canada, Bills of Exchange are used to settle the debts
reciprocally due between the two countries.

Thus suppose A in Toronto buys goods to the value of $1000 from B
in Manchester, England, and C in London, England, buys $1000 worth
of goods from D in Montreal. Through the intervention of a bank and
by means of a Bill of Exchange, A is directed to pay to D $1000 and
similarly C is directed to pay B. Thus the debts are cancelled.

The Bill of Exchange makes unnecessary the transmission
of coin or specie twice, and prevents the loss of interest
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during the time of transmission as well as the risk and expense
of transportation. It is only when one country buys mueh
more from another than the latter does from it that an actual

transmission of money is necessary. In this case the balance

of trade is said to be against the country making the larger

purchases.

Banks aid commerce in many ways. They lend
money and thus enable enterprises to be prosecuted

which could not otherwise be carried on. They circulate

bank notes which are far more convenient for carriage than
coin. They afford a safe and ready treasury in which the

merchant may deposit his cash each day. Providing he
has sufficient money in a bank the merchant may pay his

debts by drawing cheques on the banks: he need not

handle the money. Banks, too, enable a debtor in one
place to pay his debts in another by buying a bank draft if

the seller of the commodity lives in the same country
as the debtor or a bill of exchange if they live in different

countries.

"^^^ electric telegraph now connects all

GRAPH telephone! pl^ces of importance. There is scarcely

a village to which messages cannot be
sent by its means. Submarine cables enable one country
to communicate with another without delay, and thus, an
important event happening anywhere is soon known
throughout the civilized world.

Important places are also connected by telephone wires,

so that it is possible to talk to another hundreds of miles

away.

All these by aiding rapid communication affect trade.

The merchant gives his order, as it were, to-day and has his

wants supplied to-morrow ; there is, therefore, no necessity

for keeping large stocks of goods on hand. Then without
the telegraph it would be impossible to move trains with

the same safety and despatch as at present. Wireless
telegraphy may furnish another means of communication,
and may affect the cost of sending messages, lines of

telegraph or ocean cables not being needed.
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Electric power is now generated at some convenient place—where
there is water-power—and transmitted over wires to places many miles
away. It is used to drive machinery, move electric cars, run trains,

light streets, &c. Owing to the simplicity of its application, the absence
of smoke and dust, and the freedom from danger of fire or explosion,
electric power is displacing steam as a motive power.

The postal service supplies a somewhat slower but
POSTAL SERVICE,

g^ f^^j. cheaper way of communication than the
telegraph does by providing for the quick, safe, and cheap transmission
of letters, post-cards, newspapers, parcels, and money orders. By the
certainty and despatch with which it discharges its various duties, the
postal service renders an incalculable service to trade and commerce.

^.„„^„^ ...^ Good harbors are necessary wherever seaHARBORS AND . j . • r\ r. U j i i

DOCKS. trade is extensive. On both sea and lake

vessels require sheltered places where they

may load and unload their cargoes with safety. Some
places are protected by their position from the violence of

storms as the harbor of Vancouver on Burrard Inlet, of

Toronto on Lake Ontario, of Halifax on an inlet of the

Atlantic. Other places have been made into good harbors
by the construction of breakwaters as that of Algiers.

Still others, though sheltered from storms, are not deep
enough to receive ocean-going vessels, and have to be
deepened. Large vessels require a depth of water from 25
to 35 feet. Thus the harbor of Montreal and its approach
through Lake St. Peter had to be dredged. The Clyde, a
small stream, was deepened and widened to allow the
largest ocean steamers to reach Glasgow.

In addition to deepening the harbor, docks and wharfs
must be built to allow the vessel to load and unload its

cargo with ease and despatch. At Glasgow 3 miles of
docks have been constructed ; at Liverpool over 7 miles ; at

London 30 miles. But most of the great centres of com-
merce are situated on large, safe, natural harbors.

Express companies, by facilitating the safe and expedi-
AIDS.

t,joug carriage and delivery of articles which require
careful handling, by delivering an article and at the same time collecting

its price (C.O.D. ), and by issuing express orders for money and thus
becoming a safe and chief transmitter of money, greatly aid commerce.

A uniform system of weights and measures such as the metric
system would aid commerce, by giving all nations the same system of

* measures and thereby facilitating computations.
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centres of commerce.

Most interesting is t\w question why the great centres of

population and commerce are located where they are, and
why one place is i)rosperous and rapidly increasing in

])opulation while another is declining. Many considera-

tions enter into this question.

As centres of population are generally centres

of trade and commerce, in early times when men
were lawless and fighting was common, facility for defence
was an important consideration in selecting a site con-
venient for carrying on trade with neighboring triljes.

The Acropolis, or "upper cit}'," at Athens Mas a natural fortress.

The Castle Rock of Edinburgh, in addition to giving a wide view,
supplied an easy means of defence. The original London was founded
on the first high ground met with in coming up the Thames. Merchants
who desired to penetrate inland naturally found a resting place here
from which they could ply their trade with the surrounding tribes ; but
it was also admirably adapted for defence. The lagoons ofthe Lea and
the Thames protected it on the east and south. The high banks of the
Fleet protected it on the west and a broad fen stretching along the north
side of the hill forbade easy access from the north.

Paris, the capital of France, was originally built on a small island

in the Seine between the upper and lower navigation of this stream.
Its central position in the midst of a great plain gave it ample facilities

for commerce.

Venice, the pile-built city, stands on many islands. It was founded
by a people who, terrified by Attila and his Huns, built for themselves
homes where they were safe from such barbarians. Its admirable
position for defence enabled it to resist attacks from the land side, and
situated between the east and the west, between the B3'zantine and
Lombard realms, each needing what the other could supply, her ships

began to swarm over the Adriatic at a time when the Mediterranean
was almost the navigable world.

Tlie site of Quebec which was occujiied by the village of Stadacona,
was, no doubt, selected both by the Indians and by the French with a
view of easily repulsing any attack from enemies. It was originally on
tlie tongue of land between the St. Charles and St. Lawrence Rivers.

The French saw also its great natural advantages for commerce. It

has a fine harbor, deep enough to float the largest vessels, and until

the river was deepened so that ocean vessels could reach Montreal, it

was the port of unloading and loading of all large ocean-going vessels.

The insular position of Montreal afforded a natural means of

defence. Its position at the head of navigation in the St. Lawrence
River caused it to become the great distributing centre for the west and
north-west and Montreal has grown to be the commercial metropolis*

of Canada.
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The old fort, erected in the angle of the Assiniboine and Red
Rivers, marks the position of the City of Winnipeg. The men of the
old North-west Company who founded this fort, considered not only its

convenience for prosecuting the fur trade with the Indians of the North-
west, but also had a keen eye for defence against any possible attacks
from their enemies. Edmonton, in a bend of the North Saskatchewan,
is admirably placed both for defence and as a rendezvous for the fur trade.

^ .„,^ „ ^ On examining other centres of trade
FAVORABLE POSITION. , ^ xt t- i x-and commerce—as New lork, JSew
Orleans, Philadelphia, Chicago and Halifax in the New
World, and Liverpool, Marseilles, Bourdeaux in the Old,

we find that some circumstance of favorable position, so

that commodities might be cheaply mannfactured or readily

exchanged, had much to do in determining their sites and
subsequent growth. Such cities were built at places easily

accessible and generally near sources of natural wealth.

New York owes its preeminence in the commercial world on this

continent to its being at the mouth of the only waterway in the United
States leading into the interior from the Atlantic coast. It is situated
on a long, narrow tongue of land, which projects into a deep bay. Its

favorable position for commerce and the subsequent construction of the
Erie Canal, gave such an impetus to its growth that it is now the second
city in the world as regards population. Nearly one-half of the exports
of the United States leave this port and two-thirds of the imports of

that country enter through it.

The rapid deposition of sediment at. the mouth of the Mississippi

prevented a city from growing up there, and so New Orleans is situated
100 miles from the mouth of that natural outlet for the products of the
great interior valley. Before the advent of the railway this port gave
promise of becoming the greatest on the American continent. But the
railways and the improvement of the navigation on the St. Lawrence
have diverted much of the commerce eastward to New York, Boston
and Montreal. Thus New Orleans furnishes a striking illustration of

how the growth of a city may be affected by a change in the means of

transportation of commodities.

The fact that the cost of transportation is less by sea

than by land, and transhipment must be avoided where
possible, has caused cities to spring up elsewhere than
on the coast. These are, at times, at a considerable dis-

tance inland. Montreal, before the canals were built, was
at the head of navigation on the River St. Lawrence.
Being far inland, it became a great distrilniting centre and
thus the foundation of its commercial prosperity was laid

—

a prosperity that it has continued to maintain notwith-

standing the changed conditions of commerce.
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Philadelphia, one of the great cities of the United States
of America, at the head of a deep estuary, is 120 miles
from the sea. It occupied a very central position in the
early days of trade of that country. Commodities could be
transported inland along the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers,

obstacles to the navigation of which were overcome by
canals. Thus Philadelphia became a great distributing
centre for all the surrounding country. In addition to the
advantages from its central position, the proximity of coal
and iron has greatly helped to establish the city as a
manufacturing centre.

Wherever transhipment of products was ne-

(NAVioATioiN. cessary, there a settlement grew up. Hence,
at the head of navigation on all the great

arteries of commerce, large centres of population are found.
Many places such as Montreal, Fort William, Albany,
Dulath, Minneapolis and Chicago received from this cause
a great impetus to their growth. Vessels discharged their

cargoes at these places and were laden with the products
of the surrounding districts to be transported to other
centres of industry.

. ..„^ In addition to rendering the defence of a place

OF RIVERS. ©'isy, the confluence of streams opens up a
much more extensive area of country to which

commodities may be distributed. This is one reason
among others why such places as Winnipeg, Montreal,
Three Rivers, Quebec, Ottawa, Cairo in the United States,

St. Louis, Pittsburg, Lyons, have all become important
centres of trade and commerce.

Water powei- supplies a natural means of
WATER POWER. , • *

i
• tt * u jturning machinery. Hence, falls and

rapids in streams were sought for and this natural energy
turned to the convenience of man. In the early days of

Canada flour and sawmills were located at these sources of

power. Around these mills settlements grew up, some of

which have become places of iinportaiu'c.

From this cause originated such places as Port Hope, Napanee,
Bowmanville, Rat Portage, .Sturgeon Falls, Ottawa, Pembroke, Fergus,
Hawkesburj', Lindsay, Peterboro', and Almonte in Ontario, and St.
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Stephen, Milltown, Hartland, Edmundston and Woodstock in New
Brunswick.

Other places owe their importance to
CENTRAL POSITION. 4.1 ,. i -4. .e 114. jtheir ceutral position tor collecting and
distributing the commodities of the surrounding district.

Constantinople owes much of its growth and development to its

favorable position. It is on the natural line of travel between the
north and the south, betsveen the east and the west. Moscow owes
much of its importance to the same cause. There are no natural
obstacles to prevent communication with it from the Volga, Oka, Don,
Dnieper and Western Dwina Rivers. Vienna in addition to being at the
head of navigation on the Upper Danube, is also centrally situated. In
early times tiie roads from the east converged at Vienna before finding

a common pass over the Alps. Berlin is situated in the centre of the
great northern plain of Germany. Paris is in the centre of the great
plain forming the northern half of France at the junction of the Marne
with the greatest waterway in France. Beside being at the very head of

inland navigation Chicago, among other causes, owes its great and rapid
growth to its central position. The great plains to the south, west, and
north supply such immense ijuantities of grain and cattle as to render
Chicago the greatest food centre of the world. The central position of
Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, and Edmonton is, no doubt, the cause of
the rapid growth of these places. Winnipeg is already a great railroad
centre. Edmonton, situated at the northern terminus of the Calgary
and Edmonton Railroad, is a centre for collecting the furs of the north,
as well as a depot from which the adventurous traders of these regions
may draw their supplies.

„^.^ .
When a river bends and assumes an entirely

OREAT RIVER v 4- • iU £4.1. >.t- 1.

BENDS, ^^®^^' direction as m the case or the Niger at

Timbuktu, the Volga at Kazan, the Ohio at

Cincinnati, and the Petitcodiac at Moncton (formerly called

The Bend), there usually springs up a place of importance;
for much of the freight reaching such a place is not des-

tined for points in the new direction Avhich the river takes
and so transhipment becomes necessary.

TUT occ:c.r«.^rr ^r- ^hc abuiidauce of such natural products
I rft KKt^tlNCt Ur -i . i t ii j •

NATURAL WEALTH. ^^ coal, iroii Ore, gold, salt, etc., is

another cause of the origin of centres of
industry. Our own land furnishes some striking examples.
Sydney, in Nova Scotia, owes its importance to the abund-
ance of coal and iron ore in its vicinity. A population of
2,427 in 1891 has become 17,746 in 1901 owing to the
increased activity in the coal regions of Cape Breton. Its

central position gives it an advantage over other centres in
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distributing iron and steel. It is 1,200 miles nearer
European ports than Baltimore, the port nearest to Pitts-
burg. It is 2,300 miles nearer Liverpool than is Pensacola,
the port nearest to the great Alabama iron district. Owing
to the fact that Rio Janeiro is far east of New Orleans,
Sydney is 600 miles nearer it and Buenos Ayres than New
Orleans is, and it is 900 miles nearer to Cape Town than the
great southern sea port.

The abundance of spruce to supply pulp for paper, and
of iron ore for steel, together with an unlimited supply of
water-power has made Sault Ste. Marie a great hive of
industry. Dawson, which had no existence a few years
ago, has now (1902), a population of 9,142 owing to the
discovery of gold in the Klondike. Rossiand, unknown till

recently, is now a flourishing mining town of some 7,000
inhabitants.

In South Africa, Kiraberly owes ita existence to its diamond mines,
and Johannesburg to its gold mines.

The presence of natural products gives rise to manufacturing
centres, especially if an abundant supply of coal for fuel is found in the
immediate neighborhood . The development of the coal and iron mines of
Pennsylvania has made Pittsburg one of the great centres of the world
for producing iron and steel. The proximity of coal and iron mines
has enabled Glasgow to become the greatest ship-building centre of the
world. The abundance of coal and iron deposits in its vicinity caused
Birmingham to take first place in the industrial world as a hardware
manufacturing centre. The rearing of the silkworm in the south of
France supplied the raw material which the looms of Lyons converted
into silk fabrics and thereby established Lyons as the greatest centre of
the silk industry in Europe.

RAILWAYS ^^ affording facilities for collecting raw materi-

als and distributing manufactured articles, the

railway has wrought many changes in centres of trade.

Many places, especially in the inland parts of a country,
have been called into existence by railways, and such places
as St. Paul, Chicago, Buffalo and St. Louis, in the United
States, and Montreal, Toronto and Winnipeg in Canada,
would never have reached their i)re.sent importance without
the railway. The important city of Vancouver is the pro-

duct of the railway.

Railways have turned our prairies into wheat-fields;

and with rapid transport and " cold storage " have changed,
through irrigation, the dry grouuds of California into
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orchards, whose fruits uow are sold not only along the

Atlantic sea-board and in Canada, but in Europe itself;

and much of the interior trade that would have gone down
the Mississippi and helped to build up St. Louis and New
Orleans, they have taken to Chicago. Wherever a railway
has a station there a village is sure to spring up.

pniiTirAi PFMTPF^ "^^^^ P^^^® selected as the political

capital or a country or state may have
little in the way of commercial advantage to commend it.

Such places are usually chosen, not for the facilities which
they offer for commerce, but for their central location.

The fixing of the seat of government at such places usually

gives a great impetus to their development, and they may
become great centres, not only of population but also of

trade and commerce. Ottawa, the capital of Canada,
Washington, the capital of the United States, and many
of the capitals of the various states of the American union
in the New World, and Berlin, Vienna, Madrid and St.

Petersburg in the Old, all illustrate how the growth of a
place may depend upon its being the political centre of a
country. Pekin, though regarded by the Chinese as one of

their oldest cities, owes its importance to its becoming the

capital on the conquest of China bv the Mongols in A.D.
1282.

IRRIGATION.

There are vast tracts of land that w^e call deserts ; they
have no grass, no fields of grain, no forest trees, no orchards,

no farmsteads, no cities. They have nothing that would
invite man to take up his dwelling in them; man avoids

them unless they lie between him and a point that he
wishes to reach: they have no rain and no streams. But
where a spring happens to burst out, there grass and trees

grow, for only water is needed to make the desert fruitful.

Then there are other tracts with but little water, wholly
insufficient to support other than a scanty vegetation, or

that support a vegetation onlj^ during a short season; such
are the steppes of eastern Europe and western Asia, (pages
ai4, 316, etc.).

The pressure of increasing population with the demand
for more land has led to the endeavor, often with the
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greatest success, to supply the needed moisture. Irrigation

has been resorted to. The floods that spread over Egypt
when the Nile overflows its banks during the rainy season

Fig. I'j'j. Au Irrigation Caii;>l, Southern Alberta.

in far away Abyssinia, are made to go mucli farther by
means of countless little ditches, and, as said on a former
page, a great dam a mile and a quai-ter long and a hundred
and thirty feet high has been completed at Assuan, which
will store up for future use a vast quantity of water that

Pig. 200. Stnc 1 liern Allierta.

would otherwise run into the Meditei-i-anean. India has
the most extensive svstem of irrigation of all countries.

(Page 252).
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The Moors brought irrigation into Spain when they conquered it

1,200 3'ears ago. In dry Australia the waters of the rivers are in many
places drawn off into irrigation canals. On the Goulburn River in

Victoria a dam lias been constructed, and from it canals, one 31 miles
long and another 84, carry the water where otherwise it would not go.

The Russians by the same means now raise cotton where formerly (east

of the Caspian) were only dry plains.

In our own Alberta and Western Assiniboia, the driest part of the
Canadian West, there are several hundred miles (469 in 1901) of

irrigation canals, large and small. Even more extensively emploj'ed is

irrigation in the dry regions skirting the eastern Rocky Mountains in

the United States ; it is almost the sole dependence for water in parts
of California, especiallj' the south, where storage dams are built often
high up on the mountain -side ; and Florida needs it to give water to
her orange groves. , Artesian wells (see page 202) serve the same pur-
pose, and so towns and villages spring up about these artificial sources
of water where otherwise none would exist.

COMIVIODITIES OF COMMERCE.

The commodities of commerce may be conveniently con-
sidered under the following headings:— (1) Products of

the farm
; (2) Products of the forest

; (3) Products of
the mine; (4) Products of the sea; (5) Manufactured pro-

ducts .

OF ^ ^^^^ years ago, the more thickly peopled

THE FARM. portiou of the Dominion, particularly the

Province of Ontario, produced large quan-
tities of wheat ; but with the increased production of this

food-stuff in the North-Western States, Argentina, and
the Canadian North-West, it was found impossible to

compete in the markets of the world with the farmers of

these differently favored regions. In these places the farms
are large and the soil is new and in general very fertile. In
Manitoba and the North-West Territories, the black loamy
soil rests on a substratum of clay which keeps the moisture
within easy reach of the plants and so preserves them from
drought. Being new, this soil is not exhausted and so crop
after crop can be raised at little expense for tillage. The
great size of the farms of the new regions has necessitated

the universal employment of agricultural machinery,
so that now the time actualh' spent in raising one bushel
of wheat is ten minutes, whereas it used to be three

hours, and the cost of production has fallen from 17f
cents to li cents. In the older regions, the farms being
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small and the soil more or less exhausted from long crop-

ping, the farming operations must be much more varied and
intensive ; hence the farmers are turning their attention

to dairy-farming and the raising and fattening of stock.

Canada now takes a high rank for its export of horses,

cattle, sheep and bacon, and is foremost in the production
of cheese, every Province producing it.

The grain from the North- West is l)rought by rail to

Fort William and thence by boat to Midland, Owen Soimd
or Montreal. At eac^h of these places as well as along the

railways in Manitoba and the North-West Territories, large

elevators have been built to store the grain until it can be
moved eastward, (Fig. 80). Much of the wheat grown in

the western part of the Territories is sent westward to feed
the miners of British Columl)ia. Its great distance from
the wheat markets of the world hinders its profitable ship-

ment east.

Large flour mills at Winnipeg, Rat Portage, Keewatin
and other places where water-power is abundant, grind
much wheat into flour which commands the highest price.

Like the wheat, the flour is exported chiefly to Great
Britain.

The other great wheat producing districts of the world are the
United States, Russia in Europe, France, British India, Austria-Hun-
gary, Argentina and Austraha.

The climate and soil of Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces
are well adapted for raising barley, oats, rye and peas. These are ex-

ported chiefly to Great Britain. Barley adapts itself to a great variety

of climatic conditions and so can be profitably raised in many parts of

the earth. The great ))arley-producing countries are Russia, Austria-

Hungary and German}-. Oats require a cool, moist climate to bring

them to perfection and hence are extensively grown in eastern Canada.
Other countries which produce great quantities of oats are the United
States, Russia, France, and (ireat Britain.

The moist climate of the Eastern j)art of Canada adapts it for grow-
ing hay. This cannot all be consumed at home. The greater part of

the surplus is expoited to the United States.

The part of Ontario which is nearly surrounded by the great lakes

is the garden of Canada. In it snuill fruits as grapes, benies and
cherries, attain an almost ])eifoct growth, as do also plums, apjjles and
peaches. Apples grow to great perfection in many parts of Ontario,

Quebec and Nova Scotia. A large and increasing export trade in apples

is carried on with Great Britain.
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111 British Columbia, the valleys liave a mild climate,

and the soil is rich with the scouriiigs fnmi the moniitaiiis

—

conditions most favorable for fruit-growing. Farmers
there are turning their attention more and more to this

industry. A ready market is found for the fruit in the
North-West and Manitol)a, where the climate is too severe
for extensive culture.

Owing to the lesser degree of moisture in Western Assiniboia and
Southern Alberta as compared with the rest of the North-West
Territories, the prairie grasses cease to grow early in the autumn and
become hay standing without being cut and cured. The grasses are so
nutritive that cattle require no other food to lit them for market. The
snowfall, too, is so light that cattle need little or no shelter in

winter, and find most of their own food for themselves.

In the older provinces of the Dominion much attention is now
given to rearing cattle, liorses and sheep. Live cattle are shi]iped in

great numbers from Montreal, Quebec and St. Jolin to Great Britain to

be slaughtered there. As j-et tlie dressed meat industry in Canada is

onlj^ in its infancy. Dressed meat is a large item in the exports of the
United States, Argentina and Australia ; but tlie export of eggs and
dressed poultry to Great Britain from Ontario and Quebec is an
important industry.

Canada has also become an important butter and cheese producing
country, the factories and creameries being found in every Province of

the Dominion.

In the eastern part of Canada there are vastPRODUCTS OF •

THE FOREST ai'cas of piiie, spruce, poplar and hardwood;
hence the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, and

New Brunswick produce great quantities of lumlier and
])ulpwood. North of the region of the iiine. is the sub-
arctic belt of spruce and poplar, 200 or 300 miles wide,
which stretches across the continent and gives Canada a
greater forest area than anj' other lumber-producing
countrj' possesses.

In Ontario, the centres of the lumbering industry are

Ottawa, Deseronto and around the shores of Georgian Bay;
in Quebec, the city of Quebec ; and in New Brunswick,
Marysville and St. John. Most of the luml)er and timber
from Quebec and New Brunswick is exported to Great
Britain ; the United States receives most of that manu-
factured in Ontario.

Owing to its moist climate and its comparatively high
temperature British Columbia has also vast forests. Here
Douglas fir, Western white cedar, spruce and hemlock
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attain a great size and grow in great profusion. Most of

the lumber is manufactured from Douglas fir, and is well

adapted for building purposes.

Fig. 201. Douglas firs: the smallest is nine feet in diameter.

—Edwards Bros., Phot., Vauoouver.

Although the wood-pulp industry is yet only in its

infancy, in 1901 pulp to the value of nearly $2,000, CXH)

was exi)orted from Canada.
The other timber-producing countries of the world are Russia,

Sweden and Norway, Austria-Hungary and the United States. Hard
woods, like walnut, maple, oak, beech and hickory, are common in the
southern parts of Canada and the United States.

The ornamental woods are chiefly of tropical origin. Mahogany
comes from Mexico, Central America and the West Indies ; Ro.sewood
from Brazil, Teak, so largely used in ship-building in Great Britain, from
British India and Siam.

,

Other products of the forest as tar, turpentine and resin, are
.supplied by the ])ine of North and South Carolina and Georgia. The
basin of the Amazon supplies two-thirds of all the India-rubber used by
the world. The remainder is obtained from Central America, West and
Central Africa and British India. Gutta Percha is the hardened milky
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juice of a large tree which grows chiefly in Java, Borneo and Sumatra.
Quinine, so useful in malarial fevers, is obtained from the bark of the
cinchona tree. Original!}- a native of the northern Andes it has been
introduced into Italy, Cej'lon, Java and India and flourishes so well in

its new home that the greater part of the quinine of commerce comes
from these countries. Cork is the bark of a species of oak which
flourishes in Spain, Portugal and Northern Africa, particularly in

Algeria.

Canada has great mineral resources but at

the present time mining is only in its infancy.

Within the past few years, however, this

industry lias made great progress, particularly in Nova
Scotia, Ontario, British Columhia and the Yukon.

PRODUCTS OF
THE MINE.

Fig. 202. Hydraulic plncer mining at Cai-iboo, B.C.
—Edwards Bros., Pliot., Vancouver.

Gold. The most valuable mineral deposit is gold, which

is produced in great quautities in the Yukon district and in

British Columbia, and, though to a nuieh less extent, in

Nova Scotia and near the Lake of the Woods in Ontario.

Canada is now the fifth gold producing country in the

world. These rank according to the value of the gold pro-

duced as follows :—British Africa, United States, Aus-
tralia, Russia, Canada, Mexico and India. In 1901 Canada
produced $24,462,222 of gold.
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Coal. Coal i.s the sefond most iiniKH-iaiit mineral pro-

duct of Canada. The mines are <;hietly in the northern

part of Nova Scotia and in Bi-itisli Columbia. Coal is also

found in New Brunswick and in many parts of the North-
West Territories.

Nova Scotia coal finds a ready market in the cities along the coast

of the northern part of the United States and in the Province of Quebec.
It can be shipped at profit as far west as Montreal.

The British Columbia coal mined on Vancouver Island supplies the
cities of the United States on the Pacific Coast as far south as San
Francisco. That mined in the interior at Crow's Nest Pass is exported
to the mining centres of Montana and places along the Great Northern
railway and into the Nortli-West Territories.

Coal is found in many parts of the world, but at the present time
the great coal-producing countries are the United States, (Jreat Britain,

Western Germany, Austria-Hungary and Belgium.

Iron and iSteel. Great deposits of iron ore are

found in many parts of Canada. Owing U) tlie presence of

easily mined iron ore in Nova Scotia, in the western part of

Newfoundland, and in some coast districts of Quebec in

proximity to supplies of limestone and coal, great iron

industries are being developed at New Glasgow, London-
derry, and Sydney in the northern part of Nova Scotia.

On account of the abundance of iron ore near Sault Ste. Marie in

Ontario, extensive works for the production of iron and steel are in the
course of erection. These works are not as favorably situated as those in

Nova Scotia because of the absence of coal, which must be imported.
The most important iron producing countries in the world are the

United States, Great Britain, Germany, France, Russia, Austria-Hungary
and Belgium. Sweden produces much excellent iron ore, but owing to
the absence of coal, the ore is taken to Great Britain to be smelted.

Petroleum. In Canada petroleum comes almost exclusive-

ly from south-western Ontario, but there is every indication

of its existence in great quantities in the North-West
Territories. Along the Athabasca it is seen oozing from
the banks of the river. Russia (ai'ound Baku in the

Caucasian provinces) and the States of Ohio, Pennsyl-
vania and Texas produce nearly 95 per cent, of the

petroleum used in the world.

Silver. Of the silver pro<luced by the world, the United States
supplies nearly one-third, Mexico nearly as much, and Australia,

Germany, Bolivia, Chili, Spain and Canada the greater portion of the
remainder. In Canada both Ontario and Quebec produce some silver,

but by far the greatest quantity comes from British Columbia, which
now yields about $2,500,000 worth each year.
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Coppf-V. The United States produces more than half of the world's

supply of copper. The remainder comes from Spain and Portugal,

Chili, Japan, Germany, Australia, Mexico, Russia and Canada. It is

found in Ontario and Quebec, but the greatest quantity of Canadian
copper is produced bj^ British Columbia.

JSlcJiel. Nickel is used chiefly as an alloy of other

metals in the mannfacture of small implements or parts of

them, small coins, etc. It greatly improves the quality of

steel when itsed for armor plate or for various structural

Fig. 203. Interior of Pern Mine, Nelson, B.C., 100 feet from month of tunnel.
—Edwards Bros., Phot., Vancouver.

purposes. The Sudbury district of Ontario and the French
penal colony of New Caledonia now produce the world's
supply of this metal.

Lead. British Columbia is the only province of Canada in which
lead is produced in considerable quantities. It. is mined as an ore of
silver. In the United States it is extensively produced in the silver
mining regions. Mexico and Spain also yield large quantities of this
metal.

Asbe-stus. Asbestus is used for non-conducting packing and fire-

proof material. Nearly all the asbestus in use comes from the Thetford
region in Quebec.
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PRODUCTS OF
THE SEA.

The developnipiif of steam navigation and
llio use of ivfrjfjerator ears have given a
great impetus to the fishing industry.

Formerly fish had to be cmred immediat,ely after being
caught. Now they can be sent to market in good condi-

^7^-
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The western Atlantic Ocean contains the most valuable fishing

grounds in the world. The Lal)rador current brings to the shallow coast

waters vast quantities of alg;ii upon which cod, mackerel, herring, shad,

haddock and halibut live. The inshore fisheries of this region are also

exceedingly rich in lobsters.

The Canadian fisheries are among the most important and most
productive in the world. The annual value of the catch is now over

$20,000,000. In addition to these are the vast areas of inland fresh

water fisheries, including not only the great Laurentian Lakes and
Rivers, but also the (ireat North-Western Lakes as well. The fish

taken in the Great Lakes and rivers are chiefly whitefish, lake trout,

herring, sturgeon, bass and pickerel.

On the Pacific coast all the gulfs, bays and rivers

swarm with fine food fishes, such as the salmon, herring,

halibut, rock-cod, &c. Salmon enter the Fraser, Naas,
Skeena and other rivers in immense numbers where
they are caught and canned. In 1900 the value of the

salmon catch alone in British Columbia was $3,391,744.

As has been said elsewhere, the fur of fur-bearing
FURS •

animals is thickest and warmest where most
needed,—in the cold regions of the earth, the northern part

of the Eastern and the Western continent. The great

centres of the fur trade are Loudon, Leipzig (the most
important) and Nijni-Novgorod in Russia.

The Hudson Bay Comi)any still controls the fur trade of Canada.
The hunters, many of whom are Indians, bring their furs to such centres
as Winnipeg, Edmonton, York Factory, Moose Factory, Montreal, &c.,

where they are exchanged for supplies for the coming year. The most
important fur-bearing animals of Canada are the beaver, marten, mink,
and muskrat. Many other skins are, however, collected as those of the
ermine, otter, badger, bear, deer, fox, lynx, raccoon, skunk, wolf,
squirrel, &c. The most valuable furs are ermine, sable, sea-otter and
seal.

Much fur is also obtained from the southern hemisphere. From
the higher Andes great numbers of chinchilla skins are obtained, the
soft, pearly gray fur of which is largely used in women's dresses. In
Australia and New Zealand the rabbit has so greatly increased in num-
bers that it has become a plague, and although many million skins are
annually exported, its increase is scarcely checked.

M...u..<r.^^.. ...... Ill a chapter on Commercial Geography

ARTICLES. it would be impossible to consider all the

various kinds of manufactures carried on
even in Canada. A few of the most important will be
treated under such general headings as textile products,
iron and steel, pulp and paper, leather, &c.
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Textile. Fnhvir.t. Tlie raw materials for textile fabrics are cliiefly

cotton, wool, silk, Hax, hemp and jute. The great cotton pro-

ducing districts of the world are the United States, India and
Egypt. The greatest centres of cotton manufacture are LiverpKjol

and Manchester. In the United States this industry has been
rapidly increasing during the past few years and now one-third of the
home-grown cotton is nuiiiufactured. In Canada there are twent^'-two
cotton mills producing fabrics worth $l'2,()()0,0tX) a }'ear. Large mills

are situated at Valle3field, Montreal, Montmorenci and Magog in the
Province of Queljec ; at St. John in New Brunswick ; and at Hamilton
in Ontario. ,

WooUen Fnhricn. The chief wool-producing regions of the world
arc Australia, the Plate Basin, and South Africa. In these
countries pasturage is abundant and winter feeding is rarely

required. Owing to improved processes of manufacture and the

increased supjjjy of the raw material, tlie price of woollen falirics has
greatly declined. Leeds and London are to the woollen trade what
Manchester and Liverpool are to tlie cotton trade.

In Canafla, Ontario farmers are giving much attention to improving
the (juality of wool by introducing good breeds of sheep. There are 275
large centres of woollen manufacture in Canada and many minor ones.

Silk. The silk of commerce is derived from the cocoon of the
silk worm. The raw material is produced chiefly in Southern China
and Jaj)an, but silk culture is highly developed in Italy and France.

France is the great consumer of raw silk. Marseilles receives enormous
quantities for distribution to Lyons and St. Etienne, where it is

converted into silk fabrics.

Pulp (i)ul Pdper. Papei" is made ffoiii vegetable fil)i-e.

The great soiii-ce of paper at the i)reseiit day is wood
pulp made from spruee or poplar. Other vegetable

fibres used are linen and cotton rags, straw and esparto,

the last a grass which is indigenous to Spain and Algeria.

Owing to its great abundance of spruce Canada holds a prominent
place in the manufacture of pulp and paper. Large mills are found at

Cornwall, Merritton, and at Sault Ste. Marie in Ontario, and at Hull,

Valleytield, Portueuf and (irand-Mere in Quebec, where wrapping,
printing and writing paper are extensively manufactured. The surplus

wood pulp is exported cliiefly to the United States.

Leather and Leather Goods. Owing to the abundance
of hemlock bark for tanning i)iirposes, Canadti has

long been noted for i)r(»ducing good leather. The
tanneries are mainly in Ontario and Quebec. Large
cpumtities of hides for tanning are imported from South
Americsi.
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Manufactures from Wood. As Ave have seen Canada
is rich in niauj' kinds of woods, hence manufactures
of articles of wood, from matches and spools to

household furniture, are made in almost every town and
village of older Canada and in very many of newer Canada
as well.

Iron and Steel. Manufactures of iron and steel are carried on
in every part of the Dominion. At the present time Canada
produces small structural iron-products and finished steel articles

such as require lighter kinds of machinery in their manufacture. Mills

are, however, in course of erection at Sault Ste. Marie and Sydney
which will make the larger and heavier kinds of iron and steel

products also. Ontario and Quebec manufacture the great bulk of such
articles as stoves, castings, machinery, hardware, sewing machines,
locomotives, cars, bicycles, etc.

Agricultural Implements. Almost all the agricultural

implements that are exported such as ploughs, self-

binding reapers, mowers, &c., are manufactured in

the cities and larger towns of the Province of Ontario. A
large export trade has been established with Great Britain,

Australia, Germany, Fraiice and South America.

ShiphKilding. In the days of wooden vessels, St. John
was a great centre for shipbuilding, but with the
introduction of iron and steel ships, this industry ceased.

Montreal, Toronto, Owen Sound and Collingwood are now
actively engaged in shipbuilding. Toronto, especially, has
a large shipyard.

Sugar Refining. Extensive sugar refineries are situated at Montreal
and Halifax. The raw material, cane sugar, is imported chiefly

from the West Indies.

Within the past three years, a new industry has grown up in Ontario,
viz., the growing of sugar beets and their manufacture into sugar.
Model factories have been erected at Berlin, Wallaceburg, Wiarton, and
Dresden. At Raymond, too, in south-western Alberta the cultivation
of the sugar beet has been entered upon on an extensive scale, and large
sums of money have been expended in erecting the needful factories.

Canned Goods. Fruits and vegetables are extensively canned at
Hamilton, Delhi, Aylmer, and many other places in Ontario.

Meat Curing. Pork-packing is carried on in Toronto, IngersoU,
Winnipeg, and other places in Canada.

Flour and Cereals. There are extensive mills at Toronto, Mount
Forest, Fergus, Tillsonburg, Lindsay, Peterboro', London and Chatham.
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Electric Apparatus. Factories for the manufacture of various
kinds of electric apparatus are situated at Peterboro', Toronto and
Montreal.

MuaiccU. Instrument.^. Canada manufactures nearly all the musical
instruments which are used in the countrj'^ and also produces
a considerable number for export to Great Britain and Australia.
Centres of this industr}' are Toronto, Woodstock, London, Guelph,
Clinton and Bowman ville.

Breweries and Distilleries. There are extensive breweries at
Toronto, London, Waterloo, Brockville and Perth, and large distilleries

at Halifax, Toronto, Walkerville, Belleville and Waterloo.

Tobacco. Tobacco is now extensively grown in Canada. The
largest manufactories are situated at Montreal, Quebec, Toronto,
London and Leamington.

Ruhher Goods. Rubber goods are extensively manufactured at

Toronto, Montreal and Granby.

Thus we see everywhere around us man engaged in sub-
duing nature, using nature's forces for his benefit and
making animal, plant and mineral alike contribute to his

needs or his desires. Where the individual alone could do
little by his OAvn unaided powers we see man in commun-
ities, or government, aiding in tlie ways already indicated

and in many others.

Government assumes many forms in principle or in

detail, but that form is best which while protecting and
aiding the individual pliysically, morally and intellectually,

leaves him the widest freedom of thought, speech and
action, consistent with the welfare of the community or

state in which he lives.

The Governments of Great Britain and her Colonies are

the very foremost; for while nearly all the governments in

civilized countries protect their subjects and foster educa-

tion, trade, and manufactures, none give such full personal

freedom of thought, speech and action as those do, or

seek so successfully to elevate peoples of a lower civilization

who have come under their control.
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